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ABSTRACT
Geography plays an essential role in states‘ policies, aims, objectives,
international politics and diplomatic relations. The inevitability of a geostrategic location of a state in a particular region and its neighborhood are
the basic and fundamental facts to comprehend. The issues, discussed in
the present research, are mostly related to the significance of geostrategic location of Pakistan and her neighborhood, Pak-US relations and
current security risks in the region together with a preamble of few
contemporary geostrategic theories. The swiftly occurring security change
in the region carries numerous grave implications which require quite
active response from Pakistan.
Major areas covered in this research revolve around the geo-strategic
importance of Pakistan, her neighbors, US strategy towards Pakistan and
security concerns of Pakistan especially when looked at the changing
American strategies towards South Asia in general and Pakistan in
particular.
As the subject of this research mainly deals with the geographical
importance of Pakistan in present altered scenario of South Asia it is
palpable that Pakistan is imperative for power politics in and outside the
region for various states. The scope remains encompassed around the
current geostrategic environments of South Asia with particular reference
to American interests, contradictory policies towards Pakistan and the
consequential security trepidations in the region. In this existing set-up,
US should support the regional stability and address Pakistan security
reasons. She should continue cooperation to rectify the imbalance in the
region.

Pakistan should recognize the matters of great concern and

efforts should be made to identify a path which shall lead Pakistan to a
better future.
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Chapter: 1

Introduction
The scenic contrast of Pakistan changes, northward from coastal beaches,
lagoons and mangrove swamps in the south to sandy desert, fertile alluvial
plains, high mountains and eternal glaciers in the north. Beside unique
geography, she also occupies strategically important tract of land in the South
Asia. ―Pakistan is located at the cross road of three very important regions of the
world, which bestows her permanent significance. Oil rich Gulf States are on
west; to the northwest are the republics of Central Asia, which have captivated
the world due to their economic potentials and to the east lie the vastness of Far
East Asia. This diversity, while posing a challenge also lends great strength to
the country. However, Pakistan‘s geo-strategic and geo-political location confers
a number of advantages and disadvantages‖1.
Geo-strategy means the influence of geography on shaping the foreign policy of
a country in the domain of strategy whereas geo-politics means the same
influence on shaping the country‘s aims / objectives in the domain of global as
well as regional politics. In the world of politics, there are no permanent friends
and enemies. It is like shifting sands with initiative only available to the most
powerful. This in the search of power, countries extent influence and outplay
opponents. ―After the fall of Soviet Union, the centre of world politics evolves
around the United States. The only other power that has a glimmer of sharing
the power of the world is Pakistan‘s neighbour, China. It is in that backdrop that
Pakistan has remained in the centre – stage in the power struggle of many
global players‖2.
―Diplomatic relations between Pakistan and United States of America began at
the height of the cold war. Each had a different set of reasons for seeking an
alliance.‖3 South Asia remains an important region on the world map due to the
economy, interest of major powers, strategically located and its geopolitical
significance. Overt nuclearization of the region and post 9/11 scenario has
further enhanced its significance. India is aspiring to be the sole regional power,
26

vying for a permanent seat in United Nations Security Council. Whereas,
Pakistan has also been able to project herself as an important player in the
region due to her status as a front line state in the war against terrorism and
being the only Muslim country having nuclear capability.
The US has long been involved in the region, may it be the cold war era or the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Pakistan had traditionally been the main US ally
in the region. China‘s phenomenal economic growth and her independent
policies have remained a source of concern for American policy makers, Indian
position as a counter weight to China, thus always gains significance in the
American policy. ―The post 9/11 scenario has brought Pakistan in the limelight
again due to Pakistan‘s all out support against the terrorism but the Indo American strategic relationship is still making progress and the recent nuclear
cooperation deal and ten year "New Framework for the American - India Defence
Relationship," have added a new dimension to this relationship‖4.
American interest in South Asian region and desire to control the world carries
many dangers for geographical and political stability of this region. Indians
designs against Pakistan, rivalry between India and China in relation to power
context, increasing Indo – Israel nexus, instable Afghanistan and the ongoing
war against terrorism are the other concerns for Pakistan. In the background of
such geo-strategic and geo-political changes, Pakistan should capitalize on
significance of her location and visualize her role in the changed international
scene. ―It is imperative that Pakistan makes swift policy adjustments, which shall
contribute to her prosperity in the longer run and counter any threat‖5.
1.1

Objective of the Research

To carry out in – depth study of Pakistan‘s geo-strategic significance along with
contradictive and inconsistent American policies towards South Asia in general
and Pakistan in particular with a view to proffer viable recommendations to
exploit its advantages in the backdrop of changed international sceneare the
particular objectives of the present research.

1.2

Research Methodology

In the present research ‗Qualitative Research Methodology‘ has been used
where in Pak-US relations have been studied signifying geo-political and geo27

strategic location of Pakistan have been studied intrinsically qualitative in
descriptive in an analytical way of writing. Motifs, themes, distinctions and ideas
are concentrated to explain phenomenon, environment and conclusion instead of
variables and inductive approach. Moreover ‗Historical Comparative Techniques‘
that focuses on different eras of Pak-US relations as well as specific present geo
political and strategic situation after Russian disintegration and 9/11, has also
been applied in the present research. The researcher used both primary and
secondary sources. The primary sources include official documents while the
secondary sources include published books, journals and newspapers, etc.
1.3

Research Questions
 What does geo-political and strategic location mean?
 What is the significance of Pakistan‘s geo-political and strategic location
in the region of South Asia?
 What is the development of political scenario of South Asian region during
1990 to 2004 along with its historical perspective?
 What is the history of Pak – US relations since 1947?
 What are the Pakistan foreign policy challenges?
 What are the recommendations to meet Pakistan‘s challenges and to fully
utilize her geo-political and strategic location?

1.4

Literature Review

Geo-strategy is the geographic direction of a state's foreign policy. More
precisely, geo-strategy describes where a state concentrates its efforts by
projecting military power and directing diplomatic activity. The geo-strategy of a
state, therefore, is not necessarily motivated by geographic or geopoliti cal
factors. A state may project power to a location because of ideological reasons,
interest groups, or simply the whim of its leade.
Sir Halford Jhon Mackender (1885) describes geography as "the science of
distributions based on a biological tradition, in which forces are interconnect and
play upon each other. In 1904, he presented his well-known paper Geographical
Pivot of History at the Royal Geographical Society. His thesis, widely-known as
Mackinder's Heartland Theory, suggests that there was a pivotal area in the
closed heart-land of Euro-Asia which was most likely to become the seat of
28

world power, because of its inaccessibility. Before World War I, he had not made
any predictions as to the countries that might try to gain control of the heartland.
His theory was more or less a model based on world history and geographical
facts. Mackinder defined a world island" that consisted of the two continents,
Eurasia

and

Africa.

Admittedly,

Mackinder's

Heartland

concept

was

oversimplified, but as a model it helped to understand complex sequences of
events. In Democratic Ideals and Reality Mackinder summarizes his concept by
saying:―Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland.
Who rules the heartland commands the World Island.
Who rules the World Island commands the World (Mackinder, 1919)‖.
Alfred Thayer Mahan (1885) argued that naval supremacy was the deciding factor

in great power warfare. Infact he laid the first geo-strategy of modern era.
Mahan identified three critical elements of sea power: ―Weapons of war, primarily battleships and their supply bases.
 A near monopoly of seaborne commerce from which to draw wealth,
manpower, and supplies.
 A string of colonies to support both of the above.
He divided the continent of Asia into three zones: A northern zone, located above the 40th parallel, characterized by its cold
climate, and dominated by land power
 The "Debatable and Debated" zone, located between the 40th and 30th
parallels, characterized by a temperate climate, and
 A southern zone, located below the 30th parallel, characterized by its hot
climate, and dominated by sea power‖.
Dividing the map by geographic features, Mahan stated that ―the two most
influential lines of division would be the Suez and Panama canals. As most
developed nations and resources lay above the North-South division, politics and
commerce north of the two canals would be of much greater importance than
those occurring south of the canals. As such, the great progress of historical
development would not flow from north to south, but from east to west, in this
case leading toward Asia as the locus of advance‖.
The portions of Asia above the 40th parallel under effective influence of Russian
land power.
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The four allied sea powers, Great Britain, the German Empire, Japan, and the
United States.
The portions of Asia below the 30th parallel subject to effective control by sea
power.
Key isthmuses identified by Mahan are the Suez Canal, Panama Canal,
Dardanelles, Straits of Gibraltar, and Baltic Straits.
N J Spykman can be considered ―as a disciple and critic of both geo-strategists
Alfred Mahan, of the United States Navy, and Halford Mackinder, the British
geographer. His work is based on assumptions similar to Mackinder i.e. the unity
of world politics, and the unity of the world sea. He extends this to include the
unity of the air. The exploration of the entire world means that the foreign policy
of any nation will affect more than its immediate neighbors; it will affect the
alignment of nations throughout the world's regions‖. At the same time, because
he gave credit to the strategic importance of maritime space and coastal regions,
Spykman's analysis of the heartland was markedly different from Mackinder's.
He did not see it as a region which will be unified by powerful transportation or
communication infrastructure in the near future. As such, it won't be in a position
to compete with the United States' sea power. The Rimland (Mackinder's "Inner
or Marginal Crescent") was divided into three sections:
 ―The European coast
 The Arabian-Middle Eastern desert land
 The Asiatic monsoon land‖
While Spykman (1893-1943) accepted ―the first two as defined, he rejected the
simple grouping of the Asian countries into one monsoon land. India, the Indian
Ocean littoral, and Indian culture were geographically and civilizationally
separate from the Chinese lands‖.
According to Mackinder‘s Theory of Heartland, Pakistan is located on the
southern edge of the Heartland. However, according to Mackinder, the more
prominent role in controlling Heartland and in turn the pivot of the world goes to
east European countries. But we must take into account the fact that
Mackinder‘s work was overshadowed by the initial successes of Germany during
World War I. he considered Afghanistan to be included in the ―pivot area‖ but left
Pakistan as the country which will most likely be affected by the ―Naval Powers‖.
According to Mahan‘s Theory of Sea Power, ―Pakistan is situated in the southern
zone, located below the 30th parallel, characterized by its hot climate, and
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dominated by sea power. These were the areas dominated by the sea powers
like Britain, the United States, Germany, and Japan. To Mahan, the possession
of India (Pakistan) by Britain was of key strategic importance, as India was best
suited for exerting balancing pressure against Russia in Central Asia. Britain's
predominance in Egypt, China, Australia, and the Cape of Good Hope was also
considered important‖.
According to Spykmen‘s Theory of Rimland, Pakistan is located in the area
which is named as Rimland and about which Spykmen has theorized that
whoever controls the Rimland, controls the pivot of the world. This geo-strategic
importance is overwhelming since Pakistan is not only situated in the Rimland
but also on the cross road that link ―Mughrib‖ (US Terminology for Middle East)
with the Far East. Pakistan can play its role in world politics because of this
geographical location.
The love-hate history of US –Pakistan relationship is as old as the history of
Pakistan itself. In the 1950‘s, Pakistan lerant to see the world through American
eyes who wanted Pakistan see red everewhere, while for a latter part of the 60‘s
and 70‘s Pakistan remained switch off. In 80‘s and 90‘s the linages remained
hostage to and eventually broke because of Pakistan‘s nuclear programme and
presently its infiliration and cross border terrorism is under check for this
relationship to prosper.
After soviet‘s disintegration America wanted a hegemonic position in the world
Level V. Craff (1968) is of the view that US wanted to restrain the Soviets role in
world politics. He says the purpose of the containment policy was simply to
prevent the expansion of territory in Asia under the Communist control. In a
largely bipolar world it was assumed that seizures of power by Communist
parties supported by China and the U.S.S.R. would add to the strength of the
Sine-Soviet bloc and weaken the coalition headed by the United States.
Therefore, Tahir Amin and Muhammad Islam (March I, 1984) write in ―Pakistan –
United States Aid Deal – A Pakistani Perspective‖, the United States first
directed her attention towards India in the South East Asian region, but after
India‘s blanket refusal to the United States military policies. Robert E. Osgood
(1968) writes in ―Alliances and American Foreign Policy‖ that States in order to
enhance their power and to protect and advance their interests, use alliances as
the basic means through which they can seek the cooperation of other states.
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This instrument of cooperation has become so pervasive that every state must
go for an alliance policy, ―even if its purpose is to avoid alliances. Musarrat
Jabeen (July-Dec 2009) writes in her article ―Either your Apre with US or Against
US‖ in South Asian Studies that Pakistan-United State partnership has always
worked for US interests, either in the Cold War era or after that in war against
terrorism. Both the countries have different and some times, even conflicting
goals. She is of the view that Pakistan has been making efforts to avoid ups and
downs in relationship even at the cost of loosing thousands of lives in war on
terrorism but US policy always revolves around her own interests propping up
Pakistan politically as well as economically. Pakistan is also blumed of ignoring
the evidances and untrested or incapable of dealing the problem.
Mansoor Akbar Kundi (July-Dec, 2009) writes in ―US Pakistan‘s Relation Under
Khan‖ in South Asian Studies that that the soliout of US-Pak relationship is the
―role of Pakistan as a true and sincere ally which American administration has
both ignored and least honoured over the years. Pakistan on the other hand, at
the cost of her core interests supported US policies in the region, but in return
US adapted double standards and abandoned her ally indidtress‖. He further
says that an own-representative government in Pakistan had always been
supported by US because it served better the interests of US.
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Chapter :2

Historical Evolution of the Paradigm of the Study
2.1

Geo-strategy

A subfield of geopolitics, is a type of foreign policy guided principally by
geographical factors as they inform, constrain, or affect political and military
planning. As with all strategies, ―geo-strategy is concerned with matching means
to ends—in this case, a country's resources (whether they are limited or
extensive) with its geopolitical objectives (which can be local, regional, or global).
According to Gray and Sloan, geography is the mother of strategy‖1.
The geo-politicians advocate proactive strategies, and approach geopolitics from
a nationalist point-of-view. As with all political theories, geo-strategies are
relevant principally to the context in which they were devised: the nationality of
the strategist, the strength of the country's resources, the scope of country's
goals, ―the political geography of the time period, and the technological factors
that affect military, political, economic, and cultural engagement. Geo-strategy
can function normatively, advocating foreign policy based on geographic factors,
analytically, describing how foreign policy is shaped by geography or predictive,
and predicting a country's future foreign policy decisions on the basis of
geographic factors‖2.
Critics of geo-strategy have asserted that it is a pseudoscientific gloss used by
―dominant nations to justify imperialist or hegemonic aspirations, or that it has
been rendered irrelevant because of technological advances, or that its
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essentialist focus on geography leads geo-strategists to incorrect conclusions
about the conduct of foreign policy‖3.
Academics, theorists, and practitioners of geopolitics have agreed upon no
standard definition for "geo-strategy." Most of all definitions, however, emphasize
the merger of strategic considerations with geopolitical factors. While geopolitics
is ostensibly neutral, ―examining the geographic and political features of different
regions, especially the impact of geography on politics, geo-strategy involves
comprehensive planning, assigning means for achieving national goals or
securing assets of military or political significance‖4.
Geo-strategy is the geographic direction of a state's foreign policy. More
precisely, geo-strategy describes where a state concentrates its efforts by
projecting military power and directing diplomatic activity. The underlying
assumption is that states have limited resources and are unable, even if they are
willing, to conduct a Tous Asimuths foreign policy. Instead they must focus
politically and militarily on specific areas of the world. ―Geo-strategy describes
this foreign-policy thrust of a state and does not deal with motivation or decisionmaking processes. The geo-strategy of a state, therefore, is not necessarily
motivated by geographic or geopolitical factors. A state may project power to a
location because of ideological reasons, interest groups, or simply the whim of
its leade‖5.

2.2

Contemporary Theories of Geo-Strategy

Before analysing the geo-strategic and geo-political importance of Pakistan it is
pertinent to take into account certain theories that shed the light on the
importance of geography in the arena of global strategy, politics and international
relations.
2.3

Heartland Theory (By Sir Halford Jhon Mackender).

Sir Halford was born in 1861 in London. ―He defined geography as the science of
distributions based on a biological tradition, in which forces interconnect and play
upon each other‖. In 1904, he presented his well-known paper ―Geographical
Pivot of History" at the Royal Geographical Society. His thesis, widely-known as
―Mackinder's Heartland Theory‖, suggests that there was a pivotal area "in the
closed heart-land of Euro-Asia" which was most likely to become the seat of
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world power, because of its inaccessibility. Before World War I, he had not made
any predictions as to the countries that might try to gain control of the heartland.
His theory was more or less a model based on world history and geographical
facts. Mackinder defined a "world island" that consisted of the two continents
Eurasia and Africa. In 1919, however, after the War, Mackinder came to the
conclusion that the struggle for the command of the Heartland would most likely
be between Germany and Russia. In order to keep the two struggling countries
apart Mackinder suggested the formation of a buffer zone between them which
could be composed of several small states. Throughout his theory he gave more
weight to Germany than Russia in aiming for world domination. Interestingly
enough, the prediction made by Mackinder proved to be remarkably accurate
with Eastern Europe being the crisis area. By 1939 Germany had control over
Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland. In 1941, the Germans invaded Russia, a
move that Mackinder would interpret as an approach into the Heartland.
Admittedly, Mackinder's Heartland concept was oversimplified, but as a model it
helped to understand complex sequences of events. In Democratic Ideals and
Reality Mackinder summarizes his concept by saying:Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland.
Who rules the heartland commands the World Island.
Who rules the World Island commands the World (Mackinder, 1919).
Mackinder saw history as a struggle between land-based and sea-based
powers. He saw that the world had become a "closed" system, with no new
lands left for the Europeans powers to discover, to conquer, and to fight over
without affecting events elsewhere. Sea and land-based powers would then
struggle for dominance of the world, and the victor would be in a position to set
up a world empire. The determining factor in this struggle was geography; "Man
and not nature initiates, but nature in large measure controls". The geographical
features of the globe, in large measure, is seen as defining the nature of this
world struggle, defining the opposing sides, and defining the areas of conflict.
Defeat and victory would hinge on the "pivot-state"; the state in control of the
"heartland" of the "world-island". The "world-island" is the landmass of EuroAsia-Africa. The control of this landmass by any one state would enable it to
organise overwhelming human and material resources, to the detriment of the
rest of the world. As the "heartland" of this landmass was inaccessible to attacks
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from sea-based powers, this organisation could take place largely unimpeded.
Once this organisation was underway, victory would be all but inevitable, even if
all the sea--based powers were to unite against this "pivot-state". In time, this
"pivot-state" would reach open waters, and, with the resources of the "world
island" behind it, it would be unstoppable; the oversetting of the balance of
power in favour of the pivot state, resulting in its expansion over the marginal
lands of Euro-Asia, would permit of the use of vast continental resources for
fleet-building, and the empire of the world would then be in sight. What
Mackinder ―foresaw was that the traditional advantage of mobility enjoyed by the
sea power was now being met in equal measure by mobility on land, brought
about by the railroad and by the motor vehicle. The British way of war, as
explained by Mackinder's contemporary, Alfred T. Mahan was to land relatively
small bodies of troops at points of their choosing to affect a strategic result.
Victory was assured by the control of the sea‖6.
2.4

The Influence of Sea Power upon History (By Alfred Thayer Mahan).

Alfred Thayer Mahan was born on Sept. 27, 1840 in USA. His father was an
officer at the US Military Academy at West Point and a professor of Civil and
Military Engineering. Mahan evidently intended a military career from the
beginning. After 2 years at Columbia College he entered the US Naval Academy
at Annapolis in 1856 and graduating in 1859. He also became a historian and
strategic analyst upon his appointment to the new Naval War College in
Newport, Rhode Island, in 1885. Mahan's most famous and important work is the
theory of ―Influence of Sea Power‖. He argued that naval supremacy was the
deciding factor in great power warfare. Infact he laid the first geo-strategy of
modern era. Mahan identified three critical elements of sea power: Weapons of war, primarily battleships and their supply bases.
 A near monopoly of seaborne commerce from which to draw wealth,
manpower, and supplies.
 A string of colonies to support both of the above.

Mackender’s Map
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He divided the Continent of Asia into three zones: A northern zone, located above the 40th parallel, characterized by its cold
climate, and dominated by land power
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 The "Debatable and Debated" zone, located between the 40th and 30th
parallels, characterized by a temperate climate, and
 A southern zone, located below the 30th parallel, characterized by its hot
climate, and dominated by sea power.
The Debated and Debatable zone, Mahan observed, contained two peninsulas
on either end (Asia Minor and Korea), the Isthmus of Suez, Palestine, Syria,
Mesopotamia, two countries marked by their mountain ranges (Persia and
Afghanistan), the Pamir Mountains, the Tibetan Himalayas, the Yangtze Valley,
and Japan. Within this zone, Mahan asserted that there were no strong states
capable of withstanding outside influence or capable even of maintaining stability
within their own borders. So whereas the political situations to the north and
south were relatively stable and determined, the middle remained "debatable
and debated ground.
North of the 40th parallel, the vast expanse of Asia was dominated by the
Russian Empire. Russia possessed a central position on the continent, and a
wedge-shaped

projection into Central Asia, bounded by the Caucasus

Mountains and Caspian Sea on one side and the mountains of Afghanistan and
Western China on the other side. To prevent Russian expansionism and
achievement of predominance on the Asian continent, Mahan believed pressure
on Asia's flanks could be the only viable strategy pursued by sea powers.
South of the 30th parallel lay areas dominated by the sea powers—Britain, the
United States, Germany, and Japan. To Mahan, the possession of India by
Britain was of key strategic importance, as India was best suited for exerting
balancing pressure against Russia in Central Asia. Britain's predominance in
Egypt, China, Australia, and the Cape of Good Hope was also considered
important.
The strategy of sea powers, according to Mahan, ought to be to deny Russia the
benefits of commerce that come from sea commerce. He noted that both the
Dardanelles and Baltic straits could be closed by a hostile power, thereby
denying Russia access to the sea. Further, this disadvantageous position would
reinforce Russia's proclivity toward expansionism in order to obtain wealth or
warm water ports. Natural geographic targets for Russian expansionism in
search of access to the sea would therefore be the Chinese seaboard, the
Persian Gulf, and Asia Minor.
In this contest between land power and sea power, Russia would find itself allied
with France (a natural sea power, but in this case necessarily acting as a land
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power), arrayed against Germany, Britain, Japan, and the United States as sea
powers. Further, Mahan conceived of a unified, modern state composed of
Turkey, Syria, and Mesopotamia, possessing an efficiently organized army and
navy to stand as a counterweight to Russian expansion.
Further dividing the map by geographic features, Mahan stated that the two most
influential lines of division would be the Suez and Panama canals. As most
developed nations and resources lay above the North-South division, politics and
commerce north of the two canals would be of much greater importance than
those occurring south of the canals. As such, the great progress of historical
development would not flow from north to south, but from east to west, in this
case leading toward Asia as the locus of advance.
This map depicts the world as divided by geo-strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan.
Asia is divided along the 30 north and 40 north parallels, represented here by
green lines. In between the 30th and 40th parallel is what Mahan termed the
"Debatable and debated ground," subject to competition between the land
powers and sea powers.
―The two allied land powers, the Russian Empire and France.
The portions of Asia above the 40th parallel under effective influence of Russian
land power.
The four allied sea powers, Great Britain, the German Empire, Japan, and the
United States.
The portions of Asia below the 30th parallel subject to effective control by sea
power.
Key isthmuses

identified

by Mahan: the Suez Canal, Panama Canal,

Dardanelles, Straits of Gibraltar, and Baltic Straits‖7

2.5

Theory of Rimland (By N J Spykmen).

N J Spykman could be considered as a disciple and critic of both geo-strategists
Alfred Mahan, of the United States Navy, and Halford Mackinder, the British
geographer. His work is based on assumptions similar to Mackinder i.e. the unity
of world politics, and the unity of the world sea. He extends this to include the
unity of the air. The exploration of the entire world means that the foreign policy
of any nation will affect more than its immediate neighbors; it will affect the
alignment of nations

throughout the world's regions. Spykman adopted

Mackinder's divisions of the world, renaming some: 40

The Heartland.
The Rimland (analogous to Mackinder's "inner or marginal crescent").
The Offshore Islands & Continents (Mackinder's "outer or insular crescent").
At the same time, because he gave credit to the strategic importance of maritime
space and coastal regions, Spykman's analysis of the heartland was markedly
different from Mackinder's. He did not see it as a region which will be unified by
powerful transportation or communication infrastructure in the near future. As
such, it won't be in a position to compete with the United States' sea power.
Spykman agreed that the heartland offers a uniquely defensive position, but that
is all Spykman granted the occupier of the heartland. The Rimland (Mackinder's
"Inner or Marginal Crescent") was divided into three sections:
 The European coast
 The Arabian-Middle Eastern desert land
 The Asiatic monsoon land
While Spykman accepted the first two as defined, he rejected the simple
grouping of the Asian countries into one "monsoon land." India, the Indian Ocean
littoral, and Indian culture were geographically and civilizationally separate from
the Chinese lands.

Rimland by N J Spykman
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The Rimland's defining characteristic was that it is an intermediate region, lying
between the heartland and the marginal sea powers. As the amphibious buffer
zone between the land powers and sea powers, it must defend itself from both
sides, and

therein layed its fundamental security problems. Spykman's

conception of the Rimland had greater resemblance to Alfred Thayer Mahan's
"debated and debatable zone" than to Mackinder's inner or marginal crescent.
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The Rimland had great importance coming from its demographic weight, natural
resources, and industrial development. Spykman saw the importance as the
reason that the Rimland would be crucial to containing the Heartland (whereas
Mackinder had believed that the Outer or Insular Crescent would be the most
important factor in the Heartland's containment).
There are two offshore continents flanking Eurasia: Africa and Australia.
Spykman

saw

the

two

continents'

geo-strategic

status

as

determined

respectively by the state of control over the Mediterranean Sea and the "Asiatic
Mediterranean". Neither has ever been the seat of significant political power —
chaos prevents Africa from harnessing the resources of its tropical regions;
Australia hadn't enough arable territory to serve as a base of power.
Other than the two continents there are offshore islands of significance are
Britain and Japan, while the New World, buffered by the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. Spykman differed from Mackinder. Mackinder saw Eurasian wars as
historically pitting the heartland against the sea powers for control of the
Rimland, establishing a land power-sea power opposition. Spykman stated that
historically battles have pitted Britain and Rimland allies against Russia and its
Rimland allies, or Britain and Russia together against a dominating Rimland
power. In other words, the Eurasian struggle was not the sea powers containing
the heartland, but the prevention of any power from ruling the Rimland.
―He reframed the Mackinder‘s theory as: Who controls the Rimland rules Eurasia.
Who rules Eurasia controls the destinies of the world‖8.
2.6

Applicability of Contemporary Theories on Pakistan

According to Mackinder‘s Theory of Heartland, Pakistan is located on the
southern edge of the Heartland. However, according to Mackinder, the more
prominent role in controlling Heartland and in turn the pivot of the world goes to
east European countries. But we must take into account the fact that
Mackinder‘s work was overshadowed by the initial successes of Germany during
World War I. he considered Afghanistan to be included in the ―pivot area‖ but left
Pakistan as the country which will most likely be affected by the ―Naval Powers‖.
According to Mahan‘s Theory of Sea Power, Pakistan is situated in the southern
zone, located below the 30th parallel, characterized by its hot climate, and
dominated by sea power. These were the areas dominated by the sea powers
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like Britain, the United States, Germany, and Japan. To Mahan, the possession
of India (Pakistan) by Britain was of key strategic importance, as India was best
suited for exerting balancing pressure against Russia in Central Asia. Britain's
predominance in Egypt, China, Australia, and the Cape of Good Hope was also
considered important.
According to Spykmen‘s Theory of Rimland, Pakistan is located in the area
which is named as Rimland and about which Spykmen has theorized that
whoever controls the Rimland controls the pivot of the world. This geo-strategic
importance is overwhelming since Pakistan is not only situated in the Rimland
but also on the cross road that link ―Mughrib‖ (US Terminology for Middle East)
with the Far East. Pakistan can play its role in world politics because of this
geographical location.
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Chapter: 3

Geo-Political and Strategic Location of Pakistan
3.1
Introduction
The term "Geo politics" was coined shortly before World War I, spread through
Central Europe between the Two Wars and came into Worldwide use with World
War II. Many people, including some geographers, confuse political geography
with geopolitics. Geopolitics however is only one of the subjects studied by
political geographers. It is concerned basically with the study of the states in the
context of global spatial phenomena. It is described as:
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―The influence of geography on the political character of the state, their history,
institutions and especially relation with other states Geopolitics studies space
from the view point of the state" 1.
Geopolitics evolved towards the end of the nineteenth century as new
development in science and technology led people to take border view of the
world then they had previously. The consolidation of the modern state system
with the unification of Germany and Italy, the apogee of European imperialist
expansion the appearance of Japan and the United States as a new imperialist
powers on the fringes of Europe‘s sphere of interest, rapid population growth and
pressures on resources, the differential development all took place in this period
and contributed to the new perspectives of scholars and policy makers. Out of
this ferment of new thinking (at least new in modern times) come two streams of
thought that were geopolitical in nature.
―One of them emerged from the social Darwinism fashionable in the period, this
was the organic state theory and other based on geographic facts and the
politics that should be influenced by them. This is often called geo-strategy‖2.

3.2

Geo-Strategy

Meanwhile, other scholars were focusing not on the state but on the world and
trying to find patterns in state development and behaviour. They took a global
view of geopolitical affairs and actually recommended policies and strategies to
be followed by their governments.
The first was Alfred Thayer Mahan 1840-1914. Mahan was a naval historian who
eventually reached the rank of admiral in the U.S. Navy. His most influenced
books, however ‗The Influence of Sea Power Upon History 1660-1783‘ (1890)
and ‗The French Revolution and Empire‘ 1793-1812 (1892). In his books he
argued that control of the sea lanes to protect commerce and wage economic
warfare was very important for a state.
He therefore advocated a big navy. But there were six fundamental factors that
effected the development and maintenance of sea power:
 Geo-graphical position (Location),
 Physical "Confirmation" of the state (The nature of its coasts),
 Extent of territory (Length of the coast line),
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 Population numbers,
 National character,
 Governmental character,
Mahan was a military man and tended to think in military terms. One ward he
was writing at the apex of European imperialism, at a time when his own country
was beginning to emulate the European imperialists, and was also influenced by
social Darwinism. He generally took the view that a state could survive only by
being fit, and defineded fitness chiefly in terms of military strength. But this
deparded in turn, on the peoples moral and material martial fiber.
Mahan was also a practical man. He made specific recommendations for U.S
foreign policy based on his study of History. His military experiences, and his
geo-strategies concepts.
He advocated that the United States occupied the Hawaiian Islands, took control
of the Caribbean, and built a canal to link the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
President Roose Velot‘s administration used several of Mahan's suggestions as
the basis of its foreign policy. He was even more influential in Germany, Britain
and Japan.
Of greater interest to the political geographers are the glimpsers of Mahan's
world view from his later book, "The Problem of the Asia". In this work Mahan
recognizes a core area in Asian and Russia's domination of it, he anticipates a
struggle between Russian land power and British Sea power. ―Not surprisingly,
he presumed that British sea power would be able to contain Russian
communism. He also predicted that the containment of Russia and the control of
China would become the joint concern of the United States. Great Britain,
Germany and Japan‖3.
Thus he proposed that Russia to be provided warm water ports in China buy
guaranteeing it the use of those exits. While Mahan emphasized sea power. Sir
Halford John Mackinder (1861-1947), who was much younger than Mahan, felt
that the great age of naval warfare was over that changing technology,
especially the railroad had altered the relationship between land power and sea
power.
―As Professor of Geography at Oxford and the Director of the London School of
Economics, Mackinder helped raise geography to a high level in England. In
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1904 Mackinder read a paper at the Royal Geographical Society in London
entitled. The Geographical Pivot of History‖4.
This was a true milestone in the geopolitical debate of that period. MacKinder in
1904 expressed the view that there was a Eurasian core area that protected by
inaccessibility from naval power could shelter a land power. That might come, to
dominate the world from its continental fortress. This Eurasian core area Mac
Kinder called the Pivot Area. Later he broadened this strategic concept into that
of the Heart Land. The Heartland Rivers drain into the Arctic, distances to Warmwater Ocean are huge and only the Baltic seas could form avenues for sea
power penetration but these are easily defended. MacKinder reasoned that this
Eurasian territory would become the source of a great power that would
dominate for East, Southern Asia and Europe, most of what he called the:
―World–Island‖
Which he conceptualized as consisting of Eurasia and Africa. He formulated his
famous hypothesis:
―Who rules East Europe Commands the heartland?
Who rules the Heartland Commands the World- Island?
Who rules the World — Island Commands the World"?
In 1924, MacKinder propounded a little known counter by hypothesis. The
potentialities of the Heartland could be balanced in the future by Western Europe
and North America, which (as MacKinder read the lessons of world war I).
Consitute for many purposes a single community of Nations.
He called the North Atlantic the midland ocean. In the midst of the area from the
Velga to the Rockies, which he called: ―The main geographical habitat of
Western Civilization. In 1943 in the midst of world war II MacKinder blended all
these ideas and modified them in an article titled. The Round World and the
Winning of the Peace‖5.
He moved the heartland East of the Yonasei River and renamed it Lena land. It
would oppose the midland Basin (The North Atlantic and bordering lands)
separated by central Europe and surrounded by deserts and the Arctic.
He felt that the Heart Land contained soils and minerals equal to those of North
America, but that the two regions would combine against Germany.
There were three major weaknesses in his work:
 ―First: He did not give enough weight to the growing power of North
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America.
 Second: He failed to explain the seeming contradiction between his
thesis of the Power of the Possess of the Heart Land and the Relative
Weakness of Russia until World War II.
 Third: He failed to take into account the growing and very obvious
importance of air power and other technological developments. Like
Mahan he over simplified history and leaned too far in the direction of
determinism‖6.
MacKinder had many critics and the most prominent among them was Nicholas
John spykman (1893-1943). Born in Amsterdam, he studied at Berkeley,
became a professor of International Relations at Yale in 1920, and became a
U.S. Citizen in 1928. In his work he emphasized the power relations among
states and the impact of geography on politics but he rejected the German
school of Geopolitik in two books.
―America's Strategies of World Politics‖ (1942) and ―The Geography of the
Peace‖ (1944) Spykman pointed out two of the basic weaknesses of Mackinder's
Theories.
 First: He felt Mackinder overemphasized the power potential of the
Heart Land. Its importance was in fact reduced by the major problem
of internal transportation and by access through the barriers that
surrounded it.
 Second: History involving the heartland was never a matter of simple
sea power-land power opposition. Spykman, therefore proposed his
own dictum.
Who controls the Rim land rules Eurasia, who rules Eurasia, controls the
destinies of the world.
3.3
Geo-Politik
While the two streams of thought in geopolitics were developing, a new school of
geopoliticians was being formed in Germany Chief of Whom was Karl Haushofer
(18691946), A career officer in Bavarian army. Haushofer served in Japan
(1908-10) and ―rose to the rank of Major General in the army general staff‖,
serving throughout World War I.
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Before the war he took a Ph.D in geography at the University of Munich. He was
embittered by Germany, defeat in the war, blaming it in part on the
incompetence of its generals, but also on a too-early start of the war and the lack
of links between the states Leaders and the Land. He was convinced that
Germany should have won the war and wanted somehow to arrange the defeat.
He had been impressed by what he had seen of the power and expansionist
ambitions of Japan, and also by the Power of Britain. He therefore developed
himself to the study of geopolitics.
Houshofer began lecturing at the University of Munich in 1919 and became a
Professor of Geopolitics after the Nazis came to power in 1933. He gathered
around him a group of disciples, including journalists who helped spread his
ideas. In 1924 he founded the ZeitEclrifit for Geopolitik a monthly Journal in
which he and his colleagues propagated their view on "Science" whose name he
had drawn from Kjellen. They also produced a flood of books and other
publications including maps which they used as a major weapons. They
remained active through out world war II. Working to justify Germany's drive for
conquest by "Science". There was in little that was scientific in Geopolitik.
Haushafer and his group blended to get her the organic state theory of Ratzel, its
refinements and elaborations by Kjellen and the geo-strategies principles of
Mahan and MacKinder, added a heavy dose of German chauvinism, will full
ambiguity and mysticism and created a case for German policy of expansionism.
They used not only maps but also slogans and pictographs to influence people.
The motion of lebensraum was drawn from Ratzel but was distorted to justify
Natural Germany's growth at the expanse of its less virile neighbours. Poland
and Czechoslovakia. Kjellen's advocacy of autarky was revived and elaborated
with emphasis on the political character of the German quest for economise selfsufficiency, again at the expense of other countries in South Eastern Europe.
The Middle East and elsewhere.
Economic policy was infact used as a political weapon by Nazi Germany.
Influenced by the heartland concept, the German geopoliticians advocated an
alliance with the Soviet Union and apparently were dismayed when Hitler
invaded that vast country. Not only did they develop new versions of geostrategy all of the benefit of Germany but they also attempted to create geomedicine, geo-psychology geoeconomies and geo-jurisprudence, so as true.
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True sciences or legitimate branches, of geography, but as weapons for German
conquers. There was much, much more of course, but this sample gives some
thing of the flavor of geopolitik.
How influenced was geo-politik? There is still no consensus on this question. But
the evidence seems to indicate that its influence was great in some areas. Within
Germany it pervaded the educational system during the Nazi period, and it
helped condition the intelligentsia to a policy of aggression. Its emphasis on
planning especially with regard to natural resources, did influence in past the
direction of nazi expansion. There is no evidence however, that Hitler and his top
advisers, or his generals were not ably influenced by Geo-politik, even though
Rudolf Hess was a disciple of Haushofer and mainkamp. Contains many
examples of Hitler's own geopolitical ideas.
Outside Germany geopolitik found fertile ground only in Japan, a country with
which Haushofer had special ties and about which he wrote six books.
3.4
Pakistan Geo-Politics
When talking of the geo politics of any state, attention is often focussed, both on
its geographical factors and its political facts. One tends to presume that of these
two major categories of inputs, while the geographical factors are fixed, the
political factors are variable. Today's fast-changing global scenario, everevolving regional setting and frequently flitting local situation tend to belie this
traditional notion of fixity. Thus, even the so-called fixed geographical factors are
only relatively so. Not just that, what with fissiparous tendencies, states are
inclined to shrink at times, as in the case of Pakistan of 1971, after the creation
of Bangladesh in December of that year. Nor that others, goaded ambitiously by
jingoistic expansionism (Post World War II "Geopolitik' and Lebensraum"?)— try
to expand their frontiers, like Bharat since 1947 right up to grabbing "Siachin" in
1985. Even otherwise, the political pulls and pressures (of political, electoral,
human and socio-cultural geography) and the economic development of a state
(economic geography and the demographic factors), keep affecting the
geographical features, in the evolutionary spin of change If life knows no statis
except that of death and decay — then adhocistic status-quo-seeking is, at best,
the expression of escapistic defatism. As for the political paradigm, if it trks to
dodge in self-delusion, the urge for pragmatically peaceful and evolutionary self
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–reform, the only logical alternative that catches up with it in the historical
process and its strains and stresses, is traumatic revolution"whatever the
objective conditions at any given time, the geopolitics of a country are never
quite the same as before. Nor will they stay static by the next review. When life,
itself, changes, and with it a nation's geopolitics, then one's ideas, perceptions
and analyses thereof must also change of necessity, despite all the inherent
contiguities and acquired continuities involved. This is no less true of Pakistan,
which, like other Third World nation-states, has known much change because of
the usual or familiar instabilities.
So much for the variables of chance and change, in the geopolitics of nations
that have yet to reckon with the critical time factor. Their psycho-social make-up
almost habituates them to live in a mythically glorious past, or at the maximum,
the present, which they mistakenly hold on to a posessively theirs. But they little
realise that they best belong to the future, which they must secure through
scientific foresight, vision, prescience and futuristic planning. Traditional forward
or advance planning, alone, won't do any longer, if one were to judge by our stillborn and effete economic plans, etc, whether annual, five-year or perspective.
Have they been moribund, dated and disillusioning, too, if not deceptive.
3.5
Some Distinctions
Turning briefly to the essential distinction between internal geopolitics and
external geopolitics, despite all their inborn interlinkage and interdependence,
Third World nations tend to seek security through international relations,
agencies and arrangements, little realising that at the most, such security
guarantees are tentative without stability at home. In other words, national
security is impossible without national integration. Furthermore, the global and
regional situation (external geopolitics) influences national politics (internal
geopolitics) in no uncertain manner. Then how can Pakistan become an isle of
secure static and isolation in a sea of revolutionary turmoil and change? What
happens in Iran, Afghanistan, India, Sri-Lanka, the Gulf and the Middle East, for
instance, is bound to affect Pakistan from and within, to time never stops, and
ideas can not be changed.
The all-too-natural and human urge for change-development progress — should
best be channeled creatively, if trouble and turmoil are to be avoided. The Middle
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East will know no (permanent) peace till the creation of an independent and
sovereign Palestine; and the democratisation of its anachronistic authoritarian
regimes. Likewise, South Asia has to seek collective security, because of past
Soviet expansionism and the continuing Indian hegemoniy. For that, China must
continue to strive on the side of its threatened smaller neighbours — the South
Asian smaller Saarcalrs and others.
3.6
Internal Geopolitics
The main inherent continuities of Pakistan's internal geopolitics, which constantly
urge upon peacefully progressive change that may well lead sooner than
presaged - by the next decade or so — to revolutionary radicalisation, can be
listed below for realistic recognizance and urgent action.
 Ethnonational pluralism.
 Federal constitutionalism.
 Traditional democratic "spiritualism," in fact, institutionalism.
 The menacingly explosive demographic factor, with all its incisive
inputs of imited resources, development demands and mounting
unemployment, especially of the educated -- and the overseas
Pakistanis returning home because of the 1990-91 Gulf Crisis.
 Its believed and belittled Islamic ideological Aspirations.
 Its decadent and degenerate state, social or political economic and
administrative system, which has rendered it into a helplessly
fragmented

society

infested

by

socio-political

and

economic

polarisations and a political-administrative state, instead of a properly
political one. This system of seething inequities consequent upon
blatant opportunism and spiralling inflation, is totally out of tune, both
with the people's aspirations and the national needs and interests.
The recognition of reality demands a pragmatic and perspective approach based
on immediate and long term national interest, alone, and not subjective or biased
self-interest, no matter how seemingly enlightened or justified. Pakistan is a
federal state precisely because it is an ethno national society. Unitary fiats or
dikta can not be imposed on a federal system. While the greatest blessing of
democracy is that it keeps alive the spirit and flame of freedom, the deadliest
danger in authoritarianism, in spite of all its claimed benevolence or professed
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indegenisation, is that, over the years and decades, it lowers the reserves and
resistance against alien authoritarianism, in fact, it conditions one to such exotic
inroads. Because of internal failures, frustrations and disillusionment, distant
drums begin to sound sweeter, luring one into complacent or idealised
acquiescence, until it is too late. That is what happened in Afghanistan and Iran
next door. In both cases, it was a reaction to a degenerate and dead system
which got discared and thrown out ultimately, as unwanted. In Iran's case it was
also a reaction to American influences. In Afghanistan, it was the ironic success
of the Soviet super-power imperial interference. the salvation may well lie in
wedding democracy to futurism. The latter inspires sufficient humility to shed
vain glorious

and ego-centric personalism, 'enabling the policy makers

influencers, politicians and statesmen, (ec) to think in terms of times to come
when, though they will be no more, their nations, hopefully, would still be
prospering in peace. The average life span in Pakistan being just about 55
years, men and women who have reached that stage are really living on
borrowed life, by God's grace. Should they not, then, in all earnest, make peace
with Him and fellow men? —`both for their own conscientious salvation and that
of their nation, which they claim to serve. The government and opposition, being
integral agents of the same nation, need to get together as a matter of principled
practice, to evolve practicable rules of the political game, in the larger and lasting
national interest. The future belongs to the youth. Let them be groomed for it
well, in order to inherit a fair future.
Democracy is democracy, whether secular or sacrosanct, Islamic or Western.
This also applies to the welfare state and society. In Pakistan, it has its national
heritage of equal "Brotherhood" ("Bradari" and "Barabari"), Islamic egalitarianism
and British parliamentary and constitutional democaracy. But it remains a mere
myth or slogan, without basic needs, fundamental right, in-born liberties, the rule
of law, checks and balances, the independence of the judiciary, freedom of the
press, separation of powers, and general welfare vouched in peace and security
that transcend rudimentaray law and order. Peripheral powdering or papering
over don't take a nation far on the road to democracy. Crisis management may
be mistaken for routinised adhocism. Conflict resolution and problem solving
must be so planned and programmed as to project into the future, in order to
stabilise and secure it. That takes us back to the twin problems of national
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integration and security and to the Afghan issue. The earlier the Afghan refugees
go home in peace and honour, the better for Pakistan. Whether directly or
indirectly, is a matter both of policy/strategy and opportunity or circumspection.
3.7
External Geopolitics
Pakistan's geopolitical location places the South-West Central Asian continental
cross-roads

of nations, history and

destiny. Present-day Pakistan and

Bangladesh have always been Pakistan and Bangladesh, ever since the advent
of Islam in the subcontinent, centuries ago. Being Muslim majority areas, they
were always Islamic nations. Only, they acquired their names and sovereign
status in 1947 and 1971, respectively. Historically, they also have, always, been
subjected to alien marauding hordes and refugees,— and consequently, to alien
or imperial rule. They have welcomed them willy-nilly, and absorbed, assimilated
and intergrated these outsiders, with the passage of time. Thus, historically
speaking, Pakistan knows how to tackle the nationalities' notion successfully.
Also, the problem of national integration and national security. Therefore, it has
no cause for alarm today, in any sense of a Doomsday scenario. But it can not,
at the same time, afford to let crucial time slip through proxy politics or absentee
arrangements.
3.8
Interaction
There is a marked certainity of interaction between internal geopolitics and
external geopolitics. Perhaps that's one big reason why external influences,
whether border-lined or overland/seas and distant, range from remote mind
control of policy makers, to economic aid-cumtrade and military management,
right on to internal interference, alienation, divide and rule, fragmantation,
disintegration, subversion and destabilization, up to and including proxy wars,
local and regional. The conspiracy theory can not be dismissed that lightly. Of
course, it can not succeed without exploiting inner vulnerabilities. The 1965 IndoPak War cut President Ayub Khan to size. Today, like yesterday, what happens
within Pakistan, both interests and affects its neighbours, big and small. They
are

legitimately

wary

of

the

demonstration

and

spill-over

effects

of

destablization— which is a double-edged sword. For it can, reactively, if not in a
chain reaction, destabilise the destabiliser, himself. In 1970-71, India abetted the
break-away idea of Bangladesh, not to mention Sindhu Desh, Pukhtoonistan and
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Greater Baluchistan. Its militant extremist Sikhs wanted an independent
Khalistan in the1990s. That also applies to Indian-held Kashmir, where every
man, woman and child have risen against Bharat in a war of independence.
Likewise, what happens in its neighbourhood, is bound to impinge on Pakistan.
No wonder, the neighbours of Iran and Afghanistan, for instance, would resist or
contain their revolutionary fervour from being exported or imported. The
mysterious hand of Nemesis is always active.
The super, nuclear, world, big and regional powers have their own ever-evolving,
competing and check-mating spheres of influence pulls and pressures. In many
senses International politics does not favour eternal enmities but sports abiding
interests which clash and coverge, compete, confront and sometimes even
cooperate. That is how the global peace and security interests of the
international system and its organisations is worked out pragmatically. But within
its overall ambiance, various powers compete to serve their respective national
interests. The super power's interests in the South Asian/South-West Asian
region, as elsewhere, are geopolitical/strategic as well as economic - focussing
on oil and energy, and, trade, raw materials, markets, and petro—dollars, etc.
The Gulf Crisis has proved this all too starkly. Altruism is also claimed to be an
additional motivator. This is applicable to the regional powers, as well. Only a
viable balance of various local, regional and big power interests can secure
peace. This is an age and area of big and medium states where small ones have
scarce chances of suvival. Therefore, small and medium states try to seek
security also through regionalisation, in order to avoid the status of a 'client state.
Pakistan's greatest geopolitical peculiarity is that all its provinces being borderline areas, tend to lend themselves vulnerably to fissiparous fragmentation and
even extra-national regionalization. Without its coast-line, Pakistan gets landlocked.
3.9
Pakistan's Geopolitical Determinants
Pakistan's innate Geopolitical Determinates, which are, obviously, both
geographical and political, external and internal, need to be described.
Pakistan‘s inherent geopolitics consists of:
3.10

Pakistan's Geopolitical Location
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As on 14th August, 1947 — Pakistan was a split state with two wings in the East
and West, and over 1,000 miles of hostile Bharat in between. But even as such,
Pakistan was always Pakistan, comprising as it did, the Muslim majority areas of
the Indo-Pak Subcontinent. That innate Pakistan dates back to Islam's advent
into India with Muhammad Bin Qasim landing in Sindh in 711 A.D. Contemporary
Pakistan got named by Chaudhry Rahmat Ali in 1933, was dreamed of by
Allama Muhammad Iqbal even earlier, and created by the Quaid-e-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah on 14 August, 1947.
3.11

Pakistan's Political Ideology

It was, first and foremost, spelt out by its futuristic visionary founding fathers
especially the Allama and the Quaid, as the Two Nations Theory and then, as
Islamic Democracy in an Islamic Welfare State and Society.
Before the sucession of East Pakistan in December, 1971, Pakistan was both a
South-East Asian and South Asian State, with pronounced South-West Asian
and regional leanings, as minifested in regional alliances and interests like the
SEATO, CENTO and the ECO. Thereafter, it became increasingly, a South
Asian and South-West Asian nation state. The SAARC, on the one hand, and
the ECO, on the other hand, are manifestations of this new reality. Thus, today,
apart

from

its

historical

geopolitical

heirloom,

Pakistan's

Geopolitical

Determinants include its following parameters:
3.12

Geopolitical Parameters

Following are the major parameters which determine the geopolitical importance
of Pakistan.


3.13

South Asia



South – West & Central Asia



The Afro-Asian Ocean



The Indian Factor



The Afghan Issue



Kashmir – especially in context of nuclear war potential area



China as potential world superpower

South Asia and The SAARC
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At present South Asia seems to be symbolized in the SAARC. Yet unfortunately,
thanks to the Indian attitude and actions, it is both declouded and perhaps, shortlived by many actions, it is both declouded and perhaps, short-lived by many
regional and bilateral menace. But pragmatism as well as futurism demand a
recognition of reality, both past and emergent. And the stark reality is that the
SAARC is weighed down by some congenital limitations which are that:
 It is inherently an unequal partnership of geopolitical unequal who,
nevertheless, are its "significant other", (to borrow a term from
Psychotherapy).
 Its bilateral biases and problems are too big and fundamental to be
ignored.
South Asian regional peace, progress and stability seem to hinge on these
realities. Thus, the SAARC, with all its good-will and noble intentions, is not likely
to go far without recognizing, respecting and tackling this reality. That is not to
suggest that it is a disillusioner. But Pakistan, in its own abiding interest, will be
ill-advised to put all its futuristic eggs in the fragile SAARC basket — ―even as it
honours all its commitments to the organization. As an aside, it may be added
that associations which are either imposed or opportunistic, have lesser chances
of success, than those which grow naturally out of a geopolitical milieu or cultural
climate‖7. To my mind, such a more natural habitat/context for Pakistan is:

3.14

South — West and Central Asia

Presently included in this region are: Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Turkey and
Central Asian States. If sincere efforts are initiated to strengthen the ECO it can
be foreseen as evolving into the hard-core of an Islamic Regionalization.
Hopefully, with favourable circumstances, one could have expected it to include
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, the crucial States and even Jordan and Palestine, on the one
hand, and the Central Asian States and Chinese Republic, on the other of
course, with the blessings of all concerned, including the Central Asian States
and China. But the prerequisites for that to happen, apart from such blessings,
are:
 A quick and conclusive political settlement of the Afghan issue, to
the consensual satisfaction of the contending parties.
 With the emergence of the independent Central Asian Republics
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(CARs), Pakistan are particularly exuberant as this development
relinks the two vital Muslim regions, allows Pakistan a strategic
depth, symbolizes the disappearance of a hostile superpower and
an anti-Pakistan geopolitical environment to the North-West, and
raises expectations for wider economic and cultural prospects.
 An amicable conclusion of the Palestinian issue.
 The just settlement of the Kashmir Intefada.
The proposed South- West, central Asian Islamic Regionalization is a natural
region, both for geopolitical and ideological reasons. Its seed have already been
sown in the ECO. It would be more normal and natural for Pakistan to pursue
this potential, in its own and prospective regional interests. But the South —
West Asian Islamic house has to be set in order, in such a pursuit of realizing the
perennial vision of Allama Iqbal and Jamal ud Din Afghani — before the idea
could attract the proposed parties.
3.15

The Afro-Asian Ocean

What is significant about this ocean is not the superpower‘s presence. The
superpowers have been there since the British withdrawal from the ocean after
the Second World War. What is meaningful for Pakistan is the ever-expansionist
Indian naval force there. It is a vital question of Pakistan's security as well as
survival — as of the other littoral (small) states. And there are obvious: "limits to
the Security of Small States In South Asia'''. The endogenous weaknesses of
these states are compounded by their exogenous constraints, in which India
appears as the major menace. India's fast-fabricating blue waters navy, like its
nuclear programme, dates back to the pre-partition days. It owes its original
inspiration to visionary strategists like Pannikar. Contemporaneously, the Indian
naval strategy reportedly proclaims to project the following strategic priorities.
 Protecting the Indian coastline and island territories, defensively,
i.e., against aggression and attack.
 Serving the Indian off-shore interests.
 Security of the Indian sea lanes and lines of communication.
 Promoting the Indian force projection.
Pakistan's recognize of such apparently innocuous prioritization can be
pragmatized by a proportionately matching, balancing approach which seeks to
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promote its own ongoing short, medium and long term futuristic maritime
interests. A tri dimensional Pak. strategy for survival could be:
 Building the Pakistan navy suitably as an effective deterrent.
 Promoting merchant shipping.
 Developing its coastline for economic progress, as reliance on
Karachi,

alone,

has

its

obvious

strategic,

geopolitical

and

economic limitations and risks. As for resource mobilization for
this purpose.
3.16

The Indian Factors

―Mutual suspicion, distrust and the fear of each other have been the dominant
characteristics of the Indo-Pakistan relationship for the past fifty five Years the
very creation of Pakistan was seen by Indian leaders as a severe set-back to
their projected self-image of India, and left them with a longing for a united
India.‖8
―No less significant in this context is the conviction by a powerful lobby of
defence analysis in India, which considers the acquisition of nuclear weapons
capability as indispensable' for India to achieve her status in the world as a
major power at par with the USA, Russia and China‖9.
India‘s compulsive obsession with the imperial legacy of an Indian Empire has
compelled it to commit many acts of expansionist adventurism/aggression and
hegernonistic

intrusion/armed

intervention,

from

Hyderabad,

Junagarh,

Manavadar, Goa and Kashmir to Bhutan, Sikkim, China, Nepal, East Pakistan,
the Maldives, Sri Lanka, and Siachen. And so its arms race, three wars with
Pakistan and nuclear programme — primarily triggered off by Kashmir, initially.
This is not being hawkish but just historically relevant and realistic.
Gen. (R) K. M. Arils analysis of the Indian Factor sums up the picture in a frank
and forthright manner, thus India possesses tile fourth largest standing army the
sixth largest air force and tile fifth largest navy.
In the world her defence industrial base is the biggest in Third World, India's
defence budget has jumped from Rs. 3,798/- crore in 1980-81 to Rs. 15,374/crore in 1988-89. These figures do not include the ―concealed expenditure which
is reported to range between one-fifth and one-fourth of the declared defence
budget.
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The overall deployment pattern of the Indian army has always had a strategic
orientation against Pakistan. Ever since 1972, the orientation of the bulk of the
Indian navy has been in the Arabian Sea ...India seems to arrogate to herself the
role of a police man in the Indian Ocean... Such an approach endangers the
security of states of the Indian Ocean and the maritime interests of other major
powers. Majority of the Indian Air Force bases, permanent and satellite, spread
along Pakistan's borders. Like the Indian army, the overall orientation of the
Indian Air Force is against Pakistan.
India has chosen the path of coercion, intimidation and tension to maintain
constant pressure on her smaller and weaker neighbours, to get her domineering
posture accepted in South-Asia. India's approach in South Asia is aptly reflected
by her actions in the region (which are a )manifestation of Indian designs. It is a
source of special concern to Pakistan, because India considers her as her
enemy number one.
"Pakistan's assets and liabilities— the geopolitical importance of Pakistan lies in
her location, her size and potential and the role she can play in the region, in the
Muslim World, within the Third World and the world in general. A secure,
internally stable and military strong Pakistan would serve the cause of
international and regional peace. Pakistan lacks territorial depth and is mostly
within the strike range of modern air crafts operating from bases in India and
Afghanistan. She is dependent on only one major sea port, Karachi. 10"
It would seem today that the best way to cope with the Indian Factor is for
Pakistan to recognize it as a historical and living reality and to live with it on the
Asia of sovereign equality, non- interference and peaceful coexistence — till the
bilateral issues are settled amicably on a permanent basis. It would be naive to
expect spectacular break-through, spontaneous remissions or miracle cures and
remedies.
3.17

The Afghan Issue

The completion of the Soviet withdrawal has opened a new phase in the Afghan
story. It does not look as if it is going to be peaceful one. A limited though
devastating and prolonged proxy armed international interaction had given way
to an active civil war, due to the continuing arms supplies on either side. With the
withdrawal of the Soviet forces and the cessation of the Soviet armed
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intervention, there has been effected a qualitative change in the Afghan issue.
Pakistan has sacrifised much and suffered more during the past decade of its
defiance of the Soviet will over the problem. Consequently, it has become a hothouse of gun running, drug-trafficking, a parallel black economy, subversive,
destabilization, political polarization and a host of concomitant or consequential
socio-cultural, enthnic and politico -- economic push and pull factors. It is about
time that Pakistan decides to prioritize the Afghan issue for a peaceful political
settlement, as its top-most foreign policy and international relations problem.

3.18

China

Since the end of cold war, the international situation has been in the state of flux
and transition. The U.S perception on South Asia has been shifted to a point
where it is developing a partnership with India but has placed Pakistan under
sanctions. Both scholars and politicans in the U.S tend to visualize China as a
threat not only to the prominent position of U.S in the world but also the West‘s
cultural and economic domination of the globe. In South Asia, India is being
viewed as a potential counterway to China. So in the South Asian context, China
has sought its relation with those neighbouring countries with which it shares
boundaries as well as historical and cultural links. On the half century of people's
Republic of China, its relationship with Pakistan have acquired a unique
character, stable time tested and worthy of being a model for other countries.
Pakistan also played the role of bridge between China and the Islamic world.
3.19

Kashmir

The peripheries of a state are real indices to its rigor or weakness, so it is the
case with our country with reference to geopolitics and the state of Jammu and
Kashmir, which lies on the nothern border of Pakistan. This is the most serious
bone of contention between Pakistan and India. Kashmir remains the main
hurdle in the efforts towards regionalization in South Asia as it adds to the
military nuclearization that threatens regional stability. The specifically nuclear
lessons of Kargil also clear the conflict and highlighted South Asia as the most
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likely place in the world in context of geopolitics where a nuclear exchange can
take places.
3.20 Population
Pakistan has a population of 131.5 million with a density of 164 persons per sq
km. Muslims are 96.98%, Christian 1.55% and Hindus 1.51%.
The majority of Pakistanis 71.7% live in village. The urban population is about
28.3%. Per capita income US$ is 492. (1999). Literacy rate is 46.1% (1999).
Official languages are Urdu and English.

3.21 Army
The army is organized into 9 corps headquarters and one area command, and
consist of two armoured and 19 infantry divisions; 7 independent armoured, 9
independent infantry, 9

Artillery and

7

Engineer bridges; 3 Armoured

reconnaissance regiments, one Air Defence Command and one Special services
group. Equipment includes 120 M-47, 50 T-54/55, 280 M-48, 1200 Chinese type
— 59, 200 Chinese type —69 and 100 Chinese type 85 main battle tanks, 850
―surface — to — air and 18 surface — to — surface missiles‖. The Army has an
air component with about 140 fitted wing aircrafts for transport, reconnaissance
and observation duties and 130 helicopters for anti-Armour operations, transport
liaison and training. Strength (1998) 520,000. There are also 275,000 personnel
in paramilitary units: National guards, frontier corps, Pakistan rangers, coast
guards and maritime security.

3.22 Navy
The combat fleet comprises 6 French —built diesel submarines, about 3 midget
submarines for swimmer delivery, 3 ex- US second world war vintage
destroyers, 6 ex — British Amazon and 2 Leander class frigates, 8 fast missile
crafts, 1 coastal and 4 inshore patrol crafts, 1 tripartite mine hunter and 2
tripartite mine hunter and 2 coastal mine sweepers. Auxiliaries include 2 fleet
replenishment tankers, 1 survey ship and 1 salvage tug, as well as a static exUS repair ship. There are about a dozen minor auxiliaries. The Air Force
operates 4 Atlantic aircrafts under naval control for maritime patrol duties. While
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the Navy operates 3 F 27 patrol aircrafts, 6 sea king helicopters, 6 Lynx and 4
Alouette III anti- submarines and liaison helicopters.
The principle naval base and dockyard are at Karachi. Naval personnel in 1998
are 22,000 in total. There is a marine force of 1,200. A Navy — subordinated
maritime safety agency 2,000 strong (1998) operates 1 ex — naval destroyer
and 6 fast coastal patrol crafts on economic exclusion zone protection duties.

3.23 Air force
It is organized with in 3 air defence sectors, in the Northern, Central and
Southern areas of the country. Air defence units include 3 squadrons of F-16
fighting Falcons, 5 squadrons of F-7P sky bolts and 3 squadrons of Chinesebuilt F-6s (Mig-19). Tactical units include 3 squadrons of Mirage III-E P/5.

3.24 Rivers and Streams
Almost all the major rivers and streams of Pakistan are part of the Indus system.
A few small rivers and streams in Balochistan are either lost in the inland
drainage or flow directly to the Arabian sea.
The principle tributaries of the Indus River are the Jhelum, the Chenab, the Ravi
and the Sutlej Rivers. The Indus and its four Eastern tributaries traverse long
distances through the Himalayas and capture most of their flow before entering
into the plains of Pakistan. Among these rivers, the Indus has a discharge of
more than 50 percent of the total volume of water. The volume of discharge of
water in these rivers show a great seasonal variation. All these rivers start rising
with the advent of summer season as the snow of the fading glaciers in the
Himalayas start melting from the month of April. The highest discharge of these
rivers is recorded in late summer (the monsoon season).
Kabul River is the only important tributary west of the Indus. Other minor streams
west of the Indus are the Kurram, the Tochi and the Gomal. The total amount of
water contributed to the Indus by these rivers is much less compared to its
eastern tributaries.
3.25

Climate and Weather
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Owing to its north south length of about 1,600 Kilometers, distance from the sea,
absence of large island water bodies and good vegetation cover, the country has
a continental type of climate characterized by extreme variation of temperature
both seasonally and daily.
The summer season is characterized by high temperature and arching. Daytime
temperature ranges between 41°c to 46°c. The maximum daily temperature
above 50c has also been recorded in the central parts of the country. While the
Indus plain is blazing hot in summer, the Northern and Northwestern hill stations
experience a very pleasant weather. The mean maximums and minimums
temperatures in June at Muree, Parachinar and Quetta are 27°c and 16°c, 31°
and 18°c and 33°c and 15°c respectively. Along the Sindh Makran coast the sea
breeze in the afternoon keeps the maximum temperature around 35°c and the
minimum temperature around 18°c.
In winter season the maximum and minimum temperatures along the coastal
areas are the highest and remain around 24°c and 13°c respectively.
Northwards, in the Indus plains these temperatures are usually around 18°c and
4°c respectively. Over the Northern and Northern Western Mountain, snowfalls
and minimum temperature much below freezing point are common features.
The amount of annual rainfall is the maximum in the Northern mountains. The
areas in the extreme Northwest largely sheltered from the monsoonal affect
receive lesser amount of rain. A sharp decrease in annual rainfall is not iced in
the lower Punjab and the upper Sindh area. Due to proximity of sea, the rainfall
in the lower Sindh area increases. In Balochistan the amount of rain is higher as
compared to the central part of the Indus plain.
The Northern mountains and the Indus basin receive major amount of rainfall
during the monsoon but the greater part of Balochistan and the Western
bordering mountains get most of the rains due to Western disturbance during
late winter.
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3.26 Relief
Pakistan has a variety of physical features, comprising mountains, plateaus,
plains and deserts. ―The scenery changes Northward from coastal beaches,
lagoons and Mangrove swamps in the South to sandy, deserts, desolate
plateaus, fertile plains, dissected uplands in the middle and high mountains with
beautiful valleys‖, snow covered peaks and eternal glaciers in the North. The
variety of landscape divides Pakistan into following major divisions.
 The ―North High Mountainous‖ region the ―Western low
mountainous‖ region.
 The Balochistan plateau, the Potwar plateau and the salt range
 The Punjab or Upper Indus Plain
 The Sindh or Low Indus Plain
 Deltaic Plain
 Cholistan Areas and Thar Desert
The brief discription of these regions is given below.
3.27

The Western Highlands

The Western Highlands of Pakistan extend from the Makran Coast in the South
to the Pamir Plateau in the North, covering most of Balochistan, the NWFP, the
Northern Areas and parts of Punjab. The Highlands emerged from the Tethys
Sea by Himalayan mountain-building movement. This movement began in the
Eocene Period and continued intermittently up to the Pliocene Period. During the
Cretaceous Period, patchy igneous activity took place in the Safed Koh and
Waziristan Hills in the NWFP. The Chagai Hills and Ras Koh in Balochistan
experienced volcanic activity during Pliocene-Pleistocene times. They are
marked by stocks, bosses, dykes and sills, which attest to this volcanic activity.
The Western Highlands can be divided into the following physiographic divisions:
 The Mountainous North;
 The Potwar Plateau and the Salt Ranges;
 Safed

Koh, the

Waziristan Hills

and

the

valleys;

The North Western Mountains of Pakistan
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intermontane
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 The Sulaiman and Kirthar Mountains
 The Balochistan Plateau
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3.28

The Mountainous North

The Mountainous North extends across the Northern part of Pakistan. It is a
region of towering mountains that rise to snowy heights and fast-flowing rivers
that have cut deep valleys and gorges into the land. Its giant glaciers are
comparable only to those found in Antarctica. There are places in the
Mountainous North which have not yet been surveyed, mapped or even visited
by human beings.
The Mountainous North can be divided into the following ranges:
 the Karakoram Range;
 the Hindu Kush and other ranges;
 the Kohistan, Swat and Dir Ranges;
 the Himalayan Ranges.
3.29

The Karakoram Mountains

The Karakorams are gigantic mountains extending from Tibet in the East to the
Hindu Kush Mountains in the West. There is no clear dividing line between the
Karakoram and the Hindu Kush Ranges. However, the water dividing the Hunza
River and the Gilgit River is taken as the boundary between the two. The
Karakoram Mountains lie north of the Indus River and extend northward beyond
the borders of Pakistan. They are about 200 kilometres wide.
It is in the Karakoram Range that the largest number of the highest peaks in the
world are found within a small area. There are more than 20 mountain peaks
higher than 7000 metres. Four of them rise above 8000 metres. K2, at 8611
metres, is the second highest peak In the world next to Mount Everest.
The Karakoram Range is the most extensively snow-covered range beyond the
polar regions. The crests of the Karakoram Mountains are perpetually covered
with snow. Locally, these mountains are referred to as mustagh or `icemountains'.

Northern Mountains of Pakistan
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The glaciers originate from the tops of these mountains. Some of them are very
long. Eighteen glaciers range in length from 7 to 72 kilometres. The longest are
the Siachen (32 kilometres) and the Biafo (62.5 kilometres) glaciers. The
snowline in the Southern Karakorams is at a height of approximately 5300
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metres, and in the northern Karakorams, 5000 metres. The flow rate of the
Karakoram glaciers is high, ranging from 100 metres to 1000 metres per year.
The glaciers have carved many features into the land, like cirques, U-shaped
valleys, hanging valleys, etc.
Movement within the Karakoram Range is difficult. There are not many passes,
and those that exist are located at the northern border, like the Karakoram Pass
(altitude 5568 metres) which is the highest. The Khunjerab Pass is the most
important pass of that region, linking Pakistan and China through the Karakoram
Highway. It is possible to travel by jeep on some of the roads in the Karakoram
Mountains but these often end abruptly against rocky mountain walls. Beyond
these, hikers travel by foot and pack animal. ―Eventually, even the tracks give
way, and mountaineers are left to display their skills or perish in the endeavour.
Many European, Japanese and Pakistani mountaineers have lost their lives in an
attempt to conquer these inhospitable peaks. The bodies of some of them are
still lying there, under layers of snow‖11.

3.30

The Hindu Kush Mountains

Physiographically, the Hindu Kush Range is a continuation of the Karakoram
Range. However, the water dividing the Hunza River and the Gilgit River is taken
as the arbitrary boundary between them. The Hindu Kush Mountains extend
westward into Afghanistan. In the north, they merge with the Pamir Plateau. The
Hindu Kush occupies the major part of the Chitral District and a considerable
portion of the Northern Areas. Their southern boundary is ill-defined, but the
Ghizar River, a tributary of the Indus, is generally taken as their southern limit.
The Hindu Kush Mountains are formidable. Some peaks are higher than 5000
metres in altitude. The Hindu Kush Range guards the north-western border of
Pakistan. Tirich Mir at 7690 metres altitude and Noshaq at 7484 metres altitude
are among the highest peaks in the world.
The passes in the Hindu Kush are often quite difficult to negotiate. The Baroghil
Pass connects Pakistan with Wakhan in Afghanistan. The Dorah and Shera
Shing Passes lie between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
―A number of glaciers cap the Hindu Kush. Sakiz Jarab (30.4 kilometres) and
Tirich Mir (22.4 kilometres) are among the most important‖12.
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3.31

The Kohistan, Swat and Dir Ranges

South of the Hindu Kush Mountains lie three subparallel ranges which run from
north to south. They are called the Kohistan, Swat and Dir Ranges. These
mountains are separated by rivers. The Kohistan Mountains lie between the
Indus and Swat Rivers; the Swat Mountains between the Swat and Panjkora
Rivers; and the Dir Mountains between the Panjkora and Kunar Rivers. In the
north, they rise to 5000 to 6000 metres and are capped by glaciers. Southward,
they descend as low as 200 metres in altitude.
Again, movement in this region is difficult. The Lawarai Pass is the only link
between Chitral and Dir, but even that is out of bounds during the winter, when
there is heavy snowfall. Although north-south movement along the river banks is
relatively easy, east-west movement is difficult because the rivers have cut deep
gorges into the land. The Shandur Pass between Chitral and the Northern Areas,
and the Dadarili Pass between Swat and the Northern Areas, are difficult to
negotiate and located at great heights.
―Farming on a limited scale is practised in the river valleys, with terraced farming
along the hill slopes. Lumbering, too, is an important source of livelihood.
Recently, the tourist industry is gaining in importance, bringing prosperity to the
region‖13.
3.32

The Himalayas

The Himalayas extend from Assam (in India) in the East to Pakistan in the West.
They rise to an average height of 6000 metres. Mount Everest, at 8848 metres,
is the highest peak in the world. The Himalayas are represented in Pakistan by
three subparallel ranges lying South of the Indus River: the Great or High
Himalayas; the Lesser Himalayas; and the Sub-Himalayas.
3.33

The Great Himalayas

The Great Himalayas lie South of the Indus River. Their Western limit is also
marked by the Indus, which takes a southward turn on reaching Sazin. North of
the Indus River lies the Karakoram Range. The Great Himalayas are mighty
mountains. They rise to an average height of 6000 metres. Some of the peaks
rise even higher, like the famous Nanga Parbat (8126 metres), which is the
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second highest peak in Pakistan and the sixth highest peak in the world. Rakhiot
is another very high peak, rising to an altitude of 7074 metres.
Because of their great altitudes, there are many glaciers in the Great Himalayas
and at least seven of considerable length. The longest glacier is Rupal (S) at
17.6 kilometres, followed by Rupal (N) at 16 kilometres. The Great Himalayas
have many glacial features. The bed of beautiful Lake Saiful Muluk in the Upper
Kaghan Valley is an old cirque carved by glacial action. Similarly, the largest lake
in that region, Satpura Lake near Skardu, is an old valley glacier.
The Indus River has carved a number of gorges in the region, including the
deepest gorge in the world, which is located in the Dasu-Patan region in the
Kohistan District. It is 6500 metres deep. It is so deep that if the highest
mountain peaks of Africa, Europe, North America, Australia and Antarctica were
placed in it, they would not rise above it.
3.34

The Lesser Himalayas

The Lesser Himalayas are located South of the Great Himalayas. Some of the
mountains in the Lesser Himalayas reach altitudes of I,800 to 4600 metres. They
were formed from thousands of years of folding, faulting and overthrusting.
The Lesser Himalayas are represented in Kashmir by the Pir Panjal Mountains.
On entering Pakistan, the Lesser Himalayas take a sharp bend south-westward.
In Pakistan, they are found in the Batgram, Mansehra and Abbottabad Districts
and in the northern region of the Rawalpindi District. Some hill stations in
Pakistan, like Ghora Gali, Nathia Gali and Murree, are located in the Lesser
Himalayas. Although there is snowfall in the winter in the Lesser Himalayas, no
glaciers are found in this region.

3.35

The Sub-Himalayas

The Sub-Himalayas or ―the Siwaliks are the Southernmost mountains in the
Himalayan Range. In comparison to the other mountains in this region, they are
low in altitude, attaining heights of between 600 and 1200 metres. They are
intensely folded and faulted. While they are well-represented in Kashmir, in
Pakistan they are only found in scattered fragment. A good example is the hills
located in the South-eastern part of the Rawalpindi District‖14.
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3.36

The Potwar Plateau and the Salt Ranges

The Potwar Plateau and the Salt Ranges are located to the South of the
Mountainous North and lie between the Indus River on the West and the Jhelum
River on the East. Their Northern boundary is formed by the Kala Chitta Ranges
and the Margalla Hills. Their Southern boundary is formed by the Salt Ranges
themselves. The Soan Basin is located between the Northern and Southern
ranges.
The Kala Chitta Ranges rise to an average height of 450 to 900 metres and
extend across 72 kilometres. The western half is composed of sandstone, and
the eastern half of limestone. The ranges are cut by deep valleys. The Margalla
Hills, which extend eastward into the Kurang River, appear a few miles north of
the eastern extremity of the Kala Chitta Ranges. They attain an average height
of 900 metres with several peaks rising as high as 1 200 metres. The southward
slope is steep.
The main Potwar Plateau extends north of the Salt Ranges. It is an undulating
area 300 to 600 metres in altitude. Small hills of bare rock rise steeply above the

Potohar Plateau and The Salt Ranges of Pakistan
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surface. There are a few large hills in the region, including Khairi Murat (1000
metres), which is the largest and most spectacular, extending 39 kilometres
Southward from Rawalpindi. The Soan River dominates the area, and its
tributaries have cut gullies and ravines into the land, forming typical badland
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topography. These gullies and ravines are called khaderas. The Soan and other
rivers have also produced large tracts of alluvial plain which are suitable for
farming.
The Salt Ranges are steep towards the South and slope gently into the Potwar
Plateau in the North. They extend from the Jhelum River in the East and run
Westward along a twisting path to Kalabagh, where they cross the Indus River
and enter the Bannu District. They comprise parallel ranges and rise to an
average height of 750 to 900 metres. Sakesar, at an altitude of 1527 metres, is
the highest peak in the region. The Salt Ranges are heavily faulted and have
been cut deeply by the Khewra, Makrachi, Jaranwala and Jamsukh Rivers. In
some areas, badland topography has developed. A number of beautiful lakes dot
the region, including the Uchali, Khabeki and Kallar Kahar Lakes.
―The Potwar Plateau and the Salt Ranges are rich in mineral resources,
including rock salt, gypsum, limestone, coal and oil. Mineral exploration in the
region has begun‖15.

3.37

The Safed Koh Ranges, Waziristan Hills and Intermountain
Valleys

The Kabul River forms the boundary between the Mountainous North and the
Safed Koh Ranges. The Safed Koh Ranges have an east-west declination and
rise to an average height of 3600 metres. They are commonly covered with
snow. Sikeram, the highest peak in the region, rises to 4760 metres. The Safed
Koh Ranges merge into the Kohat Hills in the east. These hills reach altitudes of
about 1600 metres. The Waziristan Hills, located south of the Safed Koh
Ranges, rise to an average height of 1 500 to 3000 metres. Both the Safed Koh
Ranges and the Waziristan Hills were subjected to rigorous igneous activity
during the late Cretaceous Period. Ramzak, the highly mineral-rich zone in this
region, is a direct result of that.
The mountains and hills of this region form a barrier between Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Rivers flowing through the region have formed passes in the
mountains through which armies, peoples and cultures have travelled to and
from South Asia, altering its history, culture and intellectual landscape. The
Khyber Pass is the most important of these and connects Peshawar in Pakistan
with Kabul in Afghanistan. Other important passes include the Kurram, the Tochi
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and the Gomal, which are named after the rivers near which they are located.
These rivers have carved at least three fairly large and important valleys in that
rocky region: the Vale of Peshawar, the Kohat Valley and the Bannu Valley.
These valleys, called intermontane valleys, are bounded by hills and mountains
on all sides except in the east, where they open up into the Indus Valley where
the Kabul, Kohat and Kurram-Tochi Rivers meet the Indus.
The Vale of Peshawar is the largest of the three valleys and is a little over 300
metres high. It is drained by the Kabul River and its important tributary, the Swat.
The valley is a downwarp basin filled with deep alluvium, with 1 gravel on the
foothills. The Upper and Lower Swat Canals and the canal from the Warsak Dam
provide water for irrigation. Some parts of the valley have been affected by
waterlogging and salinity.
The Kohat Valley is the smallest and the highest (460 metres) of the valleys.
Drained by the Kohat River, its floor is covered with clay, silt, sand and gravel. A
number of east-west limestone ridges run across the plain which is spotted with
springs. The Tanda Dam on the Kohat River and the bunds across the streams
supply water for irrigation.
―The Bannu Valley (150 metres), a low structural basin, is almost completely
bounded by hills and mountains. On the east, however, the valley opens up on to
the Indus Plains. Although the Kurram and Tochi are the main rivers of the
Valley, a number of smaller hill stremasm also drain soft clay to big boulders.
The dam built on the Kurram River is the main source of irrigation‖16.
3.38

The Sulaiman-Kirthar Mountains

The Sulaiman-Kirthar Mountains lie between the Balochistan Plateau on the
West and the Indus Plains on the East. They extend South from the Gomal
River to the Arabian Sea, a distance of 850 kilometres. ―They consist of
limestone, sandstone and shale, and can be divided into three distinct
regions: the Sulaiman Mountains, the Quetta Syntaxis-Zarghun Knot, and
the Kirthar Mountains‖ 17 .

3.39

The Sulaiman Mountains

From South Waziristan southward the Sulaiman Mountains run for a distance of
400 kilometres. They comprise parallel to subparallel curved ranges 20 to 25
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kilometres wide. They slope southward from an average height of 3440 metres in
the north to 1600 metres in the south. Takht-i-Sulaiman is the highest peak in the
region at 3487 metres. Although the Sulaiman Mountains form a formidable
barrier between east-west movement, there are two breaks: a road leads from
Zhob in Balochistan to Dera Ismail Khan in the NWFP; to the South, a road runs
from Loralai in Balochistan to Dera Ghazi Khan in Punjab.
―The Sulaiman Mountains merge into the Marri-Bugti Hills in the South. The
Marri-Bugti Hills are about 120 kilometres in length and attain heights of 600 to
1000 metres‖18.
3.40

The Quetta Syntaxis-Zarghun Knot

Extending westward from the Marri-Bugti Hills, there is a complex mass of hills
and ranges called the Quetta Syntaxis-Zarghun Knot. This is a triangular area
about 190 kilometres long and 50 kilometres wide, dominated by the Zarghun
Knot where the highest peak in Balochistan, Loe Sar (3583 metres), is located.
Further westward, the ranges take a sharp turn southward. That area is called
the Quetta Syntaxis.

3.41

The Kirthar Mountains

South of the Quetta Syntaxis, the Kirthar Mountains run southward to the
Arabian Sea. They are about 400 kilometres long and 30 kilometres wide. In the
north, they are known as the Nagan Range.
The Kirthar Mountains merge into the Kohistan area of Sindh where there are a
number of low hill ranges, like Bhit, Bhadra and Lakhi. It is between the Kirthar
Mountains to the South and the Quetta Syntaxis-Zarghun Knot that the most
important break in the Sulaiman-Kirthar Range occurs—namely, the Bolan Pass.
The Bolan Pass links the Balochistan Plateau with the Sindh Plains.
3.42

The Balochistan Plateau

The Balochistan Plateau is located west of Sulaiman-Kirthar Range. The
plateaus is covered with hills and mountains, interspersed with rivers and basins.
It id divided into two parts by southward up to the Arabian Sea. The alignment,
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lighology and morphological characteristics of the hills and mountains lying to the
east of the Chaman and Ornach-Nal Nal Faults are different from those to the
west.
3.43

The Makran Cost

The Pakistani coast is 700 kilometers long, of which 500 kilometers falls under
the Makran Coast, extending from Karachi in the east to Jiwani in the west.
Overall, the Makran Coast is fairly straight with no marked indentations. A
notable break along the coast is the Miami Lagoon, near Sonmiani. A number of
hammerhead-shaped projections near Ormara and Gwadar and headland at Ras
Malan and Ras Jaddi (near Pasni) break the monotony.
The Makran Coast has a narrow beach backed by rock cliffs 15 to 65 metres in
height. Behind the cliffs, there is a coastal plain 16 to 32 kilometres wide. This
coastal plain is covered with sand dunes and dotted with small hills.
The Makran Coast is noted for a number of uplifted terraces, including the Clifton
Hills, Manora, Cape Monze (Hawks Bay), Ras Malan, Ormara, Gwadar and
Jiwani. Aside from uplifted terraces, there are terraces formed by erosion.
3.44

The Indus Plains

The Indus Plains were formed by the alluvium laid down by the Indus and its
tributaries. The Indus is a mighty river about 2900 kilometres long. It has a
catchment area of 970000 square kilometres, of which 26 percent (264000
square kilometres) is on hilly land.
From its source in Mansorawar Lake in Tibet to Sazin, the Indus flows from east
to west in a valley several kilometres deep between lofty mountains like the
Karakorams and the Great Himalayas. At Sazin, the river takes a southern turn
where its most tortuous and difficult journey begins. It cuts deep gorges into the
mountains. In fact, the deepest gorge (6500 metres deep) in the world has been
cut by the Indus in the Dasu-Patan region in the Kohistan District. The tortuous
journey of the Indus ends at Kalabagh, where it enters the plains. Here the river,
which was hitherto confined to a channel 0.4 kilometres wide, spreads out into a
channel with an average width of 16 kilometres. It then majestically flows into the
Arabian Sea through a braided channel in Punjab and a meandering channel in
Sindh.
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The course of the Indus River has not remained the same throughout history.
There is no clear evidence of changes taking place in its route through Punjab,
although it is likely that it changed course several times. In Sindh, old channel
and meander beds, oxbow lakes, levees and ancient deltas prove that the Indus
changed its course at least four times and that it oscillated between Jacobabad
and Nabisar, south of Umarkot.
3.45

The Tributaries of the Indus

The Indus is joined by a number of tributaries from the right and from the left. In
general, the, right-hand tributaries are small and carry a lower volume of water.
Their discharge ranges from 0.3 to 3 million cubic feet per second. Their
catchment areas vary from 1300 to 10000 square kilometres. The important
rivers from north to south are the Gilgit, Kabul, Kurram and Gomal. The latter
three are utilized for irrigation purposes. These rivers have not played any role in
the formation of the Indus Plains.
A number of left-hand tributaries are major rivers which carry large volumes of
water and an enormous quantity of sediment. They have played an important
and active part in building the Indus Plains. These rivers are the Jhelum,
Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej. The Beas joins the Sutlej before entering
Pakistan. The other rivers join one or the other at various different points.
Eventually, all of them join at Mithankot. From there, they flow as one stream for
72 kilometres under the name of Panjnad before they join the Indus. ―From there
onwards, the Indus makes its way to the Arabian Sea without being joined by
any further tributaries.
The Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej have changed their courses in the past.
The shifting of their courses has been an important process in the building of the
Indus Plains‖19.
3.46

Physiographic Divisions of the Indus Plains

The Indus Plains occupy a large area to the east and south of the Western
Highlands. The Indus Plains slope from north to south. In the north, they rise to
about 300 metres and drop to 75 metres near Panjnad. From there, they slope
gently to the Arabian Sea. At that stretch, a height of 75 metres is covered in 560
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kilometres. That means, on average, the fall is less than 0.3 metres per 1.6
kilometres.
The vast alluvial plain of the Indus is interrupted by a few scattered, low hills: the
Kirana Hills in Punjab and the Khairpur and Ganjo Takar Hills in Sindh. The
Indus Plains can be divided into the following physiographic divisions:
 ―piedmont plains;
 active flood plains;
 old flood plains;
 alluvial terraces;
 deltaic plains and the Rann of Kutch;
 rolling sand plains, ridges and dunes‖20 .

3.47

The Piedmont Plains

Extensive piedmont plains (gentle slopes leading from the base of mountains to
regions of flat land) have developed at the base of the Sulaiman-Kirthar
Mountains (see page 12). They extend eastward up to the Indus River. These
piedmont plains were formed by the deposition of rivers flowing down the
mountains. These rivers flow only where and when rainfall takes place. They
come down the mountain slopes at great speed. On reaching the foothills, the
gradient decreases. The rivers lose their speed and drop a substantial part of
their load within the stream. The stream is split into a number of channels. The
gravel, sand and silt thus deposited form alluvial fans. Some of these alluvial
fans merge into one another. Alluvial fans range from 1.6 to 7.5 kilometres in
radius.
In the region where these alluvial fans are found, the general gradient varies
from 20 metres per kilometre to 10 metres per kilometre. Braided (or multi channel)

streams,

gravel

and

sand

deposits

and

badland

topography

characterize alluvial regions.
Beyond the alluvial fans, the land has a gentler slope, ranging from 5 metres per
kilometre to 2 metres per kilometre. This is covered with sand, silt and clay and
lined with dry, meandering streams. These streams only become active when
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rainfall takes place. Although it is a very fertile region, rainfall is scant and
unreliable. Rain-fed or barani agriculture has developed in some parts.
A number of small piedmont plains have developed in northern Punjab. Two of
them extend south of the Siwalik Mountains. One of them occupies a small area
between the Ravi and the Chenab Rivers, while the other is located between the
Chenab and the Jhelum. Another has emerged south of the Salt Ranges. These
piedmont plains have similar topographic features as those near the SulaimanKirthar Mountains.
3.48

Active Flood Plains

Active flood plains, locally called bet, are the narrow strips of land along the
Indus River and its main tributaries, the Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej. They
are found most extensively along the Indus, varying in width from 24 to 40
kilometres. They are least extensive along the Ravi, where their width varies
from 3 to 5 kilometres. The southern portion of the Ravi River has no flood plains
at all.
Active flood plains are inundated almost every year. The rivers move freely
within the bet and have developed braided channels with many small islands.
They are covered with rich, recently deposited alluvium (locally called khaddar)
and are therefore important agriculturally.

3.49

Old Flood Plains

The old flood plains cover extensive areas between the bet and 'bar uplands'
(see below) in the Upper Indus Valley (Punjab) and between the bet and the
desert areas in the Lower Indus Valley (Sindh). The main agricultural region of
Pakistan is located here. Old flood plains are a few metres higher in height than
active flood plains and are normally safe from floods. However, during times of
severe flooding (once every seven or eight years), they do become indundated.
As a result, they are covered with alluvium. Meander scars, oxbow lakes, old
levees and other features speak of their past history. In Sindh, the abandoned
channels are called dhoros while the small salt lakes are called dhands.
The monotony of the old flood plains in Sindh is broken by two hills of Tertiary
limestone, the Khairpur Hills at Sukkur and the Ganjo Takar Hills at Hyderabad.
The cement factories in the region make use of this limestone.
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3.50

Alluvial Terraces

Alluvial terraces have developed in some parts of the interfluves of the Upper
Indus Valley. The interfluves are locally called doabs, and the terraces are called
bars. These terraces were formed from the deposition which took place during
the Pleistocene Period. They are separated from the adjoining flood plains by
river-cut bluffs ranging in height from 5 to 15 metres. Well known terraces
include the Kirana Bar in the Chaj Doab, the Sandal Bar in the Rechna Doab, the
Ganji Bar in the Bari Doab and the Nili Bar between the old bed of the Beas and
the Sutlej. Yet another terrace is located south of the Sutlej River.
The alluvium of the terraces is called old alluvium (or bhangar locally), as distinct
from the new alluvium of the flood plains. The old alluvium is composed of
compact calcareous, silty clay.
Sand dunes dot the southernmost portion of the bars. In general, however, the
surface is flat with a gentle slope. Canals, which have been laid in the area, have
turned these terraces into excellent agricultural land.
Although a large part of the Sindh Sagar Doab, which is located between the
Indus and Jhelum Rivers, probably contains a terrace, it is covered over by the
sands of the Thal Desert. It has an undulating surface and is dotted with sand
dunes called tibbas. Between these sand dunes are areas of narrow flat land
called pattis. With the expansion of irrigation, this region is being transformed
into rich farm land.
The Chaj Doab and the Rechna Doab are dotted with about three dozen
outcrops of Precambrian hills that lie between Sargodha and Shah Kot. They are
part of the Precambrian Shield of India. Individually, they cover an area ranging
from a few hundred square metres to 20 square kilometres. The largest of them
are the Kirana Hills, which are located about 16 kilometres from Sargodha. They
rise to an altitude of 330 metres above the plains. Because the Kirana Hills
dominate the landscape, the whole group of Precambrian hills are known by that
name. These hills are composed of quartzite and slate in contrast to the alluvium
from which they jut out.
3.51

The Deltaic Plains and the Rann of Kutch
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The Indus River has built a large delta at its mouth (see page 12). The area
between the Kalri and Pinyari distributaries of the Indus is taken as the Indus
Delta. The apex or top of the delta has shifted its position southward several
times. Once it was close to Hyderabad. At present it is south of Thatta. In area,
the Indus Delta is the seventh largest delta in the world. Before the construction
of barrages and canals, the Indus and its tributaries were carrying 300 million ton
of sediment per year into the sea, and the delta was growing at a rate of 34.4
metres per year. Today, although the discharge of the Indus has greatly
decreased, the Indus Delta is growing. Its advance is primarily towards the
south-west. Between 1896 and 1954, the delta extended seaward 8 kilometres
off Khar Creek.
The delta is scarred with the old and new channels of the Indus and its
distributaries. At the coast, bars have developed. Inland, there are extensive
mud flats sliced by tidal channels. The inland limit of the mud flats are marked by
cliffs, behind which agriculture is thriving.
The Rann of Kutch stretches out immediately to the east of the deltaic plains. It
is a marshy area covered with mud flats and divided by innumerable narrow,
winding creeks. The Rann of Kutch is 21672 square kilometres in area. The
western portion (780 square kilometres) belongs to Pakistan according to the
decision of an International Tribunal made on 19 February 1968. The major part
of the Rann of Kutch belongs to India.
The eastern coast of Pakistan is 200 kilometres long, lying east of Karachi.
Immediately to the east of Karachi lies the deltaic coast. Further eastward
stretches the Rann of Kutch. Unlike the straight Makran Coast, both the deltaic
coast and the Rann of Kutch are irregular and are indented with numerous tidal
creeks and winding channels.
3.52

Rolling Sand Plains, Ridges and Dunes

An extensive desert covers the south-eastern portion of Pakistan, from
Bahawalpur in the north to Sindh in the south. This area is called the Cholistan
or Rohi Desert in Bahawalpur, the Pat Desert in northern Sindh and the Thar
Desert in southern Sindh. It is commonly known as the Cholistan Desert in
Punjab. It is separated from the Indus Valley by the ancient, dry channels of the
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Ghaggar River in Punjab and the Dhoro and East Nara Rivers in Sindh. The
desert extends eastward into India where it is called the Thar.
The Thar-Cholistan Desert covers an area of 75000 square kilometres in
Pakistan. Topographically, it is dominated by sand plains, sand ridges and sand
dunes. To the south, it is covered with stabilized ridges of latitudinal sand dunes
6 to 8 kilometres long. A small area of northern Sindh and the western part of

Cholistan Desert

Source: natureology101.wordpress.com
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Bahawalpur is covered with crescent-shaped shifting sand dunes. They are not
yet stabilized. The eastern part of the desert is covered with transverse sand
dunes and sand ridges. With the expansion of irrigational facilities, some areas
of the desert have been reclaimed and put to plough, particularly in the western
part of the Bahawalpur District. Although barani agriculture is practised in
patches, cattle rearing is the dominant occupation in this sparsely-populated
region.
3.53

Significance of Pakistan’s Location

Pakistan is in southwest Asia. Its neighbours are Iran, Afghanistan, and India.

―

There are four provinces. Sind, Punjab, North West Frontier Province, and
Balochistan. The federal capital is Islamabad. Pakistan occupies a strategic
position between Southern Asia and the Middle East. Four mountain ranges
meet within its bounders: the Karakorams, the Pamirs, the Himalayas, and the
Hindu Kush. The land varies, deserts, mountain, forests, and fertile plains.
Pakistan experiences the most extreme temperatures on earth from 50‘oC in the
Sind region in the summer, to minus 50‘oC in the environmental challenges.
Drought is a major problem in some areas while in others it is floods that cause
damage and hardship.
―The landmass of Pakistan originated in the continent of Gondwanaland, which is
thought to have broken off from Africa, drifted across the Indian Ocean, and
joined mainland Asia some 50 million years ago. With the creation of a land
bridge between Gondwanaland and southeast Asia, Indo-Malayan life-forms are
thought to have invaded the evolving subcontinent, and these now predominate
in Pakistan east of the river Indus. Paratactic forms dominate the north and west
of the country. Some Ethiopian forms have become established in the
southwestern part. About 20 million years ago, the gradual drying and retreat of
the Sea of Tethys created the Indus lowlands, and a violent upheaval 13 million
years ago gave rise to the Himalayas. A series of Pleistocene ice ages, the last
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ending just 10,000 years ago, gave rise to some unique floral and faunal
associations‖21.
3.54

Location

Pakistan is located in western South Asia. Its immediate neighbours are Iran,
Afghanistan, China and India. Before the creation of Central Asian states, which
were formerly a part of the Soviet Union, Russia was one of Pakistan‘s close
neigbours. Only a narrow strip of land in Afghanistan called Wkhan Separated
Russia and Pakistan. Even today, the easiest access to landlocked Afghanistan
is through Pakistan. Most international trade with Afghanistan consequently
passes through the country. Although China is also a close neighbor, it is
separated from Pakistan by the Karakoram Range. The Karakoram Highway,
linking Pakistan and China, offers the best passage between China and South
Asia.
In addition to its immediate neighbours, Pakistan protects the oil-rich Middle
Eastern countries from the east and the Strait of Hormuz, which is the entry to
the Gulf. Pakistan has, therefore, an extremely strategic position on the global
map.
3.55

Unique Geography

Pakistan has a unique geography that includes, the great mountain ranges of the
Himalayas, the Karakorams and the Hindukush from Pakistan‘s northern
highlands of North West Frontier Province and the Northern Area. Punjab
province is a flat, alluvial plain with five major rivers dominating the upper region
eventually joining the Indus River flowing south to the Arabian Sea. The Thar
Desert and the Rann of Kutch bound the Sindh Province from east and Kirthar
range from the west. The Balochistan Plateau is an arid tableland, encircled by
dry mountains.
―Pakistan has a unique geography that includes, the great mountain ranges of
the Himalayas, the Karakorams and the Hindukush from Pakistan‘s northern
highlands of North West Frontier Province and the Northern Area. Punjab
province is a flat, alluvial plain with five major rivers dominating the upper region
eventually joining the Indus River followings south to the Arabian Sea. The Thar
Desert and the Rann of Kutch bound the Sindh Province from east and Kirthar
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range from the west. The Balochistan plateau is an arid tableland, encircled by
dry mountains‖22.
3.56

Geopolitical Importance

Geopolitics, by definition is the politics of a country as determined by its
geographical features. If we followed A British commission in 1893; separating
Iran from what was then British Indian Balochistan, first delimited the boundary
with Iran, some 800 kilometres in length. In 1957 Pakistan signed a frontier
agreement with Iran, and since then the border between the two countries has
not been a subject of serious dispute.
―Pakistan‘s boundary with Afghanistan is about 2,250 kilometres long. In the
north, it runs along the ridges of the Hindu Kush (meaning Hindu Killer)
mountains and the Pamirs, where a narrow strip of Afghan territory called the
Wakhan Corridor extends between Pakistan and Tajikistan. The Hindu Kush was
traditionally regarded as the last northwestern outpost where Hindus could
venture in safety. The boundary line with Afghanistan was drawn in 1893 by Sir
Mortimer Durand, then foreign secretary in British India, and was acceded to by
the Amir of Afghanistan that same year23‖.
―This boundary, called the Durand Line, was not in doubt when Pakistan became
independent in 1947, although its legitimacy was in later years disputed
periodically by the Afghan government as well as by Pukhtun tribes straddling
the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. On the one hand, Afghanistan claimed that the
Durand Line had been imposed by a stronger power upon a weaker one, and it
favoured the establishment of still another state to be called Pashtunistan or
Pukhtunistan. On the other hand, Pakistan, as the legatee of the British in the
region, insisted on the legality and permanence of the boundary24‖.
―The Pakistan-India cease-fire line runs from the Karakoram Pass west and
south, west to a point about 130 kilometres northeast of Lahore. This line, about
770 kilometres long, was arranged with United Nations (UN) assistance at the
end of the Indo-Pakistan War of 1947-48. The cease-fire line came into effect on
January 1, 1949, after eighteen months of fighting and was last adjusted and
agreed upon by the two countries in the Shimla Agreement of July 1972. Since
then, it has been generally known as the Line of Control25‖.
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―The Pakistan-India boundary continues irregularly southward for about 1,280
kilometres, following the line of the 1947 Radcliffe Award, named for Sir Cyril
Radcliffe, the head of the British boundary commission on the partition of Punjab
and Bengal in 1947‖26.

3.57

General Aspects

―Pakistan has a total areas of 803,940 sq. km consisting of 778,720 sq. km of
land and 25,220 sq. km of water its boundaries cover a total length of 6,774 sq.
km. which include Afghanistan 2,430 km, India 2,912 km and Iran 909 km. It has
a coastline of 1,046 km. its climate is mostly hot and dry. The lowest point is in
Indian ocean at 0 m and the highest one is K2 (Mt. Godwing-Austen at 8,611
m)‖.
―Islamic Republic of Pakistan lies between Latitude 24 degrees N. to 37 degrees
N. and Longitude 61 degrees E. to 75 degrees 5 minutes E. and covers an area
of 310,405 sq. mis. (803,943 Km.). It extends 935 mis. (1,505 Km.) from north to
south, and 800 mis. (1,287 Km.) from West to East. Its coast line is 506 mis.
(814 Km.) long)27‖
Afghanistan lies on the north western border of Pakistan and Iran on the south
western border. In the East is India and the North is bounded by the Himalayan
Mountains. A. narrow strip of Afghanistan, Washan, separates the country from
Russian Turkistan. The Chinese territories of Sinkiang and Tibet, border Kashmir
in the north and east. The southern borders of Pakistan are along the Arabian
Sea.
―The border between Pakistan and India is quite long and without any land mark
to make the distinguish the border line prominently. That is why, there are many
border disputes. The border line between Pakistan and Afghanistan is 1,400 mis.
(2,253 km.) long and is called Durand line which was drawn in 1897. It is also a
mountainous area which can be crossed through five passes, i.e. the Khyber,
Tochi, Kurram, Gomal and Bolan Passes28‖.
The Islamic Republic of Pakistan is a federal state in which the Federal Central
territory is Islamabad. The President and the Prime Minister of this country
reside in this city.
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Prime Minister is the real elected head of the state who is assisted by a cabinet
of Ministers and the National Assembly of the country.
There are many Tribal Areas in the northern and western border areas of the
country which are administered by the Federal Government. The names of these
Tribal Agencies are:
Bajaur (Malakand Agency), Mohamand Agency, Khyber Agency, Kurram
Agency, North Waziristan, South Waziristan Agencies, and the Federal Capital.
Tribal areas of Peshawar, Kohat, Dera Ismail Khan, and Bannue are also
included under Federal government.
―Administratively, Pakistan is divided into four Provinces namely N.W.F.
Province, Punjab, Sind and Baluchistan which have their o, al self governments.
The Governors are their constitutional heads, while the Chief Ministers are their
real authorities, and every Chief Minister is assisted by a cabinet of ministers
and a Provincial Assembly)‖29
―Considering Pakistan‘s geo-strategic location in religious and ideological terms
– its stands at the junction of communists Chins, democratic and Hindu majority
India, Shia dominated Iran, Sunni dominated Afghanistan and the Central Asian
Republics, which are struggling with their new Islamic moorings after the
collapse of the Soviet Union and consequent exist of communism. Before the
Taliban fiasco, Pakistan was seen to be feverishly trying to make inroads into the
Central Asian Republics. The Pak ISI, in concert with Saudi Arabia, was
engaged in exporting Jihad ideology to this critical region. Saudi Arabia had
liberally funded a region-wide mosque construction plan in Central Asia and had
sent a million copies of the Koran to promote Wahabbism in the region. Pakistan,
therefore, has the potential to play an influencing role in varying degrees in each
of these areas. However, the converse is also applicable‖30.
In its geo-political arena, Pakistan has to contend with competing influences i.e.
from China, Russia and the US. At present, in consonance with the US grand
strategy and compulsions, Pakistan has to call the latter's bidding, as it happens
to be the unchallenged power in the contemporary unipolar global order.
Nevertheless, it inherently retains the flexibility of using one influence to
neutralise another, in case Russia recovers its superpower status and China
becomes economically and militarily strong enough to challenge US strategic
reach. On the other hand, it could also effect a reconciliation between the same
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competing influences as it did in the past when it facilitated a US-China
rapprochement in the 1970s.
―Geo-strategically, the centrality of Pakistan with respect to Asia offers some
unique advantages as evidenced by its frontline status in the Cold War era. In
the 1950s, its air base in Peshawar facilitated effective intelligence operations
inside the former USSR by U-2 aircraft, which enabled the US Air Force to
increase the list of identifiable Soviet targets from 3,000 to 20,000. Even during
'Operation Enduring Freedom' and its aftermath, the Pakistani military bases
being used by the US have proved to be indispensable. The base facilities
provided by Pakistan include: Karachi airport and sea port facilities, and airfields
at Dalbadin, Peshawar, Quetta, Pasni, Jacobabad and Chitral‖31.
Pakistan‘s geo-strategic centrality with regard to Central Asia, South Asia and
West Asia renders its territory indispensable for any gas or oil pipeline
predicated on a land route originating from West Asia or Central Asia for feeding
the energy requirements of India and its southern. It is estimated that Pakistan
can earn as much as US$ 500 million a year as transshipment fees if it were to
permit pipelines to pass through its territory for supply of gas from Iran to India a
gas pipeline from the landlocked Central countries to Pakistani ports may further
boost Pakistan's earnings. Pakistan has a coastline of 1,046 km. It provides the
most convenient and cost effective port outlet to landlocked Afghanistan and the
Central Asian Republics. The Central Asian Republics are at present dependent
on Russia for outlets to the sea. In fact, one of the apprehensions that Pakistan
had after the invasion of Afghanistan by the Soviet forces in 1979 was that the
onslaught rrriyl it continued into Pakistani territory with the aim of securing warm
water ports in Pakistan for the erstwhile Soviet Union's Central Asian Region i.e.
now independent Central Asian Republics (CARs).
―Pakistan should not be viewed purely in the South Asian context. In India, there
is a tendency to ignore the historical, religious, cultural and tribal affinities that
Pakistan shares with Iran, Afghanistan and Central Asia. Notwithstanding the
topographical barriers that separate Pakistan from Afghanistan and Iran which
are much more formidable as compared to the India-Pakistan border (70 percent
of which is in the plains), common ethnicity cuts across its borders with
Afghanistan and Iran. In drawing the Durand Line separating Pakistan and
Afghanistan, the British were guided by their own colonial and strategic interests,
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rather than the ethnic factor. The Afghan-Pushtu culture transcends the Durand
Line and similarly, the Baluch-Brahui culture is common to Balochistan of
Pakistan and Balochistan of Iran. Pakistan also tends to appropriate the
medieval history of undivided India and thereby claims historical links with
Turkey and Central Asia. Therefore, the attractive pulls exercised by religious,
cultural, linguistic and ethnic commonalities will continue to play their role,
irrespective of the fluctuations in state- to state relationships. With these, the
economic and political facet of this affinity took shape in the Economic
Cooperation Organisation in 1993, whose members are Pakistan, Iran, Turkey,
Afghanistan and the Central Asian Republics. Some analysts see a great
promise in this organisation than the SAARC‖32

3.58
―

Karachi as an Important Sea Port

Fifty percent of world‘s crude oil is transported, from Gulf States through the

Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean. Karachi port can affect the movement of such oil
effectively, thus causing a danger to the industrial progress of western countries .
‖

3.59
―

Centre of the Muslim World

To the west of Pakistan, starting from Afghanistan and Iran lies a Muslim

countries, which is passing through Asia and terminating at the Eastern coast of
the Atlantic Ocean i.e the Middle East, Gulf and Africa. To the east, starting from
Bangladesh lays another chain of Muslim countries. While to the north, there are
six Central Asian Muslim countries enhance the core importance of Pakistan
among Muslim countries .
‖

3.60

Access to Indian Ocean

―Russian obsession for the control over warm waters is still fresh in our
memories. This is still a big attraction for countries like Central Asian Republics
to have a direct access to warm waters for sea trade. This enhances the
importance of Pakistan as a potential trade route in year to come‖.33
3.61

Geopolitical Importance
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―

Geopolitics, by definition is the politics of country as determined by its

geographical features. If we follow the definition then Pakistan has long border,
many and diverse neighbours, absence of depth, peculiar mountain features like
mountains and passes, rivers, trans-continental land routes, deserts and access
to warm water. All these lend a particular stance and bias to the defence
requirement and security problem of the country. In the highly volatile and rapidly
changing political environment throughout the globe, Pakistan has proven its
desire for peace and stability in the region as well as elsewhere in the world.
During the Cold War, Pakistan was willing to accept military ties with the United
States and at the same time, Pakistan‘s relations with China grew closer as
tensions between India and China flared up. In the post-Cold War era, the
players have changed but the geopolitical situation remains muddled. Pakistan
has maintained relations with China; the dissolution of Soviet Union has
removed the major northern security threat for Pakistan while at the same time
leaving India without a supportive superpower. In the recent scenario, Pakistan
had no option but to join hands with America against terrorism and change her
policy towards Afghanistan. Without the cooperation of Pakistan, it could have
been a difficult proposition for Americans to bring a quick political change in
Afghanistan.
‖

3.62
“

Geo strategic Significance

Pakistan is located in a key strategic position, linking the Middle East with South

Asia. It is surrounded by one super power, that is Russia, two big global powers
– Russian and China, three nuclear powers – Russia, China and India and two
emerging regional powers that is Iran and India and perhaps, a third farther east
Japan. Earlier Pakistan played an important role in the disintegration of Soviet
Union and now Pakistan is again a front line state and a main ally of the global
coalition against terrorism. Primarily due to her strategic location being closer to
Afghanistan. Growing interest of American in the Central Asian oil resources and
her animosity with China shall make Pakistan once again a most strategically
important state in near future. Being an unconditional supporter of United States,
so far, Pakistan has not been able to draw benefits out of her geo-strategic
location. Rather she has paid heavy prices for her past alignment, in the shape
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of internal instability, economy decline and her trivial foreign relations within the
region.
‖

―Both India and Pakistan were successors to an administration which carried
certain defence objectives in the area. The sub-continent had been the haunt of
foreign invaders from the North since times immemorial. The Russian expansion
in the North-West of India and the Chinese presence in the North-East urged the
British authorities in the sub-continent to devise a mechanism assuring safety
against the Northern threats‖

34

. The British Northern Command established at

Rawalpindi, the Staff College Quetta, the extension of Indian railway line to
Chaman and Landikotal, the creation of the militia force in the tribal belt in the
North West establishment of a powerful intelligence and surveillance station at
Peshawar were but a few instances in this regard. This threat perception as of
natural consequences was inherited by both the successive states after the
partition of India in 1947. The Russian advances Southward during the last
century had aroused international concern the world over and the new state of
Pakistan could not shut its eyes to it. Pakistan inherited from the British files of
the Indian foreign office the fear of Russia like that of China by India. The
decision makers of Pakistan's foreign policy always sought Western assistance
to stem the Russian advance towards their territory, though at present there is
an interregnum period in this threat perception .
‖

―

Geography controls political environment of a country and the prize of modern

international politics is the earth. The term may also be used to describe political
geography considered in terms of the structure of the world and its component
states, or to refer to those aspects of foreign policy planning that must take into
account various geographic factors such as location, size, shape, climate and
topography. Geopolitics, therefore, involves varying degrees of historical
determinism based on geography, and it also affects the country‘s foreign policy
and her national interests.
―The foreign policy of a country is determined by its geography, the political
significance of an area bears well defined relations to its climate, land forms and
natural resources. Ideologies and socio-political systems can change, but a state
must retain a territorial personality‖.35
―

The security of a state depends largely on a vigilant policy towards its
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neighbours, which postulates a sound frontier policy . When we look at
‖

―

Pakistan‘s location, the first thing which strikes us in accuracy of the statement
that "the foreign policy of Pakistan largely begins from and ends at her borders,
more particularly at the Indian border‖

36

. It is not just a coincidence that

Pakistan‘s most troublesome international problems concern its relations with
India‘s cursory look at the map of Pakistan shows that roughly half of Pakistan's
land frontiers meet with India, about one third with Afghanistan, approximately
one sixth with Iran and a very small strip with China. Russia is also very close to
it through her former Republic of Tajikistan. ―To the South of Pakistan lies the
Arabian Sea and the gateway both to the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Aden
which links the Arabian Sea with the Mediterranean via Red Sea and the Suez
Canal, the main trade rout between Europe and Asia‖37. This geographical
setting has a direct bearing on Pakistan's foreign policy in more than one way.
―The half of its land borders which meet with India has been dominated by the
fear of Indian aggression‖38. ―Pakistan joined the defence pacts with the United
States in the past largely to protect her frontiers against possible aggression
from India‖39 . Even in the present day scenario 70 percent GNP which is being
spent on defence sector is only because the country can not afford to let India
play with her territorial integrity and national sovereignty .
‖

― Pakistan and Afghanistan have a common frontier of about 2252 Km‖40 . After
―

the creation of Pakistan, the successive Afghan governments with the backing of
India and Russia rejected the validity of this border on ethnic grounds and laid
claim over a big chunk of Pakistan territory and had fanned and supported the
Pukhtunistan idea in more than one ways. Later in December 1979 when the
former Soviet Union sent its forces into Afghanistan, this border became highly
vulnerable and Pakistan was forced to seek Western and American assistance
for making her defence impregnable against a Super Power. After the Soviet
withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989, this country was plugged into a protracted
civil war. With the disintegration of Soviet Union and emergence of new Central
Asian States, Pakistan looked forward to widen of economic opportunities but
the civil war in Afghanistan became a major snag in developing economic and
trade relations between Pakistan and Central Asian States, as all the easy
accessible land routes pass through Afghanistan which can only be functional
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when peace is restored in that country .
‖

― Pakistan shares about 590 miles of a common frontier with Iran‖41. ―Almost
―

without exception, Pakistan has been having very cordial relations with Iran
since its inception in 1947. Iran was the first country to recognize Pakistan as an
independent state‖42. In the time of need, Iran came out with strong moral and
material support for Pakistan. The close and warm ties between the two
countries have been expressed through their mutual association ―in CENTO and
RCD, and presently formed ECO. The Pakistani decision makers attached great
importance to developing close friendly relations with Iran from the very outset .
‖

―

China and Pakistan have a common frontier of about 400 miles between

Xinjiang and Northern areas of Pakistan‖43. China is a big power and close
relations with this mighty neighbour have become a corner-stone of her foreign
policy. China is the only world power that has never let Pakistan down .
‖

―

Pakistan is also very close to the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Aden areas; that

are the main sources of oil supply to the West. ―Their locations at the head of the
Arabian Sea (the trade route via the Suez Canal between Europe and Asia) have
a significant importance to the United States for its strategic interests in the
region‖44. The decision makers of Pakistan's foreign policy are fully conscious of
it and have not failed to use its importance to the country's advantage .
‖

―

Other elements of geopolitics, size and population also have their bearing on

Pakistan‘s foreign policy. Among the Muslim countries and other Asian countries
only a few are bigger than Pakistan therefore she is not prepared to accept an
inferior position in international affairs. The arid and semi-arid climate of Pakistan
along-with the ethnic characteristics produce a healthy and well built population
in the country whom the British have often liked to call a 'martial race'. ―The land
of Pakistan is fertile with adequate irrigation facilities under the Indus River
system. Some valuable mineral resources are also available such as gypsum,
rock slat, limestone, crude oil, coal, chromite, sulphur, iron, and natural gas‖45.
There is also not much imbalance in its import export ratio which is the
characteristic of most of the third world countries. All this provide Pakistan the
necessary power base of a medium range power and encourages its decision
makers to play an important role for Pakistan in world affairs .
‖

― Pakistan is situated at the cross roads of the world. Its territory has been
―
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traversed by many powers during the past one thousand years. The ancient
Persian Empire reached up to the Indus River and Alexander the Great entered
this region through Pakistan. Even the invaders also entered in South Asian
region in the 10th century by way of Afghanistan and established themselves as
rulers in Delhi‖46. Nevertheless she is located at the junction of many different
interests. Ideologically, Islam is in the South-West Asia, Hinduism in the East
and, by virtue of Western European presence, in the shape of Christianity is in
the South. ―Economically, the shortest land and air routes from Central Asia to
Pakistan, Russia and to India, from China to the India Ocean, and from Iran to
India lie through Afghanistan‖47. Similarly, the air routes from Far East and
South-East Asia to Russia and Europe pass over close to Pakistan; their
individual or collective denial could result in great economic and political
advantages to one or the other of the competitors. Economically again, Japan
and Western Europe, have some strategic interests in the South-West and South
Asian regions e.g. oil and certain important minerals, in addition to the existing
commercial markets and sea routes to which lie within a striking range of
Afghanistan area .
‖

―

Contrail, Pakistan is a state which has always been a victim of superpowers‘

rivalry in their overall strategic plans on account of its pivotal triangle location in
the world. The location of Pakistan also compounds her security problems, due
to the Anglo-Russian rivalry in 1930 and Pakistan-Afghanistan rivalry in the past
years became an essential part of the cold war era. The external threats to
Pakistan's security have their genesis in the conflicting interests of interested
external powers and geostrategic and geo-political compulsions of Pakistan .
‖

3.63
―

Importance of the Hindu Kush

The mountain ranges, known as the Hindu Kush (roof of the world), which form

the back-bone of modern Afghanistan, have provided a great barrier, but also a
great thorough fare to peoples and civilizations. ―The mountain range of Hindu
Kush is linking with the Pamir in a neck of land between Pakistan, China, Central
Asia, Russia, and Iranian Plateau near Heart. Many times tribes and races from
Central Asia have crossed the Oxus River, dominated the Hindu Kush and then
swept down to conquer the fertile plains and rich cities of India‖48. It is also a fact
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those centuries earlier Buddhism had made its more passes of the Hindu Kush
and over the Pamir into Sinkiang. Even till the advent of modem transport, the
passes of the Hindu Kush were the East difficult routes to China from both India
and Persia. ―This was also Alexander the Great‘s route to India in 329 BC along
the Arachosian corridor through Qandahar, turning North up the gentle slopes
towards Ghazni, across the watershed into the Kabul River valley and on down
to the Indus ‖49.
‖

―

The main range of the Hindu Kush is nearly 380 miles long and contains about

40 important passes for travelers. It is rich in historical associations, its barren
rocky heights contrast beautifully with the refreshing green hills and trees. The
mountain barrier in Afghanistan extends for more than a thousand miles from the
heart of Central Asia to the sands which border the Arabian Sea. The Hindu
Kush seems to emanate from the Southern Pamir, but it is actually a
prolongation of the Gigantic-Himalaya range. The Kashmir part of the Himalaya
is broken up into several ranges, and occupies in length and breadth thousands
of miles of the earth. In short, the Hindu Kush played a vital part for the security
of Afghanistan and it is also the centre of four ecological and cultural areas: the
Middle-East, Central Asia, South Asia, and even the Far East, for the Pamir
mountains intrude into Chinese Sinkiang .
‖

3.64
―

Khyber Pass

The Khyber route runs from Peshawar through Jamrud, where the pass begins,

to Landi Khana on the Afghan border, a distance of 35 miles, and is the chief
military trade link between Pakistan and Afghanistan .
‖

3.65
―

The Khayber Pass as A High Road

The Khyber Pass is the most historic and ancient route in the world, which cuts

through the hills for 32 miles on an almost direct line between Pakistan
(Peshawar) and Afghanistan (Kabul). It is approximately 3,373 feet high at its
summit, 1,670 feet at its Eastern entrance, and is 404 feet at the Western
entrance. Because of its eminent accessibility, the Khayber Pass has always
been the high road to India and Southern Asia from Central Asia. It remains
vitally important today in all commerce and communication between Pakistan
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and Afghanistan. Peshawar is situated in the mouth of the legendary Khyber
Pass and it is one of the most famous cities of Central Asia .
‖

―

The location of the Khyber Pass is strategically unique and very important. It is

situated in the world's highest and most famous mountain ranges, the
Himalayas, the Karakoram and the Hindu Kush. More important than the Khyber
Pass, historically, was the route of various tribes and rulers from Kabul to Delhi
and its strategic position also has had immeasurable influence on the history of
many civilizations and races. In short, the Durand Line, the boundary between
Pakistan and Afghanistan, lies across the Western entrance of the Khyber Pass
and Pushto-speaking people and numerous tribes are living on both sides of the
boundary.
‖

3.66
―

The Wakhan Corridor and Pamir Knot

‖Afghanistan, a harsh, brutal but a beautiful land, dominated by the disembodied

mountainous core of the Hindu Kush, the Westernmost extension of the
Karakorum mountains, and the Himalayas, which push from the Pamir knot into
Central Afghanistan in a general North East South-Westerly direction to within
one

hundred

miles

of the

Iranian borde‖50 The unique area belongs
―

geographically to the greater Pamir Mountain system. The Wakhan corridor and
the Pamir Mountains ‗together‘ form one entity and fail to distinguish between the
sub-zones. In reality, the corridor is one geographic entity and the Pamir
Mountains another, although the Wakhan leads directly into the Pamir. However,
the narrow stretch of territory known as the Wakhan corridor was carved out by
the British to prevent the Russians from having a direct access to their
possessions in India .
‖

3.67

Khunjerab Pass

China and Pakistan share a common frontier of about 400 miles, between
Sinkiang and territories to the North of Kashmir. This border runs from the Pamir
trijunction of Afghanistan, China and Pakistan to the Khunjerab Pass. The
ancient Silk Route and present Karakoram Highway is the only road link between
Pakistan and China. The historical and popular Khunjerab Pass is also a source
of communication between the two countries .
‖
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―

The Siala and Bila Fondla Passes are located on Soltoro range in the West of

Siachen glacier. These are the ancient passes which have been used by those
who crossed over to the glacier from the Western direction. Apart from these old
passes, the passes of Gyongla and Yarmala have also been explored in 1989 by
Pakistani troops ever since their deployment in Siachen area .
‖

―

Further, the most important passes through the region are the Baroghi (12,500

feet) which leads from Wakhan to Gilgit and threatens the strategic Karakoram
Highway which links Pakistan with China .
‖

3.68

Malakand Pass

The Malakand Pass is situated around the lush green fertile valley and towering
mountains. It is one of the best picturesque places with natural beauty. Hence,
the Malakand Pass is also a link road with Afghanistan and gateway to
Rawalpindi, Peshawar and Swat. It is an important pass, lying between the
Hindu Kush and Karakoram Highway along the Indus .
‖

3.69
―

Khojak Pass

The Khojak Pass is located in Balochistan and strategically this province is

highly sensitive and vulnerable. Balochistan borders link with Iran, Afghanistan,
Central Asia, Gulf and Russia. However, the Kojak Pass is a road link between
Quetta to Oilman through the Khojak Pass, from where it crosses the Afghan
border and leads to Kandhar .
‖

―Nevertheless, Pakistan is situated at the junction of many different interests.
Ideologically, we have Islam to our West, Hinduism to our East and Christianity
to our South. The shortest land and air routes from Russia to India; from China
to the Indian Ocean and from Iran to India, pass through Pakistan‖51. Similarly,
the air routes from Europe to the Far East Pass over or one close to Pakistan.
―Economically, Japan and Western Europe, have some strategic interests in the
Indian Ocean area e.g., oil and certain important minerals, in addition to the
existing commercial markets, sea roots to which lie within a striking range of
Pakistan's coast‖52.
―

The question of territorial boundaries has always been paramount in Pakistan's
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relations with her neighbours, because Pakistan is the product of a uniquely
large

redrawing, redefinition and re-legitimatizing of boundaries. Hence,

Pakistan's border problems were not only complicated but the inherited borders
constituted a major source of security problems. So Pakistan as a successor
state has tried to rectify and to legitimize the imperial legacy by making border
agreements with all her neighbouring states, in order to obtain a clear
delimitation of her territorial sovereignty. The strategic location of Pakistan
proved to be problematic in Pakistan's quest for security and her border with
India is long, un-natural and vulnerable. Although with the common consent a
boundary tribunal was established and four major disputes were discussed and
decisions were taken and accepted by both the parties (India/Pakistan), but the
relations are still deteriorating due to Kashmir dispute because India has
repeatedly refused to settle the Kashmir problem with Pakistan .
‖

―

Pakistan‘s relationship with Afghanistan also has a history full of tensions on

both sides. The Afghan‘s stand is that the Durand Line, which has served as a
boundary between Afghanistan and British India since it was agreed upon in
1893 by Sir Mortimer Durandand Amir Abdul Rehman, is no longer valid. This
stand is shallow and completely wrong in the light of international law and
historical record and parties. Therefore, the inherited border to the North-West
has also been a security concern for Pakistan, though of a lesser magnitude
than with India in the East .
‖

―

The geographic reparation of Pakistan has posed crucial problems since the

beginning of the country's existence. The great geographic threats on Pakistan's
Western frontier are her possessions of the mountain passes which traditionally
provided the invasion routes into the sub-continent. However, the architects of
Pakistan‘s foreign policy have shown an awareness of the strategic importance
of the Western frontiers from the beginning. According to G.W. Choudhury,
Pakistan has inherited the traditional frontiers of this sub-continent. She is
strategically located in South West Asia. Apart from the traditional frontiers of the
sub-continent she is confronted with the task of safeguarding nearly three
thousand miles of "inward frontiers" with her bigger neighbour. It is this inward
frontier which has caused real worries and anxieties to the foreign policy makers
in Pakistan.
‖
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―

Former President of Pakistan Mohammad Ayub Khan, perhaps because of his

military experience and interests, was particularly aware of the geo-political
factors conditioning Pakistan's foreign policy and defence policies. He argues
that, History has placed us in the pathway of the conflicting interests of major
powers. Our location gives us a strategic significance both in South-East Asia
and in the Middle East. But the cause of our major problem is India's inability to
reconcile her to our existence as a sovereign, independent state. In an article in
the ―American journal of Foreign Affairs‖ in 1966 President Ayub Khan wrote: "As
a student of war and strategy, I can see quite clearly the inexorable push of the
North in the direction of the warm waters of the Indian Ocean‖53 .
‖

―

The late Prime Minister Z.A. Bhutto, had also often called attention to geo-

political factors, which in his view, support Pakistan's claims to being a nation
worthy of special attention and support. In an interview with a correspondent of
French news weekly in early 1974, he took a strong geo-political approach in
asserting these claims. He argued that resumption of military aid to Pakistan was
essential in view of Pakistan's geographical position and strategic importance,
that Pakistan should be viewed "in the large context of the interests of foreign
powers, the vitality and importance of the Indian Ocean and its proximity to the
Gulf and to the Middle East, and that if it is viewed from a broader perspective,
the importance and value of Pakistan would become much more apparent 54 ‖.
‖

―

Nevertheless, Pakistan has the unique distinction of being surrounded by three

of the World‘s largest nations, i.e., the Soviet Union, China and India. The
‗Geographical Pivot of history‘ and strategically the most critical zone in Eurasia
are formed by those states which lie along the periphery of the great Continental
Powers of Asia, the Soviet Union and China. As a South West Asian peripheral
state, Pakistan's security is linked with the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea and Gulf
region. Traditionally, Pakistan has shared a common destiny with its two Muslim
neighbours, Afghanistan and Iran. So Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan region
provides a land corridor to any power to the warm waters of the Arabian Sea and
the Indian Ocean. Even the straits of Hormuz, the ‗International Oil Highway‘ is in
the backdoor of Pakistan.
‖

.3.70 The Durand Line
―The boundaries of Afghanistan were formed by the Russians and the British
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who compressed the ephemeral Durrani Kingdom in the late 19th century and
gave the present shape of Afghanistan. It was Great Britian and Russia who, in
1893, agreed, between themselves, the River Oxus should be the Northern
frontier of Afghanistan‖55 . However, the Durand Line, demarcated the boundary
between Afghanistan and British India. It forms the frontier today between
Afghanistan and Pakistan. ―The Durand Line runs most of the way through
precipitous mountain ranges over a distance of 2,416 kilometers. In the SouthWest the desert of Siestan straddles the Iran-Afghan border‖56.
― Historically, the Durand Line was defined in principle within the Anglo-Afghan
―

Agreement of November 1893 and signed by Sir Mortimer Durand, the foreign
secretary of India, and by Afghanistan's Amir Abdur Rahman‖57. ―It was
confirmed by later Amirs of Afghanistan by Habibullah in 1905 and King
Amanullah in 1921 as well as by king Nadir Shah in 1930‖58. However, the
Durand Line was disputed at the peak time of Cold War between PakistanAfghanistan about in the post Cold War era the relations are pleasant, cordial
and fruitful .
‖

―

In short, Durand Line is a commercial and trade route for Pakistan. Foreign and

domestic trade depends on this line. Durand Line is a back-bone for Pakistan's
economy and it is serving as a communication linked between Central Asia,
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
‖

―The districts of Gilgit, Baltistan and Damir are jointly called the Northern Areas
as they are situated on the extreme North of Pakistan. This area is bounded by
Chitral on the North-West and Wakhan (Afghanistan) on the North, the Chinese
autonomous region of Sinking on the North-East and the occupied Kashmir on
the South and the Hazara and Swat districts on the South-West‖59. ―This area is
spread over a vast, rugged expanse of over 27000 square miles. Its population is
600,000 according to the 1981 census. This entire area consists of mighty,
snow-clad mountains, with narrow, isolated valleys, crisscrossed by trickling
streams and robust rivers. The worlds three mightiest mountain chains viz Hindu
Kush, Karakoram and Himalayas meet there; with Pamir, the roof of the world,
on its extreme North. It is in a sense, a conglomerate confluence of mountains;
on the whole, inhospitable to human habitation‖60. However, where there are
windows of passages or passes, man has trudged these trackless mountains
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from times immemorial. ―There have been some precarious caravan routes from
Laddakh to Kokand and from Gilgit to Punjab and N.W.F.P. There are more than
20 important passes through all these high hills. Some of the important passes
are: Darkot, Irshad, Kalak, Mantaks, Shamshal, Babu Sar and Khanjarab, There
are more than a hundred high peaks of mountains, in less than a hundred
square miles radius. Some of the capital peaks are Rokhaposhi (25550'), K-2
(28250'), Nanga Parbat (26607'), and Dubani (24270')‖61. The area is strewn
over by more than 40 large glaciers, some of which being the largest, outside the
North Pole itself. Some of the notable glaciers are: Siachen, Batua, Bighu,
Hisper, Rimu, and Biafu.
‖

―

The Northern Region is subject to extreme weather and temperature. The

summer temperature sometimes shoots up-to 108°F. As the region is outside the
Monsoon Range, due to high mountain walls, the precipitation is on the whole,
low, yet there is heavy snow-fall. The mighty Indus with its headwaters in Lake
Mansorawal in Laddakh passes through Baltistan with Shikuk and Shigar as its
Western tributaries. From the South also, a number of smaller streams empty
into the Indus. The Hunza River with its headwaters in Karakoram and after
passing through the valley of Nagar, empties in River Gilgit, which itself emerges
in the Hindu Kush. At Bonji, some 25 miles from Gilgit, it also falls into Indus .
‖

―

By a strange geo-political coincidence the Northern areas have become a focal

point between many mutually antagonistic states viz India, China, Central Asian
states, Afghanistan and Pakistan. With the Soviet aggression in Afghanistan and
her direct control of Wakhan, a great pressure was built up on this area. This
brought the former USSR at a striking distance to undo the Pakistan-China
contact at Karakoram to the great detriment of both. At the same time India is
also in favour of Soviet might in the area as she is a traditional enemy of both
China and Pakistan and a strong USSR ally in Asia .
‖

―

The long, super attenuated limb of Afghan territory known as Wakhan peninsula,

which is only 8 miles broad at one place, lies in the North-West of the Northern
region. It is too narrow to afford a real contact between Pakistan and Afghanistan
and too mountainous to be effectively garrisoned. It used to serve for border
clashes between USSR and Pakistan but it is no more a buffer. Again, the area
of Pamir loop or Taghdambash, where the territories of the former USSR, China,
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Afghanistan and Pakistan meet, come close to merit special consideration. This
loop makes possible for the contiguous powers to receive and radiate political
impulses .
‖

―

The route from Abbottabad Northward, through Kunhar valley via Chilas-to Gilgit,

is capable of serving as a strong link between not only Pakistan and China but
also Pakistan and Central Asia. The Babusar Pass (13690 F) does not afford
much difficulty in 'transit'. The River Indus is fordable at Chilas, and at Gilgit the
route bifurcates into two branches — one following the Gilgit valley, reaching
Gilgit agency and the other leads up-to Russian Turkistan, through Hunza. For
obvious reasons, the route is, up-till now, not fully explored and properly utilized.
In future it may not be quite important from purely military point of view but at the
same time it is destined to play a significant role in Pak-Central Asian relations .
‖

―

‖Pakistan‘s geographical situation has become more striking and attractive.

Geographically and culturally it is associated with sensitive area of South Asia
and South West Asia. Strategically, Pakistan is confined by Arabian Sea and the
Indian Ocean constitutes one of the sensitive areas of the world. To the East,
North-East and South-East of Pakistan lay the vast territories of India. On the
North Pakistan's border links with the People's Republic of China and Russia via
a small strip of Afghan territory; Wakhan‖62.
―

Nevertheless, Pakistan has the unique distinction of being surrounded by two of

the world's largest nations i.e., the People‘s Republic of China and India. The
Geographical pivot of History‘ and strategically the most critical zone in Eurasia
are formed by those states which lie along the periphery of the great continental
powers of Asia, China and India. As a South West Asian peripheral state,
Pakistan‘s security is linked with the Indian Ocean-Arabian Sea and Gulf region .
‖

― South Asia and South-West Asia both are legitimate and most fertile regions in
―

the world. Luckily, Pakistan serves as a bridge between South-East-Asia, SouthAsia and South-West Asia. Its strategic importance is linked with trade, geopolitical configuration and concentration of a number of strategic raw material
resources in the various littoral states of Indian Ocean‖63. Westward, South Asia
is flanked by the Middle Eastern world of Islam. To the North-East lies China and
the Central Asia. However, South Asia is comparable to the maritime South-East
Asia which is open to every movement and pressure of the outside world .
‖
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― Leo Rose, a keen observer of South Asian affairs, has aptly remarked that
―

‗Pakistan occupies a highly strategic position between South, South-West and
Central Asia and thus belongs to all the three essentially linked regions‖64. ―Leo
Rose clearly points out that events in Pakistan affect all the three regions and in
turn Pakistan too has not been able to isolate itself from the regional
developments‖65. However, due to the triangular relationship Pakistan occupies a
centrifugal position. ―The U.S decision makers consider that Pakistan is vital and
more important country in the hear of South Asia and South-West Asia‖66.
― According to Stanley Wolpert China and South-West Asian States like Saudi
―

Arabia have always been urging the U.S administration that they should give due
consideration to this fact of geo-political importance in its relations with
Pakistan‖67. ―Nevertheless, it is also important to note that a secure and stable
Pakistan will inevitably contribute to the maintenance of balance of power in
Asia‖68 .However, Pakistan is the only state in the region which has friendly ties
with the West and being part and parcel of the global economy which can easily
help to break the 70 years isolation of Central Asia. Pakistan can help to
integrate Central Asian Republics with the global economy by providing trade
links both by sea and land. In short, according to former Secretary of State
―George Shultz" Pakistan occupies one of the most strategically important areas
in the world and its position in South Asian region is remarkable for the security
of free world and Japan‖69.
――

Pakistan‘s location near the Gulf has made it an attractive place for super

powers, Japan and European countries. Infact, oil is the most important
commodity exported via Gulf to other states of the world, especially to the
industrialized nations. Gulf has 60% of world's oil reserves and 25% of gas
reserves. Western Europe imports 50% of Gulf oil, Australia 65% and Japan
90%‖70.
― The straits of Hormuz, characterized as the international oil highway which
―

connects the world‘s largest site of oil reserves and production with world
markets and the hub of international oil tanker traffic is 250 miles off the naval
complex of Iran at chok Baher, which is about 50 miles West of the Pakistan
border, thus linked with the crucial geo-political problems of the ‗life line‘ sea
lanes‖71. Nevertheless, Pakistan‘s coast of Makran (Balochistan) on the Gulf
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overlooks the extremely strategic and politically volatile gate-way to the Gulf
region. ―According to Agha Shahi, ―Pakistan strategically is a backdoor for the oil
rich Gulf states‖72. ―Even Pakistan is considered to be very rich in oil in
Blochistan and its position is like a corner stone to Gulf and Iran‖73. ―However,
Pakistan's geographical location is very fascinating to any power clue to its link
with warm waters for the Arabian sea and the Indian ocean‖74.
―

Pakistan is also serving as a getaway to the Central Asia states, because our

position in the region is as a bridge between East Asia and Central Asia.
Moreover, ―Pakistan's geography and its strategic hinterland both touch both the
Gulf and Central Asia that is Islamabad‘s key selling point in attracting the West
for the last many years‖75. ―However, the re-discovery of Central Asian states to
the North of Pakistan has created a new geographical imperative for Pakistan,
for it offers the landlocked Central Asian Republics the shortest outlet to the
sea.‖76
.―

Although, Pakistan has no direct territorial link with the Central Asian states-but

there is a small strip of Afghan territory which separates Pakistan from the
Central Asian states and this strip is called Wakhan. The independence of
Central Asian states has paved the way for the revival of their thousand year old
cultural, economic, religious and social link with Pakistan. Nonetheless, the
strategic importance of Pakistan in the region has been increased due to the
emergence

of Central Asian states. The ECO (Economic Cooperation

Organization) founding members are Pakistan, Iran and Turkey but ECO has
recently been enlarged to include Afghanistan and six Central Asian Republics
(Azerbaijan, Kazakhastan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbakistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan)
and thus transformed into a wider regional grouping. However, emergence of
ECO is a call of hour that all member states should try to secure a respectable
place by collective will in the evolving scenario of global economic relations.
Hopefully ECO will not only, put fresh life into old ties but will also open up new
vistas of cooperation and collaboration among 300 million people inhabiting a
very large area .
‖

―

‖Contemporary Central Asia is on the cross-roads of history, and the political and

economic transformation in Central Asia is bound to bring about profound
changes in trade and communications. It is for Pakistan to tread a new path for
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building peaceful bridge in order to embrace the old friendly people of Central
Asia who have had long historical links with the people of Pakistan‖77. The region
of Central Asia is a land of opportunity, of which Pakistan must take the fullest
advantage in the field of trade, commerce and technology. ―However, it is not
possible to expand trade on the bases of ideology or cultural links. Therefore,
commercial link will be more important for Central Asian states and Pakistan‖78.
Nevertheless, there are vast areas of economic activities between Central Asian
Republic and Pakistan, which they can explore to mutual benefits .
‖

In the North of Pakistan‘s world's strategically important and most famous
mountain ranges meet, the Himalayas, the Karakorams and the Hindu Kush. It
also has the world's largest glaciers like Siachen, Hisper, heavily glaciated areas
outside the Polar Regions .
‖

―

The South-Western side of Pakistan is also famous due to the numerous hills

including the Makran Ranges, Chagai hills, Sulaiman Range, and Toba Kakar
Ranges .
‖

―

‖Historically, Pakistan's geo-strategic location has been the route of all mainland

invasions to the South, from the times of Alexander the Great in the year 320
B.C. to the Abdalis in 1761 A.D‖79. Pakistan straddles Indus basin "Invasion
route via the Pamir". It is interesting to note that the Pamir has been an area of
great power rivalries. A permanent struggle persisted amongst the Russians and
the British for the control of the Pamir which ultimately subsided with the
acceptance of Afghanistan as a Buffer .
‖

―

The importance of Karakoram Highway is unquestionable and this is unique

because of its historical value, its strategic location. It is rebuilt on the ancient
Silk Route that was used for centuries by travelers to Central and Southern Asia.
The countries of Central Asia were for centuries tied in bounds of friendship,
trade and travel with the then South Asian neighbours via the Silk Route. After
the rediscovery of newly emerged Central Asian states the ancient ties between
Pakistan and Central Asian states are being revived. Therefore, the Karakoram
Highway is the modern link to old friendships .
‖

― In the ancient times traders crossed this Karakoram tortuous route, with mule
―

trains carrying silk, tea and porcelain from China to be bartered for god, ivory,
jewels and spices from the Sub-continent. Many famous travelers also crossed
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this historical highway, such as Marco Polo, and FaHien and Huen Tsang
(famous Chinese travelers)‖80.
―

The Karakoram mountain range stretches over Central Asia for 300 miles, near

the China-Kashmir border. Even the Karakoram highway major feat lies in being
carved through impenetrable rocky mountains. This project was initiated by
Pakistan. It was Pakistan Army's engineers and Chinese joint venture. The 774
long highway took 20 years to complete and is acclaimed as the 8th wonder of
the world. It is interesting to note that the Karakoram Highway is absolutely
thrilling and very dramatic, with the highway winding through miles and miles of
green hills of all area of Silk Road. However, the Korakoram Highway, a
remarkable feat of human determination and effort, linking Pakistan with China,
provides the necessary strategic and military link through which the growing
Chinese power can be funneled into South Asia, if necessary and feasible .
‖

―

Strategically speaking, the Karakoram Highway is the backbone of Pakistan's

defence and security. It is interlinked with the territory of Afghanistan, Russia,
China and Indian held Kashmir. The famous Khunjerab pass (16,072 feet) is also
situated on Karakoram Highway; making it the highest highway in the world. So,
the highway continues from the Khunjerab pass on to Pirali, the Chinese check
post and onwards to the Pamir mountains range. The Karakoram Highway then
passes into Tashkurgun, a small town, known since ancient times as the Gateway to China and continues towards the beautiful Oasis of Kashgar, in Xinjiang
province of China. The Highway follows an ancient route which has been
traversed for centuries by historians, explorers, merchants and missionaries from
Central Asia. The Highway follows this ancient and vital link. It is the modem link
between Pakistan and Central Asia and it has also opened possibilities of new
levels of friendship, particularly in the field of trade and commerce .
‖

―

The Indian Ocean has gradually emerged as a pivotal region in the economic

and geo-political configurations of the great powers. This is the third largest
ocean after the Atlantic and Pacific in the world. It stretches for more than 6,200
miles i.e. 10,000 km between the Southern tips of Africa and Australia. The Red
Sea, Gulf and Arabian Seas are the part of Indian Ocean. So, the total area
estimates to have an around 28,400,000 square miles or 73,600,000 square
kilometers .
‖
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―

‖The

political, strategic

and

economic

importance of Indian Ocean is

unquestionable. Economically, the ocean is still a primary source of oil to the
industrialized nations‖81. ―The protection of oil supply line is an important
consideration shaping the outlook of the Western countries on the Indian Ocean.
Therefore, the strategic importance shows that the Indian Ocean is still a source
of external trade‖82. Analysis of other products such as copper, gold, and
diamonds from East and South Africa, tea and jute from Bangladesh, ―India and
Sri Lanka, wheat from Australia, tin and rubber from Malaysia spell out that the
regional trading patterns are both internal and external largely depends on the
sea routes of Indian Ocean‖83.
―

Pakistan is a littoral state of Indian Ocean and history has placed it in the

pathway of the conflicting interests of major powers. It is no wonder that
Pakistan's location gives her a strategic significance both in South-West Asia
and South Asia. As a South-West Asian peripheral state, Pakistan's security is
linked with the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea and with the Gulf region. Although
Pakistan‘s interest in the Indian Ocean was even less obvious than India‘s the
only major interest at the time of 1950 was to maintain the access routes for
communication and trade link between former East Pakistan and present
Pakistan. ―However, Pakistan demonstrated a peripheral interest in the Indian
Ocean after the dismemberment of East Pakistan (1971) and Pakistan still is the
only country in the South Asian region that could combat effectively and
challenge the threat of Indian regional sub-imperialism. In short, the major littoral
states of Indian Ocean appear to be under the influence of the Mahanian
concept of world domination. Therefore, irrespective of the economic and
strategic importance of Indian Ocean, the country which has a power to control
the ocean, will control the destinies of the world‖84.
―

‖Pakistan and Afghanistan have a 1,800 miles long common frontier‖85.

―Although ethnographically Durand Line is illogical border but strategists and
geographies regard Durand Line as one of the best defined and most clearly
recognized frontiers in the world‖86. ―On November 12, 1893, Sir Mortimer, on
behalf of British India, and Amir Abdur Rehman of Afghanistan signed a treaty
agreeing on a boundary demarcation between British India and Afghanistan‖87.
― Irrespective of previous exploitation of Durand Line, it remains an established
―
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boundary between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Historically, Durand Line was
confirmed by later Amirs of Afghanistan — by Habibullah 1905 and Amanullah in
1921 — as well as by King Nadir Shah in 1930‖88. However, the Durand Line is a
controversial subject of post ―independent period, when Afghan government
illogically started Pakhtunistan issue and refused to accept constitutionally
recognized boundary between Afghanistan and Pakistan‖89. ―Even in the 1950's
India and former Soviet Union both supported Afghanistan's demand for
Pukhtunistan to blackmail Pakistan alliance policy ‖90.
‖

― Strategically Durand Line begins at the Sarikol range of the Pamir in the North,
―

and runs South-West till it reaches the Iranian boundary at a rocky eminence,
the Koh-i-Malik. Siah, in the inhospitable desert regions beyond the Helmend
River‖91. The great mountain range of the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan is the
natural frontier between Central and Southern Asia. The invaders who crossed
the Hindu Kush also found their way into the Sub-continent. The Himalayan
range which divides Chinese Sinkiang, Central Asia and Eastern Afghanistan is
also known as the Eastern Hindu Kush .
‖

‖Despite this strategic background of Durand Line, presently, with a settlement of
the Afghanistan crisis now within reach, the tension along the Durand Line has
undoubtedly been eased. Pakistan also gladly obliged risking the shifting of the
Durand Line to the East and at the time of former Soviet invasion in Afghanistan
survival of Pakistan was at stake‖.92 ―The credit goes to Afghan Mujahideen that
due to their indomitable courage and consistent resistance the Soviet dreams of
subjugation of the part of Pakistan were shattered for ever‖93 . ―However, after
the end of former Soviet back regime in Afghanistan, the new Afghan President
Sibghatullah Mojadedi has categorically recognized the Durand Line as the
demure border between Afghanistan and Pakistan‖94. ―The people of Pakistan
are hopeful that Durand Line will no longer generate friction between the two
neighbours and the Pak-Afghan boundary will not be questioned in future‖95. In
short, Afghan, obviously is vitally dependent on the trade and commerce facilities
which she has historically enjoyed through Pakistani territory. Pakistan and
Afghanistan could

strive

together to expand frontiers of their brotherly

cooperation, thereby, bringing new hope and inspiration for the Muslim world.
Pakistan has desire to see a united, peaceful, stable and prosperous
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Afghanistan. The people of Afghanistan have emerged from the shadows of a
long tragedy. They need harmony in their homeland to be able to lend their total
energies to meet the daunting challenges of rehabilitation, reconstruction, and
development .
‖

―

Pakistan is a gateways and land corridor of South Asia and Middle East. The

ancient Persian Empire reached upto the Indus River and the Alexander the
Great entered this region through the Khyber Pass. Even many Muslim invaders
also entered this area in the 1016 century through Khyber Pass and established
themselves as rulers in Delhi .
‖

3.71
―

Pakistan’s Geo-Political Vulnerabilities

The Geo-Political importance of Pakistan is unquestionable and undeniable in

the world. But at the same time the location of Pakistan is also affecting her
security environment and it is neither a blessing nor a bane; it offers
opportunities just as it poses risks .
‖

― It is understandable fact that there is no defence in depth and all major cities of
―

Pakistan are situated on border out posts‖96. The country is basically unsafe,
unnatural and unprecedented split state. ―Our 910 miles Eastern border is plain
and there is no natural barriers (mountain, river, Ocean, sea) for the defence of
country‖97. The Eastern area is totally cut off from the rest of the continent by the
Himalayan mountains and their off-shoots to the South. Stephen P. Cohen, the
renowned South Asian expert pointed out that "Pakistan is narrow, from North to
South its lines of communication, industrial centers, town, major cities lie fairly
close to India and this country is not very friendly with Pakistan and with which
Pakistan have a border that has no major geographical impediments‖98.
―

From the Eastern side of Pakistan, the Punjab border could be cut right across

Pakistan, disrupting the whole communication system and thus bringing about a
political and economic chaos in which the survival of the state would hang in a
precarious balance. Therefore, Pakistan's foreign policy, in the last five decade,
has very largely revolved around the problem of defining and defending the
territorial personality and it may continue to be so .
‖

―

Moreover, Pakistan's East to West territory is very narrow and from North to
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South it is an elongated strip of land most of the frontiers with India are unnatural
not based on either physical features or strategic considerations. It is also a fact
that a glance at Pakistan's strategic geography reveals that virtually all the
country's industry, roads, railways and population centers lie in a narrow
elongated strip within 150-200 miles of the Indian border. This situation makes
Pakistan more vulnerable to Indian first-strike pre-emptive attack .
‖

―

According to Fukuyama Francis, almost 90% of Pakistan's population and nearly

all of its infrastructures lie on a line running North-South from Islamabad down to
Karachi the full length of the entire Indus valley Pakistan is even devoid of any
natural physical barriers on its Eastern Frontiers. The so-called Control Line in
Kashmir, is the only mountainous frontier which renders mechanized warfare
impossible. The Punjab plains are halt and suitable for armoured warfare,
permitting the Indians to threaten Pakistani communications from their peace
time deployment. The Rajasthan desert of India adjoining Cholistan is Southern
Punjab and Sindh province eminently tankable area to threaten the artery of
communications and the life line from the port city of Karachi to the country up
North. However, our Northern and Southern borders are safe and secure in term
of geography and strategic position. On this side Pakistan has mountains,
passes, rivers, sea and ocean. All these features are a source of Pakistan
defence against the external threat .
‖
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Chapter: 4

AN OVERVIEW OF OBTAINING GLOBAL
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT
4.1

General
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After the extinction of the Soviet communist threat, the United States has come
into the global forefront as the most powerful state in the world. It has certain
strategic objectives aiming to enhance America‘s security, bolstering its
economic prosperity and promoting democracy, peace and human rights around
the world. Its policy towards South Asia is part of a global agenda which seeks to
ensure the protection of its interests in the region. This period is likely to persist
in foreseeable future. Some of the emerging trends are:
4.2

Threat of Terrorism

―The

American

National

Security

Strategy

document

spells

out,

US

determination to ‗destroy any terrorist, or state sponsor of terror, which attempts
to gain or use weapons of mass destruction (WMD); to exercise our right of selfdefence

by

acting

pre-emptive

against such terrorists; denying

further

sponsorship, support, and sanctuary to terrorists by convincing or compelling
states to accept their sovereign responsibilities; make clear that all acts of
terrorism are illegitimate; support moderate and modern governments, especially
in the Muslim World‖1. ―Despite having near consensus on the fact that all acts of
terrorism accept those fighting for the right of self-determination against foreign
and racist as ‗criminal‖2, militant struggles in all its forms are now seen as a
threat to the world peace. US has made it synonymous with Islam and it can be
argued that Pakistan is most vulnerable to be branded as one, due to the
ongoing freedom movement in Kashmir and its so called linkages with Talibans
in Afghanistan and Jihadi organizations in Indian Held Kashmir (IHK).
4.3

Anti-Islamism

Some prominent political and religious personalities in the American and Europe
seem to think that there is an organic link between Islam and terrorism and most
of the threats are ascribed to Islamic extremism. Margaret Thatcher considers
Islamic Terror as unique, in which she said: ―Islamic extremism today, like
Bolshevism in the past, is an armed doctrine. It is an aggressive ideology
promoted by fanatical devotees…‖3. ―The world has now been virtually divided
into two blocs: Muslims and non-Muslims; irrespective of other faiths and
religions. In the same context, concerns such as ‗the Muslims have become the
modern day equivalent of the evil empire‖4 and that ―Islamic fundamentalism is
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just as much a threat to the West as Communism‖5 are voiced. There is a
marked anti-Muslim sentiment prevalent in the western world which is leading to
perceive Islam/Jihad synonymous with terrorism.
4.4

Nuclear Non-Proliferation.

―In cases against which the US contemplates the use of force involve a sub-set
of countries that are pursuing the acquisition of WMD capabilities and also have
hostile intentions. Such sub-set of states constitutes hostile proliferators‖6.The
discriminatory application of nuclear non-proliferation regimes is being pursued
more vigorously outside ambit of horizontal proliferation by the recognized
nuclear capable countries against hostile proliferators. Pakistan‘s position on
Nuclear Control Regimes is viewed with particular interest especially after
alleged involvement of its few scientists in transfer of nuclear know how to Libya,
Iran and North Korea. ―However, Pakistan has been able to find some breathing
space after President General Musharraf's assurance that Pakistan's nuclear
program is in safe hands and that the Government can control the ambitions of
individual scientists‖7.
4.5

American Policy of Pre-Emption

In an address to the cadets from West Point; President Bush on 1 June 2002,
spoke of a new doctrine. Speaking of his new doctrine, he said ―that US not only
will impose pre-emptive, unilateral military force when and where it chooses, but
will also punish those who engage in terror and aggression, and will work to
impose a universal moral clarity between good and evil. If we wait for threats to
materialize, we will have waited too long. All nations that decide for aggression
and terror will pay a price. We will lift this dark threat from our country and from
the world. Our security will require all Americans to be forward-looking and
resolute, to be ready for pre-emptive action when necessary.‖8.
4.6

Rhetoric of Rogue States

In description of ‗Rogue States‘; these are defined very clearly as having the
following characteristics:―States that brutalize their people.
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 States that show no regard for International Law and break international
treaties as well as threatening their neighbours.
 States that are determined to acquire weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) and have aggressive designs.
 States that sponsor terrorism internationally.
 States that reject basic human values and hate the US and all that it
stands for‖9.
 States in possession of WMD in particular and those countries which do
not toe the line of US and its allies in general has now become a major
US and western countries‘ concern. International condemnation, isolation
and in worst case military action will be initiated against ―Rogue States‖, if
these are either suspected to have or are involved in proliferation of NBC
weapons.
4.7

Post Cold War United Nations Backed Interventions and Murky
State Sovereignty

Frequent resort to Chapter VII under the United Nations Security Council for
intervening in regional and domestic situations is also influencing the nature of
threats and warfare. As Hoffman points out in the same context that ―sovereignty
is not an absolute good‖10. ―And little by little, under the impetus of war,
catastrophe and awakening of the world‘s conscience, this duty should become
our right, to intervene wherever victims are calling out for help, where human
beings are suffering and dying, regardless of borders…‖.11 A new trend has
emerged since the end of the Cold War where US and other European powers
have started interfering in domestic situations on the grounds of humanitarian
intervention even without consent of the state.
4.8

Globalization

Three types of Globalization are prophesied. ―Firstly, Economic Globalization is a
reality in terms of economic interdependence across nations, which is defined by
certain rules of the game created by the powerful. Secondly, Cultural
Globalization is the efforts to formalize the world‘s civil societies by selling what
is basically an American-dominated Western culture as a universal culture.
Thirdly, Political Globalization - which is reflected in the prevalence of one sole
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superpower in politico-military terms that is the US‖12. It is argued that whereas
this increased interaction has enhanced understanding among people, it is also
causing friction among the states as events in one country affect the other
directly or indirectly. This intensifying interaction on one hand has promoted
greater understanding among people but on the other hand, has caused
increasing friction amongst the states.
4.9

PAKISTAN’S

NATIONAL

SECURITY,

ITS

INTERNATIONAL

IMPORTANCE AND INTERESTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES
National security has been defined as the ―ability of a nation to protect its internal
values from external threats‖13. Walter Lippman says, ―a nation has security
when it does not have to sacrifice its legitimate interests to avoid war, and is
able, if challenged, to maintain them by war‖14. ‗There are three pre-requisites for
attaining, maintaining and maximizing security:
―An internally stable system.
A clear and constantly updated conception of threat.
A clear understanding of how to cope with actual and potential threats in time,
space and relative strength calculus.‖15
National interests are ―the general and continuing end for which a state acts‖.16
4.10

Pakistan’s International Importance: Geo Strategic Location

Pakistan‘s geo-strategic importance is highlighted by its location in the centre of
militarily powerful and resource rich states i.e. India, China and oil rich Central
Asian Republics (CARs). Pakistan‘s importance even for India is shown by the
fact that for her, there is no route to energy resources but through Pakistan.
Hence, to survive in the economic competition of the future and support its vast
population, it is her compulsion to develop good relations with Pakistan.
4.11

Front Line State’ in War Against Terrorism

Pakistan occupies a pivotal position to exterminate the terrorists‘ sanctuaries in
the region. American Secretary of State Collin Powell offered strong support to
President Pervez Musharraf's ―bold and principle‖17 speech against terrorism
inside

and

outside

Pakistan and

―he

particularly welcomed President

Musharraf's explicit statements condemning terrorism under any pretext,
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including Kashmir‖18. It is expected that situation in Afghanistan may still take a
long time to stabilize for which Pakistan‘s cooperation with US will be important
for her long term strategic goals; therefore, an opportunity for Pakistan to
remain internationally relevant.
4.12

Reservations About Hard Liner’s Rule

In the perception of the US and Western Countries, a large number of
Pakistanis are sympathetic to Talibans and ―inspired by Taliban culture;
organizations

like

Sipah-e-Sahaba

and

Lashkar-e-Jhangvi‖19 which are

operative in Pakistan. Pakistan also faces opposition from the Islamic leaders
for siding with the Americans. Fleeing Taliban fighters streaming across
Pakistan's border is considered ―a nightmare scenario‖20 because the ―Talibans
could use the border as a sanctuary to create a mini-Afghanistan in the Pashtun
Belt‖21. Under the circumstances, it is opined that US would aim to prevent
Pakistan for being governed by the Islamic hard-liners who would then be in
control of its nuclear assets and thus prefer a moderate government which is
pro-US.
4.13

Drug Trafficking

Within Pakistan, though production of drugs is considerably controlled which is
also recognized and according to the US State Department, ―over the past
several years Pakistan has demonstrated its commitment to fight terrorism …,
contraband smuggling and opium poppy cultivation…‖22. It has been estimated
that in Afghanistan ―between 1994 and 1998, opium output totalled between
annual 2,000 and 3,000 metric tons of raw material. The majority of this was
turned into morphine and heroin in Turkey, and to a lesser extent in Pakistan
and in certain Central Asian Republics and the Caucasus. …All previous
records were broken in 1999 and 2000 when opium production in Afghanistan
reached 4,500 and 3,200 tons‖23. Some of the Afghan made drugs pass through
the established mafia in Pakistan and elsewhere. As such, Pakistan‘s
cooperation is vital in US universal drive against ever growing menace. In the
same context US and Pakistan ―affirmed cooperation in war against terror and
the fight to stop narcotics drug trafficking‖24 in October 2003.
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4.14

Need for Economic Stability

In view of Pakistan‘s economic compulsions and its unprecedented all out
support to US in its war against terrorism; it was analyzed in US that ―because
of Pakistan's economically perilous situation and internal instability, it will be
extremely difficult for the Government of Pakistan to provide the kind of
assistance we might be demanding‖25. US would like to see Pakistan
economically afloat without getting too much dependent upon China and other
opposing political camps.
4.15

INTERESTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES HAVING IMPLICATIONS FOR
PAKISTAN’S NATIONAL SECURITY

Interests of other countries can be summarized as follows:4.16

US Interest In Central Asian Region

The US desires to control oil resources commensurates with its present global
power status. ―Since the technological revolution of 20 th century, there is an
increasing need for oil as a source of energy in the US and elsewhere. For this
very reason, Iraq has been a focal point of their struggle for control since World
War‖26. The control of oil resources in Iraq, would enable the US to pursue a
multi-objective agenda to assert American power world over. As has been amply
pointed out that ―...our next war in the Gulf will mark a historical tipping point the moment when Washington takes real ownership of strategic security in the
age of globalization‖.27
The most economical trade routes to Central Asian Republics (CARs) pass
through Pakistan and Afghanistan. With an unpredictable Iran; US would like to
use Pakistan as a gateway to the riches of the CARs; after having installed a
stable pro-US regime in Afghanistan. Commonality of interests of Pakistan and
America has tremendous economic potential. At the same time quest for energy
resources by extra regional powers can involve her, though unwillingly into future
rivalry; which Pakistan should keep into mind.

4.17

Russia

Russia remains the second military power. Although, its economy is in bad
shape which is dependent heavily on the US and the EU but it is gradually
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improving. As regards decision of the UN Security Council, on most of the
occasions; Russia takes position in tandem with the US. Russia supports war
against terror led by US in Afghanistan on the analogy to do the same against
Chechen. Russia does not support Pakistan‘s stance on Kashmir and remains
bound to its defence related deals to supply arms to India.

4.18

China

The Chinese leadership is deeply conscious of China‘s weakness and attaches
primacy to its economic development. At the economic plane, China seeks
access to the American market and investment. In turn, the US corporate lobbies
have become the main protagonists of normal relations with China. China now
remains focused on its grand strategic and economic agenda and also views
activities of missionary Islamic groups in southern Chinese provinces with deep
concern.
4.19

EU and Japan

These countries generally follow the policies of American. By and large all of
these countries are averse to any instability in South Asian region which runs
contrary to their economic interests.
4.20

Muslim World

Gulf States remain divided politically because of their varied dependence for
import of technology from abroad. These countries give Luke warm response to
the Issue of Kashmir.
4.21

Conclusion

From the aforementioned paragraphs, following major conclusions can be
drawn: Pakistan will continue to maintain a pivotal position in US war against
terrorism. Pakistan can, therefore, maintain a constructive relationship
with the America during this period. Moreover, it can accrue economic
and diplomatic benefits and can use American influence in an amicable
resolution of Kashmir dispute.
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 American is expected to induce Pakistan into compliance of the nonproliferation regimes while extending tacit acceptance of its nuclear
assets.
 American would like to use Pakistan as a gateway to the riches of CARs
after ensuring a stable Afghanistan. Pakistan can, therefore, remain
relevant to America even after her derive against terrorism.
 Russia is in a strategic partnership with Pakistan‘s arch rival India. This
situation precludes Russia‘s meaningful cooperation with Pakistan in
foreseeable future. Moreover, the Russian‘s effective influence in CARs
may be detrimental to Pakistan‘s future interests.
 China will continue to support Pakistan due to its strategic partnership.
However, it is likely to take an inward looking position on regional and
global issues of the times avoiding to get embroiled in peripheral disputes
which may not serve Pakistan‘s interests as expected.
 Interests of European Union due to greater stakes in trade would always
be towards nations of greater size. Pakistan will, therefore, hold a second
priority when compared to India.
 Japanese are extremely sensitive to armed conflicts and always insist on
peaceful resolution of the disputes. Japan would, therefore, favor a
solution of Kashmir issue through dialogue or peaceful means.
 Muslim countries do not whole heatedly support the Issue of Kashmir in
the world forums and in their private assurances to India. This hypocrisy is
likely to continue in future as well.
4.22

FRAGILE INTERNAL SECURITY AND PERCEPTIONS OF
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Pakistan has not been able to achieve the desired level of internal stability.
Pakistan‘s domestic environment is characterized with numerous problems in
social, political, and economic spheres; most of which run contrary to
international perception and can be potentially dangerous. These vulnerabilities
can cause a threat in them or multiply the extra regional threat to security of
Pakistan besides accentuating domestic disintegration. Some of the significant
vulnerabilities are:-
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4.23

Islamic Fundamentalism

Being an Islamic state which has no hostile intentions against non Muslims
states; Pakistan‘s image has been universally tarnished and it is perceived to be
identical with militancy and terrorism. The domestic menace poses grave
security problems and makes Pakistan vulnerable to internal and external threats
in prevailing global security environment. Pakistan which is seen as a front line
nuclear state of the Islamic World has also become focal point of so-called
international security concerns.
4.24

Nuclear Proliferation and American Policy of Pre-emption

For the American, non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction represents
one of its most important policy goals. Although, American has accepted
Pakistan as a de-facto nuclear power but safety and security of Pakistan‘s fissile
material, stocks and facilities is projected as a threat. Some western analysts
argue that ―the main nuclear security problem posed by Al-Qaeda today is
accessed to radio active materials in Pakistan‖28 and fear that ―the possibility of
terrorists using weapons of mass destruction exists and it cannot be ignored‖29.
Pakistan with repeated insurances has been able to dispel the notion to quite an
extent that ―its nuclear programme was conceived to protect Pakistan from
nuclear threat from India…‖30 still ―some groups in the region view its nuclear
arsenal as Islamic Bomb that could be used to defend the broader interests of
the Muslim World‖31. Pakistani Government is still ―under pressure from the West
to pursue allegations of a Pakistani role in the black market of nuclear secrets.
The allegations include suggestions of links between Pakistan, Libya, Iran, Iraq
and North Korea‖32. Pakistan has been able to satisfy the American and western
countries that ―these are individuals and our investigation has concluded that no
Government of Pakistan sanctioned or authorized anyone to proliferate‖33.
However, it is still felt that US and western countries may use this pretext for
blackmail and an excuse to coerce Pakistan to Nuclear Non Proliferation
Regimes in future.

4.25

Anti-Terrorism Euphoria and Freedom Struggle in Kashmir

Following the Indian continuous propaganda campaign, India has tried to project
the Kashmir issue as one of Islamic fundamentalism, with ramifications for the
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western world. It has also propagated baseless speculations such as: ―Usama
Bin Laden‘s terrorist training bases are also used to train terrorists for operations
in Jummu and Kashmir‖34. America has also at last rejected Pakistan‘s claim and
believes that ‗infiltration‘ of ‗terrorists‘ into Indian Held Kashmir is still continuing.
―Along with these concerns, the American expressed an interest in seeing the
cessation of Cross-Border Infiltration by separatist militants based in Pakistan
and/or Pakistani Kashmir is who cross the Kashmiri Line of Control (LOC) and
who have been implicated in terrorist activities in Indian Kashmir and in Indian
cities‖35 American has, therefore, started putting pressure on Pakistani
Government to stop this ‗infiltration‘ permanently and reign in the ‗terrorists‘
groups functioning from Pakistan into Indian Held Kashmir. Pakistan on the other
hand is bound to support Kashmiris‘ freedom struggle politically, else will face a
serious domestic backlash.
4.26

Deni Madaris Controversy

The vast network of Madaris is spread all over the country and these are mostly
involved in providing religious education with exception of few which are
breeding ground for training militants and sectarian strife. Statements like
―religious Madaris and Jehadi organizations are not terrorists, they prepare
Mujahideen to fight for the oppressed Muslims of the world. No action against
them will be acceptable to the Nation,‖36 run contrary to international perception
and may transform perceivable threats into a reality.
4.27

Poor Economy

Pakistan‘s economic health has considerably improved now (―Pakistan had
$12.156 billion foreign exchange reserves as on 27 December 2003‖37) but it
was increasingly degraded over the years in the past. It was destroyed by poor
performance of the set ups which were raised to stem corruption, political
blackmail, out of court adjustments, massive pilferage of banks loan defaulting,
non-payment of taxes or utility bills, sudden change in economic policies
discouraging inflow of foreign exchange and outright rip-offs of national wealth
by corrupt influential, rulers, bureaucrats and officials. ―Pakistan's total foreign
debt stood at 35 billion dollars at the end of June 2003 compared to 38 billion
dollars at the end of financial year 1999-2000‖38 for which Pakistan still has to
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depend on foreign loan lending organizations. This compulsion impinges on its
political and domestic independence since loan lending institutions attach strings
with each tranche of aid package.
4.28

Provincial Prejudice, Disharmony and Ethnic Unrest.

Another danger is the problem of ethnic unrest. Punjab, with almost 60 percent
of the population, dominates almost all aspects of national life. This fact is
resented by smaller ethnic groups and other provinces. Added to this is the
religious extremism which has fuelled intolerance and sectarian conflict that has
assumed multi-dimensional rivalry.

4.29

Militarized Society.

An additional source of unrest has been the rampant gun culture and spread of
narcotics-based corruption, particularly since the war in Afghanistan and abrupt
change in the Government policy to ban ―on 14 August 2001, the Lashkar-eJhangvi (a Sunni extremist organization) and Sipah Mohammad

(Shia extremist

organization) under the Anti-Terrorism Act‖39. Another major reflection of this
negative fallout has been the introduction of a new form of terrorism within the
country – that of suicide bombings and indiscriminate targeting of foreigners and
own high ranking Government officials. Since, most of this violence is criminal or
anomic, therefore, it does not pose a direct threat to the state, but should the
crisis of govern-ability spread more broadly, it could place unbearable stress on
the nation.

4.30

Political Instability

Selfish political leadership, feudalistic culture and lack of accountability have
undermined and corrupted the whole democratic system. This atmosphere of
corruption, political mis-management and frequent military take over has further
compounded the internal stability, threat situation and Pakistan‘s international
image.
4.31

Drug Trafficking
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Curbing the trade in illicit narcotics is one of the strategic objectives of
US/western countries. The fact that South Asia is a big conduit of illegal
trafficking and Pakistan being one of the transit routes faces major challenges in
this regard.
4.32

EXTRA REGIONAL THREAT TO SECURITY OF PAKISTAN

In the extra regional plane, the nature and spectrum of threat to security of
Pakistan varies from military to non-military means. Both of these can be applied
sequentially or in the

worst case; simultaneously. In prevailing

global

environment and the fact that Pakistan is a nuclear power; use of force against
Pakistan may not be a viable option and this would most likely be employed as a
last resort. Nonetheless, Pakistan can face multi-dimensional threats predominantly emanating from major global powers led by American.
There are also some non-military threats that include:
4.33

Economic Sanctions and Policies

Pakistan at present has recovered from almost collapsed economic situation of
October 1999 when ―foreign exchange reserves had dwindled to a few hundred
million dollars and the IMF and the World Bank frowned frequently at a country
which was not even able to service its external debts‖40. Despite recovering from
that precarious economic situation, its economy is still vulnerable to foreign
influences and pressures since it is dependent on aid from multinational
institutions for debt servicing. It is argued that as long as Pakistan remains
dependent on foreign loans from IMF/ World Bank, these international
organizations would have increasingly political agendas which could curtail
Pakistan‘s political independence.
4.34

Trade Embargoes

Another form of economic threat could be in the form of trade embargoes which
can be imposed as foreign policy and national security objectives. Each
programme will be driven by differing foreign policy and security concerns and
features by a unique set of blocking provisions, trade or other restrictions with a
view to damaging our economy.
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4.35

Hostile Diplomatic Campaign

It is opined that in case Pakistan does not follow in its national policies the
international perceptions; it can be isolated from both i.e, the Islamic world and
the rest of the international community through application of aggressive
diplomacy. It may malign the country, portray negative perception while
projecting its otherwise moderate stance as an extremist image, harm freedom
struggle in Kashmir, and thus deprive it of the support of even the traditional
allies. Global players can apply aggressive diplomacy and media to perpetrate
international coercion against Pakistan.
4.36

Arms Race

Pakistan is prone to an arms race due to qualitative and quantitative superiority
of its potential adversary. Global players can continue to enable arms imbalance
to maximize India‘s security while making Pakistan feel more insecure and
perforce indulge into a dangerous arms race. This would be extremely harmful to
Pakistan‘s economic health since money spent could instead go to sorely
needed social welfare programmes.

4.37

Print And Electronic Media Onslaught

Pakistan can be subjected to media onslaught through a well thought out media
strategy. Its effects will be multiplied due to own much lesser effective media
services. The print media is vulnerable to international temptations and our
electronic

media

is

under

Government‘s

control

which

has

obvious

disadvantages. The general public tends to mostly rely on foreign media which
can be easily used for the purpose of propaganda with other instruments of
military or non-military threats.
4.38

Military Threats

Military threats to the security of Pakistan should be evaluated in the perspective
of military presence of the US and its western allies not only in Afghanistan but
also in Central Asia and US South Asian Agenda which is ambitious and wideranging. It is also clear from the aforementioned analysis that the US bases are
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going to be of a permanent nature – at least for the foreseeable future. At the
same time, the external presence of naval forces has also increased
tremendously in the Persian Gulf region. The US and its western allies
articulated strategic goals besides a looming extra regional threat may also help
the regional countries in furthering their agenda.

4.39 The US and its Allies
Although, the American Nuclear Posture Review has not mentioned Pakistan as
a state to be watched in terms of requiring nuclear action but the threat can pose
should not be ruled out. It is, however, opined that in the face of American global
concerns and her unchallenged military, economic, political and diplomatic
dominance across the globe, she can pose a military threat to Pakistan in case
her interests are threatened. Such a threat may also materialize in case Pakistan
does not fall in line with global security concerns like non-proliferation, terrorism
and Islamic fundamentalism.
Another aspect of threat from America is the present danger for Pakistan in the
shift in the focus of the war against Al-Qaeda. With members of this group on the
run and US inability to nab the leadership, attention is focusing on their possible
presence in Pakistan along bordering provinces of Durand Line. The capture of
some key associates of Bin Laden from Pakistan has shifted the centre of
attention on Pakistan within the context of war against terrorism.
It is opined that possibility of a direct military confrontation between Pakistan and
America remains remote as long as Pakistan co-operates with America.
Contrarily, in the worst case scenario if it materializes, it might take either of the
following shapes: American can take out most of the nuclear facilities and missile sites in
Pakistan with a massive air campaign.
 Carry out missile attack hitting above mentioned targets with impunity.
 Ground attack using helicopter/airborne forces initially; which may be
followed by a ground assault launched from Afghanistan/or India or both.

4.40

Indo-American Axis

―The close strategic cooperation between India and the US is reflected not only
in the joint military exercises and agreements for joint patrolling, but also in
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removal of sanctions on transfer of sensitive weapon systems and technology.‖41
According to the US Department of Defence, ―this sale will contribute to the
foreign policy and national security interests of the US by helping to improve the
security of a country that has been and continues to be a force for political
stability and economic progress in South Asia.‖42 Enhancement of conventional
imbalance by US in Indo-Pak scenario constitutes a threat to security of Pakistan
and Kashmir cause.
Relations between the US and India are shaping into a strategic partnership. The
well-placed and active Indian community in the US and Europe has become a
big asset to India. The US appears to encourage India to have regional influence
in the Indian Ocean. Many in the US see India as a potential counterpoise to
China. This nexus can be dangerous for Pakistan because it has the potential to
have an added component of ground operation from Afghanistan. The nuclear
option of Pakistan in this case will be choked because of US projected
BMD/NMD capability.

4.41

Israel – India Nexus

India‘s relations with Israel underwent complete change in 1992 due to changed
geo-strategic environment. Israel is engaged in supplying India with state-of-theart equipment and technologies. ―India is drawing advantage of these
technologies in the field of electronics, missile and intelligence. This meaningful
relationship between India and Israel will undermine Pakistan‘s conventional
capability. As alluded to by General Pervez Musharraf, the India-Israel nexus
carries a lot of danger and we are concerned about it‖.43 While responding to
further questions during the same interview on the recent visit of Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon to India, he said ―we would try that this nexus should not be
used against Pakistan, and both India and Tel Aviv may carry on with their
bilateral relations.‖44 Due to Israel‘s geographical location, size of her armed
forces she alone is not capable of posing a meaningful physical threat to
Pakistan. However, such a threat can materialize in collaboration with India or
the US or both.
4.42

Extra Regional Forces
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The massive presence of US forces in the region of South, West and Central
Asia, both on land and at sea has sandwiched Pakistan between US land and
sea forces. This factor is likely to ensure that US interventionism is a major factor
in regional issues. US presence, along with the doctrine of pre-emption which
includes economic and political dimensions, means that energy issues will be
brought within the purview of this doctrine also – especially in terms of the
energy resources of Central Asia.
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Chapter:5

RELATIONSHIP WITH NEIGHBOURS
5.1

Pak - India Relations

Indo Pak relations in terms of politics, military and economics have shown a
pendulum like trend. There are eras of better relations, but then the reversal of
all the good will and negation of conflict preventions has been experienced.
According to a strong school of thought, it is the result of deep rooted animosity
that exists between the two nations. Causes of this animosity are many. Some
are:  The difference, rather contradiction in the very basics of religious fibre
between Hindus and Muslims.
 The conquest of Indo Pak subcontinent by the Muslim rulers that resulted
in the Muslim rule for approximately over one thousand years.
 War of independence (1857) and the resultant backlash on Muslims by
both British and Hindus.
 The strategy of Indian Congress in dealing with the Muslim minority in
political arena in the backdrop of Independent India.
 The Redcliffe award and the resultant conspiracy against Muslim
dominated areas in the division of Punjab.
 The massacre of migrating Muslims by Hindus and Sikhs on the eve of
division of Indo Pak subcontinent.
 The role of Indian government in the division and non provision of assets
after the partition in terms of economic, military and finances.
 The burning issue of Kashmir where the Muslim majority was subjected to
inhuman treatment, initially by Maharaja and than by the Indian leaders
because of their cry for joining Pakistan according to the Lord
Mountbatten's plan for partition of India.
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 The wars like 1948 and 1965 on Kashmir dispute and then the 1971 war
with India.
 Mics disputed like Sir Creek, distribution of Wwter, accession of dasas
and Kargil areas to India, the Sia Chin issue, the Kargil conflict and
various stand offs between India and Pakistan.
Keeping above in view, ―it is crystal clear that Indo-Pak relations have been
characterized by mistrust, suspicion, and conflict from the day the two countries
emerged as independent and separate nation states in August 1947. Way back
in 1948, the UN Security Council passed a resolution requesting India and
Pakistan to take measures to improve the situation in Kashmir. Fifty-six years
later, Kashmir remains one of the most dangerous theatres of conflict, as the two
nations, now armed with nuclear weapons, remain locked in confrontation. Over
the last five-and-a-half decades, the two countries have tried to get a durable
peace process going and resolve their differences, peacefully, and in a civilized
manner. None of these efforts have yielded much - maybe the attempts have
been too half-hearted, the positions too rigid, and the differences too deep. An
Urdu poet had described partition as a blood stained dawn. Unfortunately, IndoPak relations are littered with far too many false dawns‖1. ―The two countries
have waged four wars against each other: in 1948; in 1965; in 1971; and in
1999. Pakistan continues to blame India for its dismemberment and the creation
of the independent state of Bangladesh in 1971. India, on its part claims that it
entered the scene only after the mass genocide conducted by the Pakistani army
in erstwhile East Pakistan, and the humanitarian crisis that was created in India
following the large-scale influx of refugees into the country from that region. Here
is us have a bird‘s eye view on Indo Pak relations over the pages of history‖2.

Map of India
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Source: mapsofindia.com

5.2

Eve of Independence (1947) – 1948 War

Pakistan became victim on the very initial stage i.e. during partition plan (Red
Cliff Award) from the conspiracy of both British and Indian congress in 1947. A
major chunk of Muslim dominated territory comprising the districts of Gurdas pur
and Batalla along with Feroz pur was given to India few days before the partition.
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The irony is that the partition plan was revealed after the departure of Sir Red
Cliffe to London. Inclusion of these areas gave India a direct access to Kashmir
which otherwise was not possible. On the other hand the Maharaja of Kashmir
started atrocities against Muslim dominated areas which demanded that
Maharaja must access with Pakistan. It resulted in the involvement and fight by
Poonches along with tribal lashkars mostly from the FATA areas of Pakistan.
The situation got worst and regular Pakistan and Indian Army units were pitched
against each other. ―As the conflict escalated, the Indian leadership was quick to
recognize that the war could not be brought to a close unless Pakistani support
for the Azad Kashmir forces could be stopped. Accordingly, on the advice of
Governor General Earl Louis Mountbatten (Britain's last viceroy in India in 1947
and governor general of India, 1947-48), the Indian government sought United
Nations (UN) mediation of the conflict on December 31, 1947. However,
Kashmiri people managed to liberate the areas now form Azad Kashmir‖3.
5.3

1965 War

The second Indo-Pakistan conflict (1965) was also fought over Kashmir and
started without a formal declaration of war. General Ayub Khan was convinced
by Mr Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto that the general public in Indian held Kashmir (IHK) was
ready for an uprising along with Pakistani forces if sent to IHK. Ayub Khan took
the bait and agreed for operation (August 5, 1965) in which Pakistani forces
entered into Indian held Kashmir from three sides. The idea behind this
infiltration was the liberation of Kashmir with the local uprising. However, as
proved at the end the local population was neither prepared nor had been given
any information about this operation. Skirmishes with Indian forces started as
early as August 6 or 7, and the first major engagement between the regular
armed forces of the two sides took place on August 14. The next day, Indian
forces scored a major victory after a prolonged artillery barrage and captured
three important mountain positions in the northern sector. Later in the month, the
Pakistanis counter attacked, moving concentrations near Tithwal, Uri, and
Punch. Their move, in turn, provoked a powerful Indian thrust into Azad Kashmir.
Other Indian forces captured a number of strategic mountain positions and
eventually took the key Haji Pir Pass, eight kilometres inside Pakistani territory.
The Indian gains led to a major Pakistani counter attack on September 1st in the
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southern sector, where Indian forces were caught unprepared and suffered
heavy losses. The Indian army baffled, attacked the international border in
Punjab. Ultimately, fight broke out on every front. Indian Army suffered heavy
losses in 1965 war but the Pakistani Army losses were no less. ―The war was at
the point of stalemate when the UN Security Council unanimously passed a
resolution on September 20 that called for a cease-fire. New Delhi accepted the
cease-fire resolution on September 21 and Islamabad on September 22, and the
war ended on September 23, 1965. The Soviet-brokered Tashkent Declaration
was signed on January 10, 1966. It required that both sides withdrew by
February 26, 1966, to positions held prior to August 5, 1965, and observe the
cease-fire line agreed to on June 30, 1965‖4.
5.4

1971 War

The origins of the third Indo-Pakistani conflict (1971) were different from the
previous conflicts. The Pakistan government‘s failure to accommodate demands
of Sheik Mujeeb ur Rehman, whose party had won in majority led to riots and
civil disobedience in East Pakistan. ―In March 1971, Pakistan's armed forces
launched a fierce campaign to suppress the resistance movement that had
emerged but encountered unexpected mass defections among East Pakistani
soldiers and police. The Pakistani forces regrouped and reasserted their
authority over most of East Pakistan by May. As a result of these military actions,
thousands of East Pakistanis died at the hands of the Pakistani army‖5. By
midsummer, the Indian leadership fashioned a strategy designed to entangle
Pakistan from both the fronts (Inner and Outer). ―As part of this strategy, in
August 1971, India signed a twenty-year Treaty of peace, friendship, and
cooperation with the Soviet Union. One of the treaty's clauses implied that each
nation was expected to come to the assistance of the other in the event of a
threat to national security such as that occurring in the 1965 war with Pakistan.
Simultaneously, India organized, trained, and provided sanctuary to the Mukti
Bahini (meaning Liberation Force in Bengali), the East Pakistani armed
resistance fighters‖6. Pakistan Army was fiercely engaged with Mukti bahini, and
at many occasions this pursuit led to a direct clash with the Indian Army. Taking
this plea as a threat to its national security, India launched its offensive in East
Pakistan. Unable to deter India's activities in the eastern sector, on December 3,
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1971, Pakistan launched an air attack in the western sector on a number of
Indian airfields, including Ambala in Haryana, Amritsar in Punjab, and Udhampur
in Jammu and Kashmir. The attacks did not succeed in inflicting substantial
damage. Pakistani forces fought courageously but were out numbered and out
flanked with no logistic support. Eventually Dacca fell on 16 Dec 1971. On the
western front also, Pakistani forces engaged Indian Army but failed to put either
enough pressure or capture substantial territory to make Indians come to a
bargaining position‖7.
5.5

Nuclearization of South Asia

India‘s nuclear ambition started even before partition of the subcontinent when
―Humi BhaBha‖ an Indian scientist, in the field of nuclear physics came to India
and started an institute by the name of ―Institute of Nuclear Physics‖ on the
instructions of Jawaharlal Nehru. India exploded its first nuclear device in 1974
and termed it as ―Peaceful Nuclear Explosion‖ (PNE). Pakistan joined this race,
when Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto started clandestine nuclear quest for Pakistan.
However, the final outcome came ―in May 1998 when India carried out a series
of five nuclear tests and declaring itself a nuclear weapon state. In justifying the
step, India first pointed to China as the principel security threat to India. Almost
simultaneously, the

Indian leadership

made

hostile, though inexplicable,

statements threatening that Pakistan would have to "adjust" its position on
Kashmir and that it should be dealt with force in the new environment of a
transformed strategic balance in the region. The Indian media also raised
questions about Pakistan's nuclear capability asserting that, by testing, India had
called "Pakistan's bluff". This was a dangerous assertion as it could easily lead
to misadventure on the part of India. Pakistan was thus obliged to restore the
credibility of its nuclear deterrence capability in the interest of its own security as
well as regional stability. Indian arguments to justify the tests on the basis of a
security threat perception lacked credibility. It was soon discarded. It was evident
that there had been no change in the security environment before May 1998 to
warrant the Indian tests. The real motivation underlying the Indian tests was
different. It has been eloquently revealed in the questions posed by Foreign
Minister Jaswant Singh in an article contributed to Foreign Affairs of Sept - Oct
1998, "Disarmament seemed increasingly unrealistic politics‖. If the permanent
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five's possession of nuclear weapons increases security, why would India's
possession of nuclear weapons be dangerous? If the permanent five continue to
employ nuclear weapons as an international currency of force and power, why
should India voluntarily devalue its own state power and national security? Why
to admonish India after the fact for not falling in line behind a new international
agenda of discriminatory non-proliferation pursued largely due to the internal
agendas or political debates of the nuclear club? If deterrence works in the West
- as it so obviously appears to, since Western nations insist on continuing to
possess nuclear weapons - by what reasoning will it not work in India?" Foreign
Minister Jaswant Singh further admitted that the forcing of an unconditional and
indefinite extension of the NPT on the international community made 1995 a
watershed in the evolution of the South Asian situation. India was left with no
option but to go in for overt nuclear weaponization8". Similarly, Jaswant Singh
saw deterioration in India's security environment when the international
community approved "the coercive CTBT‖. These are revealing statements
dispelling any doubt that India's nuclear tests were integral to its ambitions to
assert its role as the regional hegemony and a global major power. India's
nuclear doctrine is the latest manifestation of the same pursuit. The Indian
nuclear doctrine outlines New Delhi's goal of acquiring massive nuclear war
fighting capabilities. Such a massive programme for developing nuclear arsenal
coupled with plans for acquiring a massive conventional capability will surely
have near and long term strategic implications for the region and beyond as well
as for regional and global non-proliferation concerns. The scale of the nuclear
weapons capability envisaged by the doctrine is clearly not designed to maintain
"credible deterrence" against Pakistan which has made proposals for nuclear
and missile restraint in the region. Nor can this capability be meant for nuclear
deterrence against China. According to authoritative sources India is planning up
to 400 operationally deployed warheads. For a minimum credible deterrence
India does not need to deploy such a large nuclear arsenal. These can be
justified only by larger ambitions for military hegemony and control sea lanes
from the oil rich Gulf in the West to the Straits of Malacca in the East.
―Accordingly, the

world

needs

to comprehend the near and long-term

implications of India's nuclear capability. India's plans for the development of a
vast conventional force coupled with a large nuclear arsenal are aimed at
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building an offensive rather than a defensive military capability. The objective is
assertion and consolidation of influence, based on the premise that nuclear
weapons are, in the words of Jaswant Singh, the currency of power and force.
There are near term implications for initiatives aimed at nuclear restraints and
avoidance of a nuclear arms race in South Asia. Pakistan had believed that
nuclear deterrence could be exercised by Pakistan and India at the lowest
possible level‖9.
5.6

The Lahore Declaration

The Lahore Declaration indicates a realisation by both sides about the need for
promoting peaceful relations with each other. More importantly, the nuclear
security dimension is also reflected in the declaration which underlines the
imperative for greater emphasis on cordial relations. Vajpayee also clarified that
India‘s nuclear test was only for self-defence and not Pakistan-centric. While
appealing to stop Indo-Pakistan hostilities forever in the post nuclear scenario,
he said, ―A small spark can now cause a huge fire. There is no option available
to us except peace.‖ A sustained bilateral dialogue between New Delhi and
Islamabad assumed significance because it had the potential to establish
durable peace. This could be a time consuming process but would definitely be
another step forward to dilute mistrust between the two neighbours on the
subcontinent. The visit of the Indian prime minister to Pakistan and the
announcement of concrete steps to deal with nuclear mishaps were definitely of
help to both countries in order to avoid nuclear miscalculations and disaster.
Considering the newly acquired overt nuclear weapon capabilities by both
countries, the talks highlighted the nuclear issue. The memorandum of
understanding (MoU) signed on February 21, 1999, strengthened mutual
security and minimised uncertainty. ―The Lahore Declaration contained major
policy objectives. These include:  Mutual consultation over confidence building measures (CBMs) regarding
nuclear and conventional forces.
 Advance notification before ballistic missile tests.
 Reducing risks of accidental or unauthorised use of nuclear weapons.
 Prior notification by either side in the event of any such incident and
adoption of measures to reduce the risk of such actions.
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The two leaders reaffirmed their faith on a moratorium on further nuclear tests
unless extraordinary situations jeopardise their security interests‖10. All these
areas of mutual concern require concrete action to work out agreements to
implement the plan of action on the agreed areas. Especially in the sphere of
advance notification on missile tests, an immediate agreement was necessary to
dispel doubts and apprehensions about such tests. Moreover, an agreement on
reduction of accidents and unauthorised or unexplained incidents that might lead
to a nuclear war was of prime importance given the level of mistrust and
suspicion that characterises Indo-Pak relations. Thus, some level of confidence
in the nuclear and missile related areas had become extremely important. The
MoU and joint declaration identified significant issues which need further
discussion for concrete action. It reinforced optimism in both sides. However, the
necessary steps required to implement could be time consuming. ―The joint
statement focused on areas of mutual interest and comprise: the periodical
meetings of Foreign Secretaries to discuss issues of mutual concern,
consultation on World Trade Organisation (WTO) related issues, cooperation in
the field of information technology, further liberalising the visa and travel regime,
appointment of a two-member committee at ministerial level to examine
humanitarian issues relating to civilian detainees and missing prisoners of war
(PoWs)‖11.

5.7

Pakistan India Composite Dialogue

On 28 December 2004, ―the second round of Indo-Pakistan foreign secretarylevel talks concluded with a joint pledge to carry the peace process forward and
explore other confidence-building measures. Both sides discussed the issue of
Jammu and Kashmir and agreed to carry forward the process in the light of the
joint statement issued after the meeting between President Gen Pervez
Musharraf and Prime Minister Dr Manmohan Singh in New York on Sept 24,
2004. No tangible progress was made on the key issue of Kashmir despite
claims of flexibility from both sides, but they agreed to build on areas of
convergence to make life easier for people on both sides of the divide‖12.
However, the talks were held in a frank, cordial and constructive atmosphere and
while no specific decisions were taken, the two sides discussed and further
narrowed their differences on the draft agreement on pre-notification of flight146

testing of ballistic missiles, and agreed to early finalization of a joint agreement
draft which remained incomplete at a previous meeting of officials. Discussion on
the other six subjects under the composite dialogue concerning Sia Chin, Wullar/
Tulbul navigation project, Sir Creek, terrorism and drug trafficking, economic and
commercial cooperation and promotion of friendly exchanges in various fields
were decided to be held between April and June 2005. On the issue of peace
and security, including CBMs, both countries agreed that the two foreign
secretaries will review the progress so far made on nuclear and conventional
CBMs. Building upon the existing contacts between the DGMOs, they agreed to
promote regular contacts at local level at designated places and explore further
CBMs along the international boundary and the LOC. ―The two sides agreed that
technical meetings, including the joint study groups on trade matters headed by
commerce
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confidence-building measures and technical-level meeting on bus service
through Amritsar and Lahore, meeting between the narcotics control authorities
would be held between January and June 2005. India also floated the idea of
allowing families of divided Kashmir to freely at five designated venues which
would help remove hurdles in the way of introducing cross-border bus service.
Foreign ministers and the prime ministers of the two countries would meet during
the coming SAARC summit in January 2006 and the Indian external affairs
minister would visit Islamabad in February 2006‖13. It was also debated that 'the
true representatives' of the Kashmiri people must also be associated with the
dialogue process on the settlement of the disputed state and also the need to
ease the repression and violent suppression of human rights of the Kashmiri
people in the occupied state. Pakistan also believed that India's persistent claim
that the entire Jammu and Kashmir was its territory was unhelpful in carrying
forward the dialogue.
5.8

Sino – Pak Relations

Geo–strategically China is Asia‘s second largest mainland state. China shares
common land and maritime border with many states in North-East, South –East,
South and Central Asia. It has the ‗third largest‘ nuclear arsenal in the world and
has an ―overwhelming military superiority in terms of manpower‖. In recent years
China has become a leading supplier of conventional, nuclear and ballistic
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missile technology to the developing countries. After the demise of Communism
in the former USSR and Eastern Europe, China is the only major state retaining
the communist ideology. With the end of the Cold War and reduction of US and
former Soviet military presence in this area, Chinese actions and proclamations
are closely observed in all Asian capitals as well as in Washington. Thus
evaluation of future Chinese role in the balance of power in Asia is relevant in
the contemporary context.

Map of China
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Keeping in view the present Chinese economic and military strength and growth
and the role of other dominant states viz. Japan, India, Russia, USA and some
middle ranking Asian powers. China may not emerge as a hegemonic power.
However, it would be a key player and the interconnecting core of the emerging
multi-polar balance of power system in Asia. ―China is the only great power that
is contiguous to Pakistan. Though the mighty Himalaya and Karakoram ranges
separate China from Pakistan, the two have interacted in the course of history
with the expansion of Buddhism, providing a link between their ancient
civilizations. Islam also reached China both by land and sea, and western China
in particular has ethnic and cultural links with the Islamic countries in central,
west and south Asia. The contemporary interaction began when both regions
had a new beginning soon after the Second World War. The major South Asian
countries gained their independence in 1947. The extended civil war in China
ended with the foundation of the People‘s Republic of China in October 1949.
The manner in which relations developed between Pakistan and China in the
past fifty seven years has led many analysts to describe them as ‗triangular‘.
China went through many changes in the period of the great helmsman, Mao-zeTong. After he passed away in 1976, a year that also saw the demise of his
closest associates, Premier Zhou Enlai and Marsha Zhu De, another great
leader Deng Xiaoping emerged, and launched China on the path of economic
reform, designed to raise the country to the level of advanced countries of the
West‖14.
The quarter century of modernization and development since 1977 has seen
China achieve phenomenal growth and the formula of combining economic
innovation unilateral super power USA since its 1989 triumph in the Cold War
perceives a challenge to its global hegemony from the world‘s most populated
country. Some Western scholars envisage a new ‗Cold War‘ with China, though
the pragmatic leadership in Beijing insists that it neither seeks hegemony, nor
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does it recognize claims to hegemony either by regional or global players. ―The
world entered a period of transition after the end of the Cold War in 1989 that
was further accentuated by the events of September 2001 that led the US to
declare war on terrorism and extremism all over the world. This war began with
the launching of massive attacks on October 7, 2001, against the Taliban regime
in Afghanistan, which had granted sanctuary to Osama Bin Ladin, the dissident
Saudi national who was believed to have masterminded the terrorist attacks
against the US. Large scale US and allied force were deployed in the region,
with Pakistan playing a crucial role in assisting and supporting the operations in
Afghanistan. With the US now directly engaged in the region, with it forces
stationed in several countries along the Chinese border, including Central Asia,
Afghanistan and Pakistan, China feels especially vulnerable. The label of ‗crossborder terrorism‘ having been invoked against Pakistan by the Hindu-extremist
BJP government in India, tension in South Asia was enhanced and outbreak of a
conflict in the region would have serious consequences as both India and
Pakistan are nuclear powers and have a history of conflict and confrontation over
the disputed Kashmir region. China‘s policies and role in South Asia have a
direct bearing on evolving situation in the region. Its abiding interest continues to
be that of promoting an environment of peace and stability on its periphery that
would be conducive to achieving its goal of economic development‖15.
―Of the world‘s greatest powers China is geographically closest to the South
Asian Sub-continent. It has common borders with Pakistan Nepal, Bhutan,
across the highest mountain ranges in the world‖16. Thus China being a
―peripheral to South Asia was anxious to play a key role and out manoeuvre the
Soviet Union, its major rival‖17. China‘s vital interest is the security of its Southern
boundary. The Himalayan range which serves as the Northern border of South
Asian states is equally important in strategic calculation of China. On the other
side of its border India has deployed an equally formidable force. In pursuance of
its security interest, China has projected itself as a dependable ally of Pakistan
and has already constructed an unfounded belief in the minds of Pakistanis that
the Chinese support is the essential guarantee for their defense vis-à-vis India.
China‘s second interest is the search of an outlet to the outside world. Burma
was
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World War-II. China operates its air services to the Middle East and Europe over
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the territory of Pakistan and Kashmir. ―The all weather road between China and
Pakistan through Kashmir has made the Indian Ocean accessible to China. The
search for leadership is another aim of China in South Asia‖18. ―China developed
an identity of interest with Afro - Asian countries and played an active role in the
Bandung Conference‖19. Chinese support is an asset for Pakistan in its
confrontation with India and it facilitates its efforts to maximize options in the
contest of South Asian policies. ―China extended full support to Pakistan during
the conflicts that erupted between Pakistan and India‖20. Pakistan played a
significant role in pushing for the restoration of China‘s seat in the United Nations
as of the permanent members and for bringing down Sino-US rapprochement.
―The friendship between the two countries has stood the time test‖ 21. Because of
China‘s presence in the South Asian region the other two global powers have
naturally joined the race and thereby converted the Sub-continent into a hot bed
of big power‘s rivalry. The regional actors have been merely pawns in such a
power game.
China and Pakistan have similar views on the liberation struggles in Asia and
Africa, Palestinian rights and the New International Economic Order. They
adhere strictly to non-interference in each other‘s internal affairs, mutual respect
for each other‘s territorial integrity and sovereignty, equality and mutual benefit,
and peaceful coexistence. Pakistan‘s independent and nonaligned foreign policy
initiated in the sixties was supportive of China‘s foreign policy goals. It not only
pleaded for the rehabilitation of China as a member of the international
community but also made a practical contribution towards bringing an end to
China‘s isolation. Pakistan served as a useful link between China and the rest of
the world at a time when the United States was bent on isolating China. The
political and economic relations that China cultivated with Pakistan helped to
ease the rigors of isolation, and China cited its ties with Pakistan to demonstrate
its desire to develop mutually beneficial relations with non-Marxist states.
Pakistan also helped China‘s interaction with a number of Muslim states,
especially those which had no formal diplomatic relations with China. Above all,
it facilitated a secret indirect dialogue between China and United States,
resulting in normalization of their relations in 1971-72. Pakistan was one of the
sponsors of the resolution that seated China in the UN in 1971.
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There are no contradictions in the strategic and political goals of Pakistan and
China, and they have found out over the years that their relationship is mutually
rewarding. That is why the improvement of China‘s relations with India is not
likely to drastically alter the present pattern of Pakistan-China relations. SinoIndian friendship has limits for two major reasons. First, the unresolved border
dispute which they have currently pushed to the background, remains, a
potential threat to the normalization process, and either side can revive it when,
and if, needed. Second, they perceive each other as rivals in the region, and
China will find it difficult to put up with an all powerful and domineering India. A
similar logic applies to the improvement to Sino-Soviet relations after the Soviet
withdrawl from Afghanistan. The increased bilateral interaction does not
necessarily mean that they have developed a consensus on major strategic and
political issue in the international system, especially those pertaining to the Third
World. Therefore, China will continue to need a strong, stable and friendly
Pakistan in the future. However, Pakistan and China may not always pursue
identical strategies for the achievement of their shared goals.
China enjoys a lot of good will and popular level in Pakistan because of its
consistent support. It is viewed as a reliable friend, and the major political parties
are supportive of friendship with China. It will not be an exaggeration to write that
there is a near unanimity in Pakistan for maintaining friendly relations with China.
It is not merely the content but also the style of diplomacy that has helped to
build good will for China. Its diplomats and other officials are low-keyed and
come across as modest and humble individuals. They do not manifest the sense
of superiority and indifference often associated with diplomats of the United
States and the Soviet Union respectively. The Chinese project itself as
representatives of a Third World state, maintains a low profile life-style, and
gives due respect to local cultural sensitivities. Presently, China is reluctant to
take sides openly either in peacetime or in an actual armed conflict, as this might
pose an embarrassing dilemma to it. Moreover, China, in the throes of
modernizing its economy, itself rely on getting foreign funds, investment and
technology, and is still unable to take mega projects abroad or tender major
financial assistance. However, it will continue to trade and commerce, extend
projects and joint venture aid, rather than extend subsidies and grants. If the
present trend towards normalization continues, both China and South Asia,
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comprising nearly two-fifth of making could play a decisive role in Asia‘s
regeneration in the Twenty First century. Some observers expect that the
Chinese will play some meaningful role in conflict-resolution in South Asia since
their policy hinges on maintaining good relations with all neighbours. In that
case, its traditional friend Pakistan expects that China will be able to use it good
offices and friendly contact with India to dissuade it from any future military
adventure against it. However, China has been emphasizing that the Kashmir
dispute should be settled through ―dialogue and discussion.‖ It has also given
advice to India and Pakistan not to raise this issue in international forms. Of
course, China understands that its role is limited, and it has no intention to
mediate in the disputes.
5.9

Soviet - Pak Relations

The Indian sub-continent, by virtue of its location and population, for many years
has been a central arena of the great-power‘s struggle for influence that
characterized Asia in the wake of decolonization. Both the United States and the
Soviet Union have used all the tools of contemporary statecraft to gain a foothold
in an area each regards as crucial to its interests. This struggle continued-partly
from inertia and partly for more complex reasons with the decline of bipolarity
and the disarray of the Communist and Western alliance systems in Asia,
although its intensity diminished during the 1970s the full implications of the
looser constellation of power that was evolving became apparent to political
leaders everywhere. Both the Soviet Union and United State have experienced
periodic advances and setbacks in South Asia over the years, but the underlying
trends have seen a rise in the Soviet role relative to that of the United States.
―The USSR has always ranked the Indian sub-continent below Europe and East
Asia in terms of its interests and concerns‖22. The West has been the principel
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source of modern Russian culture under the czars as well as their communist
successors. ―At least since the time of Napoleon the principel threats to the
security to the Russian states especially its European heartland have originated
in the West, although the rise of first Japan and then China in the twentieth
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century have increased Soviet apprehensions about the security of their position
in Siberia‖23. South Asia occupies an intermediate position in the hierarchy of
Soviet foreign policy priorities, below Europe, East Asia, and the Middle East but
well above South East Asia or Latin America. No South Asian nation possesses
the indigenous power to threaten the Soviet Union. However, the ability of
certain countries (either out of fear of the USSR or their neighbours) to ally
themselves with a major power hostile to Moscow periodically creates
apprehension among Soviet leaders. In the early cold war period the principel
source of such a danger was the United States, but later Soviet concerns over
China made Moscow particularly apprehensive about Peking‘s activities i n the
area. Quite apart from these specific concerns, Soviet leaders are aware that
they cannot achieve their cherished ambition of being recognized as a global
power without a strong position in the areas along their Southern border from the
Eastern Mediterranean through the Indian sub-continent. ―Moreover, the Soviet
leaders attach considerable importance to area and population in picking their
friends‖24. This reinforced their initial tendency to accord top priority to relations
with the largest regional power that was wiling to cooperate: Indonesia in South
East Asia, India in South Asia, and Egypt among the Arab states.
The changes in the former USSR have left most of the world confused about the
rapidly changing political configuration of the former communist totalitarian
empire. Everywhere, these changes are viewed as a collapse of an economic
and political system. But no one has been able to define the true outlines of the
shape of thing as they are, and as to what is to come in the future. The most
powerful state in the region after the formal demise of the USSR is the Russian
Republic. Moscow is presenting a spectacle to the world, where there is a major
threat to global economy and the Russian Government in power is desperately
trying to adopt the free-market economy to replace the centrally controlled
system. The former command economy of a totalitarian state is being
decentralized, and the agony to the change is being conveyed by the mass
media for the whole world to witness. From one side, we see a picture of
emerging chaos and social collapse, and selling goods in dollars on a large
scale.
Pakistan‘s relations with the Soviet Union have been marked with indifference,
distrust, and mutual recrimination on one account or another, although there
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were brief periods when these could be described as correct and cordial. Many
people in Pakistan believe that a strain in its relations with the Soviet Union
cannot be avoided for a host of reasons. For some, the non-compatibility of
Islam with Marxism-Leninism makes it difficult for the two states to develop
lasting friendship. ―This line of thinking was subscribed more often by the ruling
elite in the early years of independence, and cited as one of the reasons to
justify Liaquat Ali Khan‘s decision not to avail himself of the invitation to visit
Moscow‖25. Subsequently, this argument was pushed into the background but an
untested fear that friendship with Moscow would compromise Pakistan‘s Islamic
character was entertained by right wing, religious groups. A Varian of this
argument views Soviet opposition to Pakistan as a consequence of their
perception that Pakistan‘s Islamic disposition and Islamic resurgent movements
could cause an ideological spillover into Soviet Central Asia which had a large
Muslim population. Another explanation describes the Soviet Union as an
expansionist power which has a ‗grand design‘ to establish its hegemony in the
world, and that, ―as Pakistan stands in the way of Southward expansion, it views
Pakistan as an obstacle to the realization of its foreign policy goals‖26. Others do
not play up the ‗grand design‘ theory, but hold the Soviet Union responsible for
the problems in Pak-Soviet relations. ―Still others attribute the difficulties in PakSoviet relations to Pakistan‘s pro-West disposition‖27 and especially its
participation in ―security arrangements with the West (the alliance system of the
fifties and security ties in the context of the Afghanistan crisis)‖28. There are
those who take a balanced view that both Pakistan and Soviet Union have to
share the blame. They also argue that, given Pakistan‘s resource constraints
and geo–strategic environment, it cannot afford to permanently antagonize the
Soviet Union. ―Pakistan should improve its relations with the Soviet Union and
support its initiatives for defusing tension in the international system‖29. For more
than a decade and a half after independence, relations between Pakistan and
USSR were not good. This was not because of their basically different value
systems and ideologies, but rather to their different concepts of own self-interest.
The Soviet Union was not impressed with the reasons which had led to the
creation of Pakistan. Nevertheless, when Pakistan was formed, the Soviet Union
evidenced no hostility and promptly established diplomatic relations with the new
State.
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The Soviet Union was deeply involved in Europe in 1947 when the Cold War had
started and the world lay divided between two blocs, one led by the Soviet Union
and the other by United States. Pakistan wanted to steer clear of both power
blocs, and therefore pursued a policy of peace and friendship with all countries,
whether Communist or non-Communist. At any rate, neither antipathy nor
political intimacy between Pakistan and the Soviet Union was expected or
achieved during the early years, and there was hardly any contact between the
people of the two countries. Although the ancestors of the people of Pakistan
(particularly West Pakistan) came from Soviet Central Asia, this area was
completely cut off from Soviet Central Asia. London rather than Tashkent and
Bokhara became the focus of people‘s attention. ―The elite received their
education in English Universities, and were more impressed by the Western
philosophy of liberalism than by the philosophy of Ali Sher Nawai‖30 or by the
thoughts underlying the Russian revolution. Even today there is hardly a
university in Pakistan which offers a course on Soviet history or culture, while
courses on American and Europe are offered at almost all universities. It is a
paradox indeed that educated people in Pakistan know a great deal about
distant countries having cultures and traditions very different from their own, but
know so little about a country with whom they have close geographical, historical
and cultural proximity. In 1947-48, the Soviet Union was looked upon by the
intellectuals in Pakistan as a country far behind the West in the field of
economics, science and technology. Under the circumstances, the Soviet Union
could not be of much help to Pakistan, and relations between the two countries
were confined to diplomatic levels. ―In 1949 Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan was
invited to visit Moscow, but instead went to the United States. Why this change
of plan occurred, it has never been satisfactorily answered by the Government of
Pakistan‖31. Perhaps the only explanation is that Pakistan was in need of
economic and military aid for development and defence purposes, and the
United States was in a better position to supply Pakistan the aid required.
However, Pakistan had no intention of having exclusive relations with the United
States. While in the United States, ―Liaquat Ali Khan repeatedly stated that
Pakistan had much to gain in the agricultural field through better relations with
the Soviet Union‖32. It is indeed significant that relations between Pakistan and
the Soviet Union remained satisfactory as long as Pakistan remained
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uncommitted in the cold war. But following the assassination of Liaquat Ali Khan
in 1951, Pakistan‘s policy of non-alignment underwent a change. There were, of
course, many reasons for it. Pakistan was militarily weak, and felt impelled to
strengthen its defense against the danger of war with India, only narrowly
avoided on several occasions. This led Pakistan to enter into a military defense
pact with the United States. While US Pakistan negotiations for military aid were
underway, the Soviet Union protested to Karachi that she could not regard with
indifference the reports ―concerning the establishment of American air bases in
Pakistan nor reports that Pakistan and US government were negotiating on the
question of Pakistan joining in plan to set up military aggressive block in the
Middle East‖33. The Soviet note betrayed ignorance of the nature of negotiations
between Pakistan and United States. Pakistan denied that any negotiations for
air bases on its soil were being conducted with the United States and assured
Moscow that ―it would not take any step in hostility or unfriendliness to USSR,
but would adopt only such measures as might be necessary and appropriate to
safeguard her interests‖34. The Soviet Union was not convinced and relations
between the two countries deteriorated.
Why did the Soviet Union make no attempt to prevent Pakistan from concluding
a military pact with the United States? There is no positive answer to this
question. Probably, ―as one writer has speculated, Pakistan‘s actions suited the
Soviet Union‖35. Moscow was able to bring India closer to her line of thinking in
world affairs, because of New Delhi‘s concern with American military aid to
Pakistan. The two countries signed a number of barter deals, cultural and trade
agreements and the Soviet Union began to supply military equipment, heavy
machinery and technical aid to India. The growing enmity and friendship with
India was definitely to Moscow‘s advantages, for it enhanced Russian prestige in
Asia. Later, when SEATO and the Baghdad Pact (later CENTO) came into
being, the Soviet Union strongly protested Pakistan‘s participation. The USSR
alleged that these pacts were directed against her and other communist
countries, particularly China. SEATO, as the Soviet Prime Minister saw it, aimed
at the ―preservation and consolidation of colonialism, suppression of national
liberation movements and interference in the affairs of the Chinese People‘s
Republic and other Asian countries‖36. The Baghdad Pact was also looked upon
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as a part of the Western system of military pact hostile to the Soviet Union. ―One
might have believed in the defensive nature of the pact‖, said Russian writer,
―Has it come into being as a result of the efforts of the Middle Eastern countries
themselves without the participation and interference of the great powers located
thousands of miles from this region‖.37
In reaction to Pakistan‘s membership in SEATO and the Baghdad Pact, the
Soviet Union lent its support to India and Afghanistan against Pakistan. During
their tour of Asia in December, 1955, ―Khrushchev and Bulgainin made
statements which were unfriendly to Pakistan. In one of his speeches in India,
Bulgainin declared that he regarded Kashmir as the Northern part of India and
the people of Kashmir as part of the Indian people‖38. ―While in Kabul he lent
support to Afghanistan‘s demand that 5,00,000 Pathan tribesmen living in West
Pakistan be allowed to exercise their right of self-determination‖39. In reply, the
Prime Minister of Pakistan stated that:―It is extraordinary that while Bulgainin is prepared to
give the right of self-determination to the frontier
tribesmen who are part and parcel of the sovereign
state of Pakistan and who never wanted it, he
demises the same right to the people of Kashmir who
are struggling for it‖40.
It was ironic that Soviet Union, which had supported the right of selfdetermination, should lend its support to India on Kashmir. Prior to 1954 the
Soviet Union had adopted a natural attitude on this issue, and had abstained
when the Security Council decided in 1949 that the Kashmir question should be
decided by a free and impartial plebiscite. The change in the Soviet attitude
indicated an interest in punishing Pakistan for joining military defense pact
sponsored by the United States. But despite their pro-Indian statement on
Kashmir, the Soviet leaders tried to mend relation with Pakistan. In March, 1965,
the Deputy Prime Minister, Mr. Mikoyan, visited Karachi to participate in the
Republic Day celebration, and was asked to express his views on Kashmir. He
replied that ―the future of Kashmir was not for us to decide. This is for the people
of Kashmir to signify that Kashmir had already become a part of India. Despite
these differing statements it was clear that Mikoyan was trying to repair the
damage done by Bulganin and renewing the economic offer to Pakistan. At the
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Republic day reception at the Pakistan Embassy in Moscow, the Soviet Minister,
Mr. Molotov, hinted that the Soviet Government would be willing to construct a
steel mill in Pakistan, as it had in India‖41. The change in the Soviet attitude was
probably part of an overall transformation in Soviet foreign policy. Pakistan,
however, failed to take note to the Soviet gestures and retained the policy of
alignment with the West. A reappraisal of foreign policy in light of the changing
world situation might have saved Pakistan headaches at later Russian
suspicions concerning the construction of launching sites for guided missiles or
rockets. In April, 1958, the USSR charged Pakistan with having such sites and
military bases in proximity to the Soviet Union. The Government of Pakistan
replied to these charges, but Soviet Union remained suspicious. In an AideMemories dated February 18, 1959, the Soviet Union repeated its charges and
warned ―that the entire responsibility for the consequences of the steps taken by
Pakistan towards turning her territory into a foreign military base will rest with the
Government of Pakistan‖42. Pakistan regretted at the threatening and noted that
―Pakistan has categorically and authoritatively stated several times that it
entertains no aggressive designs against any other power‖ 43.
At this stage Pakistan‘s policy of alignment with the West faced an acid test. By
its total dependency upon the West, Pakistan had weakened her bargaining
position. Ideological disagreement had widened the gulf between China and the
Soviet Union, and the dispute between China and India over their border had
exploded into an armed conflagration. The United States, as part of its
―containment of China policy, rushed military aid to India. The Soviet Union,
which had been competing with the United States for India‘s affection and
followed pro-Indian policy, joined the United States in the race to strengthen
India‘s defence. The balance of power in the sub-continent was changed, and its
control over Kashmir was enhanced‖44. Pakistan protested to the United States,
but Washington ignored Pakistan‘s protests. This shook Pakistan from the
illusions on which her foreign policy had been based. Islamabad hurriedly took
steps to normalize relations with both China and USSR which set into motion a
chain reaction. Pakistan‘s policy of normalizing relation with China, in particular,
was disliked by the US. In April, 1965, President Johnson abruptly cancelled
President Ayub‘s visit to Washington and the consortium meeting, which was to
allocate funds for Pakistan‘s Third Five Years Plan. Pakistan was not cowed
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down, but rather changed her foreign policy from alignment to complete
independence, and membership; ―in the non-aligned block of Afro-Asian States.
Pakistan also established relations on a new footing with states South of Russia,
Turkey and Iran‖45. These developments prompted Moscow to take a new look at
her policy towards Pakistan. In April, 1965, President Ayub was invited to visit
Moscow, and he was the first Pakistani President actually to make the trip. The
talks between the Russian leaders and President Ayub contributed to removing
the misunderstandings which had plagued relations between the two countries
since 1947. ―The joint communiqué issued at the end of their talks condemned
colonialism and imperialism and supported the people who were fighting for their
right of self determination‖46. Thus, the Soviet Union seemed to move away from
Khrushchev‘s support for India on Kashmir and accepted the view that the
people of Kashmir should decide their own future. Commenting on the outcome
of President Ayub‘s visit to Moscow, a leading Pakistani daily observed that it
has broken ―the barrier which Indian diplomacy has succeeded in erecting
between Pakistan and the Soviet Union over the past decade‖ 47. However, the
Pakistani leadership was extremely pro-West due to their ideological disposition,
educational and cultural exposure to the West (i.e. Britain), and their personal
contacts with the British. They felt that the West was a natural ally and that,
being more advanced than the Soviet Union in science and technology; it had
more to offer to Pakistan. Therefore, it was not surprising that Pak-Soviet
relations developed rather slowly.
The Soviet Union‘s world view was shaped by its post 1945 Cold War with the
United States and its sensitivity to western presence in the bordering states. Its
European borders were secured by establishing allied Communist regimes in
Eastern Europe. When Pakistan joined Iran and Turkey to be integrated into the
US-sponsored regional security arrangements, the Soviets felt that their
Southern flank was exposed and that Pakistan had become directly involved in
ant-Soviet activities initiated by the United States. Opportunity knocked for the
improvement of their bilateral relations in the early sixties when Pakistan and the
Soviet Union softened their attitude towards each other. Pakistan was alienated
from its alliance with the United States, mainly due to the May 1960 U-2 incident
and the threat of Soviet retaliation which made Pakistan conscious of the
possible cost of alignment, and the Western arms aid to India after the Sino161

Indian conflict, 1962. Both long and short term considerations made it imperative
for Pakistan not to let the antagonism of 1971 permanently impair Pak-Soviet
relations. From the long term perspective, Pakistan recognized that it could not
pursue

independent foreign policy and

border-based

interaction in the

international system without maintaining working relation with a superpower like
the Soviet Union. Besides the economic gains which flowed from improved
interaction with the Soviet Union, it was expected to restore some balance in
Soviet policy towards Pakistan and India, as was the case in the mid-sixties.
Many thought that this would also dissuade the Soviets from adopting a 1971like hostile posture towards Pakistan if it was again plunged into new domestic
strife or another war broke out with India. The short term considerations focused
on seeking Soviet indulgence for the resolution of problems that result from the
1971 Indo – Pakistan war. The Soviet Union also did not want to permanently
alienate Pakistan because of the latter‘s continued relevance to its strategy in
the region. ―The Soviet leaders wanted to wean Pakistan away from the United
States and China as well as seek its cooperation for the implementation of their
proposal for Asian Collective Security. The Soviet Union agreed in March 1973
to relieve Pakistan of repayment of Soviet loans utilized in East Pakistan (Now
Bangladesh) before 1971, and other debts were also partly rescheduled‖47.
However, Pakistan ―after all these steps, declined to endorse the Soviet proposal
for an Asian Collective Security system when it was raised during Bhutto‘s visit
to Moscow in March 1972‖48. The next 3 - 4 years following Bhutto‘s visit
witnessed a relatively active and smooth interaction between the two states.
They avoided propaganda against each other and Soviet Union did not extend
material support to the insurgent Baloch tribes who were engaged in a
confrontation with Pakistan‘s federal government.
However, the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan in the last week of
December1979 and the subsequent involvement of Soviet troops in the civil
strife in that country had far-reaching consequences for Pak-Soviet relations.
The divergence in Pakistan and Soviet perspectives and strategies towards the
―Afghanistan situation proved highly contentious and it intensified the strains that
had surfaced in their relations during 1978-79. Though routine contact between
Pakistan and the Soviet Union was maintained‖49, no meaningful dialogue took
place on the contentious issue. The mistrust among regional states places
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Moscow in an extremely difficult position as its agenda with Iran went beyond
Gulf security to its own borderlands. Yet, at the same time, Russian diplomats
believed that UAE can be Russia‘s long-term strategic ally in the region. It can
cooperate economically and militarily via arms sale with Russia. Hence a serious
contradiction developed at the heart of Russian policy. ―Russia seeks little local
benefits in excluding Iran and was also determined to continue to play a great
role in Iranian foreign relations. But at the same time, it also seeks alliance with
Iran‘s likely enemies and was subjected to pressures to join a US-led security
system. Russian interest in bringing Iran into the gulf was also animated by a
belief that excluding Iran would merely antagonize it and perpetuate regional
conflicts. Russia supported Iran‘s position on the plea that Gulf security cannot
be maintained without participation of all the littoral states. Russia maintains the
bilateral treaties between Washington and littoral states and meeting of these
states without Iran would not be able to stabilize the region. Russia agrees with
Tehran that these treaties are futile efforts to exclude it from the region.
However, Moscow has only a narrow room for maneuver in Gulf security issues.
Its border agenda with Iran will come under pressure form Washington and the
Gulf States who prefer to isolate and exert pressure on Iran as they shape a new
Gulf security system. But since the Russian-Iranian agenda embraces vital
Central Asian Security issues, this foreign pressure is most helpful to Moscow in
its quest for a regional role‖50. The principel states of the GCC have realized that
the nature of their security environment has changed or perhaps more accurately
that it calls for a varied set of responses. Externally, this has not implied a
fundamental change except in so far as dependence on Western protection is
now more overt and self-confident than it was before the Gulf War. Domestically,
however, the need to develop some form of consultation beyond the traditional
kind that has always been favoured has been recognized by the Saudi and
Omani rulers among others. This indicates an open acknowledgment that the
security of their regimes is to some degree dependent upon the consent of those
they rule.

5.10

Afghan - Pak Relations

Afghanistan‘s history, ―political development, foreign relations and very existence
as an independent state have largely been determined by its geographic.
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Although it was the scene of great empires and flourishing trade for over two
millennia, the area‘s heterogeneous groups were not bound into a single political
entity until the reign of Ahmad Shah Durrani, who in 1747 founded the monarchy
that ruled the country until 1973‖51. After the third Afghan war the British Crown
relinquished the control of Afghanistan by signing the Treaty of Rawalpindi, in
August 1919. Afghan‘s celebrate this day as their Independence Day.
5.11

From Independence till Taliban

Since its independence successive Afghan kings initiated reforms to modernize
Afghanistan but tribal and religious leaders always resisted the change. In 1978,
after the bloody coup and murder of Prime Minister Daud, Afghanistan gradually
went under the Russian influence which entered Kabul on 25 th December 1979.
Under massive pressure of the guerrilla war waged by the Mujahideen actively
supported by US, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, the Russians withdrew in 1989. By
late 1990‘s, Taliban took over the reign of power in Afghanistan.

5.12

Return of Democracy

Taliban‘s arrogance, hardliner approach and ignorance of diplomatic norms not
only failed to create friendly relations with other countries of the world but
scarred Pakistan‘s relations with Iran, Russia and CARs. Hamid Karzai led
government was set up with the support of UN and the US which saw uneasy
few years. Despite presidential elections, establishment of the parliament and
presence of coalition forces Afghanistan remains the most volatile region in the
world threatening it‘s own internal and as well as regional security.
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Map of Afghanistan
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Pashtoon Factor

Out of ―total estimated population of 20.9 millions, approximately 42% are
Pashtoons, followed by 27% Tajiks. Other minorities include Uzbeks, Hazaras,
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Aimak, Baloch etc‖52. ―About eighty percent of the population is Sunni and
nineteen percent are Shia‖53. The war against Soviets changed the balance of
power. Tajiks, Uzbeks and Hazaras became armed and well-organized groups,
while the Pashtoons got divided.
5.14

Tribalism

Afghans strictly follow their own tribal traditions and customs, called the
Pashtoonwali. The Afghans have all along been very sensitive to the foreign rule
and even against foreign dictated policies. Lord Lawrence, Viceroy of India
remarked, ―The Afghan will put up with poverty and even insecurity of life but will
never tolerate being ruled by foreigners. Any attempt therefore to forcefully coopt Afghanistan into an alliance will prove counter productive‖ 54.
5.15

Politico-Economic Significance

Since centuries Afghanistan‘s strategic position has led to its alternate
enrichment and devastation as merchants and armies marched through on their
way into Iran or India. From Alexander the Great to Genghis Khan and from
Genghis Khan to Babur, Kabul remained the centre of all the political and military
activity. Though its economic significance waned with the development of sealanes; however, the potential as route for military invasion remained unchanged.
The sudden collapse of Soviet Union and presence of huge hydrocarbon
reservoirs in CARs dramatically altered the geopolitical and geo-economic
equation of Afghanistan.
5.16

An Uneasy Start

Relationship between ―Pakistan and Afghanistan started on a bitter note where
Afghanistan casted the only negative vote on Pakistan‘s entry into the UN in
1947 because of the Durand Line issue. Though, after one month, Afghanistan
withdrew the same‖.55
5.17

Durand Line

Afghanistan‘s position on accepting Pakistan as her neighbour could be seen by
the statement of its representative at the UN in 1947 where he said, ―we are
unable to vote for Pakistan because we cannot recognize NWFP as a part of
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Pakistan so long as the people of the frontier have not been given an opportunity
to determine for themselves whether they wanted to become independent or to
become part of Pakistan‖.56
5.18

Pakhtoonistan / Greater Balochistan

The Pakhtoonistan issue was intermittently raised with varying intensities,
damaging inter-state relations. Just after creation of Pakistan, political pressure
was initiated in the shape of propaganda campaign in support of an independent
state of Pakhtoonistan. In an interview with Le Monde in 1974, Sardar Daud
argued that Balochistan and Pakistan‘s NWFP had always been an integral part
of

Afghanistan.

―The

Pakistan

government

protested

against

Afghan

government‘s repeated calls to the Pashtoons and Balochs to demand selfdetermination.‖57
5.19

Affiliation with Opposing Camps

Consequent to the US refusal to provide arms, in 1948, 1951 and 1954,
Afghanistan turned towards USSR for modernization of its armed forces. Later,
Prime Minister Daud described the military aid by USA to Pakistan as ―a grave
danger to the security and peace of Afghanistan‖58.

In 1961, Afghanistan

protested against the flights of the American U-2 spy planes which used to fly
―from the Badaber Base, near Peshawar for carrying out reconnaissance flights
over the USSR.‖59 All these incidents along with Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan
and Pakistan‘s role to act as conduit for arms supplies to Mujahideens further
deteriorated its relations with various segments of the society.
5.20

Fallout of Soviet Invasion

Soviet forces invaded Afghanistan in December 1979. General Zia‘s Afghan
policy was clear and unambiguous. He extended full support to the Mujahideens
to expel ―the Soviet forces and then to install a pro-Pakistan Islamic government
in Afghanistan‖.60 ―In the process, Pakistan had to accommodate over 3.5 million
Afghan refugees.‖61 Since Pakistan could not manage to restrict the refugees
into designated camps, it critically disturbed the internal security and economic
condition of Pakistan.
5.21

Emergence of Taliban
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After the Geneva Accord, the Soviet forces withdrew from Afghanistan in
February 1989. Dr Najib Ullah remained in power for about next four years and
resisted implementation of various peace accords. Taliban, supported by
Pakistan emerged as a ―political entity establishing the writ of the government in
1996‖62. Pakistan due to its strategic and economic interests supported a proPakistan

government,

hence

developing

friendly

relations

with

Taliban

government. However, in the process strained her relationship with Iran and
other global/regional countries.
5.22

Karzai Government and Indian Factor

Present Afghan Government is trying to maintain a balanced approach in its
relations with the regional countries. Though the relations between Pakistan and
Afghanistan are improving yet some of the powerful cabinet members are
unfriendly towards Pakistan. India, making the most out of the situation has
established its relations with the present Afghan government playing upon the
anti Pakistan sentiment. India‘s presence in Western border is considered highly
detrimental to the security of Pakistan.
5.23

Iran - Pak Relations

Iran, traditionally known as Persia, has been the home of one of the world‘s
great civilizations, which from the 6th century BC had a profound influence on the
Middle East and the West. In 1500 BC, Aryans settled here and called their new
homeland ―Iran‖ meaning land of the Aryans. It remained a bone of contention
between world powers and continues to draw the attention of key global players
primarily due to its strategic location and richness in natural resources.

5.24

The Power Struggle

In 1826, Russia invaded Iran to control the Persian Gulf and in 1857 British
controlled Afghanistan declared war on Iran. During World War I, despite Iran‘s
neutrality, Russians and Turks fought on its soil. Similarly, during World War II,
British and Soviet Union invaded Iran for use of Trans-Iranian Railways.
Existence of large oil reserves made Iran strategically important to the West.
Overthrow of Dr Mossadeq‘s government and installation of ―The Pahlavis‖ in
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1953 by the British and the US was to ensure a complete hold on Iran‘s oil
resources.
5.25

Pragmatism to Isolation

Shah of Iran pursued a pro-US and pro-Israeli policy which, though assisted in
modernizing the country, created ill feelings among the more religious and
hardliner segment of the society. In 1979, the Shah left Iran after countrywide
demonstrations and strikes, instigated by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini covertly
supported by the Soviets. In 1980, war with Iraq broke out retarding the
development and isolating Iran from most of the world.

Map or Iran
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Present Iran

Iran in her aspiration of becoming a regional power is maintaining good relations
with Russia and China and has developed defense ties with India. Presently, it is
under tremendous pressure from the US over her nuclear program and despite
suspending the enrichment, is under threat of UN sanctions and US military
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strikes. Iran is also worrisome of ERF in Iraq and Afghanistan besides viewing
US - Pakistan relations with suspicion. She also has geopolitical and geo –
economic interests in the countries of the region. Development of Chah Bhar
Port and routes to CARs are some of the undertakings accrue the economic
dividends.

5.27

Internal Dynamics

Iran has an estimated population of 80 million. About 99 percent of the Iranian
people are Muslims. 95 percent of them belong to the Shia Sect, which is the
state religion. 70 percent of Iran‘s land is almost uninhabited. Mostly people live
along the Caspian Sea, ―in the capital city of Tehran and its surrounding area.‖63
5.28

Geographical Significance

Located in the midst of zone of natural resources, influences the flow of oil from
Gulf States, offers sea access to the CARs and shares the enormous natural
resources of Caspian Sea. She has an important role in global and regional
setting.
5.29

Regional Power Aspiration

Geography and history have conferred on Iranians a belief that they are destined
to be a major force in the region that lays at the crossroads of West, Central and
South Asia. During both world wars, Iranian territory was considered strategically
crucial. Even today in spite of all odds, Iran is aspiring for a regional status.

5.30

Economy

Iran's economy is marked by a bloated, inefficient state sector, over reliance on
the oil sector, and state policies have created major distortions. President
Khatami has continued to follow the market reform plans of former President
Rafsanjani, with limited progress. Relatively high oil prices in recent years have
enabled Iran to amass some $30 billion in foreign exchange reserves, ―but have
not eased economic hardships such as high unemployment and inflation‖64.
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5.31

Enviable Beginning

Iran and ―Pakistan have a long history of cordial relations. Iran was the first
country that accorded official recognition to the independence of Pakistan in
August 1947 and its diplomatic mission began to function in Karachi in the same
year. Pakistan also appointed its first ambassador to Iran in May 1948 and a
treaty of friendship was signed between the two countries on February 19,
1950.‖65 Relations with Iran have always been a corner stone of Pakistan‘s
foreign policy.
5.32

Regional Organizations

Besides OIC, Iran and Pakistan have participated in many organizations like
CENTO, SEATO, Baghdad Pact, RCD and finally ECO. Moreover, there ―are 8
joint commissions/committees to promote bilateral ties between the countries.‖66
Iran has also played a positive role in the revival of RCD as ECO, with its
headquarters in Tehran.

5.33

Stance on Kashmir and Other Muslim Minorities

Conscious efforts have been made by Iran to advance Islamic causes, with
strong support to Palestinian rights. Iranian policy has always been supportive of
Kashmir and has re-acted to violation of the rights of Muslim minorities in various
countries including India.

5.34

Varying Interests

Pak-Iran relations saw its lowest ebb in their varying perceived interests in
Afghanistan. The rise of Taliban was a great setback to the Iranian national
interests and her relations with Pakistan. Killing of Iranian diplomats/military
personnel at Mazar-i-Sharif by Taliban further aggravated the issue. Fall of
Taliban regime, however, has removed this irritant and has paved way for the
resumption of a friendly and cordial relation between ―the two traditionally
friendly countries.‖67
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Chapter: 6

PAKISTAN – UNITED STATES RELATIONS
6.1

Brief Overview

The history of US-Pakistan relations is as old as the history of Pakistan itself.
This love-hate relationship is spread over two generations of politicians,
generals, intellectuals and guided or misguided people of these two great, but
unequal nations. The quality of the relationship travels all the way from a patron–
client status at one end of the scale, to estranged and disenchanted allies onto
the other. This is so unique a relationship that there are no more examples to be
found. It has survived the rollercoaster ride of one country specific sanction after
another.
There has always been a Damocles Sword hanging over this relationship. In the
50s, we learnt to see the world through American eyes that wanted us to see red
everywhere. For a better part of the 60s and the 70s, we remained switched off.
In the 80s and the 90s, our linkages remained hostage to, and eventually broke
on account of Pakistan‘s nuclear weapons programme and today, its infiltration
and cross border terrorism that must remain under check for this relationship to
prosper.
When history was made in Karachi with the birth of Pakistan, the United States
was the first nation to extend diplomatic recognition and the only foreign power
to send an official delegate to the formal ceremonies. In the years following
independence, relations between Pakistan and the United States were cordial,
but not close. The US-Pakistan relations evolved under different objectives and
different perceptions on both sides. The United States had emerged from World
War II as a superpower having vast global interests, while Pakistan was a
newborn state with many handicaps, struggling to get on its feet after partition
from India. Its security concerns hovered around its neighbours, especially India.
As we knew then, the United States was interested in having closer ties with the
larger and more powerful India, but the onset of the East-West rivalry, India's
insistence on non-alignment and its pro-Soviet tilt diverted Washington towards
Pakistan. Pakistan, having geopolitical proximity to the Soviet mainland, became
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in the eyes of Washington the second best choice as an ally. Her crucial geostrategic location fitted well into the US scheme of bolstering the area against the
spread of communism. Looking for some powerful friends due to its own
economic and security concerns, Pakistan enthusiastically interacted with the
United States. It entered the US sponsored regional military alliances of SEATO
in 1954 and the Baghdad Pact in 1955 and acquired the status of the most allied
ally of the United States under the Eisenhower administration.
However, the partnership received its first rude shock during the India-Pakistan
war in 1965 when the United States turned down the Pakistani request for
military assistance. The US secretary of state, Dean Rusk, outrightly refused,
saying that the United States was being invited in on the crash landing without
having been in on the take-off. In the 1971 crisis, despite Nixon's tilt to Pakistan,
the United States did not make any move to stop the disintegration of Pakistan.
The blatant Indian intervention in East Pakistan and its subsequent emergence
as Bangladesh were not only tolerated but also supported by the US Congress
and the American media.
The 70s by far, were the lowest points of their relationship, culminating into the
burning and ransacking of the American embassy in Islamabad in November of
1979. Pak-US relations were at the lowest ebb at this point. With Soviets
marching into Afghanistan in Dec 19, a new phase of Pak-US relations began.
The 1980s became perhaps the golden period of Pak-US relations. The status of
Pakistan as a frontline state against Soviet expansionism provided a new binding
force to the relationship. The issue based nature of our relationship became
clearly visible when this marriage of convenience ended with the departure of the
Red Army from Afghanistan. The post cold war era saw the start of the crises
phase of our relationship. As Pakistan‘s strategic importance declined, issues
relating to the nuclear programme, terrorism and narcotics started to assume
critical proportions. Some of these issues were the direct outcome of the 8 year
old Afghan war. However, Pakistan was left to tend to these serious issues on
her own. The 90s have been a lost decade for Pakistan in many ways. By that
token, the Pak-US relations continued to be affected by the many areas of
divergence between them. Twice, Pakistan came close to being added to the list
of states ‗sponsoring terrorism‘ during this period.

This is not to say that

Pakistan is blameless; there is much that Pakistan has to answer for. Pakistan
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allowed itself to become a soft state. Its borders could be crossed, its passport
and identity documents could be misused, Afghan refugees had the run of the
country and there was very little check on drugs and weapons proliferation, and
Pakistan paid the price for that. The one solid silver lining during this period was
provided by the passage of the Brown Amendment which enabled Pakistan to
take possession of certain military purchases that had been impounded at the
time of Pressler imposition.
With the dawn of the 21st century, and Pakistan‘s strategic decision to support
USA in its global war against terror, an entirely new chapter has unfolded in the
realm of Pak – US relations that more than anything, appears to be based on a
deep sense of realism. More of that would be covered later.
6.2

PAKISTAN – US RELATIONS PERIOD 1947 – 1989

Relations between the United States and Pakistan over the past half century
have alternated between close partnership and strained separation. Adversity
has pulled the two countries together, but when common threats have receded,
divergent national interests have pulled them apart. Pakistan‘s relations with the
United States are fuelled by a sense of victimization. In domestic politics, it has
become an article of faith that Pakistan has been repeatedly let down by the
United States after doing Washington‘s bidding. The United States perspective
is, of course, very different. The main area of divergence has been in relation to
the nature of the security relationship as it pertains to India. The United States
has never seen India as a threat and its security policy in the period 1947 to
1989 was largely shaped by the threat of communism. America saw Pakistan as
a staunch ally in the global fight against communism and provided significant
military and economic aid for this purpose.

Pakistan, on the other hand,

although somewhat concerned by Soviet intentions, has been and still is fixated
in its perceptions of the Indian threat.

These divergent security perspectives

have meant that there was never a true alliance between Pakistan and the
United States, but rather an issue-based relationship that floundered whenever
the national security perceptions differed.
To try to prevent history from repeating itself, it is important to understand
objectively and pragmatically the historical background to the United States –
Pakistan‘s relationship in order to determine the most likely future. In meeting
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this challenge, it is worth pondering the words of the misanthropic American
journalist Ambrose Bierce who, in his 1911 work, The Devil's Dictionary, defined
history as:
An account mostly false, of events mostly unimportant, which are brought
about by rulers mostly knaves, and soldiers mostly fools.
His message that history will always be subjective no matter how objective one
tries to be.
6.3

1947 - A New Nation is Born

Although today, the United States, not China or any Muslim majority state,
remains Pakistan‘s greatest historical benefactor in terms of being their largest
provider of military equipment, economic assistance, investment and trade,
America had no important national interests in the Indian subcontinent prior to
World War II.
American interest in India increased only after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor on 7 December 1941. Both the United States and Great Britain saw
India as important to containing Japanese expansion, as a base of operations,
and as a source of military manpower.

Eventually, over 350,000 American

soldiers were based primarily in Bengal and Assam to prepare for the Allied
reconquest of Burma and to equip China in its struggle with Japanese
aggression.
Prior to, during and after the war, America paid scant attention to the ―Twonation theory‖. America supported independence of India but favoured a united
country because of concerns that a divided nation would be weakened.
However, overall the United States had little direct interest in the issue and left it
to the British to sort out. In the emerging Cold War era, the United States‘ focus
was on the Soviet Union, Japan and Europe. Foreign policy largely revolved
around the 1947 Marshall Plan to rebuild Europe, assisting Greece and Turkey
to deter Soviet expansion and the on-going Chinese civil war where United
States backed nationalist forces were driven off the mainland to Taiwan by
communist forces. Therefore, the Indian subcontinent was not viewed as vital to
United States National Security.
However, soon after independence, the leadership of Pakistan recognised the
importance of a small country befriending one of the world‘s superpowers. For
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Jinnah, this was the United States and efforts were made to court American
patronage for the new country.
Analysis of early United States–Pakistan relations show that there are
reoccurring themes that continue today – India, and by default the Kashmir
problem, exaggerated expectations and public misperceptions on both sides.
Central to the relationship from Pakistan‘s perspective has been the dispute with
India over Kashmir. For Pakistan, its difficult and complex relations with India
have overshadowed everything else.

Pakistan‘s early overtures towards the

United States for military assistance and economic aid achieved only limited
success.

Initially, the US was unwilling to commit significant resources to

Pakistan, at the risk of its longer-term relations with India as a country that could
potentially counter-balance communist China. Nevertheless, early United States
diplomatic visitors to Pakistan were impressed with the warmth of their reception
and relations between the two countries started on a sound note.
6.4

The Korean War

One of the early turning points in the United States-Pakistan relationship
occurred in 1950 as Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan was near the end of a
successful state visit to America.

North Korean communists with Chinese

backing invaded South Korea. Within two days, the United States had offered
air and sea support to South Korea, and the United Nations Security Council
requested all members to assist in defeating the North Korean aggression.
Twenty-one nations responded with ground forces, including India.

Although

Liaquat Ali Khan condemned the attack in the United Nations, which earned
praise for Pakistan, a United States request to contribute forces to the UN
coalition effort was refused by Pakistan.

In May 1951, as Chinese troops

counterattacked UN forces, the United States again asked Pakistan to commit
troops to help South Korea. This time Pakistan was prepared to send a division
if the United States was willing to guarantee Pakistan‘s security. The United
States was unwilling to make such a commitment as it had not done so for any of
the 21 other coalition partners. It was a lost opportunity for Pakistan. By not
being an active free-world supporter of the Korean War, the United States
perception was that Pakistan was not committed to broader relations with the
United States or to defeating communism. In contrast, India did deploy forces to
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Korea and worked closely with US forces, earning appreciation that helped
sustain the Indian-United States relationship even during periods of nonalignment and Delhi‘s closer relations with Moscow.
6.5

Period of Alliances (1954-1962)

The most important concept in international relations theory is that of the security
dilemma. This term is usually used to indicate the self-defeating aspect of the
seeking for security in an anarchic system.
In the present world one cannot be sure about the intentions of the others states.
Even the states have intentions of others are peaceful or will remain some
therefore, each state must accumulate power for her defense. ―Since no state
can know that the power accumulation of others is defensively motivated only,
each must assume that it might be intended for attack‖1.
The power is accumulated by states in many ways, by armaments, territorial
aggrandizements and alliance formation:
Historically nations allied with each other in ―achieving higher degrees of
collaboration with each other while maintaining as great a degree of
independence as possible‖2.
Alliance have been spread around in the found hope of ―containing giant
adversaries by stringing together flimsy cordons of weak states‖3.
Alliances are instruments of state crafts and are an integral part of international
politics. In the eighteenth century the term alliance denoted ―An arrangement for
mutual benefit and limited participation among states‖ 4. Later on this was
narrowed to mean ―A contract between governments is more or less explicitly
obliging at least one of them to use military force beyond its on domain, under
certain defined contingencies, against an adversary or adversaries, whether or
not specified before the undertaking‖5.
States in order to enhance their power and to protect and advance their
interests, use alliances as the basic means through which they can seek the
cooperation of other states. This instrument of cooperation has become so
pervasive that every state must go for an alliance policy, ―even if its purpose is to
avoid alliances‖. (Amin, Tahir and Islam, Mohammad, Pakistan Journal of
American Studies‖6.
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Alliances are taken in the term of commitments for further enhancing the power
of a state which is already powerful. Alliances are based on the belief that by
entering into an alliance a state increases its own power "by adding increments
from the other states‖7. Thus it becomes obvious that states enter into alliances
when the participants feel that with the joining of the alliance, the national actor
usually increases its assets and the liabilities. The former increases because of
―the support and resources contributed by the new members. The latter increase
because of the extension of the commitments and the restrictions on the
freedom of action‖8.
The advantages of allying tend to fall into two groups, one is the military and the
other political. A military alliance takes place when the state feels that her own
resources are insufficient to meet a threat whereas political alliance emerges
from the perception that there exists a situation which can be exploited by an
alliance
―When a small power allies with a great power to prevent a hostile great power
from attacking or practicing a policy of ―one by one‖, the hope is obviously to
deter. Or, a great power in an effort to restrain the latter from certain actions‖9.
It is as difficult to find a purely military alliance without any political undertones,
as would be difficult to find a political alliance from which some military benefits
were not sought. Therefore, it would be safe to assume that an alliance helps in
seeking both the political and military advantages.
The mobile maritime missile bases have reduced the importance of military value
of the territorial bases. The contemporary alliances differ from the previous ones
because military goals are now being dominated by political goals. The
contemporary international system expects that there is a possibility of avoiding
war. This has converted the primary purpose of alliances from the preparation for
war to Alliance is the outcome of conscious policy making but not by any
imposition. It is a set of circumstances which compels a nation to seek the
protection of another power. ―Movement towards alignment occurs only when
another state looms as a threat‖10.
In (1947 – 62) world had a bipolar structure, meaning thereby that there ware no
longer bigger and smaller states but basically only tow in balance. Traditionally
the great powers accelerated the pace of alliance because they perceived
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another power of the same size as threatening, but that time the United States
and Soviet Union have no peers in power.
There hegemonial powers were therefore tempted to take interest and wanted to
become a force in the affairs to Third World states and especially in those of
their allies. The ultimate success or failure of an alliance mainly depends on the
manner in which it is maintained. ―It involved translating the common interest and
aims which united the allies into effective operational policies‖11.
South Asia is a region of extreme strategic significance. Generally speaking,
South Asia consists Communist influence in the nations close to the Soviet
territorial boundaries; the United States switched her attention towards South
Asia, the region which was strategically located near the Soviet geographical
borders.
6.6

Pakistan’s Objectives in Joining the Alliances

Pakistan aligned with the West mainly due to two reasons:
 Security Problems
 Economic Problems
6.7

Security Problems

―Security and stability have been the most obsessive concerns of mankind in the
post war era, and the most elusive goals‖12. The foreign policies of South Asian
states in their interaction with each other and with the super powers during the
cold war arena, in some cases had been ―considerably influenced by the
regional discord which subsisted between the individual states‖13.
Pakistan's geo-strategic emplacement in the region is of a more significant and
sensitive character as compared to any other South Asian state. Pakistan's
creation in 1947 was a result of the partition of the British Indian empire at the
time of withdrawal of the British from South Asia. Pakistan right from its birth on
the world map‘s has been haunted by an identity crisis. Pakistan's division into
two wings i.e., East Pakistan and West Pakistan, was the most distinctive and
troublesome aspect of her creation. These two wings of Pakistan were divided
into two regions, one in the north-west and the other in the north-east areas of
South Asia, separated by a thousand miles of Indian territory. In addition to that,
Pakistan's external environment was very unpromising having India and
Afghanistan as her hostile neighbours. But the issue which was of transcendent
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importance for Pakistan was a hostile, four times as large India, determined to
dominate the political and economic life of the subcontinent and absorb
Pakistan.
Pakistan felt threatened by two dangers, India and Communism, therefore joined
―the Western system of defence as an insurance against both of them‖14.
All the Pakistani leaders whether political, bureaucratic or military believed that
India caused the most imminent threat to Pakistan's security because India
considered Pakistan not more than the part of greater India and wanted Pakistan
to loose its separate existence forever.

The

daily

DAWN

in

an

editorial

observed, ―if the main concern of the Christian West is the containment of
Chinese Communism, the main concern of Muslim Pakistan is the containment
of militarist and militant Hinduism.‖15
India‘s position is unique in South Asia because of her large territory, population
and national resources. That is why the small neighbouring nations of India in
South Asia perceive India ―more or less as an imperial: ―big brother‖, determined
to bring the entire South Asian region under its hegemony.‖ 16
The Indian factor was the major security problem being faced by Pakistan in
painful and frightening way because India being large in size, economically and
militarily strong was harbouring the aspirations for regional dominance madly
supported by her hegemonic designs.
In the period just after partition Indian actions appeared inauspicious. Professor
Keith B. Callard wrote that, ―many Indians feel that the creation of Pakistan was
a tragic mistake which still might be corrected.‖17 Hindu Mahasabha was talking
of indivisible India and reunion of the separated area for peace.

Maulana

Azad and Sardar Patel, foresaw the partition as short lived and thought that
"Pakistan was not viable and could not last.‖18
The Indian Hindus had a strong conviction that due to meagre economic
resources, lack of administrative capacity, the new State of Pakistan would
collapse. It was in late 1950‘s that Nehru told a United Nations representative,
Josef Korbel that, ―we want to cooperate and work towards cooperation, and one
day integration (of Pakistan with India) will inevitably come. If it will be in four,
five, ten years – I do not know‖19.
India has never been reluctant in using force and undertaking aggressive actions
against Pakistan. These forceful measures on the part of India have often
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occurred at the time of settling her territorial dispute with Pakistan. The State of
Junagarh, having a Muslim ruler, acceded to Pakistan, immediately after
independence. The Indian government strongly retaliated to it on the plea that
80% of Junagarh's pepulation was Hindu which was opposed to the accession to
Pakistan. India proposed to hold plebiscite in Junagarh under the supervision of
both the Indian and Junagarh's governments but Pakistan disagreed to this
proposition which resulted in the forceful seizure of Junagarh by the Indian
troops. The same happened in the case of Hyderabad at the time when the State
of Pakistan was plunged with sorrow over the sad and untimely demise of Quaide-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah.
Kashmir is an issue of immense importance to Pakistan since 1947. The conflict
over Kashmir can be easily described as the ―greatest hurdle that stands in the
way of lonci-term peaceful relations between India and Pakistan.
According to 1962 census figures, the Indian occupied Jammu and Kashmir
consists of 2.4 million of Muslims and the rest of the population includes Sikhs,
Hindus, Buddhists and others, numbering 1.1 million.
The Kashmir issue has embittered the relations between Pakistan and India.
Pandit Nehru, on several occasions, regarding the Kashmir issue, gave many
assurances but went back on them. Mr. Nehru said, ―we have declared that the
fate of Kashmir is ultimately to be decided by its people. That pledge we have
given, and the Maharajah has supported it, not only to the people of Kashmir but
to the world. We will not and cannot back out of it. We are prepared, when
peace, law and order have been established to have a referendum under
international auspices like the United Nations. We want it to be a fair and just
reference to the people and we shall accept their verdict‖ 20.
Pakistan from economic and strategic point of view maintained that Kashmir
should become an important part of West Pakistan because there are located
three rivers (Jehlam, Chenab and Ravi) in Kashmir on which the life of the whole
of West Pakistan depends. But India never had any true intentions of holding
plebiscite in Kashmir as she was fully aware of Muslim majority there who will
vote for Pakistan. In a question of India's constant refusal for holding plebiscite in
Kashmir, Krishna Menon, Defence Minister said, ―because we would loose it.
Kashmir would vote to join Pakistan and no Indian government responsible for
agreeing to the plebscite would survive‖21.
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Pakistan bellying in the Kashmir people's right to self-determination wanted that
the paramount factor in deciding the question of accession, either to Pakistan or
to India, should he decided by knowing the wishes of the people, by holding a
plebiscite in the State. But to India, the holding of plebiscite ―would fan the flame
of communal passions which would engulf the entire sub-continent‖22.
Pakistan has fought two wars on the issue, one in 1948 and the other in 1965,
but the matter still remains unresolved, thus creating a threat to Pakistan's
security vis-a-vis India but keeping in view the geographical and other relevant
considerations, Kashmir must affiliate with Pakistan.
Like India, Afghanistan has also contributed to Pakistan‘s security dilemma.
Afghanistan demanded a further partition of Pakistan in order to provide Pathans
of K.P.K. with their separate

homeland. Afghanistan in the guise of

Pakhtoonistan issue was launching a constant barrage of propaganda, hostile to
Pakistan for which subsidies were paid to the tribal leaders for intensifying the
trouble between them and the rest of the Pakistanis. This demand on the part of
Afghan government was a clear indication of Afghanistan's designs to expand
her territorial possessions at the expense of Pakistan's territorial integrity.
The deteriorating internal situation of Pakistan with Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad
Ali Jinnah‘s death in 1948, Liaquat Ali Khan‘s assassination in 1951 and the
succeeding politicians lacking the popular support and capability, forced
Pakistan to look for the support of a big power.
Defence has always been of paramount importance to Pakistan. Its importance
cannot be minimized from the fact that the country spends more than 50% of its
budget on it. Once Bhutto wrote that, ―for over fifteen years (1947 to 1964), we
have made sacrifices, we have given our poor people less than what was their
share, we have deprived them of their basic minimum necessities, in order to be
able to maintain a precarious military balance with India‖23.
Pakistan in order to have a feeling of security, wanted to get the equal status of
India and Pakistan as an independent state, acknowledged by the Indian
government.
Pakistan was in dire need of economic and military assistance for developing the
country and to withstand Indian pressure. Because of hostile neighbourhood top
priority was given to building a strong national defense and creating competent,
military forces. Since Pakistan never received its allotted share of the equipment
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of the British Indian army therefore, there was a need to organize the army
almost from a scratch. Indian being larger than Pakistan., received the larger
share of the resources. The military division between the two countries was
made as following:
Division of Army between Pakistan and India
Table No .1
Army

India

Pakistan

Armored regiments

12

6

Artillery regiments

15

8

Transport Unites

34

17

Hospitals

82

34

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Movement of Pakistan (Islamabad 1968-1969), Statistical
Section

Division of Navy between Pakistan and India
Table No .2
Army

India

Pakistan

Sloops

4

2

Frigates

2

2

12

4

4

5

Mine Sweepers
Trawlers
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Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Movement of Pakistan (Islamabad 1968-1969), Statistical
Section

Division of Air Force between Pakistan and India
Table No.3
Army

India

Pakistan

Fighter Squadrons

7

2

Transport Squadorns

1

1

Military Stores

3

2

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Movement of Pakistan (Islamabad 1968-1969), Statistical
Section

―India gave Pakistan 60 million rupees in lieu of ordnance factors is which could
not be moved‖24.
Pakistan in order to defend a divided territory with thousand of miles of frontier,
had to face the difficult and expensive task of building the armed forces. Under
these circumstances Pakistan genuinely turned towards U.K. and the other
Muslim counters seeking external support for its disputes with India. But the lack
of adequate help from U.K. and the failure on the part of the Muslim states to
back up Pakistan, resulted in a bitter disappointment of Pakistan.
It would not be an exaggeration to say, in the light of above-mentioned facts, that
only few states in the world have ever been created with so many problems and
as few capacities as Pakistan.
The rivalry and periodic wars with India had caused a great setback and had
weakened the domestic security and economic viability of Pakistan. No
alternative was left to Pakistan than to align with the West for considerable
benefits. Therefore Pakistan‘s diplomacy became pro-Western and thus the
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chances of benefits were maximized with the coming in of Eisenhower‘s
Administration in 1953 in U.S.A.
6.8

Economic Objectives

Economic development remains to be a principle task of the Third World nations.
The quest for security being the chief pre-occupation of Pakistan‘s foreign policymakers is closely entailed by the task of economic development. Pakistan in
order to assure her security and to improve the lot of its people was in dire need
of economic assistance. The acceleration of the pace of economic development
has always been Pakistan‘s major consideration.
Pakistan was born with almost no industrial base from which to begin national
economic growth or on which to build a defence capability. It was not only in the
defence field that Pakistan being a smaller state, as compared to India, received
very few, even less than her allotted share from British India but the same
example was revised in the economic sector too. The Indian National Congress
aimed to create as much disorder immediately after independence thus causing
an early death of the freshly born state of Pakistan. Pakistan‘s economy was
mainly agrarian. Its economy was mainly dependent upon the crops: West wing
producing cotton whereas East producing rice and jute Pakistan had few
industries, poor transportation and little electric power. Pakistan was left with
very few industrial centres because most of them went to India, which proved to
be a great setback in setting up the pace of economic growth. There was no
even one jute mill in the entire area that fell to Pakistan, inspite of having East
Pakistan producing largest quantity of jute in the world. Pakistan out of 395
cotton mills of British India, inherited only fourteen.
The country‘s total capacity of electoral generating was 75,000 kilowatts only.
Pakistan received sixty-nine banks out of four hundred and eighty seven which
existed in Pakistan‘s territory before partition. The lack of capital and technical
know-how, inadequate mineral and power resources, further contributed to the
economic problems of the new born State. The country lacked the resources of
coal, iron, ore oil, natural gas etc.
Pakistan had to accommodate a large influx of some 4.6 million Muslim refugees
from India, the total of which later grew to 6 million. The population
of Pakistan was growing and the food production was not sufficient.
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The devaluation of Pakistan's currency in 1949 due to the collapse of world
prices for raw materials further added to the already pathetic situation.
Having India standing at the threshold of Pakistan‘s borders, Pakistan even
lacked the economic resources in order to build a strong defense. The
Indian government held back the assets of Pakistan in the Reserve Bank of India
amounting to over 50 crores.
Thus Pakistan was in great need of assistance and cooperation of other
developed countries in order to boost up her economy. The need for foreign
advisors in the spheres of textile, engineering, shipping, medicine and education
compelled Pakistan to look forward to the West, especially to the United States.

6.9

United States objectives

The South Asian region is strategically located near the Soviet geographical
borders. The Soviet ―philosophy of world revolution‖ causes a constant threat to
the nations which lie close to the Soviet territorial boundaries, in an efforts on the
part of the Soviet policy-makers to spread Communist ideas and also to increase
its influence.
The United States policy makers had little interest in South Asia until World II,
because the region was a British colony. They took South Asia as a region falling
within Britain's sphere of responsibility. In the terms of United States objectives
South Asia was not regarded as a region of major significance. But it was with
the Chinese Communist victory that South Asia began to receive a great share
of Congressional attention. The United States wanted to save the resources and
facilities of the region from being influenced or controlled by the Soviet Onion.
Therefore the American leaders, as an effort to curtail the expected Communism
influence, launched the, policy of containment. Thus containment of Communism
became the foremost interest of the United States in the region. The United
States started taking the region as more vulnerable to the subversive techniques
of Communism because of their political immaturity and economic problems.
The continuing tension between the super powers ever since the end of World
War II has given each the idea of increasing their spheres of influence in almost
every part of the world. The United States in the realization of its global
objectives, was scared of loosing its influence in the region if it failed to contain
Soviet and Chinese moves in South Asian bordering areas.
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The United States being the oldest ―functioning democracy on the globe‖ 26
always takes interest in the democratic future and growth of every country
throughout the international system. Therefore the United States believed in the
independence of the nations that had not fallen prey to the Soviet orbit.
Believing in the realization of the democratic ideals, the United States regarded
Communism as an infectious disease which would carry its infection throughout
the world if it was left unchecked. They considered Soviet Union as a gambler,
which at the very minimal cost was playing one of the greatest gambles in the
history and they (United States) considered themselves, being the only one in
the position to do away with this game.
The United States was facing Communism on-the march throughout the world.
To resist Soviet expansionist designs successfully, the United States was
prepared to use its resources totally and unconditionally. The United States
commitment to the Truman Doctrine of containment against expansionist
Communism brought the mounting tension between the United States and the
Soviet Union into open. The United States under its Point Four Programme,
aimed at helping the new nations through technical and economic assistance,
thus helping them in their transition from ex-colonies to nation states. The
doctrine was issued in response to the urgent circumstances which the United
States confronted abroad. The immediate challenge being two-fold; firstly due to
internal political crisis which was accompanied by the threat of Soviet
intervention in Greece and secondly the Soviet pressure directed against the
government of Turkey. Truman believed that the threats which were being faced
by Greece and Turkey could not be viewed in isolation, rather they portray the
Soviet expansionist and interventionist mentality throughout the non-Communist
world. It was taken as a global challenge which needed to be countered with a
global strategy. The American aid programme to Greece and Turkey set the
patterns of the United States subsequent responses to the Communist
pressures.
Truman believed that the United States was not going to play any hegemonial
role in the global affairs as Soviet Union had played in Eastern Europe and in
other settings, rather their containment strategy aimed at restraining the Soviet
expansionist moves. ―The doctrine committed the United States to contest any
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new effort by the Soviet Union to enlarge its orbit, at the expense of the nonCommunist world‖27.
The purpose of the containment policy was simply to prevent the expansion of
territory in Asia under the Communist control. ―In a largely bipolar world it was
assumed that seizures of power by Communist parties supported by China and
the U.S.S.R. would add to the strength of the Sino-Soviet bloc and weaken the
coalition headed by the United States‖28. The containment policy aimed at
creating a line between friends and foes and a warning to the potential aggressor
in the areas which seek the help of the United States forces. The United States
in order to successfully implement their containment strategy, not only responded to the immediate threats to the security of endangered countries like
Greece, Turkey and subsequently Korea and South East Asia, but also launched
aprolonged and costly campaign i.e. Marshall Plan in June 1947, to promote the
post-war recovery of Western Europe. "Defense commitments, military bases,
and United States‘s forces deployed in the Western Pacific formed the skeleton
of the containment policy, but it was fleshed out with all the tools of modern
diplomacy to restrict the power and influence of the adversaries of the United
States and rapidly strengthen its allies." 29
After some eighteen months of the Marshall Plan, Truman's assistance plan,
commonly known as Point Four Programme was announced for the countries
throughout the Third World. This programme of aid to the developing countries
was a landmark in the evolution of the containment policy. The programme not
only provided aid to the needy societies for their national development and
modernization but also assured the Americans that if these objectives were
achieved, "the vulnerability of Third World societies to Communist control would
be significantly reduced‖30.
From then onwards, military aid and economic assistance to the weak nations
became a permanent feature of the American foreign policy. The United States
extended a network of military alliances and provided military aid as well as
economic assistance to the nations facing the Communist threats, internally or
externally.
In the early 1950‘s, the United States turned towards South Asia with a more
active approach to the problems of the region. In the quest of reliable friends in
the region, John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower's Secretary of State, enhanced the
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programme of mutual defense treatie backed up with military and economic aid
with the purpose of conducting secret operations where necessary. ―Local tactics
would vary, but the overriding aim would be to prevent or defeat Communist
penetration‖31.
The United States first directed her attention towards India in the South East
Asian region, but after India‘s ―blanket refusal to the United States military
policies,‖32 American interest was directed towards Pakistan, perceiving Pakistan
as a dependable ally in the United States strategy of security alliances. Pakistan
was perceived by American decision-makers as ―a dependable bulwark against
Communism‖33.
With the extending of cold war beyond the areas of Europe and American
containment policy expanding at the global level, U.S. enlisted Pakistan in the
collective security arrangements against the international Communism. Pakistan
already being scared of Indian threat to its security, wasted no time in aligning
with the United States for enhancing the security and defence capacities. For the
United States, the alliance served the primary purpose of expanding the scope of
the policy of containment, for Pakistan it serves basically the purpose of
increasing the political, military and economic capacities vis-à-vis India.
6.10

The Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement May 19 th, 1954

During the years 1954-59, Pakistan and the United States became associated
with each other through the Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement signed on
the 19th May, 1954. Membership of the South East Asian Treaty Organization
(SEATO) and the Baghdad pact (CENTO) followed later. In May 1959, they
signed a bilateral Agreement of Cooperation under which the United States
undertook to adopt appropriate measures, including the use of armed forces in
the event of aggression against Pakistan.
6.11

The Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement

The Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement signed by the United States and
Pakistan on 19th May, 1954 was a prelude to a number of other agreements
signed by both countries.
Dulles in 1953, proposed a defense organization for Pakistan, Turkey and Iran,
constituting the 'northern tier', because of their geographical proximity with
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Soviet Union. Pakistan, under Dulles‘s proposals of defense organization for
northern ties, signed an agreement of mutual cooperation with Turkey on April
2nd, 1954 and a mutual defense assistance agreement with the United States.
Pakistan in order to strengthen her defences, examined the possibility of
obtaining military equipment from the Unites States. Ayub Khan, the commander
in Chief of the Pakistan Army, went to Washington in late September, 1953 for
holding talks on the programme. Ayub Khan stated that, ―Military assistance to
Pakistan is matter of mutual benefit in the defense of the areas in which Pakistan
is situated.‖34 Ayub in another round of discussion on the 22 nd of October 1954,
was able to win the enthusiastic support of Assistant Secretary of state Henry
Byroade, on the issue of arms aid to Pakistan. The issue was further supported
by the Director of the office of Military Assistance, General Olmsted, after having
it discussed with Ayub Khan.
Pakistan‘s reason for seeking military aid was to make itself militarily strong in
case of any move against Pakistan. Pakistan to be able to defend its political and
ideological freedoms, was in dire need of strengthening its defense forces. The
preservation of these values and ideals which Pakistan cherisied, needed not
only moral but also the material strength.
On the 22nd of February 1954, Prime Minister of Pakistan Mohammad Ali
announced that Pakistan had made a formal request to the United States for
military assistance within the scope of United States mutual security legislation.
The request was made in view of the fact that Pakistan by cooperating with other
friendly countries, could make an important contribution towards the strength and
stability of this region. The preliminary step in that direction had alreary been
taken by means of closer collaboration with Turkey.
Mr. Mohammad Ali declared that the United State‘s military assistance will be
utilized for maintaining and promoting stability for Pakistan‘s own defence and to
enable Pakistan to participate in the United Nations collective security system.
―The Government of Pakistan will use this assistance exclusively to maintain its
internal security, its legitimate self-defence, or to permit it to participate in the
defence of the areas, or in United Nations collective arrangements and
measures‖35. This left a little room for dobut about the grant of military aid to
Pakistan.
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It was further stressed, assured and publically announced by Prime Minister
Mohammad Ali that Pakistan had noble intentions towards every country and
American assistance was to be used only for defensive purposes instead for any
aggressive designs. ―Pakistan will not undertake any act of aggression, against
any other nation‖36.
Under the Mutual Security Assistance Programme, the amount and the character
of aid agreement was to be determined by the American Military Mission which
visited Pakistan at the end of March 1954. this mission submitted its report to the
States Department in Washington after making on the spot survey of Pakistan‘s
military requirements.
On 21st July 1954, the Defence department announced the establishment of
military assistance advisory group in Pakistan, headed by Brigadier-General
William T. Sexton. The establishment of the mission was announced in the
expectation for paving the way for the dispatch of the American military supplies
and equipment to Pakistan, which reportedly may total $75 million during the first
year.
The mission was to discharge its responsibilities, assumed by the United States
Government, under the terms of the Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement,
within Pakistan. Its task was to work out detailed recommendations concerning
the nature of the United States Programme of Military Assistance to Pakistan, in
close cooperation with the representatives of the armed services of Pakistan.
Pakistan in order to strengthen her defences entered into the assistance
programme with the United States. This was the prospect which should have
been welcomed throughout the free world. But Indian reaction these reports of
aid caused a dismay. Mr. Nehru, determined by his policy of neutralism declared
that American aid to Pakistan "would be a step not only towards war, but a step
which will bring war right to our door‖37. He further added that Pakistani
Government would be taking a wrong step in accepting the proposed aid.
On 1st March 1954, Nehru said, ―this grant of military aid by United Stated to
Pakistan created a grave situation for us in India and for Asia; it adds to our
tensions; it makes it much more difficult to solve the problems which have
confronted India and Pakistan‖38. He also commented that by Pakistan‘s signing
this aid deal, the whole context of talks regarding the Kashmir issue to which
India and Pakistan has commonly agreed, has been changed.
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Chester Bowles, the American Ambassador in New Delhi, and Senator William
Fulbright also opposed this aid deal which was concluded between the United
States and Pakistan inspite of Indian opposition to it, which was a major power in
the South Asian region.
Keeping in view the Indian objections and in order to minimize the chances of
damage in Indo-United States relations, Eisenhower assured Nehru that the
proposed military aid for Pakistan in no way was directed against India and
Pakistan never attempted to use these arms for aggression against India, the
United States would not waste any time to come to India‘s assistance.
Eisenhower also offered arms aid to India but Nehru said, ―if we object to military
aid being given to Pakistan, we would be hypocrites and unprincipled
opportunists to accept such aid ourselves‖39.
The Soviet government also made a protest to the Government of Pakistan,
immediately after the pact was signed. Pakistan rejected the protest by saying
that Pakistan never intended to provide military bases to the United States.
The Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) at Manila – 8th
September, 1954
The early fifties is marked as an era which gave rise to the trend towards an
6.12

elaborate system of alliances for reciprocal assistance and for collective selfdefence. Pakistan being fully aware of an era of interference and being flanked
by hostile neigbours field that that she was unable to maintain her security
through her own limited resources. Therefore on September 8, 1954 Pakistan
joined Southeast Asia Treaty Organization along with seven other members of
the

United

Nations, such as, Britain, France, Australia, New Zealand,

Philippines, Thailand and the United States of America.
After Churchill‘s visit to Washington in June 1954, formal planning on SEATO
began. Then after the conclusion of Dulles – Eden discussions on the 13th April it
was announced in London that the government of the United States and Britain
were prepared to participate in colaboration with other concerned courtiers. ―In
an examination possibility of establishing a collective defence, within the
framework of the Charter of the United Nations, to assure the peace, security
and freedom of South-East Asia and the Western Pacific‖40 The United States,
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along with other interested Western powers, in order to set up a regional defense
organization wanted as many interested nations as members of the treaty.
The American aim behind this treaty was to deter Communist aggression from
Communist China, by mobilizing the strength and by developing cohesion
between the member nations. The Manila Treaty provided a shield for American
objectives of enhancing social and economic betterment of the people and for
reducing the influence and appeal of Communism in the SEATO area. Article IV,
paragraph I, constitutes the heart of the treaty as:
Each party recognizes that aggression by means of armed attack or threat
against the parties, by unanimous agreement, may hereafter designate, would
endanger its own peace and safety and agree that it will, in that event, act to
meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional process‖41.
On the question of aggression the United States had repeated that to the United
States Government, aggression only means Communist aggression. The
Foreign Minister of Pakistan, Chaudhri Zafarullah Khan maintained that the
conference must be careful not to distinguish between various sort of aggression
because aggression was considered as an evil, therefore needed to be
restricted, no matter from wherever it came from. He made it clear that if his
proposal was not accepted, Pakistan would keep out of SEATO because
Pakistani delegation came here on the clear understanding that it was ―not
committed in advance.‖42 He was strictly opposed to the making of the treaty
applicable only to Communist aggression because neither USSR nor China had
endangered Pakistan‘s freedom. Eventually it was agreed by the American
delegation that "the text would simply refer to the treaty as being directed against
aggression‖43. Pakistan was satisfied on the acceptance of her viewpoint with
regard to the deletion of the word ―Communist‖ from the article defining
aggression. Pakistan‘s objective in signing the treaty was to safeguard the region
against aggression, no matter from whichever quarter might have proceeded
from this treaty in Pakistan was typified by a sense of achievement and strength,
and was described as the ―culmination of Prime Minister Mohammad Ali‘s ―policy
of winning friends for his conluit‖44

was expected that the treaty would

consolidate Pakistan‘s positions externally, besides acting as a deterent to the
countries which carried aggressive intentions against Pakistan.
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Pakistan joined SEATO due to its security problems almost exclusively against
India which was posing real and continuous threat to the security of Pakistan
During the latter half of the 1950‘s it was frequently argued that ―subversion
rather than direct aggression, had become the main threat to regional security." 45
Article 2 of the SEATO treaty, specifically bounded the signatories to act against
an external assault of this nature.
―In order to achieve more effectively the objectives of this treaty, the parties
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack and to prevent any counter-subversive acts against their territorial
integrity and political stability‖46. The defence treaty was signed by all the
participating nations on 8 th September 1954, pledging united action against
aggression in Southeast Asia or the South West Pacific.
The United States agreed to the consultation formula, if aggression or armed
attack other than Communist occurred. Article 4(2) says, ―If in the opinion of any
of the parties, inviolability or integrity of the territory or sovereignty or political
independence of any party in the Treaty area or any other State or territory, to
which provisions of paragraph I of this Article from time to time apply, is
threatened in any way other than by armed attack or is affected or threatened by
any fact or situation which might endanger peace of the area, the parties shall
consult immediately in order to agree on the measures which should be taken for
common defence.‖47
The members of this Treaty agreed on strengthening their free institutions, and
on cooperating on those economic measures, including technical assistance,
which would ultimately contribute to their social well being and economic
prosperity. Article 3 provided for, ―The parties undertake to strengthen their free
institutions and to cooperate with one another in further development of the
economic measures including technical assistance designed both to promote
economic progress and social well-being and to further individual and collective
efforts of the governments towards these ends.‖48
The Treaty was for indefinite, however, any member state can withdraw at one
year‘s notice. Regarding this, the Article 10 says:
―This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely, but any party may cease to be
party one year after this notice of denunciations has been given to the
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Government of the Republic of Philippines which shall inform the government of
the other parties of the deposit of each notice of denunciation‖49. At the opening
session of the SEATO conference which was inaugurated by the Philippines
President, Mr. Raman Magsaysay, he said that the delegates to this conference
affirmed their country‘s determination to ―repel aggression in the area.‖ 50
The participants commonly agreed on the right of self-determination of the
people and the United Nations as the organization for the preservations of
peace. It was also decided that a SEATO council would be set up for military
counter measures against possible external attack and for allocating economic
aid to the member nations.
At the first three days council meeting on the 23 rd February, 1955 at Bangkok,
measures were adopted to safeguard the security of Southeast Asia against
communism and possible armed aggression. All the SEATO members showed
complete unanimity of opinion on the plan chalked out by SEATO Military Staff
Planners that, ―the steps would be taken if an aggressor would attempt to violate
the territorial integrity of a nations in South East Asia.‖ 51
The Prime Minister, Mr. Mohammad Ali Bogra said, that the commitments of
Pakistan under the treaty were in conformity with the United Nations charter and
were not against its international obligations. Pakistan favoured an overall
economic plan for Southeast Asia because SEATO would not retain its charm
and attraction for other Asian nations, without having any firm economic policy.
The Chinese government and its newspapers did, ―wash out against the SEATO
as aggressive and hostile to China.‖52 However Pakistan was fortunately
successful in explaining to Mr. Chou En-Lai that Pakistan never entertained any
aggressive designs against China, Neither Pakistan joined the Treaty to
strengthen her security vis-a-vis India. After accepting the assurance, Premier
Chou En-Lai mentioned that, ―he (Prime Minister Bogra) told me that although
Pakistan was party to a military treaty, Pakistan was not against China. Pakistan
had no fears that China would commit aggression against her…. If the United
States should take aggressive action under the military, or if the Untied States
launched a global war, Pakistan would not be involved in it.‖ 53
Also the Indian did not perceive SEATO as an organization intending to foster
the security of the region, rather they sharply reacted against it Nehru severely
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attacking the United States – sponsored SEATO declared that the Treaty had
added to the ―tensions in the Southeast Asia.‖54
6.13

The Central Treaty Organization 24th February, 1955

The Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement of 1954 with the United States was
enlarged into the Baghdad Pact. On the 24th February 1955, Turkey and Iraq
signed a pact of mutual assistance in Baghdad, which was subsequently
acceded to by the United Kingdom, Pakistan and Iran. After the withdrawal of
Iraq in 1958 the pact was renamed CENTO (Central Treaty Organization) in
August 1959, the headquarter as shifted from Baghdad to Ankara. The treaty
contained eight articles and two interpretative letters. The origin of CENTO could
be traced back from the United States‘ system of defence arrangements to
counter the Communist threat.
The inability of Turkey and Pakistan to help each other militarily under the Treaty
of Friendship and cooperation of 1954, due to geographical remoteness, made
Iran‘s inclusion in the pact which was considered to be a geographical link
between both countries. Iran itself, in the quest of seeking political stability after
Mossadegh‘s overthrow and for reaching on a settlement with the Britain over
the oil dispute, was in search of friends around her borders.
Iraq due to its geographical proximity with the Soviet Union and for minimizing
the Communist influence within its borders, entered into a defensive alliance for
its regional security. Britain also could not avoid entering the pact due to antiBritain demonstrations in Iraq and in order to strengthen her grip on its bases in
Iraq which were likely to expire in a few years time. ―The best was of holding
onto its bases, Britain concluded, was to give them the protective coloration of a
multilateral defense organization‖55.
The CENTO was a chain process in the pursuance of Pakistan‘s policy to
strengthen her defence within the framework of the United Nations Charter.
Pakistan‘s formal accession to the CENTO was made on 23 rd September, 1955.
the instrument of accession was deposited at Baghdad by the Pakistani
Ambassador, Mr. Shoaib Qureshi. The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mr.
Mohammad Ali declared that, ―by this pact, Turkey, and Iraq, and now Pakistan,
Bin themselves to cooperate in each other‘s security and defence‖56.
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The United States which was the real sponsor of the pact, did not adhere to it.
On the question of the United States non-adherence to the pact, the United
States Ambassador Mr. Gallman said that, ―my government believe it can
participate in the Baghdad pact activity much more by remaining outside the
pact‖57. However it was announced by the State department of the United States
was establishing military and political liaison with the CENTO. Therefore the
United States assumed the membership of all the three Baghdad Pack
committees, the Military Committee. While marking the announcement of the
United States to these committees, Mr. Henderson, the United States delegate in
the open session of the Council said that this action on the part of the Untied
States further indicated of ―our continuing strong support of the Baghdad Pact
State to meet any threat of communist aggression against their territory‖58.
Dulles maintained that the United States had always been sympathetic to the
formation of such a Pact right from the start in order to check the Communist
maneuvers in the free world.
However, Pakistan and Iran, both feared that if the United States would not
adhere to the pact, there was chance that the Pact would ―drefit into obscurity.‖ 59
The Pact pledged to cooperate with the signatories in case of a threat to the
defence and security through the device of agreement.
―Consistence with Article 51 of the United Nations charter, the high contracting
parties will cooperate for their security and defence. Such measure, as they
agree to take to give effect to this cooperation may from the subject of special
arrangements with each other‖60 (Article 1).
The treaty aimed at taking the steps, immediately, for the cooperation between
the signatories of the Pact.
―In order to ensure the realization and effective application of the cooperation,
provide for in Article above, competent authorities of the high contracting parties
will determine the measures to be taken as soon as the present Pact enters into
force. The measures will become operative as soon as they have been approved
by the government of the high contracting parties‖61 (Article 2).
The Treaty was concluded for a period of five years and could be renewed for
another five years period and provided for the withdrawal of any party, if it
desired so. ―This pact remains in force for a period of five years, renewable for
another five-years period. Any contracting party may withdraw from the pact
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notifying the other parties in writing of its desire to do so, six month before the
expiration of any of the above – mentioned periods, in which case the Pact
remains valid for the other parties‖62. (article 6)
India‘s attitude towards CENTO was nothing more than but hostility. Pandit
Nehru, in strongest terms lashed out against the CENTO while declaring that
―when armies or armaments were messed on India‘s borders, either on the right
or the left, it became a matter of grave concern‖63. To him the impact of CENTO
was more than SEATO and it was a step away from peace, rather for peace, as
it initially claimed to be. He never subscribed to the idea of viewing such military
agreements with equanimity, rather intended to take certain preparatory steps in
order to check such moves, which to him, were causing threat to India.
After full American backing to the CENTO, the Soviet official news agency Tass,
reported that CENTO had become more dangerous weapons of American
imperialistic designs. In reply to Mr. Khruschev‘s objection on Pakistan‘s
membership of the CENTO, who believed that CENTO was not created in the
interest of peace, Pakistan‘s Prime Minister Mr. Mohammad Ali said, ―We have
repeatedly made it clear that the Baghdad Pact is a purely defensive
arrangement. It is not directed against any country whatsoever. Nor has Pakistan
any intention of allowing any country to establish bases in the country or to use
its territory for any aggressive purpose‖64. Pakistan‘s aims behind joining that
Pact was solely to strengthen the collective security of the region and the
promotion of its stability in the interest of world‘s peace. ―This surely is the right
which every country must enjoy and in fact does enjoy under the United Nations
Charter to which the U.S.S.R also subscribed‖65,
6.14

Agreement of Cooperation between the United States and Pakistan
On 3rd March, 1959

Iraq left Baghdat Pact in 1958, because of a military coup in the country. At the
Baghdat Pack meeting at London in July 1958, after Iraq‘s withdrawal from it, the
United States showed its continued interest in the Pact, in order to compensate
the withdrawal of Iraq. Therefore the United States entry into the bilateral
defence arrangements was in pursuance of the declaration made by Mr. John
Foster Dulles at the London conference of the CENTO council, promising closer
links with the Asian members of the Pact in the field of defence.
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The United States concluded the bilateral defence agreements with Pakistan,
Iran and Turkey on the 5th of March, 1959 at Ankara. It was definitely committed
by the United States, after recognizing Pakistan‘s independence and integrity as
vital to its own interests, that in case of aggression against Pakistan, the United
States would take, in accordance with its constitutional process, ―such –
proprieties action, including used of armed forces as may be mutually agreed
upon. In order to assist the Government of Pakistan at its request‖66 (Article I).
By committing this, the United States had reaffirmed the continuation of military
and economic assistance, with mutual agreement to the Government of
Pakistan.
Pakistan undertook to utilize this economic and military assistance by the United
States for effectively promoting its economic development and for the
preservation of its national independence and integrity.
―The Government of the United States of America, in accordance with the Mutual
Security Act of 1954, as amended, and related laws of the United States of
America, and with applicable agreements hereafter entered into the Government
of the Untied States of American and the Government of Pakistan, reaffirms that
it will continue to furnish the Government of Pakistan such military and economic
assistance as may be mutually agreed upon between the Government of
Pakistan, in order to assist the Government of Pakistan in the preservation of its
national independence and integrity and in the effective promotion of its
economic development‖67 (Article – II).
The agreement also envisaged that Pakistan and the United States would
cooperate with other CENTO powers for the preparation and participation in
such defensive arrangements as are commonly desired and agreed upon.
―The Government of the United States of American and the Government of
Pakistan with the other governments associated in the Declaration signed at
London on July 28, 1958, in order to prepare and participate in such defensive
arrangements as may be mutually agreed to be desirable subject to the other
applicable provisions of this agreement‖68 (Article – IV). This agreement shall
ended into the force upon the date of its signature and shall continue in force
until the one year after the receipt by city Govt, of written notice of the Mr. Sayid
M. Hassan, ―Ambassador of Pakistan accredited to Turkey, signed the Pact on
behalf of Pakistan‖69, while Mr. Flecher Warren, the United States, Ambassador
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to Turkey, signed for his government. After the Pact was signed, it was clearly
stated by Mr. Lincoln White, spokesman of the State Department, that these
agreement‘s were not intended to threaten any nation and were also consistent
with good relations between the United States and other countries and also
intended to help the signatory nations in the process of their economic
development and for resisting possible aggression against them. Inspite of all
these assurances, India never reconciled to the idea of joining of defensive pact
of this kind and affirmed her strong opposition to Pakistan‘s military alliances. Mr.
Nehru not only expressed lack of satisfaction over these assurances, rather
declared that Pakistan‘s intension behind joining the pact was to use the aid
against India. He maintained that military aid had increased Pakistan‘s
―aggressiveness and made a solution of Indo-Pak disputes more difficult‖70.
However, Britain welcomed these Pacts signed by the United States, Turkey,
Iran and Pakistan, which to them had reaffirmed close association of the United
States with her three CENTO allies. It would not be wrong presume, after
reviewing the Indian attitude towards Pakistan‘s joining these Pacts, that India
would not have been perturbed over it, if it had noble intentions towards Pakistan
because under such a situation these agreements would never had bothered
India.
6.15

The United State’s Aid To Pakistan

As compared to the Soviet Union, the United States have provided considerable
amount of aid to the Third World countries, because of being far more
resourceful than the Soviet Union to come upto the demands of the Third world.
Moreover the United States had global objectives behind these aid programmes.
Eisenhower in his report to the Congress, on the 28th of January, 1959, declared
that the United State‘s foreign aid program is a bargain ―the most economically
effective

means of blunting and turning back – Blandishments of the

Communists‖71.
The United States maintained that the foreign aid programmes were the results
of widespread realization on the part of the ―United States believing that there
could not be any peace or progress in the World until every nation was militarily
and economically strong‖72.
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While replying to one of the questions on the economic aid to the newly
developing

countries, President Eisehower said that the United States

assistance had reduced the risk of internal collapse, chaos, or loss to the
community of free nation, and resisted the unending efforts of the Sino-Soviet
bloc to isolate the United States.
Pakistan received enormous aid from the United States by entering into the
West-sponsored alliances, in the following fields:
 Technical Cooperation,
 Defence Support Commodity Aid,
 Flood Relief and Project Assistance.
However, it was the economic field in which Pakistan received more than the
defence.
The United States agencies which extended aid to Pakistan were:
 International Cooperation Administration (I.C.A)
 Development Loan Fund (D.L.F), under the I.C.A
 International Development Association (I.D.A)
 The United States Agency for International Development (U.S. – A.I.D).
The

International cooperation Administration (ICA), however, tailored the

programs

of defence

support, technical cooperation, surplus agricultural

commodities, including emergency grants of wheat and other surplus foods and
Development Loan Fund programmes to meet the requirements which were
specified by the Government of Pakistan.
Pakistan during its first and second plan received aid from the United States, as
grants and loans.
U.S. Foreign aid to Pakistan
Table No .4
Pre 1st Plan (1947 – 55)

1st Plan (1955 – 60)

2nd Plan (1961 – 65)

Million Dollars

Million Dollars

Million Dollars

Grants

173.887

Loans

35.00

Grants

468.109

Loans

198.336
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Grants

230.485

Loans

864.448

Total

208.887

Total

666.445

Total

1094.933

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Movement of Pakistan (Islamabad 1968-1969), Statistical
Section

The total economic aid received by Pakistan till 1964, from the United States
was 379.6 million dollars.
Economic Aid Received (1953 – 1964)
Table No .5
Fiscal Year

Pakistan

1953 – 1957

567.2

1958

163.2

1959

235.0

1960

301.3

1961

172.0

1962

438.6

1963

362.0

1964

379.6 (Million Dollars)

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, Movement of Pakistan (Islamabad 1968-1969), Statistical
Section

6.16

Defence Assistance

―In the years between 1954 to 1965, Pakistan received over $630 million worth
of weapons as grants assistance and an additional $619 million for military
infrastructure. Pakistan was also allowed to purchase some $55 million worth of
equipment on a cash or confessional basis‖73. The aid helped Pakistan to
improve her air bases, port facilities and army installations. Under the United
States Military Assistance Programmes, America transferred some mine
sweepers (small coastal warships) to Pakistan, by the name of ―Mahmood‖,
―Mujahid‖, ―‖Mubarak‖ and ―Munsif‖.
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The United States under Military Assistance Training Programe, provided a
programme of study in ―Hot Plastic Application Techniques‖. The ―Plastic
Application‖ is the use of anti-fouling paints to prevent marine growth on the
ship‘s hull, which hampers in the fast movement of a ship.
Under the United States Offsure Procurement Programme which was the part of
the United States Military Assistance to Pakistan, the United States purchased
equipment from the foreign countries, for the use of Pakistan‘s military forces.
6.17

US till toward India

The United States have been very generous in providing Pakistan with
considerable economic and military assistance, which not only added to the
defence of Pakistan but also helped Pakistan‘s economy to flourish, thus
bringing prosperity to the country. But despite that, the Pakistan – United States
military alliances placed extra strains on Pakistan in carrying out its relation with
the neighbouring countries – India, Soviet Union and people‘s Republic of China.
One finds the hey – day of Pakistan – American relations during the Republican
Administration, which in the quest of containing Communism, was extending the
belt of Western alliances throughout the South East Asian region.
No doubt, that the United States was initially interested in extending cordial
relations with India but because of India‘s unfailing love for its non-aligned
status, the United States was compelled to look elsewhere since Pakistan was
left as the only alternative, the then United States was compelled to look
elsewhere. Since Pakistan was left as the only alternative, the then United
States‘ Republican Administration had to extend their friendship towards
Pakistan. However, this pattern was not followed by the Democrats who always
gave priority to India considering her as ―most influential and powerful
democracy in Asia.‖74
There is a witness of a marked change in the United States‘ strategy of
containment, after Kennedy took charge of the White House in 1961. He never
subscribed to the idea of establishing a chain of alliances against Communism,
as had been done by the previous Republicans. He did regard China as
America‘s main adversary but instead of alliances believed the better
demonstration of Western political and economic system, could itself contain
Communism.
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His attitude towards India was more liberal than toward Pakistan, because
Kennedy took India as a great power of the region therefore, maintained that it
was not wise on the part of the United States to ―subsides Pakistan as a
permanent garrison state with a military capability swollen out of all proportions
to her size‖75.
The appointment of Chester Bowles as Kennedy‘s Special representative, further
created apprehensions in Pakistan because he was well known for his pr Indian
attitude. Therefore Kennedy also took a start with his pro – Indian policy by
undertaking a programme of large scale economic and to India, the United
States along with the World Bank contributed $2,225 million to India. Aid
consortium 1961 – 63, of which the United States own contribution was $1,045
million. In contrast to this the same consortium pledged only $320 million, for
Pakistan demanded $945 million for steering her Second Plan. Understandably
Pakistan got disenchanted over it because the aid given to India was almost the
amount of what Pakistan received.
Pakistan was very critical of American policy of regarding India as its favourits
land at the expense of Pakistan‘s security and aligment with the United States in
her efforts to defend the free world from falling prey to the Communists designs.
Pakistan got seriously perturbed over the continued American efforts to woo
India despite the fact that she has adopted a neutral attitude in the cold war
while Pakistan‘s policy was wholly pro-west.
―Neutrality which was not even then regarded with any degree of skepticism, has
presently become more attractive to Washington, probably because of the
support its champion receive from Moscow.‖76
To bring the deteriorating relations of Pakistan and America on normal and
friendly lines, Kennedy in 1961 extended an invitation to Ayub Khan to visit
America in November, which later got changed in July, thus enabling the two
Presidents to, ―exchange views on matters of immediate concern in the light of
the current world situation‖77. During Ayub‘s visit to America, Kennedy had
promised that Pakistan would be consulted if America decided to offer arms aid
or assistance to India, but no concrete efforts was made in this regard. Moreover
Pakistan was mindful of the fact that if Pakistan was consulted on the questions
at the stage when matters have been already finalized, it would amount to a
―mere formality of informing instead of consulting in the real sense of its
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meaning‖78. The American move to arm India not only violated the spirit of the
understanding given to Ayub by Kennedy, rather posed a serious threat to the
security of Pakistan.
This aid was perceived by the Pakistan as to help India to bolster her aggressive
designs against her neighbours, including Pakistan as its main target. The
America promises that the weapons supplied to India would not be used against
Pakistan. They were of no value because this aid had added to the latter‘s war
potential thus endangering the security of Pakistan.
Pakistan which had been playing a pivotal role in both the SEATO and CENTO,
anti – communists defence alliances, obviously became very critical of the
United States continued aid to India. President Ayub in an interview to the
American Broadcasting Company said, ―Well, now our future role is quite
uncertain. With so much creation of military power India and enlargement of their
military forces, we really are very heavily committed now to the defence of our
territories. People (Pakistanis) are wondering how much value there is in these
pacts really as far as our total security is concerned.‖79
The efforts on the part of Washington to court India, left Pakistan disillusioned
and as an alternative source of support, Pakistan directed its attention towards
People‘s Republic of China.
Pakistan suffered no less severely by entering into the alliances with the United
States because Pakistan by drawing closer to super power, lost the sympathies
of the others. Communist threat was not as irritating to Pakistan as was the
Indian threat, but in order to minimize the chances of Indian aggression,
Pakistan got indulgent in such activities which made Soviet Union annoyed with
Pakistan. This resulted in a continued Soviet support to India in its claim on
Kashmir and to Afghanistan over the demand of ―Pakhtoonistan‖ against
Pakistan.
The situation however further deteriorated when a most costly and dramatic
event in Pakistan and Soviet Union‘s relationship occurred in May 1960,
Pakistan by entering in to military alliances with the United States provided the
latter with the air base for its U-2 flight. In 1960, a U-2 plane took of from
Peshawar on its flight over the 1,250 miles in to Soviet territory. Francis Gary
powers was shot down by a Soviet rocket near Sverdlovsk, captured afterwards
by making parachute landing.
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Kharushev encircled Peshawar from where the flight had taken off and also
warned Pakistan that the Soviet Union would, ―Pulverize Peshawar with rockets
if the provocation was repeated‖80. Not only did Pakistan got confronted to
another security issue but also the event killed the negotiations which were
taking place between Pakistan and Soviet Union on the subject of petroleum
exploration in Pakistan. After this event, Soviet Union, which had initially
abstained from participating in any debates in the United Nations over the
Kashmir issue, twice vetoed the resolutions on Kashmir in the United Nations
Security Council, which mainly aimed at the amicable solution of the problem
between India and Pakistan. With the result India became dependent upon the
Soviet Union to prevent any action, taken in future, for the solution of this dispute
by the United Nations.
The U – 2 incident led Ayub Khan and his colleagues to ―reappraise Pakistan‘s
positions‖81. Pakistan thus started thinking on the terms that whether her
alliances were benefiting and worth the risk destruction it entailed in the form of
Soviet rockets.
6.18

Inclination Towards People’s Republic of China

China as Pakistan‘s one of the powerful neighbor, on 21 st September, 1949, was
proclaimed as people‘s Republic of Chins and on the 4 th January, 1950 Pakistan
extended its dejure recognitions to PRC. China initially might have treated
Pakistan as a hostile neighbour because in the 1959 Sino – Indian border
dispute, Ayub Khan took a step favorable to India, describing their border
incident as a sad and unfortunate event.
Under the fear of Communist expansionism in the region, Ayub Khan forwarded
the proposal to India of a joint collective arrangements in the Sub-Continent. He
said that, ―as a student of war and strategy, I can see quite clearly the inexorable
push of the north in the direction of the warm waters of the Indian Ocean. This
push is bound to increase, if India and Pakistan go on squabbling with each
other‖82. But it was unfortunate on the part of India which was not so far
―prepared to appreciate the wisdom of such a gesture‖83.
In order to avoid the inconveniences of the sort which India was facing with
China, Pakistan felt the need of clear demarcation of her borders with China on
the northern frontiers. On October 12, 1962, Sino-Pak border talks began in
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Peking and on February 22, 1963, a declaration was made that boundary
agreement has been reached.
The United States massive support to India compelled Pakistan to extend its
friendliness towards China. In July 1963, Ayub Khan warned that ―if the Western
powers continued to reinforce India‘s military might, smaller nations in Asia
would be compelled to take refuge under Chinese protection‖84.
At the Bandung Conference in 1955, Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Bogra
assured Chou En-Lai that Pakistan never apprehended any aggression from
China and any aggressive action which might be launched by the United States
against China under the SEATO treaty would not be supported by Pakistan.
The Pakistan – China friendship was further strengthened by a twelve days visit
of Prime Minister, Hussain Shaheed Suhrawardhy to China in September 1956.
in December 1961, Pakistan voted in favour of seating PRC in the United
Nations. After Pakistan had concluded a border agreement with the PRC, the
latter come out with a full support of Pakistan‘s stand on Kashmir. This SinoPakistan agreement was soon followed by a trade agreement and a civil aviation
agreement.
The United States, however, was not watching all these moves with pleasure
and was critical of this change in Pakistan‘s foreign policy. The United States
commented on these arrangements which were concluded between Pakistan
and China as Pakistan ―Playing with fire in inviting a militant communist nation to
her door step in this part of Asia‖85.
America perceived communist China as her main adversary in South East Asia,
with whom Pakistan as an American ally, had extended friendship. Kennedy in
September 1963, sent his Under Secretary of State George Ball, to Pakistan to
inquire that for how long Pakistan intended to ―carry her flirtation‖ 86 with China.
Pakistan however, made it very clear that Pakistan had sought the friendship of
Chins due to the logical sequel of the crisis which had clouded the SubContinent by the Sino – Indian conflict and due to the decision on the part of
America for extending massive military aid to India. Pakistan showed great
resentment against the United States for her military assistance to India as blind
support in her struggle with China. Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto remarked that, we have
been associates of the West in defence alliances. ―We have been its comrades
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all these years. We have staked our whole future in the alliances with the West.
And yet what is happening today‖87.
As a retaliatory measure, President Johnson, suddenly postponed President
Ayub‘s visit which had been scheduled to commence on 25 th of April, 1965, and
also started exerting economic pressures on Pakistan by postponing the
Pakistan Aid Consortium meeting for two months. This was a clear cut proof of
America‘s disillusionment over the newly carved foreign policy of Pakistan.
America, however, was wrong in criticizing Pakistan‘s friendship with PRC
because it was not Pakistan which created this situation rather the United States
itself created it because of its generous flow of aid to India which created a grave
threat to Pakistan‘s security and territorial integrity.
6.19

Shifting Global Realities

Pakistan's tie to the United States was a product of the ‗post-World War II
communist containment strategy‘ and the fear of Soviet expansionism. By the
end of the 1950s, a number of factors had changed some to Pakistan's
advantage, but others not. The positive factor was the emergence of China as an
independent international actor at odds with both the Soviet Union and India,
thereby creating new policy options for Pakistan. Less favorable was a decline
in international tensions that reduced the United States preoccupation with
containment and, hence, Pakistan's relevance as part of that containment
strategy.

At the same time, the Eisenhower administration was seeking to

reclaim some of the ground it had lost with India, and this trend was
strengthened as tensions grew between New Delhi and Beijing.
Pakistan was able to capitalize on Sino-Indian hostility by securing China as an
additional source of support, but ties to Beijing were anathema to Washington
and caused serious problems in United States-Pakistan relations during the
1960s. Rapprochement between New Delhi and Washington also caused deep
concern. Pakistan‘s concerns were heightened when, at the time of the SinoIndian War in 1962, the United States rushed to rearm India without meeting
Pakistan's desire that assistance be coupled with effective pressure to force
India to settle the Kashmir dispute. The United States reassured Pakistan that
India was not arming against Pakistan, but Pakistan refused to accept this as
India, which had hitherto spent relatively little on defence, engaged in a major
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buildup of forces that were primarily aimed at China but could as readily be
turned against Pakistan. In addition, after 1964 India took a series of steps to
incorporate Kashmir more closely into the Indian union, rendering less likely any
negotiations on this matter with Pakistan. Under the circumstances, Pakistan
decided that its chances of gaining Kashmir would only deteriorate; hence, it
opted for early, if arguably questionable, action. The 1965 Indo-Pak War was
the result and it will be discussed shortly.
By the mid 1960s, the Vietnam War had become America‘s top foreign policy
concern. Inside Pakistan‘s political environment, it had become common practice
for leaders to criticize the United States, but the increasingly strident tone of this
negative rhetoric alienated United States President Lyndon Johnson, causing
him to reevaluate the US-Pakistan alliance.

To compound American doubts,

Pakistan turned down American requests for assistance in Vietnam. Although
President Mohammed Ayub Khan once described Pakistan as America‘s most
―allied ally in Asia‖. In reality, America received significant contributions from
South Korea, Thailand, the Philippines along with Australia and New Zealand in
Vietnam.

Again, the challenge of fighting Communism was not met, which

caused a further slump in United States – Pakistan relations. The United States
viewed Pakistan‘s friendship with China as a threat to American interests in
Vietnam and globally.

6.20

The 1965 Pakistan – India War

Therefore, the relationship had already taken a down turn when the next serious
rift occurred in the form of the 1965 Pakistan – India War. This is a rift that
lingers until today.

Although many Pakistanis believe that India was the

aggressor, the United States perception was, and remains, that Pakistan initiated
the war on two counts. First, as Pakistan now acknowledges, Pakistani trained
and supported insurgents were infiltrated into Kashmir in order to cause an
uprising against the Indians that was code named as Operation Gibraltor. The
second trigger for the 1965 War came after India easily put down the insurgents.
Pakistan, in response to the failure of Operation Gibraltor, launched an attack on
31 August against the Indians across the line of control using United Statessupplied Patton tanks, code named Operation Grand Slam, in an attempt to cut-
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off Indian forces.

The war escalated when Indian forces crossed the

international border in Punjab on September 6 th.
The war was militarily inconclusive; Pakistan's army had been able to withstand
Indian pressure, but a continuation of the fighting would only have led to further
losses. Pakistan was rudely shocked by the reaction of the United States to the
war. Judging the matter to be largely Pakistan‘s fault, the United States not only
refused to come to Pakistan‘s aid, but issued a statement declaring its neutrality
while also cutting off military supplies. The United States was disillusioned by a
war in which both sides used United States supplied equipment and withdrew its
military assistance advisory group from Pakistan in July 1967.

In response,

Pakistan declined to renew the lease on the Peshawar intelligence facility, which
ended in 1969.

Eventually, United States-Pakistan relations grew measurably

weaker as the United States became more deeply involved in Vietnam and as its
broader interest in the security of South Asia waned.
The 1965 war permanently changed Pakistan‘s relations with the United States.
Foreign Minister Bhutto correctly stated that when the United States cut-off
military aid to Pakistan the relationship would never be the same again. Deep
seeded anti-American sentiment increased in Pakistan and the United States
lost what it perceived to be its only real tangible benefit of the relationship with
Pakistan, its secret intelligence base.

After the war, the United States and

Pakistan attempted to rekindle their relationship but a permanent schism had
occurred and much of this bitterness towards America is evident even today in
Pakistan.
6.21

Rapprochement with China

The relationship between the United States and Pakistan significantly improved
after Richard Nixon was elected President in 1968. President Nixon and Henry
Kissinger, who served as Nixon‘s National Security Advisor and then as his
Secretary of State, saw Pakistan as an important bridge to establishing contacts
and normalizing relations with Communist China. Nixon viewed establishing
diplomatic relations as a key element of US foreign policy and wanted to reach
out to China to change the global balance of power by using improved US-China
relations to pressure the Soviet Union to accept détente.
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Pakistan‘s assistance in American overtures to China was important and is often
overlooked when long term American-Pakistan relations are analyzed. President
Nixon requested and received President Mohammed Yahya Khan‘s help in
opening a dialogue with China which moved quickly and resulted in a secret high
level visit by Kissinger to China (via Pakistan) and ultimately, a state visit to
China by President Nixon.
6.22

The 1971 Indo-Pakistan War

Unfortunately, Pakistan‘s cooperation with America on establishing relations with
China was accompanied by Pakistan‘s internal problems in East Pakistan and
exploitation of the situation by India that ultimately led to a third Pakistan- India
War in 1971. What is not widely known is that it nearly caused a military show
down between America and the Soviet Union.

Despite common Pakistani

misperception today about American failings, President Nixon and Henry
Kissinger tilted the administration‘s policy in favor of Pakistan, often while at
odds with career diplomats in the State Department, particularly as the excesses
of the Pakistani security response to Bengali independence that resulted in six
million refugees, significantly damaged Pakistan‘s international reputation. This
domestic political pressure from Congress forced Nixon to cease all aid to
Pakistan.

However, American diplomatic pressure behind the scenes actually

averted a serious military situation in West Pakistan.
The

nature

of the response by West-Pakistani troops to the Bengali

independence movement attracted widespread global concern and placed
pressure on the Nixon administration to formulate a public stance in relation to
the crisis. Without wishing to become involved, the United States expressed its
concern about human rights violations to Pakistan and restricted the flow of
assistance, but stopped short of an open condemnation. Further, Washington
maintained that the situation in East Pakistan was essentially an internal affair of
Pakistan in which direct intervention of outside powers was to be avoided.
Although initially a Bengali freedom struggle, both President Nixon and Henry
Kissinger believed that the war escalated because India wanted to establish preeminence on the subcontinent by weakening Pakistan through the independence
of East Pakistan. Nevertheless, the United States was not prepared to go to war
with India, as Pakistan expected under the terms of the 1959 Agreement of
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Cooperation, particularly as this would involve America in suppressing a freedom
movement that was garnering much international sympathy.
In 1971, US national interests were the containment of Communism, the
Vietnam War, the relationship with China and regional stability. Any Pakistan–
India war had the potential to imperil all American interests in the region.
Therefore, even though the United States was not going to attack India, America
did provide significant diplomatic assistance to Pakistan. At the UN, Ambassador
George Bush worked to get a cease-fire first through the UN Security Council,
which the Soviets vetoed, and then through the General Assembly, which
passed 104-11 with 10 abstentions. The United States did publicly support
Pakistan‘s position that India was the aggressor in the conflict and froze $87.6
million in aid to India. However, early in the conflict, America determined that
Pakistan‘s position in the East was hopeless and that the important game was in
West Pakistan. In particular, there was a real fear in Washington that Pakistan‘s
forces in the west would be destroyed, thus endangering West Pakistan itself. In
his book, The White House Years, Henry Kissinger stated that ―India would fight
in the West and would proceed with the ―Liberation‖ of Azad Kashmir and
continue fighting until the Pakistan‘s Army and Air Force were wiped out. In
other words, West Pakistan was to be dismembered and rendered defenseless.‖
The United States was also concerned about Soviet involvement in the war.
President Nixon warned the Soviets that, ―if the Indians continue their military
operations

against West Pakistan, we must inevitably look towards a

confrontation between the Soviet Union and the United States. The Soviet Union
has a treaty with India; we have one with Pakistan.‖ The US sent the aircraft
carrier USS Enterprise to the region with the real purpose of discouraging the
Indians and Soviets against a sustained attack on West Pakistan, not to protect
East Pakistan. This had the desired effect and India agreed to a cease-fire in
the West after Pakistan surrendered in the East.
This war was a second dramatic blow to the United States-Pakistan relationship.
Many Pakistanis believed that United States aid to India gave them the military
strength needed for the outcome in East Pakistan and that the US did not fully
support its treaty obligations. The United States certainly created a perception
that it was an unreliable ally by not being clear and consistent in what the
security alliance was for, however, Washington also gets little credit in Pakistan
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for its diplomatic actions during the crisis. Certainly, due to its response to the
Bengali independence struggle, Pakistan made it difficult for the United States to
intervene directly even if it had wanted to, but great powers must also be clear
about the pledges they make. The United States had no compelling interest to
enter the war against India, but intimated strongly that it was prepared to
consider war against the USSR if the Soviets did not contain India or became
involved themselves. Washington correctly gambled that the Soviets were
prepared to cause trouble, but were not prepared for war. Moving the carrier
battle group into the region caused India and Russia to limit their objectives.
Nixon‘s strategy was to create enough pressure on India and the USSR so they
will not pursue the war to its ultimate consequence. Washington‘s power-play
worked and India agreed to a ceasefire soon after defeating Pakistan in the East.
The United States, by its actions, and in pursuit of its own interests, prevented
India from inflicting a far worse defeat on Pakistan. This was recognised at the
time by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, who, on 18th December, 1971, told President Nixon
that Pakistan was completely in the debt of the United States during these trying
days.
6.23

A Diverging Road

Despite the United States‘ widely publicized "tilt" toward Pakistan during the
1971 war, Pakistan's new leader, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, still felt that the United
States could have prevented India from intervening in Pakistan's civil war,
thereby saving his country the trauma of defeat and dismemberment. Bhutto
now strove to lessen Pakistan's dependence on the United States.
The foreign policy Bhutto envisioned would place Pakistan at the forefront of
Islamic nations. Issues central to the developing world would take precedence in
foreign affairs over those of the superpowers. Bhutto called this policy
"bilateralism," which implied neutrality in the Cold War with equal treatment
accorded both superpowers. Bhutto's distancing of Islamabad from Washington
was accompanied by Pakistan's renewed bid for leadership in the developing
world.
Following the loss of the East Wing, Pakistan withdrew from SEATO. Pakistan's
military links with the United States continued to decline throughout Bhutto's
tenure in power and into the first years of the Zia regime.
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CENTO was

disbanded following the fall of the Shah of Iran in March 1979, and Pakistan then
joined the Nonaligned Movement. Zia also continued Bhutto's policy of
developing Pakistan's nuclear capability.
6.24

A Relationship Nadir

Despite the United States‘ diplomatic efforts, the fall-out from the 1971 War saw
the Pakistan-United States relationship again cool.

The United States was

concerned by Pakistan‘s interest in nuclear technology and its inability to
establish a democracy. Nevertheless, in 1975, President Ford decided to lift the
embargo on United States sales of lethal military equipment to India and
Pakistan. The intent of this decision was to ―meet the legitimate security needs
for modern and effective forces in Pakistan and India.‖ However, sales were to
be on a cash basis only and were not intended to ―restore the pre-1965 situation
in which the United States was the major regional arms supplier.‖
But during this period, Washington again began to view India with favor and the
Carter Administration, with its commitment to human rights exacerbated by the
execution of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, viewed Pakistan as a repressive regime.
Matters worsened in 1979 when the Symington Amendment (to the 1975 Foreign
Assistance Act) was first activated against Pakistan because of Pakistan's
importation of equipment for the Kahuta uranium-enrichment facility.

The

Symington Amendment prohibited delivering economic assistance and military
aid to Pakistan unless the President certified that Pakistan had not obtained any
nuclear-enriched material. President Carter was not prepared to do so based on
United States intelligence advice.
The nadir in the relationship came in the wake of the burning of the US Embassy
in Islamabad, including the murder of United States citizens, by a mob on
November 21, 1979. The violence had been sparked by a false report that the
United States was involved in a fire at the Grand Mosque in Mecca. In addition
to the scale of the violence and murders that occurred, Washington was
particularly perturbed by the slow Pakistani security response. Further loss of
life was only prevented after embassy staff took refuge inside the robust internal
security facility available in the American Embassy.
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6.25

1979 – The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan

As the relationship hit rock bottom, events changed dramatically in Pakistan‘s
interests when the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan on Christmas Eve, 1979.
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan made Pakistan a country of paramount geostrategic importance as a "frontline state" against Soviet aggression. Economic
and military aid donors, particularly the United States and Saudi Arabia, rallied to
Pakistan as it stood firm against Soviet rhetoric, hospitably received over 3
million Afghan refugees, provided a conduit for weapons and other support, and
gave a safe haven to the Afghan mujahideen. As a long-term goal, Pakistan‘s
President Zia ul Haq, envisioned the emergence of a pro-Pakistan Islamic
government in Kabul that would provide Pakistan with strategic depth, facilitate
access to Muslim West Asia, and forswear a revision of the PakistanAfghanistan boundary.
Given an opportunity to thwart Soviet expansion, Washington reversed its
position on Pakistan by pledging ―military equipment and other assistance to
help Pakistan defend its independence and national security against the
seriously increased threat from the north.‖ United States‘ aid began to flow to
the Mujahideen once it became clear that they had a chance to win and this aid
was funneled from the CIA to Pakistan‘s Inter-Services Intelligence which set
priorities, particularly on which Mujahideen groups would receive the bulk of the
assistance.

The CIA had a very limited presence in the region at Pakistan‘s

insistence, and personnel from the Pakistan Army's Special Services Group
helped guide operations inside Afghanistan. For the remainder of Zia's tenure,
the United States generally ignored Pakistan's developing nuclear program.
Under President Ronald Reagan, the United States agreed in 1981 to provide
US$3.2 billion to Pakistan over a period of six years, equally divided between
economic

and

military

assistance.

However,

although the

Symington

Amendment on non-proliferation was waived, the amount was subjected to the
annual appropriation process. A second economic and military assistance
program was announced in 1986, this time for over US$4.0 billion, with 57
percent for economic assistance. In making life miserable for Soviet forces in
Afghanistan, the United States and Pakistan understood that they were each
acting in their own, but mutually supporting, national interests.
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The Soviet

presence constituted a grave threat to Pakistan‘s well being, regional stability,
and to United States interests in the region.
6.26

Nuclear Concerns Continue

By the mid 1980s, the United States Congress was concerned about prospects
of Pakistan acquiring nuclear weapons. This concern led President Reagan to
inform the Pakistani Government that the nuclear question could undermine all
that we are trying to achieve.

To alleviate congressional concerns on the

nuclear issue, President Reagan asked Senator Pressler to sponsor an
amendment in 1985 requiring the President to annually certify that Pakistan did
not possess nuclear weapons as a pre-condition for US aid. This gave the
President the opportunity to work with Pakistan on the nuclear issue.

For

several years, the United States‘ President, with Pakistan's assurances that its
nuclear program was for peaceful purposes, was able to make this certification.
Nevertheless, the United States informed Pakistan that if it developed nuclear
weapons then relations would suffer.

During a visit to Pakistan by Vice

President George Bush, President Zia told Bush, ―You have my personal
assurance that Pakistan has no intention of developing a nuclear device. What
was required was discretion from Pakistani officials on the nuclear issue‖88.
Unfortunately, this was not to be the case, and Pakistani rhetoric again caused
trouble in bilateral relations in 1987 when Abdul Qadeer Khan told journalists
that Pakistan had achieved a nuclear weapon capability.

A month later,

President Zia said, You can write today that Pakistan can build a bomb when
ever it wishes. This rhetoric no doubt was directed at India and for domestic
consumption; however, Pakistan failed to understand the seriousness of the
nuclear question to internal American politics. This divergence over the nuclear
issue would soon unhinge the partnership again.
The Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989 and the end of the Cold War,
coincided with increased United States intelligence regarding the extent of
Pakistan‘s nuclear program. The United States took a harder position on the
nuclear issue and in 1990 President George Bush refused to make the
certification required under the Pressler Amendment, and assistance to Pakistan
was subsequently terminated.
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Pakistan, upon losing US military and economic assistance, which included F16
fighters, felt betrayed by the United States.

They believed that they had an

understanding with the US on the nuclear issue and that the US discarded them
only after the American goal of defeating the Soviets in Afghanistan was
achieved. Pakistan believed that the US raised the bar. In contrast, the United
States believes that it was clear in warning Pakistan not to cross a certain
tolerable nuclear threshold.

The truth is probably somewhere in the middle.

Clearly, the US was more tolerant of Pakistani nuclear ambitions during the
Afghan war and did whatever possible to keep the partnership productive.
However, even during the war, President Reagan and Vice President Bush were
very clear with the Pakistani leadership about the reality of US law and the limits
to which the United States Congress would accommodate Pakistan‘s nuclear
program before imposing sanctions under United States law if the program
passed crucial ―red lines‖. The red lines drawn by Washington were crossed, re
drawn, and crossed again, before President George Bush stopped aid and
imposed sanctions.
6.27

Features of Pakistan – US Relations (1947-1989)

Overall, Pakistan–United States relations during the period 1947 – 1989 were
handicapped

by a

lack

of common national interests and misaligned

expectations. Pakistan‘s national security perceptions from the time of partition
were, and remain, regionally focused on India. For this reason Pakistan sought
an alliance with the United States to help equip her for potential conflict against
India, despite entering into agreements with the United States clearly premised
on containing or defeating the threat of communism. During the same period,
the United States never viewed India as a threat and its policies were driven by
global Cold War politics that caused the US to search for alliances to contain
communism, open a dialogue with China, defeat the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan and prevent the proliferation of nuclear technology.
Common Pakistani perceptions of this period are that the US favoured India,
especially after the latter‘s war with China in 1962, despite America‘s alliance
with Pakistan and that the US did not meet treaty obligations during Pakistan‘s
wars with India.
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The US has its own perceptions about the relationship. American leaders were
frustrated by harsh anti-American rhetoric from Pakistani politicians and other
persons of influence, particularly during periods that the United States was
supplying Pakistan with large amounts of aid; Pakistan‘s rapprochement with
China at a time when Beijing was considered a global hegemony; Pakistan‘s
obsession with India; and Pakistan‘s development of nuclear weapons.
Mohammed Ayub Khan said that Pakistan was America‘s most ―allied ally in
Asia.‖ From the American perspective this was hardly ever the case, particularly
during the early part of this relationship, the Afghan war being an exception of
course. American leaders felt that the United State‘s best Asian allies fought by
its side in Korea and Vietnam and Pakistan did not. Ultimately, both nations
failed at building a strong long-term relationship that was mutually beneficial
.
6.28

PAKISTAN – US RELATIONS PERIOD 1989 – 2001

The period under discussion can be divided into two phases. The first phase
covers the period from 1989-90 to the Indo-Pakistan nuclear tests of May 1998
and the second phase covers the period upto the terrorists attacks of September
11, 2001 on key United States installations. Overall this period was so turbulent
that events taking place in it virtually changed the complexion of the world.
Pakistan like other countries of the world was affected by these changes.
The withdrawl of Soviet Military forces from Afghanistan in 1989 and the
disintegration of Soviet Union later brought a qualitative shift in South Asia‘s
security environment. The relations between Pakistan and the US till then though
most cordial were developed on the strategic needs of both sides. The changed
scenario brought a marked shift in the American outlook towards Pakistan. With
the ―Cold War‖ over Pakistan lost its position of geo-political primacy in American
global calculations as a front line state against communism. Not only did this
development completely change the international political and security system it
significantly affected the Pak-US relations in view of low priority that was now to
be given to South Asia by the US. As explained by Dr. Maqbool A. Bhatty:
―Within the context of its broad goals, the US has a descending order of priorities
in relation to the geographical areas of the globe. On account of economic
interests, as well as established political and cultural links, Europe and Japan
figure at the top of the list, as do immediate neighbours, such as Canada and
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Mexico, Latin America has been a traditional sphere of US influence, as can be
recalled from the Monroe Doctrine, while Israel and countries of the Middle East
and the Gulf remain prominent, in the context of the security of the Jewish State,
and of access to a vital raw material namely oil. The pacific rim countries, among
them China, Korea, Australia, New Zealand and the ASEAN countries remain
high because of the growing economic dynamism of this region as well as its
strategic location. The states of former Soviet Union also remain an area of
interest, which leaves South Asia and much of Africa as areas of marginal
concern89‖.
6.29

Afghanistan Situation

After the withdrawal of the red Army, control of Kabul was left in the hands of the
communist backed Gen. Najibullah. By that time 80 percent of Afghan territory
was under the control of Mujahideen. It was contemplated that after the
departure of Russians, the Najib government would not last long; as such the
offer of the Soviet Foreign Minister to have a power sharing arrangement
between the Mujahideen opponent Shia groups and communist elements was
out-rightly rejected by Pakistan with due support from the United States. The
conservative Mujahideen supporters in American Congress strongly backed this
position, urging no links with the communists. But these speculations turned
wrong because the Najibullah regime managed to survive till April 1992.
The Mujahideen groups who had to form an Afghan Interim Government (AIG),
to topple the Najib regime, signed an agreement. Sibghetullah Mujaddadi was
nominated as President for two months after which the power was to be handed
over to another Mujahideen leader. A 50-members council was required to assist
this set-up; later on elections were to be held under an interim government. But
the Peshawar accord could not be implemented properly due to differences
between Ahmed Shah Masood, Hikmatyar and General Rashid Dostum.
President Mujaddadi was replaced by President Rabbani who could not bring
stability in Afghanistan. The power struggle among various factions led to
decentralization of authority. General Dostum with a strong force of militia
controlled the northern Afghanistan alongwith capital Kabul. Mujahideen leader
Gullbadin Hikmatyar also felt discontented with this power game. The
Pushtan/Tajik/Uzbek rift went on growing with great loss of life and property. The
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Afghan civil war seemed to nullify the gains of victory over communism. Under
these circumstances, Pakistan arranged for the Islamabad Accord between eight
factions of Mujahideen in March 1993. According to this accord a provisional
government for a period of 18 months was formed with Rabbanni as its
President and Hikmat Yar or his representative as the Prime Minister. But
Rabbani and Hikmat Yar could not cooperate with each other and the accord
failed to weld the Afghan factions into a homogenous whole. As such in
November 1993, the country once again plunged into a civil war claiming several
lives.
6.30

Kashmir Uprising

About the time that the Soviets were withdrawing their troops from Afghanistan,
the perennial dispute between India and Pakistan over Kashmir unexpectedly
became more active and dangerous. This development compromised the
improvement in India – Pakistan relations that had occurred after Banazir Bhutto
took office and established good personal relations with India‘s Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi.
India‘s persistent refusal to grant the right of self-determination to the Kashmiris
since 1948, compelled the Kashmiri youth to resort to armed struggle which
assumed the shape of popular uprising in 1990. The freedom fighter groups
forged unity among their ranks and formed a thirteen party alliance for liberating
Kashmir and acceding to Pakistan. Another group which became instrumental in
mobilizing the public opinion in the valley is called the Jammu and Kashmir
Liberation Front (JKLF).
These organizations with the support of Kashmiri masses successfully adopted
the Palestinian like technique of Intefadah against the occupation forces in the
valley. Mass demonstration by the people became the order of the day violating
restrictions of the rulers, damaging official vehicles and injuring soldiers and
policemen by pelting stones at them. In response, the Indian forces resorted to
brutal torture, rapes, mass killings and firing on political as well as prayer
congregations. This resulted into virtual collapse of socio-economic and political
life in the valley. The helplessness of the Indian Government can be judged from
the fact that it had to dissolve the unrepresentative Kashmir assembly and
impose the governor‘s rule there.
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On the other hand Pakistan, which had been supporting the cause of Kashmiris
morally and politically, became ever more vocal in favour of the Kashmir cause
at various international forums. Frustrated by its inability to put down the
uprising, New Delhi strengthened its security forces in Kashmir and blamed
Pakistan for the troubles. As India continued to build up its military and paramilitary presence, artillery and mortar exchanges became more frequent and
intense across the previously quite line of control, the defacto but porous frontier
separating the Indian and Pakistani held parts of Kashmir. In early 1990,
unusually large scale Indian military deployments and parallel Pakistani troop
movements caused a sharp rise in tension between the two countries. India‘s
Prime Minister, V.P. Singh who had defeated Rajiv Gandhi in 1989 elections
raised the temperature further by publicly speaking of the possibility of an India –
Pakistan war.

6.31

New World Order

While Pakistan was facing serious challenges viz-a-viz its security and economic
development, United States was paying attention to the new realities of the world
in the aftermath of disintegration of the Soviet Union, re-unification of East and
West Germany with the collapse of Berlin wall, reactivation of the UNO and
reorientation of US policy making doctrine. A new setup of the world had
emerged for which the term ―New World Order‖ was coined by US President
George Bush on 29 January, 1991, in his address to the congress when he said:
―What is at stake is more than one small country, it is a big idea, a new world
order where diverse nations are drawn together in a common cause to achieve
the universal aspiration of mankind, peace and security, freedom and the rule of
law. Such a world is worthy of our struggle and our children‘s future 90.‖
The sudden and unexpected fall of USSR came as a blessing in disguise for the
Western World and US assumed the position of the only superpower of the
world. US grabbed the opportunity with both hands and decided to restructure
the international order according to her political and economic interests. Even
the United Nations became an instrument to achieve America‘s goals. In the
words of George Bush. ―The United Nations became a forum for achieving
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international consensus and maintains effective influence as an instrument for
international peace keeping 91.‖
6.32

Application of Pressler Amendment

In the changed international scenario and following the Gulf War experience the
US was ever more eager to put an end to the arms proliferation. Till 1989 the US
President had been certifying every year for non-existence of nuclear device in
Pakistan. But now the US out rightly demanded a roll back of nuclear
programme from Pakistan. Failing which, in October 1990, the US arbitrarily cut
off all economic and military assistance to Pakistan since the US President did
not issue necessary certification required under the Pressler amendment
regarding nuclear capability of Pakistan. The Pressler amendment to the Foreign
Assistance Act of America was a country specific legislation designated to
restrict US aid to Pakistan. Despite Pakistan‘s acceptance of the role of front line
state and to act as a guardian of American interests against Soviet
expansionism,

the

American

Congress‘

non–proliferation concerns

were

translated in the form of this highly discriminatory law.
The US assistance to Pakistan was subjected to a number of other conditions
including yearly certificate by the President regarding Pakistan‘s cooperation
with the USA with regard to narcotics and observance of human rights. As such
Pakistan‘s security problems accentuated tremendously. As Dennis Kux wrote,
―In the absence of other significant shared national interests, bilateral differences
were all too apparent. For Washington, Pakistan had not only lost strategic
importance but had become a nuclear trouble maker and a source of regional
instability. For Islamabad, the imposition of Pressler amendment, nuclear
sanctions and the turn around in US policy once more were seen as evidence
that the United States was fickle, unreliable, and not a true friend of Pakistan. 92‖
After George Bush when Bill Clinton took over as the President of the USA in
1993, nuclear non-proliferation, human rights and democracy became the main
concerns of his administration. Fundamental objectives of the US Government in
South Asia were detailed on 28 th April, 1993 by permanent Deputy Secretary
Malott in a statement to congress on US policy as below: First and foremost, to prevent war and the spread of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) and their means of delivery,
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 To support economic reform and development and to obtain greater
access for US trade and investment, and improved intellectual property
rights protection,
 To support strengthened democratic practices and institutions and greater
respect for human rights,
 To

enhance

military-to-military contacts

and

preserve unhampered

maritime and naval transit rights,
 To end terrorism,
 To work with host governments to control the production, trafficking, and
shipment of narcotics,
 To help promote population planning, control the spread of AIDS, protect
the environment, and support disaster relief efforts; and
 To support international efforts to ensure for the care, maintenance, and
repatriation of the region‘s three million refugees.
Major issues effecting the relations of the two countries were:-

6.33

Nuclear Issue

In view of nuclear tests carried out by India in 1974 and growing disparity
between conventional forces of Pakistan and India, Pakistan‘s concern for its
security required nuclear capability to establish and maintain a credible nuclear
deterrence. Sanctions against Pakistan were imposed by the USA, despite
repeated assurances by Pakistani leadership that its nuclear programme was for
peaceful purposes and despite having acquired certain nuclear capability it had
no intention to make nuclear weapons. Pakistan maintained that it was ready to
accept any equitable proposal aimed at stopping nuclear proliferation in South
Asian region. As regards the signing of NPT, India declared it as discriminatory
as it did not bring into its fold the countries which had already acquired this
capability. Pakistan on the other hand never refused to sign NPT if India also did
the same simultaneously. The United States continued to demand transparency
in the Pakistan nuclear programme, as the price of assistance.
Pakistan resolved not to yield to US pressure for signing NPT unilaterally or
rolling back of the programme. However, in the quest for making South Asia a
nuclear free zone, it initiated and pursued following six proposals which defined
basic contours of perception and response of Pakistan over this sensitive issue:
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 ―Simultaneous acceptance of NPT by both India and Pakistan.
 Simultaneous acceptance of both the countries of full scope safeguards of
IAEA.
 Mutual inspection of each other‘s nuclear installations.
 Joint declaration renouncing the acquisition or development of nuclear
weapons.
 A bilateral treaty to ban all nuclear tests.
 Convening of a conference on nuclear non-proliferation in South Asia
which would be attended by Russia, the US and China besides India and
Pakistan‖93.
India rejected all these proposals and refused to accept any restrictions on its
nuclear programme under one pretext or the other. ―The US Policy towards
South Asia was to compel both states to abide by NPT. The US withheld the sale
of dual-use super computers to India as well as pressurized Russia not to sell
multi use rockets which may be used in developing delivery system of nuclear
war heads, but to no avail. Pakistan and USA‘s relationship also came under
severe strain. However, Pakistan continued its efforts to maintain friendly
relations with US through bilateral dialogue process with the US administration at
all levels to explain its concerns on nuclear non proliferation and security
problems in the region‖94.

6.34

Defence Cooperation

Pakistan and USA have had close cooperation in the field of Defence which was
adversely affected after the embargo on military assistance under the Pressler
Amendment. Not only the sale of military hardware was stopped which included
the equipment Pakistan had already paid for but training of personnel and even
the supply of spare parts of the equipment were also discontinued. Later on,
through bilateral negotiations US agreed to relax the embargo to the extent of
allowing commercial arms sale of spare parts to Pakistan.
US even stopped the supply of F-16 jet fighters for which Pakistan had already
paid nearly $ 650 million of the total cost of $1.451 billion. The lease for US
frigates under use of Pakistan Navy was also not renewed.
In March 1994, the Clinton administration tried to have congressional approval to
deliver the embargoed F16s, ―if Pakistan accepted to place a lid on its nuclear
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programme and allow the physical inspection of its nuclear facilities alongwith
monitoring by cameras and other technical devices‖95. Before any progress on
the initiative, the details were leaked to the press by Senator Larry Pressler.
Indian Americans and their close friends strongly opposed the lifting of ban and
giving F-16s to Pakistan. Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto refused to accept the
inspection of Pakistan‘s nuclear facilities unless India also agreed to them.
6.35

Kashmir Issue

The Kashmiri dispute has been recognized as the principal threat to regional
security in South Asia. Pakistan and India have already fought three wars on this
issue without any results. Besides triggering a conventional arms race, the
dimensions of insecurity caused by this dispute held back progress on nonproliferation and posed the most likely threat of nuclear confrontation in South
Asia. For the United States, the possibility of the Kashmir dispute resulting into a
nuclear confrontation in the subcontinent was unnerving. US President Clinton,
therefore, took keen interest to resolve this highly volatile dispute in South Asia.
The US approach regarding Kashmir as spelt out in April 1993 by Deputy
Secretary of state for South Asian Affairs in a policy statement was that Kashmir
is one of the major causes of tension between Pakistan and India. It also
recognized the international nature of this issue alongwith proliferation and
conventional armament. Shortly after the declaration, USA publicly rebuked India
on its human rights record and described the whole of Kashmir as disputed
territory. The Assistant Secretary of State Robin Raphael‘s visit to Pakistan in
November 1993 also had a positive impact. The Indians pitched in an awkward
situation in Kashmir were compelled to agree to talks in late 1993. However, with
the visit of US Deputy Secretary of State Mr. Strobe Talbot to South Asia in April
1994, there was significant dilution in US position on Kashmir. Public criticism of
Indian human rights violation was toned down, the wishes of the Kashmir people
were replaced by the willingness to accept the conduct of elections and most
importantly, Simla Agreement started to be advocated as the only basis for a
solution of the Kashmir dispute.
Although USA did regard Kashmir as disputed territory and Pakistan as a party
to this dispute it did not let its growing ties be jeopardized with India by
supporting the Kashmiri cause as no direct American interests were involved. In
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Pakistan‘s perception till the time a just solution to the Kashmir problem was not
found, tension in the region would prevail and no agreement was likely to be
reached between Pakistan and India with regard to conventional weapons or
WMDs.
6.36

Narcotics

Drug production and trafficking in and from Pakistan was another irritant
between Pakistan and USA relations. Despite Pakistan‘s effective steps to
eliminate this menace, it could not be curbed completely giving rise to American
apprehensions that drug barons were enjoying political protection.
A full fledged Narcotics control Ministry and Narcotics control task force were
established. Pakistan also enacted laws to enhance mandatory punishments and
seizure of assets to control and eliminate the drug abuse. Also, some notorious
drug smugglers were extradited to USA. To strengthen the US-Pakistan
collaboration, Lee P. Brown, Director of White House Office on Drug control was
provided a first hand opportunity in October 1994 to assess the various steps
taken by the Government of Pakistan for curbing proliferation of drugs.
6.37

Human Rights

The other issues further straining the relations between the two countries had
been the situation of human rights including the major issue of child labour in
Pakistan. US Government had expressed its concern about the alleged violation
of internationally accepted labour rights in Pakistan particularly with regard to
child labour. The AFL-CIO (American Federation of Labour Congress of
Industrial Organizations) had lodged a complaint with the United States‘ trade
representative office in this regard calling for withdrawal of GSP (General
System of Preferences) benefits for Pakistan. Relations in 1993 were also
soured by the evidence that Pakistani authorities were involved in conducting
illegal emigration to US in PIA planes.
6.38

Terrorism

Starting in 1991, and continuing through out 90s, the terrorism issue formed the
major concern of US viz-a-viz Pakistan. Based on intelligence reports, US
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Government believed that Pakistan was involved in terrorist activities. The major
allegations against Pakistan were: Arab militants, who were previously fighting the Afghan Jihad had been
given refuge in Pakistan to train Kashmiri freedom fighters in some of the
refugee camps in Pakistan and to promote terrorism in Indian Held
Kashmir and other parts of the World.
 Pakistan was providing sanctuary to terrorists like Ramzi Yousaf who
reportedly master minded the blasts at World Trade Center at New York
on 26 February, 1993.
 Pakistan had provided refuge to Aimal Kansi who was involved in the
killing of two CIA officials in USA.
 Terrorists of Egypt and Algeria who reportedly had taken refuge in
Pakistan, were not being repatriated despite request of their governments.
 Pakistani Government was not taking effective measures against the
terrorists/militants for fear of annoying powerful radical Islamic lobby in
Pakistan.
Pakistan Government on various occasions assured USA that it was neither
involved in providing sanctuary to terrorist nor was promoting such activities.
Also Pakistan was only providing moral and diplomatic support to Kashmiri
freedom fighters. To check this menace Pakistan took concrete measures which
included expelling over 600 Arabs, signing of extradition treaty with Egypt in
1994, arrest and extradition of three Egyptian terrorists, and arrest and
extradition of Ramzi Yousaf and Aimal Kansi to USA in February 1995 and June
1997 respectively.
6.39

Afghanistan and the Taliban

While the strategic importance of Afghanistan for the United States had already
begun to recede, its unresolved issues were put on the back burner after the end
of Cold War and disintegration of the Soviet Union. No effort was made by the
US to bring about a negotiated political settlement amongst the desperate
groups which had together forced the Soviet Union to withdraw.
The leaders of the Afghan Jihad who had so bravely fought the Soviet invaders,
failed to achieve consensus amongst themselves on the post-Soviet-set-up in
Afghanistan. The country slid into further turmoil and civil war. This continued
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until 1996, when the Taliban, who were young Afghan zealots, trained in the
religious Madrassahs in Pakistan decided to intervene to restore order in
Afghanistan. The entry of the Taliban ended the standoff in Afghanistan which
had been created by the refusal of President Burhanuddin Rabbani to step down
on the completion of his agreed term under the Peshawar Accord of 1993.
Though the Taliban established control over 90 percent of Afghanistan territory
and also disarmed the people in areas under their control, there was strong
resistance to the rule of the fundamentalist Sunni Pathan Taliban, in the North
where the Uzbeks, Tajiks and other groups had gathered to offer resistance.
With the Taliban in control of Kabul, Pakistan felt that it would get rid of the twofront situation which had plagued it since the very beginning. Pakistan was the
first country in the world to recognize the Taliban regime in 1997. The Taliban‘s
rigid policy towards women affected the liberal citizens of Afghanistan and the
international community. Their extreme policies in the name of Islam alienated
the world. The important factor which drew the attention of the major powers
including USA, to Afghanistan, was the Taliban‘s zealous championing of the
Islamic revolution world wide, and their own agenda for spreading fundamentalist
Islamic ideology to areas most vulnerable to such influences. This had caused
deep concern in Russia, China, India, the Central Asian States and Iran. The
latter considered the Taliban‘s advocacy of Sunni Islam as a challenge to its own
ideological leadership.
Another important development which brought the Afghanistan issue once again
into the limelight was the alleged export of terrorism from that country and the
refuge and support given by the ruling Taliban regime to elements which were
allegedly involved in terrorism all over the world, but were specially targeting
American interests. This development was perceived as a serious security threat
by the US which began to realize that it was a direct outcome of the civil war in
Afghanistan, which had been almost ignored by her in the preoccupation with the
creation of the ―New World Order‖ to replace the Cold War dispensation.
However, the US government‘s initial reaction to the capture of Kabul by the
Taliban was positive. The spokeperson of the State Department of the United
States declared that he could see ―nothing objectionable‖ in the steps the
Taliban had taken to impose Islamic Law in the areas under their control and
called on the Taliban to ―move quickly to restore order‖ and to form a
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representative government. But the State Department rapidly changed its tune
after nature of Taliban policies toward women became better known. Several
factors

explained

the

State

Department‘s

initial reaction. U.S. Officials

anticipated that the Taliban victory would end the civil war and at last permit
reconstruction to begin. Among other things, peace in Afghanistan would greatly
improve the prospects for a large gas-pipeline project involving a consortium of
American Oil Companies that hoped to transport natural gas from Turkmenistan
across Afghanistan to energy short India and Pakistan. Washington also hoped
that the Taliban would make good on assurances they offered U.S. Officials
under their rule, Afghanistan would cease to be a breeding ground for terrorism
and narcotics trafficking. Finally frictions that had developed between Sunni
Taliban and Shia Iran were regarded positively in Washington against the back
ground of continuing US hostility toward Tehran.
6.40

Changes in Policies

Because of the Standoff on nuclear related issues there was no apparent
change in the US policy towards Pakistan. But hectic lobbying by Pakistan
embassy and Pakistan‘s American community alongwith the realistic attitude of
Robin Raphael, Assistant Secretary of State, William Perry Secretary of
Defence, and Senator Hark Brown who became the chairman of the Senate
Foreign Committee South Asia Sub-committee after sweeping victory of
Republican Party in 1994 Senate elections led to softening of US policies for
Pakistan. The US military considered Pakistan, a helpful partner in Western
Asia, Middles East and also in peace keeping efforts under the United Nations
mission. Pakistan‘s troops in Bosnia and Somalia performed valuable services in
this regard.
Pakistan Prime Minister‘s state visit to Washington in April 1995 especially
helped to improve relations. President Clinton in a joint statement with Benazir
Bhutto at the end of the visit declared that Pakistan was one of the closest
friends of USA. He categorically refuted that the US was dumping Pakistan.

6.41

Brown Amendment

In an attempt to find ways to cooperate with Pakistan in areas where it was in the
American interest to do so, the Clinton Administration reconsidered the Pressler
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Amendment—this led to the passage of Brown Amendment by the US Congress
in October 1995, which was signed in to law by the President in January 1996.
While keeping the military ban in place, it allowed the flow of economic and
humanitarian assistance to Pakistan alongwith the help on the anti-narcotics
front, illiteracy, family planning, anti-terrorism and peace keeping activities. The
amendment provided for the release of military hardware worth 368 million
dollars that Pakistan had already paid for. It also led to resumption of military to
military exchange under International Military Education and Training (IMET)
including eight joint exercises every year exchange of military officers from each
country to attend staff courses in the other country and the resumption of benefit
of

Overseas

Private

Investment

Corporation

(OPIC),

and

Trade

and

Development Assistance (TDA) to boost American trade and private investment
in Pakistan.
Though the Brown amendment seemed to be entirely in favor of Pakistan yet it
protected several American interests. According to US Defence Secretary Perry
and Under Secretary of State Peter Turnoffs, the Pressler amendment had
become counter productive to US interests. Obviously Pakistan could not be
asked to disarm itself unilaterally in the presence of a hostile neighbour like India
which possessed nuclear capability.
The problem which remained at heart, was the release of 28 F 16s or the return
of 658 million dollars paid as the price of the aircraft, which was kept out of the
parameters of Brown Amendment. So, the response on this legislation was
described as ‗a glass half full or a glass half empty‘, depending upon the
perception of the person discussing it. The military hardware were released but
the OPIC, TDA, and IMET provisions of the Brown Amendment could not
materialize until July 1997, when the US Senate passed another amendment in
the Foreign Operations Appropriations Bill (FOAB) which cleared the hurdles in
full implementation of Brown Amendment.
Though the Brown Amendment had only a cosmetic effect and economic or
military aid could not be resumed as long as the Pressler Amendment was not
repealed, yet it indicated a realization in the US congress that the coercive
diplomacy in South Asia regarding American goals of non-proliferation had
failed. Both India and Pakistan refused to bend to American pressure. So they
decided to review their policy. This was evident in the statement of Bruce Raidel,
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Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defence for Eastern and South Eastern Affairs.
He said, ―we believe that we can best pursue nuclear and missile proliferation by
engaging the militaries of India and Pakistan‖96.
The possible sale of the F16s to a third country to generate funds to be
reimbursed to Pakistan also ran into difficulty after congressional criticism of
Indonesia, a potential buyer, on account of her crackdown on political dissidents.
As a result, the Clinton Administration decided to shelve the subject transaction.
In 1998, the missile issue became critical when Pakistan tested the Ghauri
missile successfully. America rejected the Pakistan‘s claim that she had
developed it indigenously. Sanctions were therefore imposed by the United
States both on North Korea and Pakistan. These sanctions had only cosmetic
effect, as earlier sanctions under Pressler amendment were already intacted.
Though Brown Amendment had already lifted ban on economic assistance, no
new aid project was started by the Clinton Administration for Pakistan even in
support of the revived Pakistani democratic system.

6.42

Relations From May 1998 to Oct 2001

The newly elected coalition government of Prime Minister Vajpayee in India
spoke of nuclear weapons‘ ‗induction.‘ Pakistan Prime Minister‘s warning about
Indian intentions in a letter to Clinton dated 3 April, 1998 was taken by the US
officials as a routine cry of Pakistan against India. But the series of five nuclear
devices on 11 May, 1998, embarrassed the United States. It was a serious
setback for the US military intelligence that it could not detect Indian
preparations at Pokhran.
Clinton expressed his anger against India by announcing sanctions under 1994
non-proliferation act, cutting off all aid and blocking the loans by World Bank and
Asian Development Bank. Only Japan followed suit. No other American ally
imposed hard sanctions against India in consideration of their commercial
interests. The United States turned towords Pakistan not to follow India.
Nonetheless, for Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif it was a difficult choice. The
economic cost of testing was high. Clinton‘s offer of lifting all sanctions and
resumption of substantial economic and military aid, Pakistan had been seeking
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since 1991, was tempting. It could restore Pakistan‘s declining economy along
with substantial conventional arms supply. But previous American dealings had
left Pakistan distrustful about Clinton‘s promises and Congress‘s lifting of
sanctions.
Domestic pressure, on the other hand, to match India in the wake of arrogant
tone of L. K. Advani, the Indian Home Minister who called on Pakistan ―to accept
the new realities imposed by the tests.‖ He further added, ―Islamabad should
realize the change in the geo-strategic situation in the region and the world (and)
roll back its anti-India policy, especially with regard to Kashmir.‖ Indian Minister
of Parliamentary Affairs Madan Lal Khurana asked Pakistan to fix a time and
place where it wanted to fight the ―fourth round.97‖
People in the streets along with political parties in opposition as well as in the
government were demanding nuclear test. It was a matter of now and never for
Pakistan and a matter of survival of Nawaz Sharif government also. Nawaz
Sharif turned to the United States for Security guarantee against India. President
Clinton could not provide it. The only thing he could offer other than the ―cut
through the knots‖ of the American laws blocking aid were the ―tools‖ Pakistan
needed to defend itself. It was not enough for Pakistan in the wake of unsettled
Kashmir dispute; the international community‘s unsatisfactory response towards
India‘s nuclearization, threatening tone of New Delhi and the fear of rising
pressure on Pakistan for signing NPT and CTBT, Nawaz Sharif gave a green
signal to launch nuclear explosion to be at par with India. Thus under these
circumstances Pakistan decided to go on nuclear tests on 28th May, 1998 when
five tests were conducted at Chagai in Baluchistan.
The White House responded to Pakistan‘s failure to show restraint against
temptation to match Indian capability, saying, ―Pakistan lost a truly priceless
opportunity to strengthen its own security to improve its potential standing in the
eye of the world. But at the same time Clinton‘s press Secretary Michel McCurry
announced that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was honest and straightforward in
the description of the decision he was wrestling with and India manifestly was
not.‖98
The UN Secretary Council urged both India and Pakistan to exercise restraint.
Five permanent members of the UN Security Council in a declaration on June 4,
1998 at Geneva urged both countries to take steps to reduce the danger of a
nuclear war; to sign the CTBT; to join the talks about banning fissile material
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production; to strengthen nuclear export controls and to hold off nuclear and
missile tests and deployment.
The United States imposed parallel sanctions on Pakistan. The commercial
interests of already troubled US Pacific-Northwest farmers compelled both the
US Senate and House of representatives to exempt agriculture export credits
from sanctions. Congress realized after a while that the rigid legislation had
restricted the ability of the US President to take diplomatic initiatives towards
India and Pakistan required to deal with the nuclear issue effectively. Congress
gave President the authority to waive all the sanctions including the Pressler law.
The waiver enhanced the administration‘s ability to take diplomatic initiatives to
address the nuclear issue. Clinton sent Deputy Secretary of State Talbot back to
South Asia in an effort to influence Indian and Pakistani nuclear policies. In July
1998, Talbot conducted seven rounds of talks with Indian and Pakistani officials
separately on the agenda of Geneva declaration.
Sanctions continued along with the diplomatic engagements. But the US concern
about Pakistan‘s possible financial collapse, resulted in partial lifting of sanctions
against India and Pakistan on 7 November, 1998. This enabled US support for
IMF assistance to Pakistan as one time exception to the sanctions still in place.
In fact, this policy was the outcome of the fear of the United States that financial
hardships would lead Pakistan to transfer nuclear technology to some Islamic
countries especially Iran. Though Pakistan denied these possibilities but the
suspicion remained at the centre of debate in the Western think tanks and
media. French President Jacques Chirac opposed the sanctions declaring them
―not the right way‖ to address the issue. The US Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright also shared the views that ―the sanctions would backfire.
The nuclearization of India and Pakistan restored American engagement in the
region, which had actually vanished by the end of the Cold War. There was a
worldwide recognition of the fact that there could not be peace in South Asia as
long as the Kashmir problem existed. The two traditional rivals having fought four
times on Kashmir would not be able to show long term restraints on the use of
nuclear power.
In this backdrop, a summit meeting between the Prime Minister of India and
Pakistan was held in Lahore on 20-21 February, 1999. the Vajpayee - Sharif
Summit resulted in a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) dealing with nuclear
issues and committed both sides to adopt a wide range of confidence building
measures aimed at avoidance and prevention of conflict. The hopes of better
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India-Pakistan relations generated by the Lahore Summit were dashed by the
May-July 1999 Kargil crisis which gave India opportunity to mobilize World
opinion against Pakistan. The Military over of 12 October, 1999 in Pakistan
intensified Islamabad‘s regional and international isolation. Pakistan‘s retreat
from democracy was viewed negatively by the world. Disapproving of this
development, the USA imposed additional sanctions on Pakistan which were
legally required in the case of overthrow of a democratically elected government.
President Bill Clinton‘s India-centric visit to South Asia in March, 2000 marked a
paradigm shift in American thinking towards the region. Discarding its posture of
even-handedness between India and Pakistan, President Bill Clinton singled-out
India as the preferred partner of the United States in the new millennium and
warned Pakistan against the dangers of diplomatic isolation stemming from its
drift towards fundamentalism and extremism. Washington categorically told
Islamabad that it needed to take concrete steps to stabilize the Line of Control
(LoC) before India-Pakistan dialogue could begin. Under growing American
diplomatic pressure, Islamabad agreed to enforce a unilateral cease-fire along
the LoC in late June 1999 to allay exaggerated international fears of ―loose
nukes‖. Islamabad announced a Nuclear Command Authority in February 1999
and officially committed on 4 August, 2000, that she would not ―export any
nuclear materials, equipment or technologies‖.
6.43

PAKISTAN - US RELATIONS POST 9/11 PERIOD

A new element appeared in US-Pakistan ties in the aftermath of the 11
September 2001 terrorist attacks. These terrorist attacks on the symbols of US
financial and military power, and the consequent tragic destruction of human life,
may well signify a new kind of world war in the twenty first century. In its
emotional impact, 11 September, 2001 may have been the most horrifying day in
American history. It is different from the earlier two world wars of the twentieth
century, in the sense that it is a conflict not between opposing nation states but
between the nation states on the one hand and non-state groupings of
individuals driven by rage on the other. It is a rage bred by the peculiar politics of
nation states in the 20th century, where those with a consuming grievance, and
marginalized from the global system of state power, seek to express themselves
through violence.
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American President George W. Bush said: ―This is not, however, just America‘s
fight. And what is at stake is not just America‘s freedom. This is the world‘s fight.
This is civilization‘s fight. He further said: Either you are with us, or you are with
terrorists. Either you stand with civilization and good (US) or with barbarism and
evil (them).Choose, and to those nations that choose wrongly, beware 99‖. This
message of Bush to the World has become the defining concept of American
Foreign Policy, transforming the entire focus of his administration and that
American policy influenced the policies of the whole World. Pakistan was the
only country in the neighborhood that had diplomatic relations with the Taliban
regime in Afghanistan. Under the Bush doctrine, Pakistan relinquished its
support of Taliban, and agreed to provide all informations about Taliban and AlQaeda. ―America demanded full Pakistani cooperation and support in the war
against terrorism. Once again these demands made Pakistan an over night front
line state in the war against terrorism. US also conveyed the message that if
Pakistan did not support the war on terrorism, India was ready to do it 100.‖
On 15 September 2001, Pakistan announced that it would extend full
cooperation to the international community in its fight against terrorism without
involving its forces in any action beyond its geographical boundries. In this
American-led war against terrorism, Pakistan decided to side with Washington.
6.44

Pakistan Joins War Against Terrorism

Pakistan decisively sided with the US by offering military and intelligence
support. In return, Washington developed better military, economic and
diplomatic relations with Pakistan. With a major shift in its Afghan policy,
Pakistan has lost whatever influence it had in Afghanistan. ―In his effort to take
the nation into confidence, President Musharraf spelled out Pakistan‘s main
concerns that had substantially contributed towards the policy formulation at this
critical juncture of Pakistan‘s history. Four concerns were highlighted which
included Pakistan‘s Security, Revival of Economy, Defence of Strategic Nuclear
and Missile Assets, and the Kashmir Cause‖101.
The decision had not been popular with the religious parties and some other
politicians, who considered it a sell out and betrayal of the Taliban whom
Pakistan had been nurturing for the last one decade. As far as the Taliban are
concerned, their threat to launch an attack on any neighboring country that
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offered the Americans use of air space or territory for an attack on Afghanistan
might have been empty rhetoric as they were hardly in a position to translate that
threat into action. The declaration of war on terrorism ―has brought strong US
pressures

on Pakistan in terms

of controlling and eliminating various

fundamentalist groups in its territory and across Afghanistan.

Table No .6

As a key ally against terrorism, throughout 2004 Pakistan mounted successful
operations against terrorists and their supporters near the border with
Afghanistan as well as in the urban areas‖102. At least 500 Al-Qaeda operatives
have been captured in Pakistan since 11September, 2001. Pakistan with its
clear and determined policy to combat terrorist activities demonstrated its
untiring will and endeavor to confront domestic hard line groups, aiming to curb
all forms of militant activities, despite the challenges associated with such an
undertaking. There is a complete mutuality of interests in the campaign against
terrorism, although there are growing concerns that Pakistan is not doing enough
against religious extremism and madrassas. However, there is yet another
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dimension which relates to the so called terrorism in the IHK, on which the two
sides may have a divergence of interests.

6.45

Domestic Political Dynamics After 9/11

Following the events of 9/11 and the subsequent developments in the region and
around the world, there has been an increase in the anti-West and anti-American
sentiments at the civil society level in the Muslim World in general and Pakistan
in particular. One of the significant outcomes of this anti-US resentment is
reflected in the unexpected success of the six-party alliance of religious political
parties Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) in the October 2002 elections. All major
parties in this alliance have traditionally had links with and are supportive of
various Afghan factions. They were hghly critical of the US military operation in
Afghanistan.
United States - Pakistan Cooperation Post 9/11 extended in the following fields:
6.46

Military Bases/Logistic Support to USA

Pakistan provided vital basing and transit support to US led missions in
Afghanistan. Five Pakistani airbases were handed over to US led forces. The
Pakistani air bases near Jacobabad and Dalbandin, near the Afghan border,
became vital to US military operations in the region, and served as key forward
operational bases for the US led forces.
6.47

Deployment Along Pak Afghan Border

Pakistan deployed more than 100 thousand regular and paramilitary troops
along the tribal belt bordering Afghanistan and Iran in support of US led efforts to
capture Taliban and Al Qaeda fugitives. Some 45,000 Pakistani troops are
actively supporting Operation Enduring Freedom as of October 2002.
6.48

Logistic Support

Pakistan spent a large portion of its logistic reserves to support the coalition,
which was a significant contribution, considering Pakistan‘s economic difficulties
and her own self-defence requirements.
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6.49

Tracking Terrorists

Pakistan has upgraded its immigration control system, and began work on new
anti terrorist finance laws. Some 3000 extremists have been arrested since Jan
2002 including the founders of both Lashkar–e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammad.
US law enforcement agencies are providing active assistance to Pakistan to hunt
terrorists. Moreover the Inter Services Intelligence (ISI) has helped in various
phases of operations.
6.50

Formation of a Joint Working Group

US and Pakistan formulated ―a Joint Working Group on Counter- terrorism and
Law Enforcement. The two governments discussed a broad range of bilateral
law

enforcement

issues,

including

counter

narcotics,

counter

terrorism,

extradition, money-laundering, trafficking in persons, drug abuse control, poppy
eradication, Police and legal system reforms, and issues related to the
repatriation of Pakistani nationals detained in the US in connection with the
infringement of the US immigration rules‖103. The governments agreed to
strengthen their mutual cooperation in each of these areas. Till date Pakistan
and US officials have held three meetings of the US – Pakistan Joint working
Group on counter terrorism and law enforcement.
6.51

Revival of Defence Consultative Group

Pakistan

and

US

Defence

Consultative

Group

(DCG)

restarted

joint

consultations after 4 years in Sep 2002. Discussions have focussed on military
cooperation, security assistance, and antiterrorism. US agreed to enhance
Pakistan‘s conventional defence capability. In Sep 2003 meeting at Washington,
US declared that Pakistan US defence relationship is a crucial element of the
global war on terrorism and key to the security and stability in South Asia.
During the meeting, Pakistan demanded AWACS system from the US to counter
Indian acquisition of Phalcon system from Israel.

6.52

Joint US-Pakistan Military Exercises
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In October 2002 the first joint US Pakistan military exercises in nearly five years
took place with approximately 120 soldiers from each country participating. In
Feb 2003 Pakistan US joint naval exercise was held at Arabian Sea.
6.53

Coalition Planning Group

In Feb 2003 Pakistan joined coalition planning group which advised the US
central command. Beside Pakistan, the 20 members group included Germany,
Britain, France, Turkey and Qatar.
6.54

Financial/Economic Benefits to Pakistan

In the bargain to support the international community‘s campaign against
terrorism, Pakistan got the bulk of $1.8 billion debt rescheduled from the Paris
club. With regard to the post 9/11 economic benefits, the US removed nuclear
sanctions on Pakistan.

The major US concession in Aug 2002 was the

rescheduling of 3 billion dollars of Pakistan ―debt at low interest rates, saving $ 1
billion over three years (2001-2004). Similarly, relations with the IMF and the
World Bank improved and Pakistan successfully concluded a three year Poverty
Reduction Growth Facility (PRGF) worth $12.5 billion, and became the fourth
non-HIPC (highly indebted poor country) having a PRGF facility.
In addition, Pakistan‘s alliance with the US military in the latter‘s war in
Afghanistan was to accrue $300 million to Pakistan, as rent for logistics being
provided. In Aug 2002, US released $ 700 million in aid to Pakistan for use in
non defence sectors. In July 2003 US House of Representatives made the grant
of aid to Pakistan in year 2004-05 conditional on certification by the President of
the US that Pakistan has prohibited cross border infiltration, eliminated all
training camps and is committed to non proliferation‖104. In Apr 2003, US wrote
off bilateral debt amounting to one billion dollars owed by Pakistan to US, and in
Jul 2004 wrote off $ 495.3 million. Pakistan bilateral debt to the US now stands
at 1.6 billion, instead of the original $ 3 billion.

In Jul 04 the US House

Representative adopted a $ 701 million assistance package for Pakistan which is
the first installment of a $ 3 billion 5 years US assistance package announced in
Jun 2003. According to the breakdown $ 300 million is for economic assistance,
$ 300 million for foreign military financing, $ 40 million for narcotics control, $ 29
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million for child survival and health, $ 29 million for development and $ 6 million
for anti terrorism.

Table No .7

Table No .8
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US Exim Bank was expanding its financing options in Pakistan, which would
support short, medium and long term financing for the sale of American products
when the government of Pakistan guarantees repayment. This is a sign of the
increasing importance of business in the US – Pakistan relationship.

The

proposed US budget request of $698.3 million for financial year 2006 for
Pakistan contains $300 million in foreign military financing fund and $300 million
in economic support funds for the second of the five year $3 billion commitment.
Although the economic benefits flowed to Pakistan after 11 th September have
indeed been of value but the main issue for the Pakistan‘s economy
nevertheless, is market access and foreign investment.
6.55

Lifting of Sanctions

On 24 March 2004, US decided to waive off severe sanctions imposed on
Pakistan after the military take over. Diplomatic circles in Washington saw the
waiver as the Bush administration‘s reward for a key ally in the war against
terror. The waiver cleared the way for Pakistan to receive direct US military and
economic assistance. Bilateral cooperation in these fields would increase in
future.
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6.56

Major Non NATO Ally Status to Pakistan

On 16 June, 2004, President George W. Bush officially designated Pakistan a
major non–NATO ally of the United States. The status would entitle Pakistan to
secure priority delivery access to defence articles, stockpiling of military
hardware, and purchase of depleted uranium for anti-tank rounds, cooperation in
defence, military training, research programmes and loans. The status of MNNA
does not, however, qualify a country the guarantees of mutual defence and
security against an external aggression as available to NATO Countries.
Pakistan has been designated MNNA under category ‗B‘ by President Bush in
accordance with section 517, this makes Pakistan eligible to get US-owned War
Reserve stock piles on its territory outside of American military installations.
Pakistan would also be able to use US Foreign Military Financing for commercial
leasing of certain defence articles. Pakistan would also be in a position to get
loans, materials, supplies and equipment for Cooperative Research and
Development (R&D) projects, testing and evaluation. There is no doubt that the
designation of Pakistan as a major non-NATO ally under Foreign Assistance Act
and Arms Export Act will significantly contribute towards augmenting the
country‘s military capability.

Currently four Muslim countries Bahrain, Kuwait,

Egypt and Jordan have this Status. Australia, Japan, South Korea, Argentina,
Israel, New Zealand, Philippines and Thailand are amongst the non Muslim
countries that fall in this category. Designation of Pakistan as a major non NATO
ally indicates that the US is envisaging a long-term partnership with Pakistan
based on close cooperation between the two countries in areas relating to war
against terror.

6.57

Narcotics Control

The US Department of State indicates that Pakistan‘s cooperation on drug
control with the United States ―remains excellent.‖ The Pakistan government has
made impressive strides in eradicating opium poppy cultivation. Estimated
production in 2001 was only 5 metric tons, down by 59% from 2000 and less
than one-thirtieth of the estimated 155 tons produced in 1995. In March 2003,
the Acting Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law
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Enforcement Affairs claimed that Pakistan has ―essentially eliminated opium
production.‖
6.58

Pakistan’s Strategic Assets Safety/Non Proliferation

By joining ―the US - led war on terrorism, it is assumed that Pakistan has been
able to safeguard its strategic assets. Pakistan has come out of that period of
crisis without any harm to its strategic assets. The issue of Weapons of Mass
Destruction still dominates the US and Western threat perceptions, and it is
these threat perceptions that dictate the course of actions they follow. It is to be
noted that it was through questionable intelligence on WMDs‖105 that the
occupation of Iraq was effected. The present focus is on the US-listed ‗axis of
evil‘ the Iranian and North Korean nuclear programme. In Apr 2003, US accused
Pakistan‘s KRL of helping an unidentified foreign country, person or entity and
imposed trade sanctions on KRL.
The US House of Representative has referred a new Pakistan specific sanctions
bill to the Congress committee on international relations. The bill seeks to
impose sanctions on foreign entities that engage in certain nuclear proliferation
activities. The proposed law specifically calls for sanctions against Pakistan, if
the country fails to get a clean chit from the US President on the nuclear issue.
The Nuclear deterrence is Pakistan‘s only security guarantee in the prevailing
security environment. At this point in time, while Pakistan‘s assistance is urgently
required, the US may be willing to look the other way. But sooner or later there is
bound to be a divergence of interests on this issue, which may be compounded
by the fact that the US does not view India‘s nuclear weapons and delivery
systems with as much concern.

6.59

Democratization and Human Rights Concerns

The democratization of Pakistan remains an American interest. But many argue
that this could bring radical Islamic groups to power. Thus, democratization also
has long and short-term dimensions. In the long term a democratic Pakistan is
seen as desirable, but getting there might disrupt the state in the short-term.
Many steps to empower women and minorities and guarantee a lively and free
media have been taken by a man in uniform which has never been done before
in Pakistan. US democracy programs and exchanges are assisting the
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development of accountable, responsive democratic institutions and practices,
including effective legislatures and local councils that respond to citizens and
that play a positive role in governance. US programs are also supporting the
much needed political party reform, the development of an independent media
that provides balanced information, and effective civil society that advocates for
the rights of those most vulnerable, such as women and religious minorities. All
of these programs will be crucial for us to prepare for 2007 national elections.
6.60

Socio-Economic Stability

The US wants Pakistan to become economically developed, politically stable,
internally coherent and united, peaceful and orderly to forestall any possibility of
an extremist regime coming to power. A special area of interest is education and
Madrassa reforms for which considerable assistance is being provided. There is
a complete convergence of interests in this area, although we should not over
assess its potential.

6.61

National Security Entry Exit Registration System

Since Dec 2002, Pakistanis have been undergoing special registration
procedures to prove that they are not terrorists.

Pakistan has conveyed her

concern over the National Security Entry Exit Registration Systems (NSEERS).
6.62

Pakistan - US Extradition Pact

Pakistan‘s ambassador to the United States signed an extradition pact on 21
July 2003 with the US for surrender and transfer of each other‘s nationals and
military personnel, for any purpose, without recourse to any court of law.
Pakistan government‘s decision to sign the ‗extradition pact‘ with the US is of a
political nature and is a matter of Pakistan‘s strategic concerns and reliance on
the United States. United States did not respond positively to Pakistan‘s request
regarding citizens in Guantanamo Bay or their extradition to Pakistan despite
Pakistan‘s handing over the wanted US criminals without any conditions.
6.63

Pakistan - USA Trade

During President Musharraf‘s February 2002 visit to Washington, President Bush
announced that in addition to offering $1 billion in debt relief to Pakistan, the
United States offered to increase its quotas in specific import categories in a
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package worth $142 million in 2002, $ 158 million in 2003 and $178 Million in
2004. In June 2003, during President Musharraf‘s visit to the US, a Trade and
Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) was signed. It was expected that TIFA
would eventually lead to a free trade agreement (FTA). Pakistan has also
improved its trade volume with the United States despite many ups and downs in
its trade relations. Pakistan‘s primary exports are cotton, textiles and garments,
rice, and leather products. During 2002, total US imports from Pakistan were
about $2.3 billion, a slight increase over the previous year. US exports to
Pakistan during 2002 were worth $694 million, a major increase of 28 percent
over 2001. The US trade deficit with Pakistan has been approximately $1.7
billion for each of the past three years. Home remittances of overseas Pakistanis
are almost four billion dollars.
6.64

9/11 Impact on Pakistan’s Kashmir Policy

The most important and critical task for Pakistan, in the post 9/11 period, was to
preserve the legitimacy of the Kashmiri freedom fighters and not allow it to fall
prey to the new definition of terrorism. In the pre- 9/11 period, the use of political
violence has been an accepted practice under the UN conventions for the people
struggling under alien occupation, against racism and for the right of selfdetermination. The Kashmiri peoples‘ struggle for their right of self-determination
against Indian occupation forces certainly fall into one of these categories.
Ironically, under the heavy influence of Indian propaganda and the new rules set
by the US that ‗no cause justifies violence‘ the international community tends to
view the militancy of the Kashmiri struggle in the context of terrorism‖106.
However, the struggle by the Kashmiri people for the right of self determination
itself has not lost its legitimacy and the settlement of the Kashmir dispute is
acknowledged by international community as an unresolved political issue
between India and Pakistan.
6.65

9/11 Impact on Indo – Pak Relations

The implications of 9/11 have been far and wide but, both India and Pakistan are
winners in this new situation as sanctions applied on both because of their
nuclear weapon programmes have been lifted. The question is, can the United
States use its new found leverage with India and Pakistan to broker a resolution
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on Kashmir? The terrorist attacks which took place in New York and Washington
also had a direct impact on the troubled relations between India and Pakistan.
India attempted to exploit the situation by having Pakistan declared as a terrorist
state and by drawing Kashmir into the terrorist ambit.
It is not in the interest of the US and its allies involved in the war against
terrorism to see an outbreak of hostilities between India and Pakistan because
such a situation will badly hurt their campaign against the remnants of Al-Qaeda
and the Taliban in Afghanistan. During the height of Indo-Pak tension at the end
of May 02, the Pakistani government had indicated that it could not commit its
forces on the Western front because of heightened tension on the Eastern front.
Pakistan‘s involvement in war with India would have meant a serious setback to
the US-led war against terrorism.

6.66

Concluding Remarks

Important concluding remarks drawn are as under-:
 Pakistan is today again situated at the crossroads of many American
interests and concerns. These include terrorism, nuclear proliferation,
relations with the Islamic world, democratization, and relations with other
important Asian states.
 Pakistan‘s current policies on Afghanistan, war on terror, Kashmir and
peaceful co-existence with India have earned her the respect of
international community, and helped retrieve Pakistan from international
isolation.
 There is a strong convergence of Pak-US interests as far as war on terror,
religious extremism, socio-economic development of Pakistan, and
political stability in the region are concerned.
 US is conscious of her poor exit strategy from Afghanistan in 1989, which
lead to wide spread religious extremism in this region, a long-term
strategic relationship has been promised to Pakistan, with the status of
Major Non-NATO Ally being conferred to substantiate this promise.

6.67

FUTURE OF PAKISTAN - US RELATIONS
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Pakistan and the United States have had a chequered relationship because
every time they sought assistance from each other, it was to promote their
respective national interests in a changing geo-strategic environment. All these
years however, this relationship was defined more by the needs and interests of
the senior and stronger partner than anything else. At this point in time though,
the US is fully cognizant of the issue based nature of our relationship in the
past, which is why, not just the 9/11 Commission report, but most signals and
statements emanating from the State Department have been stressing on the
US‘ desire for long term or strategic engagement with Pakistan.
In the aftermath of the 9/11 event, and before changing its policy towards
Taliban, Pakistan made an effort to convince Taliban leaders about the gravity
of the situation. Two delegations were sent to Kandhar for this purpose. The
effort did not meet with success. Convinced of their righteousness, the Taliban
did not comprehend the implications of being isolated in todays unipolar
environment. Therefore, Pakistan‘s change of policy in its relations with Taliban
became an unavoidable, albeit, well considered compulsion.
6.68

Nature of Strategic Relations

An opinion often expressed is about the nature of future Pak - US relations;
about whether it would again be issue-based or strategic in nature. It would be
prudent to mention here some of the factors that elevate inter-state relations
onto strategic dimensions:
 Maximum technological assistance is provided to the country to
develop industrial and technological base. Unconditional support in
every field being provided to Israel by US is a case in point.
Transfer of technology is an essential ingredient.
 Defence cooperation is another area which gets high priority.
 Sharing of information and intelligence on vital national and
international issues are readily achieved to address security
concerns.
 Complete convergence of views exist on defence related issues
amongst member countries.
 Regular joint military exercises are held to show collective military
might.
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 Trade liberalization and strengthening of economic partnership.
 Close cooperation in the fields of health, education and social
welfare.
The relations between US and Israel, and US and UK are sound examples of
Strategic relationships. The fast growing Indo – US relationship may also
eventually turn out to be strategic in nature. On the contrary, as of now,

Pak –

US relations generally do not seem to be moving towards a strategic partnership.
Our relationship has indeed assumed strategic proportions while addressing
issues, such as terrorism today or the Afghan situation in the 80s, but is not likely
to qualify for a classically strategic dimension. Unless a major divergence
occurs, our relationship is likely to continue to follow a long term, but midintensity engagement on issues of vital interest to the US, which in this new
phase of our relationship includes, a special focus on the attainment of internal
stability and socio-economic uplift in Pakistan.
6.69

Impact of Personalities / Administration

Inextricably linked to the point above is the role of personalities and the value
system of the governments involved that could either prolong or cut short our
mutual engagement. The shorter the engagement, the more crucial the role
played by individuals and vice versa. Therefore, since the current engagement
appears to be long term, one could surmise that it would continue to remain so
with the change of administrations and central figures here or in the US.
However, a common perception in Pakistan is that of the country having enjoyed
slightly better relations with the Republicans than the Democrats.
6.70

US Interests in Pakistan

A brief description on the likely future US interests is in order because success in
these areas will to a large extent define the quality of the future Pak-US
relations. The American policy will have to balance competing interests and take
account of the long and the short term applications. The current areas of US
interests in Pakistan revolve around:


Fight against terrorism.



Control of nuclear weapons proliferation.



Democratization.
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6.71



Socio-Economic uplift.



Narcotics control.



Pakistan‘s relationship with India.



Pakistan as a moderate Islamic state.

Terrorism

Since 9/11, Terrorism has been at the top of the American agendas in Pakistan.
Terrorism, both domestic and international, has become a reality because of the
unfortunate ways in which it radiates effects. While Pakistan‘s contributions to
this fight are well known, it has seriously impacted the internal dynamics of
Pakistan. The glue that makes Pak-US security cooperation effective today
comes from the joint commitment to prevail in the war on terrorism. What options
do Pakistan have in view of the wide threat spectrum that it faces today? There
is none except to address both without any loss of time. Therefore, while in the
short term, Afghan and Al-Qaeda related terrorism is being addressed jointly, the
domestically fuelled terrorism also has to be controlled forthwith. However, the
strategy to achieve that has to have a long-term ―prevention‖ dimension. Some
actions required to reinforce this are:


Bringing about improvements in the professionalism of Pakistan‘s
police and other para military forces.

6.72



Greater control over and monitoring of Madrassas.



Closer surveillance of suspect groups.



Improving surveillance along LOC.



Countering extremist propaganda.

Nuclear Proliferation

Islamabad‘s nuclear program is an old concern, but given recent revelations
about the movement of nuclear and missile technology to and from Pakistan, it
remains an important American interest. Pakistan‘s position on this serious issue
has so far been accepted by Washington. However, given the immense debate
going on into the Iranian and North Korean programmes, Pakistan will have to
remain aware of the credibility gap that keeps getting ascribed to her. For
obvious reasons, this is likely to remain an area of divergence, and therefore,
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Pakistan will have to take action to remove this credibility gap - the sooner the
better.

6.73

Socio-Economic Uplift

The people of Pakistan must see tangible evidence and benefits of the
government‘s tilt in favour of the US. There exists a tremendous opportunity for
Pakistan to pursue foreign investment through American companies, especially
in the field of oil and gas exploration. American corporate sector‘s long term
involvement will be mandatory to ensure sustainability of the economic turn
around. In this regard however, Pakistan shall have to address the issue of
providing adequate protection to intellectual property rights, failing which, large
scale and diversified foreign direct investment would not materialize.
Because of the recognition to bring about solid socio-economic turn around in
the country, Pakistan should expect a certain measure of economic assistance
accountability being put into place to verify actions taken towards structural and
operational improvements.
6.74

Narcotics Control

With narcotics and terrorism forming a natural nexus in the shape of narcoterrorism, the dual issues of poppy cultivation in Afghanistan and narcotics
control will remain high on US agenda. The issue will assume a more serious
proportion in view of the fact that poppy has started to be re-cultivated in
Pakistan‘s tribal belt after almost poppy free years in 2001 and 2002. Therefore,
for the US, a check on drug trafficking through Pakistan is certainly going to be a
priority undertaking in the immediate future. The key ingredient here would of
course be the amount of resources made available to the Anti Narcotics Task
Force (ANF).
6.75

Pakistan's Relations With India

These relations impinge heavily on short and long-term American interests.
Washington now has excellent relationship with India and thus, for the first time
in decades, America has good relations with both South Asian powers. Can the
United States have close ties with two states that are hostile to each other, and
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are repeatedly on the brink of crisis? At this time, there is no wholesome
American strategic framework for South Asia that could provide response to this
situation. The US claims quite correctly that it was instrumental in calming
tensions between India and Pakistan during the 2001-2002 escalation. The
various sub-goals that the US would like to pursue in this regard are:
 Avoiding an all out war between India and Pakistan as it may lead to a
nuclear confrontation
 Reducing current tensions between the two in order to be able to
establish good relations with both countries.
 Facilitating the process of finding a solution to the Kashmir dispute in
order to de-sensitize this nuclear flashpoint.
6.76

Pakistan as a Moderate Islamic State

This issue has to do with the US perception of growing levels of extremism and
militancy in the Pakistani society at large, accompanied by falling education
standards. The transformation from a moderate to the current state has its roots
in the Afghan Jihad. The transformation back towards moderation would require
investments by the Pakistani society in terms of time and resources. This
transformation is now vital in view of changed geo-political realities, and to
enable Pakistan to once more, resume her part as a bridge between the West
and Islam.
6.77 The Need for Image Building
One of the most serious problems that the West and particularly, the US,
confront today in Pakistan is the complete erosion of image. The decision by
President Musharraf to provide unstinted support to the US‘ Operation ‗Enduring
Freedom‘ in Afghanistan was not appreciated by the religious political parties.
Pakistan is one of the countries where fellow Muslim sufferings create a direct
and strong emotional impact. The anti American feelings do not develop
because Pakistanis are envious of the freedom enjoyed by the Americans, but
because of their perception of unjust policies being followed by the US and the
double standards being applied to similar situations. Still other smaller factors
that strengthen anti-American sentiments are the enforcement of a cumbersome
procedure for issuance of American Visa and the inclusion of Pakistan for
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special registration checks etc in USA have created needless suspicion which is
taking its toll on mutual relations. Paradoxically, while the government-togovernment relations are good, the people-to-people relations leave much to be
desired.
―Mr. Peterson, Chairman of the Independent Task Force on Public Diplomacy,
states that Today, America has a serious image problem. Particularly, in a
period when the US is fighting a war on terrorism, the country must come to
understand and accept the basic notion that image problems and foreign policy
are not things apart. They are both part of an integrated whole‖107.
President Ayub Khan is reported to have once said to President Richard Nixon,
It is dangerous to be a friend of the US; it pays to be neutral and sometimes it
helps to be an enemy.
It is this image that needs to be rebuilt with a positive effort at both ends to
recreate mutual respect, partly by ending resentful practices. In this connection,
at Pakistan‘s end, positive reinforcement of the general US image is required, by
especially targeting the Urdu press.

6.78

Effects on other Relationships

It will not be wrong to state that today, Pakistan finds herself in an
unprecedentedly difficult situation in so far as her balancing act in matters of
foreign relations is concerned. The post 9/11 scenario presents a host of
challenges and opportunities in this regards. The impact of Pak-US relations on
her relations with neighbours is given below:
6.79

Pakistan - India

While the mutual animosity over Kashmir stays, there is a cautious move ahead
in an effort to engage each other cautiously. The resultant CBM process is
becoming a harbinger of many new hopes of turning this relationship around.
The success of the January, 2004 break through is in large measure attributed to
behind the scenes diplomacy by then Secretary of State Colin Powel. A peace
process between India and Pakistan, which aims for the well being of the
Kashmiri people, would remove one of the causes of radicalism and militancy in
this region. And there is no better time to achieve it than now. The current US
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moves towards establishing a strategic partnership with India could become a
source of concern for Pakistan only if it moved ahead at her cost.
The key question at this stage is - should we as a nation consider the US‘
relations with India as a zero sum game. While the dictates of ‗Real Politik‘
makes the whole issue abundantly clear as each of these nations chooses to
follow her national interests, there is an undeniable and unavoidable sensitivity
attached to the issue on two counts:
 The traditional Indo - Pak hostility towards each other.
 The past vacillations in Pak - US relations.
In the end, however positively and analytically one might want to view the grand
scenario; an enemy‘s friend will always be viewed with suspicion, and herein lies
another of the big challenges to Pak-US relations. Pragmatism however, dictates
that we focus on our bilateral relations with the US, without getting distracted by
her relationship with India or any other power we perceive as inimical, and to
stop treating US alliances in this region as a zero sum game.

6.80

Pakistan - Afghanistan

With converging US and Pakistani goals in Afghanistan, Kabul can be assured
of political stability. Both support the Karzai government. However, Pakistan
would face a dilemma if India‘s bid to establish centres of influence in
Afghanistan led

to

a

less

than friendly western border for Pakistan.

Afghanistan‘s development and reconstruction is likely to enhance Pakistan‘s
own security and stability, particularly in the tribal belt. Afghanistan would,
therefore, continue to need substantial and permanent outside assistance in the
form of a UN force to help manage its own security.

6.81

Pakistan - Iran

Pakistan‘s relations with Iran are likely to be tested in view of US‘ divergence of
views about the gas pipeline project currently being contemplated. Pakistan is,
therefore, faced with a serious dilemma because a decision either way is likely
to stress her relations with one or the other country. The situation calls for
putting the highest form of diplomacy into practice. US‘ current standoff with Iran
over the proliferation issue is already at play. This too would require careful
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consideration. In this situation though, the option to stay neutral may serve the
ends of a minimalist approach.
6.82

Pakistan - China

Pakistan‘s ties with China clearly stand qualified as strategic. No change in that
status is foreseen in the short or long term, on account of the current upswing in
Pak - US relations.
6.83

Pakistani Expectations

The current air of optimism and expectation leads towards certain core
expectations that each has on the other. From the Pakistani side, there are the
following: Kashmir has been an issue which has wrought enough devastation on
this region of the world. Even the succession of East Pakistan could be
linked to an Indian opportunism arising out of the original confrontation
over Kashmir. Even today, we believe Kashmir to be the festering wound
that now keeps this region hostage to the horrors of a nuclear show
down; rise of militancy and terrorism etc not withstanding. More than any
previous time in history, the US is today in a stronger position to mediate
on this issue, all the way towards conflict resolution rather than conflict
management alone.
 The ‗Enlightened Moderation‘ theme has two components. What needs to
be done by the Muslim nation, and the obligations upon the powers that
be. Being the sole super power, it now falls over to the US to use its
stature and power to resolve conflicts such as Palestine in a just manner
so as to close the tap of terrorism and militancy once for all.
 The US has to show better reliability as a friend to wash away the
prevailing image of self serving event-based partnerships on her part.
 The US has to understand Pakistan‘s sensitivities about siding with it in
its war on terror and nuclear proliferation against Iraq and Iran. Now,
what is the minimum that the US expects of us?
 The US concerns about non-proliferation, which is the single biggest
factor bedeviling relations between our two nations, have to be
addressed with ample seriousness and maturity. Pakistan has to address
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core concerns regarding proliferation and safety of strategic assets
through CBMs of her own.
 Pakistan has to address present day concerns on terrorism by identifying
root causes of militancy on the basis of a broad based and wide ranging
approach. Calls for strengthening of the internal front over and above
every other priority. This is crucial to allow our foreign policy to have
adequate weight.
 Pakistan has to continue with the democratic process as planned.
In view of the prevailing situation, certain additional foreign policy considerations
that Pakistan needs to focus on are:

6.84

Market Access

Continuously seek enhanced market access from an economic standpoint.
6.85

Pak American Community

It is the US Congress that controls the government‘s purse strings. Similarly,
think tanks and intellectuals, such as the RAND Corporation plays a crucial role
in formulating opinions which gets radiated to impact policy in positive or
negative ways. The Pak American community in the US is about half a million
strong. A concerted strategy needs to be initiated to mobilize this community,
particularly the younger generation, to lobby Pakistan‘s view point forcefully and
imaginatively. We have to learn to sell Pakistan‘s virtues to the right people.
6.86 Challenges
The threats and challenges to the well being of the Pak - US relations are
several. In fact, taking a cynical view, one should count the durability of the
current Pakistan - US relations, as perhaps the biggest of all challenges.
However, some more easily predictable ones are listed below: Maintaining Command and Control of strategic assets effectively, and
ensuring foolproof proliferation controls on products, processes and
people, such that, there are no instances of information leaks,
accidents or thefts.
 Finding a negotiated settlement of the Kashmir dispute with active US
involvement.
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 Possibility of pushing the Iranian gas pipeline project through in view
of US‘ divergent view on this issue.
 The question of Pakistan‘s stance in case of any US action against
Iran on the issue of proliferation.
 Threat of domestic backlash due to the ongoing war on terror.
 Balancing of tribal sensitivities against ongoing operations in the tribal
areas.
 Maintaining an acceptable balance in Pakistan‘s relations with USA
and China.
 Less than gracious treatment being meted out to Pakistanis in the US
by way of the Registration Act (Patriot Act 2001), and to visa seekers
in Pakistan.
6.87

Opportunities

Pakistan has been presented with tremendous political, economic and security
related opportunities under the present environment. Some of those are listed
below:


Resolution of the Kashmir dispute with US‘ involvement as 3 rd Party.



Maintaining conventional military capability through availability of US
arms.



Assume role of serving as a bridge between the West and Muslim
countries.



Access

to

accompanying

International
benefits

Financial
of

foreign

Institutions
investment

(IFIs)

with

its

opportunities,

rescheduling of loans and issue of bonds etc.


Socio-economic turn around.



Free Trade Agreement (FTA) or alternative arrangements to give
boost to Pakistan‘s trade with USA.



Improvement of Pakistan‘s international image.

The Symington, Glenn and Pressler aside, we have to acknowledge the inherent
strength within this relationship that keeps it afloat even at the worst of times.
While our hope is for the lows in this relationship to not occur again, what we
expect to see is a more fruitful and mutually beneficial revival of the Pak-US
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relationship, which we as Pakistanis must now learn to view through the prism of
‗Real Politik‘.
For Pakistan, the foremost priority at this time is to look inwards more than
outwards and build her strength and stature. In that lies our salvation, and the
future of this relationship.
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Pakistan Foreign policy Challenges
7.1

Pakistan’s Foreign Policy Options

The end of the cold war can befittingly be described as the defining moment of
the 20th century. In the philosophical interpretation, it is the "End of History".
The end of the cold war has altered the world scenario, and their have been
critical changes in fundamental areas and its emerging parameters. Asia pacific
region has emerged with a potential to shape the future history. The foreign
Policy environment can be discussed in two dimensions: 7.2

Emerging World Power Structure

With the end of bipolar power structure what is the nature of the emerging global
power structure? One school of thought believes that it is uni-polar. Other have
described as multi-polar. Major Powers can be USA, the European Community,
Japan and China. This can be justified mainly from the economic element of
power. All these countries are economically advanced and have considerable
military potential as well. Japan is formidable economic power, yet politically it
continues to remain dormant. China's economic growth leads to its per capita
income reaching that of super power latest by 2025. Its total GNP will be second,
next only to the USA. Its military force is the largest in the world yet; China
wishes to be considered a developing country and perhaps in some ways will
remain so for with the time being. From the perspective of the leaders and
intellectuals of Asia Pacific, power is now shifting from the West to the East. The
new world order can hardly afford not to take this into account. Whichever way
one may look at the emergence of new players in the international scene, two
factors stand out. First is that many of these are now in the Asia-pacific region.
The second characteristic is the true diffusion of power in today‘s world.
Therefore, the emerging world order is moving surely towards multi-polarity. The
unfortunate fact is that this change in power equation and forming of a multi polar world will not be without turbulence. What then will be the nature of this
turbulence? Earlier conflict during the cold war period was on East - West basis,
it will now tend to be in a North South axis.
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7.3

Regional Scenario - South Asia

South Asia with growing intensity, including the two nuclear capable states,
beside the five recognised nuclear powers, are India and Pakistan. US efforts to
secure global agreements pertaining to nuclear non-proliferation, namely the
NPT and CTBT, have not anywhere, owed to the tension in the region. The
leading source of tension in South Asia is the Kashmir dispute, which has also
produced an arms race in the subcontinent accompanied by a substantial
diversion of resources to armaments, which slows down the pace of economic
development which are potentially very large markets for US trade and
technology. The population of South Asia is larger than China, and if peace and
stability can be ensured, the subcontinent offers attractive prospects in
connection with America's post-cold war objectives in the economic field. We can
visualise two broad scenarios in connection with US policy towards the region.
The first scenario relates to the possibilities of sanctions and restrictions. The
second scenario relates to suggestions being made by informed circles in the
US, in favour of expended economic, military and political ties with India and
Pakistan. The Council on Foreign relations calls for engagement based on
expanded links rather than on sanctions currently in place. The specific
measures that the council recommends, to give practical expression to this
policy of engagements are the following:  The various sanctions imposed on the South Asian countries should be
discontinued.
 The US should stop pressing India and Pakistan to roll back their nuclear
programme

and instead concentrates on discouraging them from

exporting nuclear weapon - related material, technology or expertise.
 The removal of sanctions should be accompanied by resumption of
assistance including limited arms sales and transfer of dual use
technology, while persuading India and Pakistan to accept curtailment of
missile programme.
 Specific initiative relating to India and Pakistan are recommended. Aid
must be extended to India's civilian nuclear programme, and the US
should help India to join APEC and G-7. The restoration of close working
relations with Pakistan is recommended, including extension of credits for
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trade and investment. Stress is also laid on maintaining channels of
communication with Pakistan's military notably by resuming training
facilities.
 The US may launch/allow-Key initiative to reduce tension over Kashmir.
7.4

Pakistan’s Foreign Policy Objectives

Foreign policy is a system of activities evolved by the communities for changing
the behaviour of other states and for adjusting their own activities to the
international environment. It is the key element by which a state translates its
goals and Interests into concrete courses of actions to attain these objectives
and Interests. The basic aim of our foreign policy is to strengthen the security of
Pakistan, protect and promote its Interests abroad and create favourable
environments of peace and occupation to assure its own survival as a sovereign
state. A dynamic foreign policy is never static and is continuously adjusted to the
developments within the fundamental objectives of the national security against
external threats. The fundamental objectives laid at the time of formulations of
Foreign policy are:  Protection of Ideology
 National Security
 Self preservation and Independence
 National Interests and their achievements
 Economic developments
 Kashmir dispute : and
 Social developments
7.5

Pakistan’s Foreign Policy Challenges

The post cold war order brought pluses and minuses, the principle liability being
that US returned to a policy of sanctions over the nuclear issue, cutting off all
aids, and preventing delivery of major weapon system. The plus was the
accession of central Asia to independence that opened up new diplomatic vistas.
However the continuing civil war and terrorism in Afghanistan obstructed any
immediate economic or political benefits. Few major challenges that Pakistan
faces today in terms of foreign policy are:-
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The persistence of the insurgency in Kashmir is still affecting the normalization of
relations with India. As the arms race in the subcontinent has affected economic
progress, and increased insecurity, the main challenge for our foreign policy is
how to tackle the relationship with India.
It is very important for Pakistan as how to retrieve Pakistan's lost national
honour. This would require not just cosmetic changes but to develop new
equation in our foreign policy lines with world in general and regional countries of
vital interest in particular.
The 3rd challenge is how to attain economic self-reliance and retrieve our
economic sovereignty while maintaining cordial relation with World Bank and
IMF. The question before our foreign policy is, can we attain the economic
self-reliance and get out of the controls of conditionality, while retaining the best
of relations with these vital institutions?
The 4th task of Pakistan‘s foreign policy is to develop a regional diplomacy in the
circle of our immediate neighbours like Iran, China, Russia, Central Asia and the
Muslim Gulf states, and most importantly in solving the current complicated
situation in Afghanistan aimed at elimination of regional tensions and establish
regional peace. This means to work on an entirely different agenda than the past
taking into account the Indian efforts to isolate Pakistan within the SAARC region
by promoting sub-regional grouping like "Growth Triangle" that excludes
Pakistan.
The 5th challenge is to achieve political stability, as Pakistan's internal stability
and political unity are seriously eroded by acts of terrorism, single minded
support of US interests in War against Terrorism, intensified ethnic and sectarian
strives and consistent political instability.
The 6th important challenge to our post cold war foreign policy is of security
environment, in both its internal and external dimensions, bristles with
developments that are every bit as ominous as any that came in Pakistan‘s way
in previous decades. Pakistan's ties to major power wielders in the international
community have grown perilously, and no major power seems likely to come to
its rescue in the event of crisis.
7.6

Changing Geopolitics
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The politics of Pakistan has always been very much subject to the compulsions
of imperialist geopolitics. One of the major factors behind the ongoing crisis in
Pakistan and South Asia is that the geopolitics of this region has been in a flux
since the end of the Cold War, and various powers are manoeuvring to establish
their ascendancy here by manipulating the politics within and between the
various states in this region. In the eighties, Pakistan also played an important
role in the United State‘s strategy to embroil the Soviet Union in Afghanistan.
While during the Cold War, India was widely perceived, to be aligned with the
Soviet Union, the situation is no longer the same, and the United States is
readjusting its policy towards India and Pakistan, as well as the other states of
this region. In the meantime, the various European powers also have their own
imperialist aims in Asia, while India has made its intentions clear to emerge as
the prominent power in the Indian Ocean region and China is pursuing its own
ambitions to emerge as the main power in Asia. The interests of all these powers
are clashing, and every one is looking for opportunities to gain an upper hand.
The calculations and active interference by all these powers, particularly the
United States and India, are major factors contributing to unstable internal
situation of Pakistan1.
11 September can be considered as the end of an epoch, which was
characterized by the demolition of the Berlin Wall and the subsequent
disintegration of the Soviet Union, which heralded the end of the bipolar world.
The event of 11 September changed the world forever, creating clear
dimensions for the era preceding it. The summary of these developments at
various dimensions is discussed as under:
7.7

International Level

Post September 11 events, put the seal of confirmation on the United State
unquestioned sovereignty as the ruling and dominant power in a uni-polar world
system. Riding on the emotional waves provoked in the western world, the
United States was able to achieve its desired new world order with the help of its
allies, achieving its objective with minimum cost and maximum benefit. During
the previous years, the United States‘ main aim remained to establish itself as
the world‘s sole superpower so that it could make decisions freely, and secure its
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supremacy. In other words, its aim was to preserve American leadership. This
objective was facilitated with the atmosphere created after 11 September 2.
7.8

Regional Level

The United States achieved this above mentioned objective by attacking
Afghanistan and establishing its presence there. The outcome and effects of this
attack on the materialization of United States regional aims are so obvious that
many political analysts have stated that even if the pretext of 11 September had
not occurred and the Taliban‘s role in it had not existed, the United States would
have found another reason to enter this territory. Under the pretext of the war
against terrorism, the United States was able to execute quickly a pre-planned
strategy and established herself in this part of the world 3.
7.9

National Level

Pakistan, as a country, played an important role in both forming and destroying
the Taliban and is considered an important player after the 11 September event.
Since it was extremely important for the United States to have Pakistan present
in the coalition against terrorism, as it neighbours Afghanistan and because of
the valuable information available to the United States through Pakistan,
therefore Pakistan was asked to join the coalition against terrorism, which
Pakistan did inspite of internal pressures.

As per Afghan policy, this was a

virtual political suicide for Pakistan.
7.10

Unstable Afghanistan

Although the presence of US and then NATO troops inside Afghanistan are
major destabilizing factors and a matters of concern for the whole region.
However, no other country is more affected with the unstable situation of
Afghanistan than Pakistan. Present Afghan political government, besides their
own internal differences, does not carry many hopes for Pakistan. The historical
relationship between both the countries is not very encouraging but after the
exclusion of Soviets from Afghanistan, both the states got closer to each other
due to multiple reasons.

In the shape of Pakistan‘s friendly government in

Afghanistan, Pakistan could perceive many advantages, (for which the grand
strategy of Taliban was evolved), and these advantages were:274

7.11

Strategic Depth

In relation to her relations with India, Pakistan lacks strategic depth, particularly
under nuclear environments.

In shape of stable and friendly Afghanistan,

Pakistan could have overcome this weakness and would have better standing in
the

region particularly in relation to

her security matters. The Soviet

disintegration made it possible for Pakistan, to think against one enemy and that
is India. However, due to present unstable situation inside Afghanistan and her
relations with Pakistan the covered ground is perhaps lost.
7.12

Route to Central Asia

The vision of Pakistan in this regard is that Pakistan and Afghanistan, working
together, offered a gateway to the landlocked countries of Central Asia. Pakistan
and Afghanistan could work with the Central Asian countries to bring them out of
their decades of isolation. A friendly government in Kabul can provide a land
bridge toward Central Asia. Moreover, this can only be possible when
Afghanistan is well stable and open to international investors for the construction
of required infrastructure. Pakistan was one of the first countries to send a
delegation to all the Central Asian countries in November-December 1991, led
by the then Minister of state for economic affairs4.

7.13

Indian Hegemonic Designs

It is extremely important for all Pakistanis, whether ordinary members of society
or state functionaries or policy makers, to correctly understand India‘s policy
shifts, in the post-September 11 geo-strategic situation, towards Pakistan and
the region/world. Pakistan defence planners can no longer give undivided
attention to India. The policies, which India evolved in the current environment
aimed at Pakistan‘s political isolation, internal sectarian/ethnic turmoil, and
chronic economic debilitation. To meet her long out standing desires of
becoming a regional South Asian power and force or make Pakistan accept the
status of subordinate state like Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and others in the region,
India focused on following: The surrender of Pakistan‘s nuclear capability to India or western
countries.
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 A decisive defeat of Pakistan‘s armed forces on the battlefield.
 Setting up of a pliant regime in Pakistan with restrictions on the numerical
strength of its armed forces.
 Expulsion of Chinese influence in the region by restricting Pakistan‘s
relations with China.
Thus, the main external factor that prevents India from acquiring regional power
status is the current balance of power between itself and Pakistan. At present,
Pakistan is perhaps currently at its weakest vis-à-vis India, due to 10 years of
military and economic sanctions imposed by the United States. Secondly, the
coming into power of anti-Pakistan Northern Alliance in Afghanistan has created
real strategic vulnerabilities for Pakistan. Thirdly, the current world climate of war
on terrorism is casting a negative shadow on the Kashmir freedom struggle and
Pakistan‘s support to it. This scene entails a word of caution for Pakistan for her
future strategy.
7.14

Arab World

The fault lines in the Arab world crisscross on many planes. It is a
heterogeneous conglomerate of non democratic regimes, socialist countries
living on the fringe of terrorism and pro West Sheikh domes. Some salient
features are:  The pro west Arab World has slowly lost sovereignty by diverting most of
its capital to western monitory institutions.
 Countries like Iran, Syria and Libya are sleeping Russian Partners.
 Presences of US troops in the gulf make the regimes very weak to react
against US interests, at the same time becoming vulnerable internally.
 PLO is under intense pressure to implore under its own dual policies or be
disgraced to submission.
7.15

United States Interests in the Region

United States presence in the Central Asian region after the September 11
events, shows that the policies of the United States revolve around some other
main objectives besides war against terrorism and those are: To control the Afghanistan both politically and militarily, by having a pli ant
government and own physical presence in the country.
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 Hegemony in the Central Asian region. Controlling over half the world‘s
population through a long-term presence.
 Benefiting not only from the immense resources of oil, gas and uranium of
the Central Asian countries and Caucasus, but also governing the fate of
the Caspian Sea, as it does already with the Persian Gulf.
 Curtailing China‘s influence in the region.
 Monitoring Pakistan and Indian nuclear developments.
 In the garb of war against terrorism, masking the Israel‘s state terrorism
against Palestinians.
 Controlling Iraq and besieging Iran as a country outside the United States
sphere of influence.
7.16

Security Dynamics – Challenges for Pakistan

Historically Pakistan has had one of the most complex security environments of
any state in the world. To the East, is India, a hostile neighbour with vastly
superior industrial and technological resources and a much large human base
with whom Pakistan has had to fight three wars over Kashmir. To the West it has
faced Afghanistan which until recently has been seething with resentment toward
Pakistan because of its perceived meddling in Afghanistan‘s internecine civil
war. Because of the persistence of the duality of the military threat that it has
faced from its Eastern and Western borders, the strategic choices open to
Pakistan were never extremely attractive rather increasingly risky and limited in
number. To mitigate these security concerns Pakistan became the most ―allied
ally‖ of the US in the early fifties. Pakistan‗s policy of alignment was dictated by
its perceived fear of India which seemed ―determined to undo Pakistan at the
first opportunity, if necessary by force‖5. In fact the basis of Pakistan‘s foreign
policy during and after the Cold War has been its security concerns. These relate
mainly to the system in vogue which was formed either due to Pakistan‘s
relations with her neighbours or their relations with the superpowers in regional
context. The main focus of Pakistan‘s interaction with the international
community within regional and global framework has been its security against
internal as well as external challenges to its national identity, territorial integrity,
and independence. The events of September 11 terrorists‘ attacks on the US
added a new dimension to the already adverse regional developments in South
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Asia with far greater ramifications for Pakistan. The enormity of terrorists‘ attacks
was unprecedented in nature and of far grave consequences for the world in
general and the West in particular. The concern of the world community and
Pakistan‘s

perceived

strategic

interests

in Afghanistan, and

a

friendly

administration in government, placed her in very unenviable position. The
economic fragility of the country and malignant geo-political milieu restricted
Pakistan options for better manoeuvrability. Pakistan was faced with most
difficult and delicate policy decisions affecting religious extremism internally and
relations with friendly Afghanistan externally. A balancing act was the need of
the hour, but the intransigence of the Taliban regime led to the US‘ military
action against Afghanistan which resulted in their defeat. This provided the US
an unprecedented opportunity to establish her foothold in Afghanistan and
Central Asia and fulfil its most ardent desire of exploiting the natural resources of
the region.
7.17

Security Problems -Various Challenges for Pakistan

The speed of events and emerging new realities has set in motion a mechanism
of shift in Pakistan‘s policy. Like all dynamic countries, Pakistan too is faced with
the dilemma of down loading its cold war baggage and moving ahead.
Institutional rigidity has to be replaced with pragmatism with a blend of
opportunism and political foresight. Post-9/11 dynamics and the changing
strategies around Pakistan have resulted in various security problems and
challenges which must be identified and taken care of in order to have
constructive and meaningful policy changes in Pakistan‘s security policy. Some
of the challenges – security concerns are as follows: -

7.18

Internal Instability

Pakistan‘s internal situation is the readiest exploitable commodity, since, right
from the very start; it has the seeds of implosion. There is a strong resentment
amongst Pakistani civil society over the disregard for the loss of innocent Afghan
lives under the label of "collateral damage".
Taliban as a military force may be melted but their ideology is endearing people
beyond the traditional Madaris. So far the situation has been partially contained
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but it has the potential of flaring up, which would destabilize the Durand line
region.
Pakistan is identified with more irritants than positive factors. Issues like
proliferation and terrorism have resulted in series of sanctions and curbs. The
Balochistan situation, with special reference to the Marri and Bugti tribes, need
to be contained. Referring to international pressure on India on the issue of
Kashmir, Rajinder Puri writes: "To increase leverage internationally, it might be
stipulated that self-determination be extended to Balochistan.
7.19

Regional Destability

India‘s so called campaign against terrorism and the apparently resultant IndoIsraeli nexus has created a strategic imbalance in South Asia because of state of
art equipment pumped in by Israel.
Many Indian analysts are looking for alternatives on Kashmir i.e. retaining the
status quo (including the present LoC) while altering the internal dynamics /
structures of that status quo. The ethnic movements within Pakistan may find
this attractive, and with India now maintaining an active and expansive presence
in Afghanistan, this trend would find support from external sources to destabilize
Pakistan.
The post 9/11 events have altered the parameters of the region itself, after the
development of medium ranged missiles by India which can now target the
Middle East and South Asian region also. The establishment of the Far Eastern
Command by India in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands reflected recognition of
this parameter shift by India.
A new strategic dynamic has been introduced with the change in the nature of
the international multinational peace keeping force in Afghanistan. With the
decision to convert the ISAF into a NATO force, certain critical issues are raised.
NATO takeover is independent of any UN SC sanction. This has altered the
whole dynamics of the Afghan situation. Instead of being an international, UNmandated operation, the NATO intrusion has given a certain political and military
taint to the peace keeping exercise which in turn has its own negative political
fallout. For countries like Pakistan the advent of NATO on its borders means that
the NATO defense parameter has been extended to Asia. The prospect of this
whole region being within the operational zone of NATO is highly destabilizing 279

especially when linked to the already-operational US unilateralist preemptive
doctrine.
India is attempting to have a substantive presence in Afghanistan with the
opening up of thirteen consulates in that country and with training programs for
the Afghan police and paramilitary forces. This raises the specter for Pakistan, of
an Indian effort to create a two-front threat situation for Pakistan, given the
growing defense relationship also between India, Israel and the US. There is
also strong evidence of an Indian hand in creating an atmosphere of criticism,
rift, and misunderstandings between Pakistan Army and the general masses of
the country.

7.20

International Relations

U turn on Chechnya by both USA and UK and the treatment being meted out to
Palestine has made the Kashmir movement linked with terrorism. Under the garb
of same old card of ―War on terror‖ the next likely military targets may be PLO,
Iran, and Syria. A new development within the US Congress, moved by Indian
supporters

is

Committee

has

that the House of Representatives International Relations
unanimously approved

a

resolution requiring

the Bush

Administration to reveal to Congress the extent to which Pakistan is fulfilling its
commitment to stop "cross-border terrorism, shut down terrorist camps" in AJK
and prevent nuclear proliferation. All these developments clearly show the need
for seeking alternative security arrangements in the region and beyond.
Almost unnoticed, Israel has made strategic inroads into Central Asia not only
through the linkage with India, but also through Central Asia it self. It has links
with Iraqi Kurds and is trying to help make Kurd land. The US may use the
Kurdish model to present a similar option on Kashmir.
Efforts are in hand to engineer a financial collapse of Saudi Arabia and Malaysia.
It could impact the financial resources of states and groups who fall out of favor
in the West. The cascading financial collapse will create new financial centers
and the probable return of ―Gold Dollar Equation‖ depriving Pakistan of i ts most
trusted economic allay.
7.21

Nuclear factor
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After May 1998 tests, whereas the US sees both India and Pakistan as having
become even more part of the problem of regional and global proliferation, the
US does not consider India as an international proliferator or even a security
threat to the US. Much of the US nuclear agenda for South Asia in the following
years involves efforts by India and Pakistan to intensify bilateral contacts and
confidence building measures on many issues including Kashmir. While India is
seen as a strategic partner and an upcoming global power, the US‘ relationship
with Pakistan is seen primarily in the context of Pakistan having joined the USled war on terrorism: with Pakistan, our bilateral relations have been bolstered by
Pakistan‘s choice to join the war on terror and move toward building a more
open and tolerant society. So the relationship with Pakistan is conditional – and
presently becoming a progressively more coercive one on the part of the US.
The strategic relationship between the US and India means

that Pakistani

interests in the region will conflict with Indo US interests – including the issue of
Kashmir. Western NGOs (and it is a well known fact that many such NGOs
function closely with US and other Western governments in terms of foreign and
security policy) are already moving towards suggestions that Pakistan accepts
the ‗LOC‘ as the border solution to the Kashmir issue. The presence, at the helm
of affairs in the US of Neo-Conservative who, along with the Zionists, share the
objective of negating any possible threat to Israel from the Muslim World. India
by projecting itself as a victim of ―Islamic Terrorism‖ desires not to expand its
strategic and business relations but also seeks to direct the focus of US counter
– terrorism policy squarely on Pakistan in the context of the Kashmir struggle. At
present Pakistan is facing numerous challenges in the realm of nuclear
dynamics. These are:  Pakistan‘s nuclear capability is not complemented by an equally strong
economy, political stability and industrialization and therefore viewed as
destabilizing by the world.
 Pakistan‘s nuclear capability is perceived as posing a global threat, in
view of unrelenting Indian and western propaganda of this capability
passing into the hands of extremists and terrorists.
 Pakistan is also seen as a nuclear proliferator especially after the episode
of Dr. A. Q Khan and his links with Iran and Libya resulting into Iranian
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nuclear program.

Pakistan is also charged with giving centrifuge

technology to North Korea in lieu of missile technology.
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Chapter: 8

Conclusion and Recommendations
8.1

Conclusion

Pakistan is occupying a geopolitical and geo-strategic important track of land in
South Asia. She not only exists in neighbourhood of fast emerging powers but
also has direct access to oil rich present and future states. Pakistan significance
is further highlighted with United States growing interest in the region. The
peculiarities of her location offer her several advantages but also carry future
risks. Aftermaths of September 11, has muddled the geopolitical scene of the
world and particularly the South Asia. Numerous internal and external concerns
are surrounding Pakistan. In this fast changing scenario, it has become an uphill
task for Pakistan to really chalk out a feasible foreign policy through which it can
get away with her present security concerns. Pakistan should concentrate and
take calculated steps on her national policies towards various aspects like
Central Asian states, Afghan and Kashmir policies. Relations with United States
and China are also very vital and need to be addressed with full understanding
of the consequences. International politics is changing and will continue to
change, but the era is that of Asia. There will be many challenges and
opportunities that will develop in this environment over then next few years. For
Pakistan there will be many difficulties in the emerging regional situation. New
conflictual situations will arise and existing problems will need to be resolved.
This will need new options and dynamic foreign policy in the regional context,
which will be able to withstand these in a fruitful and effective manner. If relations
between Pakistan and India are improved then how America can black mail us.
The leadership should review the past policies or modify the preferences
according to the changing environment of the region. We should build relations
with Europe, China, India and Middle East. Being a Super Power we cannot
ignore America but blunders of the past should not be repeated. Pakistan need
to proceed with caution and keep in mind what Deecimns Laberius said in first
century BC, ―Threat your friend as he will one day be your enemy, and your
enemy as he will one day be your friend‖. The actions that are taken now may
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well establish a new precedence not only for Pakistan but also for the entire
region. At this movement, importance of Pakistan is manifold, so Pakistan should
look for some better long-term measures in order to improve her economic
progress and safe guard her national interests.
8.2

Recommendations

In the changed world scenario Pakistan can not assert her geo-strategic location
which was a big asset in the cold war era. Her location needs to be supported
with a vibrant economy, cohesive and tolerant society, stable democratic and
political system, good governance and above all the mature leadership capable
of taking rational decisions on issue of national importance. Following is
suggested in this regard: 8.3

Prudent and Balanced Approach

The prevailing critical geopolitical scenario in this region has many implications
for Pakistan.

Any single unsteady move can isolate Pakistan from the world

community. So for, Pakistan adopted a balanced policy towards the changing
situation and could merely avoid the likely threat. There is a need is to follow a
careful approach towards pursuing her aims and objectives
8.4

Long Term Foreign Policy with Flexibility

Our Foreign Policy of Pakistan has been unable to adjust automatically to the
fast moving changing global scenario and remained vulnerable to inconsistency.
More thought if given to a more focused foreign policy will pay rich dividends
both in the form of security and prosperity. Relations with major powers of the
region and world have to be based on solid calculations. It is advisable that all
prominent political parties of the country are taken in to confidence while
formulating foreign policy objectives. This will curtail the probability of its
deviation from its original path and at the same time will remain flexible. It is also
quite viable to have a permanent think tank of intellectuals for establishing
foreign policies.
8.5

Realignment of Foreign Policy
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Now, when Pakistan has been denied the self assured notion of strategic depth
and at a time when the inviolability of her decades long Kashmir Policy is proving
untenable, there is need for a paradigm shift in policy from geo-politics to that of
pursuing the policy of geo-economics. Pakistan and Afghanistan can work
together with the Central Asian countries to bring them out of their decades of
isolation. It is a thinking that has permeated the strategic vision of the ruling elite
in Pakistan since Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto in the early 1970s. It was a vision that
notionally sought to detach Pakistan from South Asia and align it to the Islamic
countries of West Asia. This was not only to strengthen its Islamic identity but
also to integrate it closely to those economies 1.

8.6

Relations with Muslim Countries

As the centre of Muslim world, Pakistan should play a pivotal role for the unity of
Muslim Ummah. It needs more dedicated efforts of bilateral cooperation towards
all Muslim states. Pakistan should extend her both hands of cooperation in the
areas, where it can assist them. This will not only increase the importance of
Pakistan in the world but shall also improve her economic conditions.
8.7

The Central Asian Region Initiative

Pakistan shall continue her policy with more eagerness towards opening of the
Central Asian countries route. It is to be borne in mind, that any economic
initiative in this direction will have more chances of success, if it has the
involvement of United States firms or money. On the other hand, this single
factor is bound to arouse antagonisms from Iran, China and Russia. Therefore,
there is a need to strike balance between the two factors for any such initiative.

8.8

Stability in Afghanistan

There is not so conflicting interests tempted states to influence the undertakings
according to their own wishes in order to have the lion‘s share of the economic
benefits. The result was chaos, instability, and Afghanistan becoming the
breeding ground of terrorism. All the contending parties must realize that through
cooperation and accommodating each other‘s concerns, can they reap the fruits
of economic benefits. It should be Pakistan‘s earnest and sincere desire to help
maintain peace and stability in region. This can only be ensured by providing full
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support to the current Afghan Government under the Chairmanship of Hamid
Karzai. Pakistan should not be very averse to the demographic representation of
Pushtuns in the current set up.
8.9

Kashmir Policy

Pakistan needs a review of its Kashmir policy to retrieve a high moral ground, it
lost to India once it enjoyed on the Kashmir question. A moratorium to give
people‘s power and dialogue a chance was, and still is, in Pakistan and
Kashmiris interest. The regrettable part has to do it under duress, rather than of
our own volition.

The militant and the martyrs have done their bit in reviving

what India would have liked the world to believe was dead issue. If the talks
don‘t deliver and anger subsists in Kashmir, the wheel of fortune will turn and, in
time, violence may again erupt to break the impasse. The current priority, and
real test, is not to let the sacrifices go in vain. If a favourable solution is not
forthcoming, Kashmir may have to be ―Taiwanized‖ until the tide changes.
Nations, after all, can wait for generations to achieve their goal. The only nonoption is legitimizing the status quo under the coercion of current expediency.
That martyrs‘ cemeteries will stand as sentinels against such a sell out 2.
8.10

Need for Legalizing the Struggle for Self-Determination

Besides pursuing a proactive policy on Kashmir we must endeavour to convince
the world community of the right of the self – determination for the people of
Kashmir. This right is not only a part of customary international law but is also
enshrined as one of the principles of the UN‘s Charter. The strength of the selfdetermination norm is such that international dealing with terrorism have always
acknowledged and distinguished between struggles for self-determination and
acts of terrorism.
8.11

Relations with the US

A healthy relationship between the US and Pakistan would require an honest
and rigorous introspection of what really are the common interests on which the
two countries can build their relations. It is thus crucial for Pakistan to stop living
by make-believe and adopt a strategy with a clear set of goals and realistic
expectations to promote its interests in a relationship between two unequals 3.
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8.12

Pak-China Relations

China only offers hope to Pakistani foreign planners in terms of forward
movement out of its present predicaments. In the changed global and regional
strategic environment a long range ―Sino - Pak Mutual Friendship and
Assistance Treaty‖ offering strategic guarantees and countervailing power
against India would protect Pakistan‘s national interests4.
8.13

Economic Recovery

The demand to outline a national economic strategy to be able to achieve this
following national initiative would have to be undertaken on war footings: A major drive for infrastructure, roads, railways, hydroelectric power, modern
electricity distribution, communications, port facilities and improvement in the
irrigation system.
A major effort for human capital development in the form of a crash programme
for:  Primary education.
 Facilities for graduate professionals in selected field, such as Science,
Engineering, Economies, Environmental Studies and urban planning.
 An industry based programme for technical and vocational training for
technicians.
 A comprehensive rationalisation of the tax and tariff structure should be
initiated.
 All commercial Pakistani banks and development financial institutions in
the public sector be privatized.
 No public sector bank should give non-performing loans.
 The constitution may be amended to give sufficient autonomy to the State
Bank of Pakistan.
 The agriculture sector may be fully brought within the income tax net.
 Sales tax may be enforced and the sale of goods without cash memos be
made punishable.
8.14

Gawadar Port
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We must realize that Pakistan cannot depend on any friendly country for
economic support beyond a certain limit. Gracious stance of donor agencies is
also a temporary phase and can be termed as a meagre positive response, to
Pakistan‘s role in the war against terrorism. Therefore, we must aim at long term
benefits like, greater access to markets of the developed world, foreign
investment and industrialization including transfer of technology. Enhancement
of communication infrastructure especially Gawadar Port and Western Highways
should remain top priority.
8.15

Karachi Port

Access to the port of Karachi will give the entire region a window on the world
that it now lacks, reducing transportation costs and making viable many
enterprises and initiatives that are now marginal, or beyond consideration. Three
measures are required to accomplish this: Roads crossing Afghanistan that connect Central Asia with Pakistan,
India, and Iran must be rendered passable by rebuilding destroyed
bridges and tunnels.
 These routes must be secured from warlords and marauders.
 Cargo passing over them must be subjected only to reasonable tariffs and
imposts5.

8.16

Relations with Neighbours

The realization of national interests flow through a diverse fabric of policy
instruments working in union and complementary alliance, from the politics of
cooperation / persuasion to coercion / management of conflict. If a nation shifts
the modalities from one form to another it does not imply conceding defeat,
rather merely pursuing the same interests through other means. After identifying
the challenges faced by Pakistan because of changed strategic dimensions
following is recommended: 8.17

India

Beyond any doubt, the lynch pin of Pakistan – India relations is the Kashmir
issue. Main obstruction in solution of the problem is emotionalism and mistrust,
which is growing by every passing year. Both countries are doing their utmost to
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resolve the issue but to respective tune and design. Pakistan needs to remain
steadfast so that the mileage gained by sacrifices in last 55 years is not lost at
this stage. At the same time, it is imperative not to bleed white economically in
the process: The reversals in Afghanistan and its tricking similarity to the armed freedom
struggle in Kashmir suggests change in the instruments of policy to political
means coupled with diplomatic overtures at all available forums.
Opening of borders along with necessary facilities to Kashmiris through a
mutually agreed procedure on both sides of the LoC may be enhanced.
Opening of Jamu – Sialkot road.
Intelligence sharing on terrorism to curb terrorist acts against each other. This
should include mutual exchange of information on terrorist camps in each others
country and its subsequent verification by UN military observers.
International fact finding missions may be asked by Pakistan to assess Indian
projected cross border terrorism and state terrorism / atrocities unleashed by
Indian defense forces.
The freedom struggle has to be transformed from a predominantly militant to an
effectively political agitation, which ultimately spreads to other parts of India.
India needs to be deprived of its self portrayal as a victim of terrorism and rather
appear the opposite.
Initiate military to military discussions on reduction of each others apprehensions
and de-escalation of any military stand off.
Keep options open on a range of conflict resolution and confidence building
measures.
Back the whole process through well orchestrated media coverage.

8.18

Afghanistan

Links with various Afghan factions need to be established. Desks in ISI and
foreign office dealing with Afghanistan need to be geared and energized towards
the ends of the new policy.
Reinvigorate relations with Pashtun tribes and use them as a buffer with the
northern alliance, so as to soften hard line positions.
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Exploit Afghanistan‘s dependence on Pakistan for land routes. Economic
compulsions would in due course force Afghanistan to take a friendlier view of
Pakistan and lead to a lasting solution to all problematic issues.
Prepare a policy framework for the role Pakistan and its private sector could play
in the rehabilitation and reconstruction of Afghanistan. To attract foreign
exchange and invigorate local economics ensure that max raw material are from
Pakistani markets.
Build bridges with Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan with renewed foreign policy
initiatives.

8.19

Iran

In view of the historic, geographical, cultural, ethnic and religious linkages with
Iran, Pakistan‘s interests go beyond stability in Afghanistan and exploitations of
resources.
In order to reduce the increasing influence of India, all irritants between Iran –
Pakistan relations must be removed. Like china, Iran must be cultivated to
provide exits to Pakistan.
8.20

China

As a friendly neighbouring country, Pakistan has all the opportunities to acquire
various forms of assistances from Chinese economic and industrial progress.
Pakistan to chalk out the assistance required from China and than work with full
dedication to achieve the goals set. Pakistan must learne from Chinese
experience by focussing on their model of economic gradual reforms. Pakistan in
collaboration with China should follow a policy that encourages USA to
collaborate in stabilizing Afghanistan and Central Asia.
Pakistan‘s relationships with US should not be at the expense of China. USA
must be convinced that China can emerge as a long term partner in macro
economic development and micro economic programmes in the region.
8.21

Russia
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Being an important actor in the region having strong linkages with Iran and India,
Russia needs to accord its due share / status which is long over due.
8.22

Pak – US Policy Parameters

Pakistan to understand her geographical importance for United States and put
her bid accordingly, as thinking to achieve more than just resolving Kashmir
issue. Possibly, indulging into few pacts with United States relating economic
and defence sectors. Pakistan should not accept adhoc complimentary support
particularly from United States. It is also of prime importance for Pakistan to
prove to the US government that:  Pakistan is politically stable and least likely to fall into the hands of
radicals, and that its nuclear cores have a fail-safe mechanism against
pilferage.
 Convince US that development of Gawadar is not a ―double containment
policy of India‖ through Chinese assess to both Burma and Pakistan.
 US must be convinced to re evaluate its strategies seeking condominium
and balances in the region and assume a leadership role.
 USA should be convinced that the Kashmiris struggle is a freedom
movement away from the domain of terrorism and is a result of non
commitment by India of UN resolutions.
 USA should be appraised of Pakistan‘s sensitivities on isolation of
Pashtuns in power politics in Afghanistan and the adverse effects that
have resulted because of negating this hard fact.
 US should be asked to moderate India in its jingoism towards Pakistan.
 US should meet Pakistan‘s legitimate defensive requirements including air
crafts, surveillance systems and C4I in order to counter Indian might and
for the restoration of balance in the region.
 It must be highlighted to the US officials that the war on terror has cost
Pakistan enough. It is not in the interest of US as well as Pakistan to
impose unnecessary pressures on countering terrorism. US must respect
the territorial independence of Pakistan and stop engaging targets inside
Pakistani territory. In the meanwhile after the experience of Iraq and
Afghanistan, US must admit that the policy of armed engagement has
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resulted in a failure. Conflict is better resolved through peaceful dialogue
rather than the use of force.
 Pakistan to insure effectiveness of Nuclear Command and Control
systems as well as anti proliferation controls. Adopt a zero tolerance
regime on proliferation issues.
 Utmost efforts be exerted towards strengthening of the internal front,
including the elimination of militancy and extremism and development of a
civil society tolerant of people of all faiths and nationalities.
 As far as possible, ensure US involvement in the resolution of the
Kashmir dispute
 Ensure unhindered continuation of Pak-China strategic relationship.
 Efforts be dedicated towards improving US‘ image, by projecting positive
aspects of the present day Pak-US relations.
 Attain clarity on foreign policy choices on Iran if and when confronted with
situations requiring Pakistan to do so.
 Democratic process in Pakistan be kept on track.
 Pursue FTA and maximize efforts to make inroads into US markets.
 Greater people-to-people contact and exchange of intellectuals be
pursued with the US, to develop a broad based, multifaceted and durable
relationship.

8.23

Media Campaign

Media has emerged as the most powerful instrument in today‘s fast moving
geopolitical arena. It has been used effectively as propaganda mean by the
Western Powers for the past many years and more recently by the Indians.
Pakistan has been unable to expand and precisely use this powerful weapon
against the adversary. Media in Pakistan, is old fashioned and futile largely due
to the neglect of the government. Given the right priority, infrastructure and
mandate this element can easily contribute towards improvement of Pakistan‘s
reflection. Pakistan should also expose the face of extremist Hindus and their
atrocities in Kashmir by powerfull media campaign in the world.
8.24

Nuclear Factor
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Pakistan has made a number of proposals over the years for keeping the region
free of nuclear weapons.

Unfortunately, none of these proposals has been

accepted by India. This attitude is at variance with current international trends
and against the interest of peace, stability and progress in the region. Pakistan
must keep her nuclear option open to checkmate the possibility of nuclear
blackmail with the aim of promoting regional peace. Few recommendations
regarding nuclear issues are as follows:  Establishment of Nuclear Weapon Free Zone in South Asia.
 Mutual inspection of all nuclear facilities on reciprocal basis.
 Mutual or regional nuclear test ban treaty.
 Convening of a conference on nuclear non-proliferation in South Asia
under the auspices of the UN.
 A Five Nations Conference (U.S. Russia, China, India and Pakistan) to
ensure nuclear non-proliferation in South Asia.
 SAARC should take a joint initiative to banish the spectre of nuclear
weapons from the region.
 Short of signing the NPT, Pakistan must reiterate its unstilted commitment
to the proliferation clauses of the treaty.
 Open some of the facilities like KANNUP and PINSTECH to IAEA
inspections.
 Pursue nuclear risks reduction measures and other CBMs to declare
South Asia free of nuclear weapons.
 Purely on technical grounds and political considerations, Pakistan should
convey its willingness to sign the CTBT.
 In order to ensure safety and obviate proliferation, ask USA to provide C4I
equipment and super computers for simulator tests.
8.25

Internal Situation

Steer Pakistan to the desired pluralistic Islamic state, through media, revision of
education syllabus, sharing of economic dividend and restoration of the original
1973 constitution, barring amendments on the checks and balances.
A through checking system must be enforced in order to counter militant
organizations

and

the

current deweaponisation drive

relentlessly to its logical conclusion.
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must be pursued

Check polarization and sub nationalism.
Harness separatist and sectarian sentiments lest they are exploited by outside
forces and vested interests.
Use politicians with roots in the masses to avert challenges to national
integration.
Do not allow vested interests to polarize and excite separatist sentiments.
People, through a democratic way, be taken into confidence on the issue of
―local Taliban concept‖ and ―war against terrorism‖.
8.26

Relations with Primary Centre of Power - US

US thrust is likely to be Asia centric in view of its emerging and dynamic
economies other than being a rich source of oil. No other country or union in
near future is likely to challenge its hegemony. Therefore, there is a need for
greater engagement with the US at all levels focussing on viable and sustainable
bilateral relationship.
Extending beyond war against terrorism to a more predictable and long term
relationship endeavouring to enhance economic relationship focussing on trade
and not aid.
Pakistan‘s endeavour should be to curtail US inclination and possible
strengthening of India as counter weight to China by projecting its doubtful and
uncertain policy stance in the past.
8.27

Relations with Other Centres of Power

Consolidate and expand ties with other major powers notably EU, China and
Russia.
Maintain and enhance bilateral understanding with France and Germany.
While balancing on our relationship with the US, we should continue to assure
China that Pakistani territory will not permitted to be used against it.
Engage China in more constructive dialogue and establish some kind of long
term security relationship with it.
Enhance preferential trade agreement with China for economic amelioration,
besides according preferential treatment to SAARC countries.
Sustain relationship with Japan by assuring commitment to non proliferation of
WMD.
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8.28

Relations with Neighboring / Regional States

Express strong and unqualified support for the Bonn process and assist Karzai‘s
government in reconstruction activities in Afghanistan.
Pursue the process of engagement with India on the basis of sovereign
equality.6 Our endeavor should be that we do not end up bringing India and US
together against us because of our own doings/actions.
Collaborate with Iran on energy issue and prevent ingress of India. Adopt a
counter encirclement policy to thwart Indian designs in Iran and Afghanistan.
Strengthen political Islam by intellectual, political and economic interaction
outside the ambit of the Arab World.
Continue to strive for peaceful neighborhood aimed at collective peace and
security.
8.29

Response on Major Policy Issues Confronting Pakistan War on
Terrorism

Remain engaged in war against terrorism taking a principle stand on rejecting
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations as part of the coalition. We should
continue to make contributions to the US war on terrorism while pursuing and
preserving our strategic and vital interests. It is also in our interest to weaken the
roots of sectarianism and extremism in our country thus building a homogeneous
society.
8.30

Nuclear / Ballistic Missiles Non Proliferation

While a nuclear capable Pakistan will be acceptable to the world in view of its
geo-political compulsions, it cannot afford to get involved into proliferation of
WMD, whatever the cost benefit relationship may be. Though any whiff of
scandal or linkage with onward proliferation should have been avoided, the
damage inflicted to the country‘s image by own nuclear scientists must be
contained and all those involved quarantined. To prove our sincerity to
international community, Pakistan besides assurance, could compile and issue
an Export Control List of sensitive material thereby contributing to the global
effort of non proliferation.
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8.31

Leadership / Steering of Muslim Ummah

The concept of Ummah stands marginalized by the Nation State concept. It is a
weak disunited platform which is incapable of serving the cause of Islamic World.
This fact is evident from the member countries‘ pursuits of undertaking business
as per respective interests outside the ambit and framework of Organisation of
Islamic Countries' (OIC) declared policy objectives. Pakistan should either help
evolve a better mechanism by enlightened moderation7 or should not venture for
time being to lead this disjointed body.
8.32

Recognizing Israel

Pakistan should have started working on establishing contacts / relationship with
Israel a long time back to prevent emergence of Indo- Israel nexus which in itself
holds seeds of Indo-US nexus. At this stage, recognition of Israel should neither
be an option nor will it be of much significance. We may establish some
workable contacts pending recognition of Israel to an opportune moment in
future when we see some solution coming up in the shape of Palestinian State or
an alternate acceptable to the people of Palestine.
8.33

Kashmir Issue

Not much choice is available with Pakistan. She is caught on the horns of
dilemma. She can‘t let this indigenous freedom struggle die off and repent later.
On the other hand we have given public commitment not to allow any crossings
of LoC. It would be apt that we continue to emphasize that it is very difficult to
stop LoC infiltration and still lend moral and diplomatic support. We have to
follow a thin line whereby we can satisfy the concerns of international community
while keeping the freedom struggle alive.
8.34

Miscellaneous

Pakistan‘s endeavour should be to remain in the geo-political and global
information order / loop.
Should enhance our image as a moderate and dynamic country by adopting a
pragmatic approach.
Need to adopt an aggressive diplomacy posture / presence by enhancing our
strategic outreach in regions / countries of key importance.
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Undertake a strategic review of national security posture which is based on
conventional backed by nuclear and can reverse in 5 – 7 years.
May establish a strategic analysis and coordination division at national level for
improving response to emerging realities.
8.35

Domestic Affairs

Internal and external affairs are interwoven. Effective national security flows from
internal cohesion and coherence, political and economic stability, psycho social
environment and potent military power. Are we blessed with these or we need to
work upon them to enhance our national security? These are some of the
important questions which we need to answer. To find answers to our security
paradigm, what all can we do on internal front to enhance our national security,
thus lending strength to foreign policy, are highlighted below:Must endeavor to achieve economic sovereignty which shall in turn guarantee
national sovereignty. Having been financially rewarded in terms of cash and debt
relief we have nearly 20 years of fiscal space available to us. It now depends on
us that how far we can capitalize on this window of opportunity.
Should shred away the image of intolerant, politically volatile and extremist
society which is proving extremely harmful to the nation. The Indians, capitalizing
on post 9/11 situation, have been quite successful in drawing equivalence
between liberation struggle and that of terrorism with Muslims (us) attached to it.
On economic front, stigma of economic mismanagement, fiscal irresponsibility,
poor governance and rampant corruption must be washed away/plucked out. We
should better retire our debts or undertake investments which could put the
wheels of economic amelioration / poverty reduction in motion.
Must put our house in order by establishing civil military equilibrium and
undertaking political restructuring to strengthen democratic institutions. The
NSC, which exists in varying capacity in many countries, may be retained to
participate in enhancing the governance of the country. The members may
include foreign, finance, defence and interior ministries with balanced ratio
worked out between armed forces and the civilians.
Need to wage serious campaign or jihad on education to capitalise on human
resource development. At Islamic world level establishment of scientific and
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educational base is vital. Till such time we have an independent intellectual base
free from the influence and control of the West, we can‘t rise to the excellence.
Establish a rule based society where justice is dispensed with for all irrespective
of rank and profile. Setting a personal example restraint may have to be
exercised by the political and military leadership to act within the framework of
law.
Pursuing the strategy of enlightened moderation, project Pakistan as a pivotal
state in the region engaged in the task of shaping a tolerant society, seeking
peace with its neighbors and making strides in the economic spheres 8.
Stimulate economic growth by establishing economic and commercial ties with
countries of own interest.
Counter enemy propaganda by harnessing the global media to

Pakistan‘s

advantage and expand internal base of capability to project own view point.
Ensure prudent selection of Ambassadors with impeccable integrity and
competence, who can contribute towards advancing national interests 9.

8.36

Response Option to Extra Regional Threat to Pakistan

Given the spectrum of extra regional threat and own vulnerabilities, a prudent
strategy would be required to chalk out alleviation of threats. This can, however,
be achieved by a combination of steps being undertaken in the spheres of
diplomacy, economic engagement, conflict resolution and an effective minimum
nuclear deterrence. Following is suggested in this regard:

8.37

Domestic Policy Changes

The US pre-emptive doctrine, with its focus on ‗Islam‘ and ‗Terrorism‘ does not
exclude Pakistan and, therefore, it can be argued that Pakistan will be open to
intrusive interventions by the US, whenever she desires so. Pakistan should,
therefore, remain in line with the global sentiment while formulating new and
modifying (where necessary) it‘s domestic and foreign policies as follows:

8.38

Measures Against Terrorism

The complex phenomenon of terrorism should be countered by country at
multiple levels, such as domestic, regional and international. Pakistan should
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also be careful that it does not become the main target of western anti-terrorism
policies in view of its domestic vulnerabilities and the freedom struggle in
Kashmir. In order to enhance its dedication to fight against terrorism; Pakistan
should strengthen its national mechanism to combat terrorism, sign relevant
International Conventions and enhance intelligence exchange with US/ Western
countries to facilitate the flow of information. At the same time, Pakistan should
also

continue

to

improve

domestic

divide/provincial prejudice, improve

integration, remove economic exploitation, extend justice to common citizens
and improve education in order to increase mutual tolerance.
8.39

Dispel Label of Talibanization

Pakistan is committed to becoming a modern Islamic state, as envisaged by the
founder of the country. The enforcement of the Sharia has to be an enlightened
activity to be pursued by politico-democratic means. Constant agitations or the
use of coercion would make the nation and the country hostage to unacceptable
means and is likely to invite foreign aggression. The manner of functioning of the
politico-religious forces for what they term ‗Islamization‘ has shown that it is
remote from the objectives of tolerance, peace and learning that the religion of
Islam stands for. Pakistan should take measure to scrutinize the activities of
religious parties, restrict their foreign funding and ruthlessly curb ‗Taliban‘
phenomenon to avoid projection of negative effects. Moreover, we should also
work towards undertaking measures where common people can not be
browbeaten by religious exploiters.
8.40

Military Retaining Nuclear Deterrence

The focus on WMD should make Pakistan worry in long-term US intent with
regard to its nuclear assets. There is a deliberate ambivalence so that Pakistan
may be declared as ‗failing‘, if it runs contrary to US strategic goals. The Indo-US
strategic relationship, with its dimension of transfer of missile defence systems,
will undermine Pakistan‘s limited missile capability and policy of nuclear
restraint. Pakistan should, therefore, continue to maintain sufficient nuclear and
conventional deterrence to inflict grievous harm to enemy in retaliation to ensure
its national security objectives.
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Pakistan should also give very clear-cut command and control structures to its
nuclear assets, put these in place and make them public, so that fears as ―the
US must uncover terror cells in 60 or more countries … we must take the battle
to the enemy, disrupt his plans, and confront the worst threats before they
emerge‖10 could be laid to rest.

8.41

Conflict Resolution

Confrontation between two nuclear rivals due to Kashmir has forced US to
involve in the dispute incrementally which is not acceptable to India.11 Driven by
her own economic well being, the US is interested in single largest market in
India comprising over a billion people. Moreover, it is in the broader interest of
the US to prevent a conflict between the two nuclear neighbours since US is
apprehensive that an Indo-Pak war would undermine its war in Afghanistan. This
situation suits Pakistan if prudently exploited. On many occasions, the US has
expressed interest in mediation if both sides ask for it. But, indirect mediation by
America, which has already begun, is likely to grow to in momentum and should
be further pursued vigorously. Pakistan should endeavour to resolve the Kashmir
issue in a manner committed to by the international community and passed in
UN Security Council Resolutions. The granting of the right of self-determination
to the East Timorese (the case identical within the UN to Kashmir) must be
pursued since its refusal would be difficult for the international community to
rationalize. Pakistan should, therefore, neither scum to pressure to withdraw its
diplomatic and moral support for the Kashmiri struggle of self-determination nor
accept the LoC as the international border for solution to the Kashmir issue.

8.42

New Regional Alliances and Friends

For Pakistan, its security equations and concerns have been further aggravated
after 9/11, with the external dimensions ever more inextricably linked to its
domestic policy. Added to this is the new core alignments of the US which have
a direct bearing on its foreign policy and security formulations. After 9/11 new
external powers are now directly interacting in the region with the US pushing for
an aggressive global policy. In order to keep its options open; Pakistan should
focus on new regional and international allies and a pro active foreign diplomacy.
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8.43

Redefining Relations with the US

In new US security and economic calculus, India is seen as a strategic partner
and an upcoming global power whereas the US relationship with Pakistan is
conditional and may become progressively more coercive on the part of the US.
The strategic relationship between the US and India means that Pakistani
interests in the region will conflict with those of Indo-US – including the issue of
Kashmir. Pakistan, therefore, should redefine its relationship with the US in
specific terms that whether US friendship would survive as long as Pakistan
cooperates in its war against terrorism or would be more lasting and enduring.

8.44

Diplomatic Relations with Russia

It is opined that a sudden break through in bilateral relations with Russia may not
be achieved. It would require modifications in Pakistan‘s military-strategic
thinking and as to how a more constructive foreign policy approach can be
pursued. Both the countries, recognizing the changing geo-strategic and geopolitical environment should embark upon a constructive and harmonious
relationship. Areas of cooperation could be military, trade, investment and
science and technology.
8.45

Pragmatic Approach to Israel Issue

Pakistan does not recognize Israel at present but should show a more pragmatic
approach to the issue of Israel and adopt flexible approach in its foreign policy.
Example of some Arab states like Jordan and Egypt may be followed which
recognized Israel without affecting their efforts for peace settlement for the
Palestinians.
8.46

OIC/Muslim World

Support of OIC forum is crucial for Pakistan‘s diplomatic efforts to prevent its
diplomatic and economic isolation. Pakistan should also make concerted efforts
to get the support of the Muslim world in general and Gulf States in particular.
8.47

Poverty Alleviation
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The major causes of poverty in Pakistan include lack of employment, a slow
down in the pace of economic growth in the 1990s and debt obligations resulting
in a decline in public sector development programmes. Pakistan should,
therefore, achieve broad-based growth through development of small and
medium enterprises, promotion of physical assets for the poor through support of
micro credit and improved governance that covers judiciary reforms and public
sector efficiency. Pakistan should endeavour to empower the poor, provide them
with increased economic opportunities and greater access to physical and social
assets. These measures will bring Pakistan‘s economy back on a sustainable
high growth path.

8.48

Economic Restructuring

For restructuring the economy Pakistan should:
Enhance

the

efficiency and

outward

orientation of the agriculture and

manufacturing sectors.
Economic Revival Plan announced in December 1999 by President General
Musharraf based on ‗up gradation of agriculture sector, vitalization of small and
medium industry, poverty reduction and development of energy sector 54‘ 12; if
implemented in letter and spirit is likely to improve the economic situation of
Pakistan.
It should improve its external balance and service its huge external debt. It
should improve its low level of human resource development.
8.49

Use of Media

Projection of Islam as monolithic, violent and aggressive religion must be
resisted through skilful use of electronic and print media. Organization of
conferences, seminars and workshops will also help in marking the world
understand the true spirit of Islam. The media policy should be able to respond
and quell the perceptions of the West about Pakistan.
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